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In the first half of the eighteenth century, a
variety of intellectual, social, and economic forces
were combining to hasten the disintegration of New England
Puritan orthodoxy. In the midstof this general ferment,
certain New England ministers began to adopt a set of
theological beliefs and attitudes that their detractors
characterized as "Arminian." First surfacing in the
1730s, the Arminian movement gained momentum and greater
cohesion during the Great Awakening as its adherents
engaged in factional struggles with militant New Lights.
By the late 1750s, most of the characteristic features
of the movement had been fully developed. The Arminians
preached a humanistic and rational faith which directly
challenged both moderate and radical Calvinists. In
their sermons and treatises they stressed freedom of the
will and man's natural ability to attain salvation
through God's grace; the benevolence of the deity; the
primacy of ethical behavior; and reliance on one's own
rational faculties and the Holy Scriptures for guidance
and understanding.
The three high priests of eighteenth-century
New England Arminianism were Jonathan Mayhew (1720-1766)
and Charles Chauncy (1705-1737), both Boston clergymen,
and the Reverend Ebenezer Gay (1696-1787) of Hingham.
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Mayhew and Chauncy were the more visible of the three.
From his pulpit in Boston»s controversial new West
Church, supported by many of the town's younger
merchants, Mayhew vociferously struggled against both
Episcopacy and Boston's Puritan "old guard." Chauncy,
younger colleague of the ailing Thomas Foxcroft at
Boston's First Church was less outspoken than Mayhew,
but extremely effective as a political strategist for the
Arminian movement. Ebenezer Gay, though a far less public
figure than Mayhew or Chauncy, was no less important to
the movement. In the years following the Great Awaken-
ing, Gay soon emerged as the grand old philosopher of the
Arminian party. This is not to suggest that Gay was a more
profound or innovative thinker than the other two men;
indeed, Chauncy was the most creative theologian of the
three. Gay, however, was one of the senior ministers of
the province, as well as being a recognized and well-liked
scholar, and he helped lend the Arminian movement a
reputability that was vital to its success and acceptance.
Gay's reputation as a philosopher is somewhat mis-
leading on two counts. First, he was simply not an
original thinker. His Arminian theology evolved slowly
over the course of his sixty-nine-year ministry in Hingham
and it was firmly grounded in the works of seventeenth-
century theologians such as Richard Baxter, Hugo Grotius
(a Dutch Arminian), and the school of writers known as the
Cambridge Platonists. During his years at Harvard (I710-
I7IA) Gay began to fuse the practical, latitudinarian
theology of those writers with the empirical approach of
Newton, Locke and their interpreters. The result would
eventually liberate Gay from any allegiance to Calvinist-
Puritan orthodoxy and would make him a determined champion
of the right to free inquiry. His later reading in the
works of eighteenth-century English liberals merely
ratified the intellectual approach he had formed at
Harvard. Even in his 1759 Dudleian Lecture on Natural
Religion, probably the most complete expression of
New England Arrainianism, Gay said very little that would
have been unfamiliar to Harvard President John Leverett,
John Wise, Cotton Mather, or any of the great scholars
of his youth. What was original was the way in which
he integrated his liberal theology with his strongly
conservative social views.
On the second count, Gay did not regard himself
as a philosopher, but rather as a practical minister of
the gospel. Much of his impatience with Calvinist dogma
arose from the impediments it presented to a successful
parish ministry. Furthermore, two of Gay's most signif-
icant contributions to the Arminian cause lay entirely in
the real world of clerical politics. First, he dissem-
inated his religious views by serving as teacher and
sometimes paternal advisor to a host of young ministers.
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Many of these younger men such as Jonathan Mayhew and
Simeon Howard became key figures in the transmission of
the Arminian gospel. Second, Gay transformed his local
ministers' association into one of the most influential
religious bodies in Massachusetts. The clergymen in the
Hingham Association worked hard to maintain ecclesiastical
and social order on the South Shore (a coastal region
located roughly between Dorchester and Plymouth) and to
provide a solid base of support for beleaguered Arminians
throughout the province.
Although Gay was a major figure in the history of
New England Arminianism, he was also fairly representative
of the ordinary country parson whose preaching was rational
and practical. By studying Gay's ministry in Hingham, one
can learn more about the circumstances that shaped the
Arminian movement in the province at large, as opposed to
the more urban, religiously fragmented world of Boston.
The story of Gay's life and ministry forms an integral part
of the history of Arminianism in Massachusetts, and cannot
be understood apart from that history.
Conrad Wright's classic study of Arminianism, The
Beginnings of Unitarianism in America (Boston, 1955), has
corrected the error of earlier historians such as G. Adolf
Koch and Herbert Morals who tended to perceive the Armin-
ians as "respectable deists," men who were important only
as transitional figures between the intellectual world of
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John Winthrop and that of Thomas Jefferson, The Arminians,
in fact, considered themselves the first line of defense
against deism, in view of their persistent efforts to show
that the Scriptures were not only rational but indispens-
able to those who sought to understand God's true purpose
in the world. The Arminian movement was not simply a
prelude to deism or even to Uni tarianism ; it was a major
eighteenth-century set of beliefs that had intrinsic
importance. The Arminian ministry provided a theological
framework which both rationalized and sanctified moderniza-
tion in colonial Massachusetts. Their tenets corresponded
remarkably well with the needs of a changing society.
Like the New Lights, the Arminians also responded to the
perceived declension of inward piety and social order, but
their response was more in tune with the new, enlightened
age— they preached ethical responsibility and moral self-
reliance . ^
The spirit of Arminianism and the emerging entre-
preneurial spirit in mid-eighteenth-century Massachusetts
reinforced each other, particularly in the bustling com-
mercial towns on the coast. Gay's ministry in Hingham
worked in perfect harmony with the community's social and
political institutions in easing the town into a predom-
inantly commercial economy with minimal social stress.
Gay once declared that the coming of a gospel minister "to
a people is indeed to their wordly emolument. It
ordinarily contributes not a little to the advancement of
their outward estate; the preservation of peace and order
in civil society, the encouragement of industry, and the
change, sometimes, of a wilderness into a fruitful land. "2
Although this dissertation attempts to cast some
additional light on the inner workings of the Arminian
movement as well as on its social significance, the center
stage is dominated by the Reverend Doctor Ebenezer Gay.
Gay has been something of an historical enigma. Although
he is a ubiquitous presence in any history of Arminianism,
he has remained personally a rather shadowy figure. Gay's
elusiveness is basically due to the fact that, with a few
notable exceptions, his contributions to the Arminian move-
ment were not public in nature. Unlike his friends Mayhew,
Chauncy, and Lemuel Briant, Gay was rarely in the limelight
or in the midst of controversy. Nevertheless, contemporary
"insiders" knew that he was a prominent member of the
Arminian establishment.
Gay's role in the Arminian movement baffled early
nineteenth-century Unitarians who had been told that he was
an important figure in their history, but were not really
told why. In 1815, John Adams, who knew Gay quite well,
responded to an inquiry by Jedidiah Morse, a zealous
Calvinist minister, concerning the beginnings of Unitar-
ianism: "I can testify as a witness to its old age. Sixty
five years ago ray own minister, the Rev. Lemuel Briant;
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Dr. Jonathan Hayhew of the West Church in Boston; the
Rev. Mr. Shute of Hingham; the Rev. John Brown of Cohasset;
and perhaps equal to all, if not above all, the Rev. Mr.
Gay of Hingham were Unitarians." This sense of Gay's
importance in the development of liberal Christianity was
then picked up by the great Unitarian preacher, Theodore
Parker, who remarked to Sydney Howard Gay, a descendant,
that "Your grandfather was the first Unitarian, & stood
in the same relation to the Church of his day that I do to
the Church of mine." Still, Parker could not define the
nature of that relation. This confusion has persisted
until recent times. Clifford K. Shipton, in his sketch
on Gay in Sibley's Harvard Graduates , has written, "It
is to the glory of New England that the ripples of this
man's influence gradually spread to the far corners in
spite of his way of calling attention to the most sacred
canons of church and state." Shipton, however, failed to
provide much evidence in support of his portrait of Gay as
an influential and radical figure. The impact which Gay
made (with the obvious exception of his twenty published
sermons) is similar to that of footprints in the snow
—
the impression remains but the substance has vanished.
Nevertheless, it has been possible to resurrect the world
of the Hingham parson with a little sustained digging into
a widely dispersed body of correspondence, diaries, church
records, town records, and other sources. When all Gay's
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scattered legacy is drawn together, the results confirm
the opinion of his contemporaries—he was indeed a man of
enormous influence in the Arminian movement of eighteenth-
century New England.^
I should like to insert a brief apologia at this
point. The reader can hardly refrain from noticing that
I have followed Conrad Wright's precedent of describing
the theological posture of Gay and his colleagues as
"Arminian." Two objections could plausibly be made to
the use of this term. The first is that the belief
system of the New England ministers in question did not
correspond precisely with the teachings of the seventeenth-
century Dutch theologian, Jacobus Arminius. One might
also object to defining men by a word used by their
opponents to disparage them. For that matter, I believe
that Gay and all of his fellow ministers would vigorously
protest my use of that label to describe them. Neverthe-
less, the heart of Arrainianism lies in its confidence that
most men have, however obscured by the Fall, a basic core
of decency that, when properly developed, can merit
approbation in God's eyes. For this reason, the term
"Arminian" characterizes the spirit of these men with much
greater precision than the vague word "Liberal," "proto-
Unitarian" (for they were more than that), or even
"rational Christian." Therefore, the utility of the term
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overrides, in my mind, the objections just mentioned.
Research for this study took me to a great many
libraries, town halls, local historical societies, and
churches. However, the greatest single collection of
useful manuscript material, including most of the
Hingham First Church Records, is housed at the Massa-
chusetts Historical Society, and I would especially like
to thank their staff for their unfailing courtesy and
efficiency. I am also in debt to Hingham Town Clerk
John Studley and his staff for making the town records
available to me, and for rendering many small kindnesses
which facilitated my task.
I wish to extend my warmest thanks to my professors
at the University of Massachusetts who have read and
criticized my chapters with scrupulous care. I am indebted
to Paul S. Boyer, Everett H. Emerson, Stephen W. Nissenbaum,
and particularly to my advisor, Winfred E. A. Bernhard, for
his patience and encouragement. There are many other
persons who have given me useful advice, insights, and access
to documents. I am particularly grateful to Mrs. E. Kent
Allen and the staff at Bingham's Old Ordinary, Robert C.
Anderson, the Reverend Edward Atkinson, Evelyn C. Coughlan,
Cedric B. Cowing, William 0. Gay, Morris Golden, Chris
Jedrey, George E. Kirk, the Reverend Kenneth LaFleur, the
late Julian Loring, the Reverend Paul R. Medling, John P.
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Richardson, the Reverend Donald F, Robinson, Kevin
Sweeney, Patricia J. Tracy, James W. Wheaton, and
Conrad Wright. I wish most especially to thank
Mr. Ebenezer Gay of Hinghara, eighth in descent from the
old patriarch, for his personal research, excellent
advice, and friendship. If I have succeeded in putting
some flesh on the very dry bones of Parson Gay, it is
very largely due to Mr. Gay's assistance. I owe my
greatest debt to ray wife, Audie Schwegman Wilson, who has
contributed everything from editorial criticism and
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The years following the Great Awakening in New England
saw the emergence of a humanistic, rational theology that
was bent on purging itself of all traces of its Calvinist
inheritance. The movement, which was called Arminianisra
by its opponents, stressed the importance of human ini-
tiative in the process of salvation, and insisted on
reliance on the Scriptures as the only standard of truth.
The three high priests of New England Arminianism were
Charles Chauncy, Jonathan Mayhew, and Ebenezer Gay. This
dissertation has been written for the purpose of bringing
the last member of this trio out of the shadows.
In his later years, Gay became the acknowledged
patriarch of the Arrainian movement. His sober, judicious
personality took some of the edge off the radicalism of
this "New Divinity" and his 1759 Dudleian Lecture on
Natural Religion, as Distinguished from Revealed proved to
be the authoritative exposition of Arrainian theology. Many
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of the younger Arminian ministers, such as Jonathan Mayhew
and Simeon Howard, studied with Gay. He worked tirelessly
to find pulpits for these young liberals, and he came
promptly to their defense when they came under attack for
their views. Gay also transformed the South Shore Asso-
ciation of ministers into a solid base of support for the
Arminian movement. Consequently, much of this disserta-
tion concerns itself with the ecclesiastical history of
the coastal region between Boston and Plymouth.
This study also analyzes the three major sources of
Gay's Arrainianism— 1, The empirical spirit which he
assimilated during his years at John Leverett's Harvard
(I7IO-I717). 2. The works of the English liberal theo-
logians such as Samuel Clarke and John Taylor. 3. The
interaction between Gay and the social forces that were
transforming Hingham, the town in which he ministered for
sixty-nine years. This thesis argues that Arminianism,
as a theological movement, was intrinsically important, and
should not be studied merely as a prelude to Unitarianism
or Universalism. The Arminian ministry provided a theo-
logical framework which both rationalized and sanctified
modernization in colonial Massachusetts. The Arminian
concept of the self-reliant pilgrim working out his own
salvation was more in tune with the new entrepreneurial
spirit of Hingham than was the Calvinist vision of an
individual soul merged in the corporate depravity of all
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souls.
Arminian theology, as Gay expressed it, was also
inherently elitist. Salvation was available only to those
with the moral and intellectual stamina to make it.
According to Gay, there were degrees of salvation, and
the highest places in heaven would be assigned to those
with superior intellectual ability. He had replaced the
Calvinist elect with an even more exclusive fraternity
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Ebenezer Gay was a man of conservative temperament.
Throughout his life he cherished order, stability, and
harmony in all things. During his long career as the
senior minister in Hingham, Massachusetts, he stood firm
against the forces of disruption—war, religious revivals,
social and political revolution. Nevertheless, Gay is not
remembered as a reactionary (although his reputation as a
staunch Tory persists), but rather as an intellectual
liberal, an innovator. His commitment to the tenets of a
reasonable and enlightened Christianity provided his
Hinghara parish with a set of ideal values that enabled them
to withstand more easily the stresses of modernization in
the eighteenth century. Thus, although Gay tended to oppose
abrupt change with autocratic vigor, he helped his town and
congregation to adjust to the slower, but more fundamental
changes that were transforming colonial society in the
eighteenth century. This policy of smooth accommodation,
in its turn, helped sustain the conservative social climate
that Gay so cherished.^
In all of this, Ebenezer Gay showed himself a true son
of Dedham, a rather small and somewhat isolated town,
1
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located about ten miles southwest of Boston. Indeed, he
seemed to embody many of the social characteristics that
marked his boyhood home. By all accounts, ancient and
modern, Dedham was a tenaciously conservative community
that prized order, stability, and moderation; yet, by the
dawning of the eighteenth century, the community was
already struggling with the problems of growth— land
pressure, population dispersion, social stratification,
and contending interest groups. At the time of Gay's
birth in 1696, the village of Dedham had been relatively
free of the factional bickering that continually disturbed
the peace of her neighbors. The original settlers had
initially proposed the name "Contentment" for the town, and
contentment remained their ideal. Dedham was not, however,
a communal village populated by levelers. Indeed, the
Dedham Puritans never questioned their belief that God had
foreordained some men to greater prosperity in this life
than others. Those who were "highe and eminent in power
and dignitie" received land and political offices that be-
fitted their station. As long as social inequality was not
too pronounced, this hierarchy provided a stable, coherent
framework for community life. The village leaders shared
essentially the same value system as the men of lower rank.
As long as Dedham was able to balance these two opposing
ideals, hierarchy and collectivism, the village remained at
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peace. This social system, which was characteristically
Puritan, would have a major impact on Gay's own social
ideals, and on his theology as well.^
The conservative character of Dedhara was evident both
in its political institutions and in its response to reli-
gious innovation. The rate of turnover among the village
selectmen, for instance, was quite low. Between 1639 and
1687, forty-three men served in that office, averaging
eight terms apiece. Clearly, if a man's initial per-
formance in the office was competent, he could expect a
long tenure. In fact, before 1687, ten men were returned
to office so frequently that they filled 60 percent of the
selectmen's posts, Dedhara clearly prized strong leader-
ship and endeavored to retain it as long as possible."^
The Dedham church fully reflected the social con-
servatism of the village. The early church records suggest
that the church steered a middle course between the two
theological poles of Arminianism and Antinomianism. The
term "Arminian" was applied to those men and women who
tended to rely on their own moral righteousness as their
assurance of salvation. The Antinomians, on the other
hand, denied that one's outward sanctity had any necessary
connection with their justification before God; their faith
tended to be emotional because they believed their rela-
tionship with God to be immediate and direct. The
gatherers of the Dedhara church leaned slightly towards
Arminianism, asserting the need for a pure and elect com-
munity of saints, but identifying the elect principally by
the fruit of their holiness— a moral and upright carriage.^
The Dedham church fathers set very high standards
for admission into membership and this, together with a
declension in experimental piety among second and third
generation Puritans, threatened the very survival of the
church. Between 1653 and 1657 only eight inhabitants
joined the saints, and from 1657 to 1662, there were no
admissions at all. Other towns in the Bay Colony responded
to this dilemma by adopting some version of the "half-way
covenant" proposal of the Synod of 1662. Under this
system, those children of the saints who could not testify
to a vital conversion experience, could nonetheless be
admitted to all ordinances except communion, simply by
pledging to live according to the commands and precepts of
Holy Writ. The children of these half-way members could
then be baptized into the church, assuring its survival
and growth. Dedham, however, despite the pro-synod advo-
cacy of its minister, John Allin, obstinately refused to
dilute the purity of its church. In 1671 # when the General
Court by an overwhelming majority voted support of the doc-
trinal authority of the clergy in this matter, the two
Dedham representatives dissented. The church, however,
despite its brave stance, continued to contract in size;
not until 1691 did the Dedham Puritans relent and concede
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that the "half-way" doctrine was "according to the mind of
Christ. "5
The question of collection of the minister's salary
also revealed the town's reluctance to abandon its old cor-
porate ideals. Before John Allin's death in 1671, the
minister had been successfully supported by private,
voluntary contributions. After 1671, contributions began
to lag rather seriously, but the village refused to vote
a compulsory "rate" to sustain their preachers. Again, it
was not until 1704 before the town admitted that the old
voluntaristic ideal was an illusion, and that the sad
reality required a minister's rate collected by con-
stables.^
Indeed, by the end of the seventeenth century, most
of the threads that had knit this community together were
rapidly unraveling. In 1700, the village population was
about seven hundred. Growth had been rather slow up to that
point, but during the next fifty years the population would
more than double. The more remote areas of the Dedham
grant began to be rapidly settled, and by 1725, Needham,
Bellingham, and Walpole had set off and incorporated as
separate towns. Furthermore, the precincts that remained
a part of Dedham were beginning to act like separate towns.
The selectmen were no longer seen as representing the in-
terests of the whole community; proprietors (those men who
were entitled to join in the public divisions of land)
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became a distinct and privileged group of men. Inequalities
in social standing and wealth were becoming more pronounced.
Disputes were settled less by informal arbitration and
increasingly by litigation. This was the social climate
of Dedhara during Ebenezer Gay»s boyhood. It was a time of
profound social change, accompanied by a dogged determina-
tion to resist that change and preserve wherever possible
the ideals of the old order.
^
Ebenezer Gay's family included some of the principal
movers and shakers of Dedham society. Some of them were
conservators of the old order, but generally the Gays
assumed a progressive and often destabilizing role.
Ebenezer »s paternal grandfather, John Gay, descendant of
an old Norman family, arrived in the New World in 1630.
John was a shrewd, practical, entrepreneurial sort who was
not especially noted for his piety. He settled at Water-
town and, in the course of five years, amassed an estate
Q
of forty acres in the Beaver Brook plowlands.
John Gay(e) took the freeman's oath in 1635 and a year
later signed "The Peticion" to the General Court for incor-
poration of the original Dedham grant. All twenty-five
signers were Watertown men, but only eight of these original
proprietors, including John, actually settled in this vast
tract. John's twelve-acre homestead was situated about one
and one half miles from the village center. He married the
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widow Joanna Borden, and proceeded to become the wealthiest
farmer and landowner in Dedhara. For forty years he struggled
to acquire an estate that would provide an adequate settle-
ment for his five male heirs. His wealth and seniority made
him a figure of considerable influence, yet he maintained
his distance physically, politically, and perhaps spiri-
tually from the center of Dedham society. He was one of the
original members of the Dedham church, occasionally dis-
charged his duties as constable or Grand Juryman, but he
served as selectman only once, in 165A. For John Gay,
"Contentment" meant primarily the opportunity to acquire a
landed estate with minimal interference.^
Although John Gay maintained some distance between
himself and the Fisher-Allin-Lusher establishment that
embodied Dedham 's corporate life, he could nevertheless
deal with them quite effectively. Early in 1667, John
decided that he needed a new barn that would be nearer his
fields. Unfortunately the logical site for the barn was on
public land, and he had already received his full share at
the last proprietary division. Gay had a bargaining card,
however, which he played very carefully. He was well aware
that the selectmen were anxious to lay out a "Waye" that
would pass through his land. Therefore, after a meeting
with two of the selectmen, Gay allowed the town to run a
road through his home lot in exchange for the two acres of
town land which he had selected for his barn site. Although
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Gay remained apprehensive at the prospect of a major in-
vasion of his privacy, he was somewhat mollified by a town
grant of four additional acres of swamp leading from his
fields down to the Charles River.
Dealing in this way, Gay not only expanded his home
lot, but acquired considerable land holdings in Medfield,
in Dedhan's Third Precinct (known as "The Clapboard Trees")
and even in Deerfield in distant Hampshire County. By
1663, John Gay was the wealthiest man in Dedham, with an
estate valued by the town at fcl37. Beginning in the
1670*s, however, his fortunes began a slow but steady de-
cline. In 1673, when a special rate was made for the
building of a new meetinghouse, John was assessed at
fc2:15:3, second only to Timothy Dwight. The following
year when the "Country rate" was assessed, Gay had dropped
to third. By 168A, the Colony valued Gay's estate at
t34:5, a rate now vastly eclipsed by Timothy Dwight's fcl30.
This precipitous decline in fortune was principally due to
Gay's determination to provide each of his five sons with
an adequate competence. John Gay was never, as one scholar
has suggested, a "near-pauper." Indeed, if John and Joanna
Gay had been less proficient at producing males who sur-
vived to adulthood, their old-age estate would have been
much greater. Before his death in 1688, however, John
Gay's patrimony was distributed fairly evenly among his
sons. Consequently, eight years later, John's grandson
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Ebenezer was born into a family of comfortable but modest
means, and one which was clearly not a part of Dedhara's
economic elite.
If Ebenezer Gay's father, Nathaniel, was ever
embittered by his diminished patrimony, he kept it to him-
self. Far from railing against his lot, he seems to have
been an exemplary member of the community. He was certainly
a cut above his four brothers, in his piety, in his educa-
tion, and in his aspirations for his children. Some of
this may be explained by his brief sojourn in a world beyond
Dedham. In 1669 he was sent to live with a family in
Charlestown (quite possibly the socially prominent Bunkers).
He soon returned to Dedham and married Lydia Lusher, the
adopted daughter of Eleazer Lusher, Dedham*s most important
citizen. Nathaniel was a good husbandman and a highly com-
petent carpenter and surveyor. By 167^, at the age of
thirty-two, he had acquired an estate which could be ranked
in the top third of the community. He had moved to the
center of the village and had built a dwelling house that
was valued at a rate slightly higher than his father's.^^
^&thaniel was more active in church and town affairs
than his father had been, but always in a quiet, unassuming
sort of way. He served frequently as a fenceviewer, but
even more frequently he was chosen one of the tythingmen.
In 1684 he received of the constables "two shillings in
corn pay for new marking the line between Dedham and
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Watertown." Despite this yeoman service to the town,
Nathaniel never, in his seventy years, served a single term
as selectman. He concerned himself with the spiritual and
physical stability of the village, but seems to have
avoided politics (or, alternatively, was closed out of
higher political office). "^^
In 1683, Nathaniel Gay erected a new and more sub-
stantial frame dwelling with timber from the town commons.
He managed his modest estate with efficiency. By the time
of his death in 1712, he had settled his two eldest sons,
Nathaniel Jr. and Lusher, with good farmland in the Clap-
board Trees Precinct; his third eldest son, Benjamin, re-
ceived the home lot; and Ebenezer, the youngest child, was
bequeathed an education at Harvard College. Exclusive of
these gifts, Nathaniel's estate at his death was valued
at b227:19:6."^^
The one particularly notable quality about this quiet,
pious farmer was his passion for education. He served as
a trustee of the Dedham school for several years and employed
his carpentry skills to help keep the building in good re-
pair. As late as 1707, at the age of sixty-five, he could
have been seen on the roof of the schoolhouse making repairs
to the chimney. He apparently spent a great deal of time
earnestly trying to raise his children in an atmosphere of
piety and learning. Although young Ebenezer received the
most attention, his elder brothers Nathaniel and
Lusher
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were certainly not neglected. Indeed, they became literate,
well-informed, wealthy men with distinctly liberal theo-
logical views.
Nathaniel's reverence for things of the spirit and of
the "understanding" was probably reinforced by his wife
Lydia. Lydia was the daughter of John and Martha Bunker
Starr. John Starr was an immigrant carpenter and house-
wright who apparently failed to make a go of his trade
either in Duxbury where he first settled, or in Boston
where he later removed. In her infancy, Lydia was intrusted
to the care of her mother's sister, Mary Bunker Lusher, the
wife of Eleazer Lusher, one of the major figures in the
early history of the Bay Colony. The Lushers raised her,
with great affection, as their own daughter and Lydia
proudly transmitted the Lusher heritage to her sons.^^
Lydia's adopted father, Eleazer Lusher, arrived in
Dedham in 1637 in company with John Allin, the town's first
minister, and ten others. These twelve men were active
dissenters who were driven to the colonies by the systematic
persecution of heretics conducted by Archbishop Laud. They
largely set the tone of Dedham 's developing society. When
the Dedham church was organized in 1638, seven of the eight
"living stones" on which the church would be built, came
from this company. The process of selecting these first
covenanting saints of Dedham was a rigorous one, and
Eleazer Lusher emerged a model of doctrinal purity and
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holiness.
Lusher was an excellent scholar and was said to have
had an education comparable to that of the Reverend Allin.
It seems quite possible that Lusher had a Cambridge back-
ground, and that he may have resided, along with Allin, in
the English parish of Wrentham. Since, in Lusher 's view,
a godly society was necessarily a literate society, he
became the prime mover in organizing the Dedham free school
in 16A4. This was possibly the first free school in
Massachusetts supported by an annual town rate. A man of
Lusher's education was eminently suited for the office of
town clerk and, beginning in 16A1, he served in that post
for twenty-three years.
Eleazer Lusher was the only citizen of seventeenth-
century Dedham to achieve real distinction outside the con-
text of the village. He began with a secure base in Dedham
politics, first serving as selectman in 1639 and continuing
in that office for the next twenty-nine years. Lusher,
together with Daniel and Joshua Fisher, virtually monopolized
the post after 1650. He was elected deputy from the town
to the General Court, and was appointed to the upper house
in 1662. For eleven years Lusher moved with assurance
through the intricacies of colonial Puritan politics. In
1671 he chaired a committee charged with collating the laws
of the colony. A militant Puritan, he served as Major of
the Suffolk Regiment, and was instrumental in organizing the
Ancient and Honorable Artillery Company.
Despite the immense influence he wielded in town and
colony, Lusher never used his position to amass great wealth.
His estate of five hundred pounds was less than some of his
village neighbors, and there is no evidence that he ever
engaged in large-scale land speculation or mercantile
operations. His failure to acquire a more imposing estate
did not arise from incompetence as an entrepreneur. For
ten years, Lusher and Joshua Fisher operated a sawmill in
Dedham under a monopoly grant. Their grant further stip-
ulated that whenever a townsman brought in timber for
sawing, one half of the sawed boards would go to Lusher
and Fisher. Lusher had a businessmans sense, but felt a
higher obligation to serve God's holy commonwealth in a
disinterested way. Edward Johnson in his Wonder Working
Providence praised God that "we still retaine among our
Democracy . . . Eleazer Lusher, one of the right stamp and
pure mettle, a gratious, humble and heavenly minded man;
. . ." When Ebenezer Gay was born, the world of his grand-
father Lusher was quickly disintegrating. Men "of the
right stamp and pure mettle" were increasingly few, and
Ebenezer would have to redefine the new Zion in New England.
Indeed, as one old couplet had it:
When Lusher was in office, all things went well,
But how they go since, it shames us to tell. 20
Ebenezer, the youngest of Nathaniel Gay's twelve chil-
dren, was born on the fifteenth day of August, 1696. This
latest and last addition to the family, brought the number
of people living in Nathaniel Gay's well-built but modest
single-bay dwelling to ten. Large families and small houses
were hardly unique in seventeenth-century New England, how-
ever, and Ebenezer's childhood was probably fairly typical
for the period. In order to live comfortably in this
teeming household, young Gay quickly had to learn to
repress self-assertion, to adjust, to accommodate, to co-
operate, and to obey the rules of family government laid
down by the strict but benevolent patriarch. The Gay house-
hold, however, diminished rapidly in size during Ebenezer's
boyhood. Within his first ten years, three older sisters,
Mary, Lydia, and Joanna, were married, and two older
brothers, Nathaniel and Lusher, were settled with farms
out in the Clapboard Trees. By 1706, Ebenezer shared
household space with only two siblings—twelve-year-old
Abigail whom he loved, and fifteen-year-old Benjamin whom
he did not. There was time and peace for study and quiet
reflection.
Young Ebenezer's physical surroundings were not con-
ducive to habits of independent thought. His immediate
environment naturally reinforced the social institutions
and hierarchical structure of the village. On a slight rise
to the north of the Gays stood the meetinghouse, surrounded
by the imposing houses of the town leaders. Immediately to
the south and west, the Gay homestead was bounded by the
burying ground. The somber graves of his grandsires and
the other Dedham fathers lay within yards of the house. In
addition to a passion for order and stability, Gay would,
in later years, be deeply concerned with the question of
immortality and the nature of the after-life. This is not
to suggest that Gay's mature social and intellectual
attitudes were environmentally determined during his
childhood; only that his boyhood surroundings were not
hostile to those attitudes.
The most visible and formal expression of Dedham 's
social order could be observed at the meetinghouse on
Sunday. Ebenezer entered the structure through three
porches and three flights of stairs. Inside, the towns-
people assumed their designated seats, which carefully
reflected their wealth, sex, age, race, marital condition,
and their spiritual or social eminence. Young Ebenezer
sat with the other boys in the short seats at the foot of
the pulpit stairs. From that perspective, the Reverend
Joseph Belcher must have appeared god-like in his raised
pulpit. The meetinghouse had a double run of galleries,
the second tier of which had been built by Ebenezer's
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father and his uncle Samuel in 1696.*--'
Dedham*s well-ordered society did have its links with
the turbulent outside world. One of those links, the
16
Boston-Rhode Island Post Road, ran directly in front of
Nathaniel Gay»s homestead. There is some evidence to sug-
gest that Nathaniel may have operated an informal sort of
"ordinary" (a seventeenth century establishment roughly
equivalent to a small roadside cafe), thus introducing the
"foreign" representatives of a bustling commercial society
into his home. These travellers probably brought news of
the War of the Spanish Succession. Ebenezer's childhood
years were filled with musters, military expeditions, and
names such as Deerfield, Port Royal, and Quebec. The threat
of encirclement and extermination by the French papists and
their Indian allies was keenly felt even in well-protected
Suffolk County. For the rest of his life Gay maintained a
passionate hatred for Popery and the French which con-
trasted sharply with his general spirit of tolerance and
OA
moderation.
Whatever the contributing causes--the Post Road,
their education, their heritage—Ebenezer and his brothers
did not fully share the religious, intellectual, or social
values of many of their neighbors. In fact, as Dedham
began to split apart in the early eighteenth century, the
Gay family could be found at the center of nearly every
dispute. In 170A, when Ebenezer was eight, Dedham experi-
enced its first major political crisis, and his eldest
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brother, Nathaniel, was the principal fomenter.
Nathaniel Gay, Jr. had been settled with a substantial
17
farm in the Clapboard Trees section of Dedham, an area that
was already beginning to differ with the village center on
both religious and very practical sectional issues. In
1704, at the tender age of twenty-two, Nathaniel was elected
Selectman and Treasurer. He was part of a small revolution
that saw three long-term incumbents from the town center
turned out of office, to be replaced by three virtual
novices who clearly represented the interests of Dedham's
outlying areas. The village establishment challenged the
election but the "Gay alliance" ultimately prevailed, for
that year at least.
Lusher Gay, the second eldest brother, also lived in
the Clapboard Trees precinct and fully supported his brother
Nathaniel. Lusher was a man of unusual ability and deep
piety. Had a Harvard education been his portion, he might
have cut an important figure in the Bay Colony. As it was,
he was no simple farmer. He became a large-scale land
speculator, dealt with men of the stature of William Bollan
(the future colonial agent) and died one of the wealthiest
men in Dedham. He avidly read religious tracts and com-
mentaries. In later years, he frequently visited brother
Ebenezer in Hingham to borrow Hubbard's Annotations or
Matthew Henry's Commentaries . Lusher 's theological views,
like Ebenezer's, were liberal, yet he had a deep, sincere
piety that was reflected in the lives of his children. Two
of his sons entered the ministry, one became a deacon of
the Dedham church, and his only surviving daughter married
a minister.
Benjamin Gay, the third of Nathaniel's four surviving
sons, also exerted a disruptive influence in Dedhara, but
for entirely different reasons. After the death of his
father, Benjamin inherited the homestead and soon raised
the status of the old "ordinary" to that of a full-fledged
tavern. There was certainly nothing inherently improper
about running a tavern, but through the years Benjamin
acquired a reputation for being an unscrupulous and ex-
tremely litigious sort of character. His rivalry, for in-
stance, with neighboring tavern owner Nathaniel Ames, Sr.,
often transcended the bounds of healthy competition.
Benjamin Gay's legal embroilments, however, were his private
affair and did not threaten the integrity of the whole
town. His older brothers, Nathaniel and Lusher, did
accomplish such wholesale disruption, as the leading figures
in Dedham *s "Clapboard Trees controversy."
"Clapboard Trees" was the old name for the area that
became Dedham's Third Precinct in 1736 and which, today, is
the town of Westwood. The battle for a separate church and
precinct in Clapboard Trees turned more on religious and
social issues than on problems of geographical distance and
topography. Consequently, the Clapboard Trees dispute
reveals much about the religious climate from which
Ebenezer Gay emerged, even though it erupted in the 1720 's
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after he had already commenced his ministry in Hingham.
The difficulties began with the death of Reverend
Joseph Belcher in 1723. Belcher had been an erudite, mod-
erate Calvinist, whose theology and preaching style were
perfectly congenial to the Gay clan. Samuel Dexter, a
pious and uncompromising Calvinist, was settled in Belcher»s
place. Opposition to Dexter, led principally by the Gays,
quickly coalesced in the Clapboard Trees section. Lusher
Gay, among some others, refused to consent to the town's
vote of a tl50 settlement for Dexter and, within a few
months, Lusher, his brother Nathaniel, and their cousin
John Gay, withdrew from communion. Their difficulties
with Dexter were resolved only by an ecclesiastical council
in 1725, and even this was simply a lull in the battle. In
1729, Dexter declared the request of Sarah Gay (the wife
of John) for admission to the church to be irregular, again
precipitating the withdrawal of the family from communion.
The issue this time seemed to center on Sarah's refusal to
make a public declaration of conversion. Ebenezer Gay was
always uneasy with the Calvinist preference for sudden,
dramatic conversion experiences. They were an affront to
his concept of a gradual and reasonable apprehension of
God's moral requirements; they were also deeply emotional
experiences, and therefore clearly suspect. Besides, under
Joseph Belcher, their previous minister, this sort of thing
had simply not been done. Samuel Dexter, who was becoming
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increasingly vexed with this quarrelsome clan, prayed
earnestly that John and Sarah, Lusher, and Nathaniel would
cease their obstinance and return peaceably to the Communion
Table. He asked the Lord that the Gays "may not be per-
mitted to make any disturbance among us or Breaches upon
us." The family returned, but within three years, John
Gay was under censure for profane speaking.
As the Gays and their fellow dissidents in the Clap-
board Trees began agitating for a separate precinct, their
actions made it evident that this was a dispute over theology
and church polity, rather than geography. The Clapboard
Trees men first joined with the residents of South Dedham
(a region which was somewhat remote from Dedham Center) to
request a separate meetinghouse and minister. In 1730 the
General Court granted the request by establishing the
Second Precinct which included both South Dedham and the
Clapboard Trees. If regional integrity had been the main
issue, the Clapboard Trees men should have been satisfied,
but they were not. Their South Dedham allies turned out
to be as strictly Calvinistic as Dexter's supporters in
the First Precinct. Consequently, the Clapboard Trees
liberals remained as unhappy in the Second Precinct as they
had been before. The General Court tried to put an end to
their dissatisfaction by restoring them to the First Pre-
cinct in 173A, but, in fact, the moderately liberal
religious views of the Gays and their friends found no
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sympathy in the churches of either precinct.
Kenneth Lockridge, in his study of early Dedham, has
described the leaders of Clapboard Trees as "a wealthy,
sophisticated lot, familiar with the bigwigs of provincial
politics" and therefore "tired of living in the political
shadow of the Calvinist leaders" from Dedham Center. In
1735 Nathaniel and Lusher Gay, together with some like-
minded gentlemen who lived well within the First Precinct,
defied the town authorities and erected their own meeting-
house. They hired the former minister of Woodstock,
Connecticut, sixty-four-year-old Josiah Dwight, to preach
to them. Dwight was a bit eccentric and his theology was
rather incoherent, but he preached in a scholarly, genteel
style which suited the Clapboard Trees congregation. In
June of that same year, a council of five churches was
called to settle the dispute between the First Parish and
the Clapboard Trees dissidents. The members of this
council, with one exception, were all sympathetic to the
"rebels." Indeed, one member, the Reverend Ebenezer Gay
of Hingham, was doubtless the most sympathetic of all.
Poor Samuel Dexter at the First Church was once again beset
by Gays on all sides. The council, not surprisingly, sup-
ported the Clapboard Trees petition for a dismission from
the First Parish; the Reverend Samuel Dexter and his sup-
porters, not surprisingly, refused to grant it. The matter
was finally settled in the following year when the General
Court declared the Clapboard Trees to be a separate pre-
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This struggle in Dedham's Clapboard Trees Parish,
besides its intrinsic interest as an event clearly pre-
figuring the battles of the Awakening, reveals the commit-
ment of Ebenezer Gay's family to rational, enlightened
religion. Gay's brothers and their Clapboard Trees neigh-
bors were gentlemen of property and some education, aspiring
men who were clearly impatient with the humbling demands of
Calvinistic Puritanism. This religiously liberal family,
in combination with the socially conservative village of
Dedham, provided an ideal climate for the growth of a future
Arminian.
Ebenezer Gay's rational theology had more direct
sources, however. Not the least of these was the preaching
and guidance provided by his boyhood minister, the Reverend
Joseph Belcher. Belcher exercised a very great influence
on young Ebenezer, providing a model of pastoral behavior
that Gay would emulate to the end of his days. Harvard
College produced several men like Belcher in the late
seventeenth century. They were scholarly, rational, tol-
erant, and above all, gentlemanly. Belcher's commitment
to rational inquiry was evident as early as 1692, when he
took his second degree at Harvard. On Commencement Day, he
upheld in Latin the affirmative of the question; Whether
the creation of the world can be proved on rational grounds?
This position, it should be noted, was not unnatural for a
young man who had been schooled in the orderly, rational
formulations of Ramist logic. In I707, Belcher supported
John Leverett for the presidency of Harvard, thus aligning
himself with the religious liberals of the day (though he
somehow managed to remain on friendly terms with Leverett 's
arch-rivals. Increase and Cotton Mather). Belcher never
allowed his sympathy for reasonable Christianity to exceed
the bounds of moderation. To his Dedham parish he firmly
preached the covenant of grace and the doctrine of election,
tempering them, however, with exhortations to work at their
salvation "that they may resemble God. . . .""^^
By 1710, Belcher was probably familiar with the major
principles and implications of natural theology. This is
really not too early to expect the impact of English
"rational Christianity" to be felt, though perhaps in-
directly, by an active scholar such as Belcher. Locke had
assessed the impact which the new, empirical spirit would
have on Christianity in his The Reasonableness of Chris-
tianity (1695). John Ray's Wisdom of God Manifested in the
Works of Creation (1691) and William Whiston's A New Theory
of the Earth (1696) had proclaimed the harmony of the Holy
Scriptures with the Newtonian universe. Finally, John
Toland, in Christianity Not Mysterious (1696) had declared
that there was nothing in the scriptures that the intellect
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could not grasp; that faith could be grounded solidly on
"ratiocination." Cotton Mather had already endorsed the
Christian rationalist movement as early as 1700 in a tract
entitled Reasonable Religion . By I7IO, however, Mather had
already seen the mechanistic implications of a totally
natural-rational theology; he was already seeing his
Sovereign Lord chained to the principles governing a
Newtonian world. The notion that man could attain to a
saving knowledge of Christ through unassisted reason posed
a dangerous threat to the Puritan concept of God's merciful
Grace. Like Mather, Joseph Belcher was sufficiently
familiar with the English rationalist literature to under-
stand its dangerously seductive potential. In I710 he de-
clared that "There is such a thing as sanctifying grace ,
but by nature we are empty of this, and most full of the
contrary. ... A state of nature is a state of wrath .
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Joseph Belcher's ministry in Dedham was a long and
successful one. As was the case with most successful
ministers, Belcher was flexible, pragmatic, and ever
sensitive to the temper of his parish. Again, like Cotton
Mather, he was desperately concerned about the decline in
piety and church membership, and did not hesitate to bend
his Calvinistic principles to obtain practical results.
Consequently, he preached a vigorous gospel of "Prepara-
tion" that often bordered on Arminianism. He frequently
exhorted his parishioners to "repent and be converted; labor
to have the righteousness of Christ imputed to them in order
to their justification; labor to experience a principle of
inherent holiness . , ."-^^
Belcher was apparently a preacher of some power, and
he often used his forensic gifts for the purpose of evan-
gelizing the young people of Dedham, imploring them to
"remember now your Creator in the days of your youth ..."
When Gay was fourteen, Belcher preached a sermon to certain
of the village youth who had been laboring under "con-
siderable convictions." Could young Ebenezer have been
caught up in this small revival? He had the reputation
of being a rather pious young man at Harvard, Indeed,
throughout Gay*s life, one senses the strong reservoir of
deep, experimental piety that lay just beneath his calm,
rational exterior. If this was the period of Gay's
awakening to the life of the spirit, he had a fervent,
sympathetic guide in Joseph Belcher. With blunt earnest-
ness. Belcher urged his young audience to continue seeking
after Christ: "Let me exhort and charge you to seek him
presently, and not to sit down satisfied till you find him.
And ohi that I knew what further argument to urge, that
might possibly prevail with you to set about and persevere
in this matter. God is my witness, I would do any thing
within my power, to bring you to a real interest in Jesus
Christ." Later in the sermon, as he looked out over the
youthful gathering, he said, "There are some in this assembly
Who are early seekers of Christ." Did he include Ebenezer
among these? In any event, it is certainly not fanciful
to conclude that Belcher took a particular interest in
young Gay, an influence that would be enhanced by contacts
between the two men in later years. "^^
Gay was fortunate in having Joseph Belcher as his
guide and advisor in those early years. His good fortune
was increased by the superior quality of the school which
he attended. The Dedhara free school, which his Grand-
father Lusher had established, attracted a constant suc-
cession of young schoolmasters fresh from Harvard. This
was, of course, true of other grammar schools as well, but
Dedham, along with the towns of Hadley and Newbury, seemed
especially prominent as a place of first employment for
young Harvard pedagogues. Consequently, for long hours of
the day and during the greater part of the year, young
Ebenezer was being instructed by men who had never before
lived in Dedham. In his early school years with the New
England Primer , and later with the endless memorization and
drilling in a Latin accidence or the Nomenclator , the
"foreignness" of Gay's schoolmasters probably meant very
little. Nevertheless, he would have been gradually, and
quite casually, exposed to social values and ideas that
diverged from those of Dedhara. The cultural divergence
would not have been very great, but at least Gay became
aware that another, larger world existed beyond the Charles
River and Wigwam Pond. In I705, for instance, when Gay was
nine, his brother Nathaniel and the four other selectmen
contracted with "»Sir Partridge to keep the School one
year.'" John Partridge was a dynamic young man from Hadley,
who later became a commissioner of the excise and, for a
time, headed the pantheon of "River Gods" (powerful mer-
chants and landowners in the Connecticut River Valley)
before his untimely death in I717. Through Sir Partridge,
Gay's horizons expanded not only to the world of Cicero,
Ovid, and Virgil, but to the equally foreign world of the
Williamses, Stoddards, and Partridges of western Massa-
chusetts.-^^
In his last year at the Dedham grammar school. Gay
came under the tutelage of Sir Elisha Callender (Harvard
graduate scholars were then called "Sir"). Sir Callender
was a Baptist; indeed he would become the most influential
Baptist in the Bay Colony. Far from being an unlettered
Anabaptist zealot (the Puritan stereotype of Baptists),
Callender was a polished, refined young Harvard graduate,
who would in eight years be ordained over the Baptist Church
of Boston by the Mathers, father and son. Callender was,
however, for all his "'charitable and catholic Way of
Thinking,'" an ardent Baptist. For one year, Ebenezer Gay
learned Latin and Greek, construed and parsed, and reviewed
Parson Belcher's sermons under the ferule of the eighteen-
year-old Elisha Callender. The extent of Callender's in-
fluence on Gay is a matter of conjecture, but it must be
noted that their accord on fundamental matters of pulpit
style and even theology was nearly complete. Callender
outlined his views on sermon delivery and pastoral politics
to fellow Baptist John Comer at Newport:
I must advise you to these things: 1. To studie well
all your public discourses and look upon it your
business to compose sermons in a handsome style and
good method; 2. Carefully avoid all controversies in
the pulpit « •
If Callender imparted this same advice to young Gay, then
it was scrupulously followed. Gay's sermons were always
models of scholarly competence; furthermore, his distaste
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for controversy approached the obsessive.
Gay and his fellow Arminians would later agree with
Callender not only on these questions of pulpit style, but
also with some of his ecclesiastical viewpoints. The
Baptists were strongly anti-creedal, regarding the Holy
Scriptures as the sole source of authority. The Arminians
would also vigorously resist creeds and doctrinal imposi-
tions, relying heavily on the scriptures and the developing
techniques of textual criticism. In the nineteenth century
many Baptists would find the Arminian views concerning a
universal salvation, the benevolence of God, and the per-
fectability of man, most congenial. Indeed, many of the
eighteenth-century Baptists in Massachusetts and Rhode
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Island were and had been Arminian in their theology. They
did differ from the Standing Order Arminians in a great
many ways, their emphasis on experimental piety being, per-
haps, the most important. Nonetheless, the area of agree-
ment between these two otherwise disparate groups is both
fascinating and significant. Elisha Callender, then, was
not such an incongruous figure as an early influence on
Gay.^Q
^ the end of his grammar school years. Gay had a
solid foundation in the classics. Given his later reputa-
tion at Harvard, it may be assumed that he easily mastered
the Sententiae Pueriles . and that he translated Erasmus'
Colloquies , Ovid's Metamorphoses , and even his New Testament
Greek with facility. Old Nathaniel Gay was certainly aware
of his youngest son's mental prowess, and he determined,
early on, that Ebenezer's portion would be an education at
Harvard College. Nathaniel spared no expense, and his will
even implies that he may have secured special tutoring for
Ebenezer. Late in 1711, after Ebenezer had already been
placed at Harvard, Nathaniel drew up his will. The document
clearly reveals his anxiety and concern that Ebenezer be
assured the financial means to continue "until the taking
of his first Degree." The expenses were to be paid and dis-
charged out of Nathaniel's estate, which would be managed
and ultimately inherited by his son Benjamin. Lest Benjamin
prove unsympathetic to this end, Nathaniel stressed at three
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separate points the importance of supporting Ebenezer at
the college. He even stipulated that Benjamin should sell
the lands of the estate if "the bringing up my son Ebenezer"
should require it. Nathaniel Gay, Dedham husbandman, died
on February 20, 1712, having insured that his son Ebenezer
had been properly "'fitted for the Universitie . ' ""^^
CHAPTER II
HARVARD
In the late spring of I7IO, in the town of Dedham, a
very earnest thirteen-year-old boy was hastily reviewing
his Lily's Latin Grammar, and struggling with the syntac-
tical complexities of New Testament Greek. At last, in
early July, Ebenezer Gay set out in company with the
Reverend Mr. Belcher for Cambridge. The journey was
short, barely eight miles, and the prospect afforded by
Cambridge Town was certainly not alien to Gay. He rode
into a comfortably proportioned farm village, dominated
but not overawed by the two college buildings. Old Harvard
and Stoughton. The scene was not unlike Dedham, a super-
ficial impression reinforced by the presence of the familiar
Charles River, pursuing its tranquil course alongside the
village.
Cambridge seemed the perfect setting for the con-
templative life but Harvard, despite outward appearances,
was no peaceable kingdom. At the very time of Gay's
arrival, a quiet, but bitterly intense war was being waged
at the college. The dimensions and ranks of the opposing
sides were and are difficult to delineate. Nevertheless,
the two camps were warring over real issues, even though
those issues were not always clearly articulated. The con-
servative faction was championed by Increase Mather and,
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more centrally, by his son Cotton. In one sense, this was
the popular party, supported by a majority of the members
of the General Court, and by an increasing majority of the
Boston clergymen. The conservatives feared that their
beloved "school of the prophets" was becoming a school for
heretics. This heresy was not so much defined in terms of
theological deviance (although there were already mutterings
about "Arrainianism"
) , but rather as a fear that Harvard was
no longer defending the New England Way; that it was, in
fact, becoming Anglicized. They complained that the scholars
were studying the works of modern English liberals
—
Tillotson, Toland, Whitby—rather than the solid old Puritan
divines such as Ames, Perkins, and Shepard. The free,
"catholick," gentlemanly, and very English style of the
Reverend Benjamin Colman of Brattle Street Church seemed
the mode among many of the students. A Boston apothecary
named John Checkley, just returned from several years in
England, could be found at the college rather successfully
pleading the cause of the Church of England. To the con-
servative faction. Harvard appeared to be producing future
ministers who were lati tudinarians at best, and who seemed
to consider the old federal theology a bit outmoded. In
1717, the venerable Increase Mather came directly to the
point, when he warned younger ministers against introducing
innovations, "'as long as there be any that are
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Conscientiously concerned to maintain the Old Religion of
New-England.
This general discontent with Harvard College was
masterfully orchestrated by Cotton Mather. Mather was
probably the most energetic and prolific scholar in eigh-
teenth century New England. He was also a vainglorious
and rather paranoic man, who viewed John Leverett, the
President of Harvard, as an interloper who had usurped the
office that rightfully belonged to the Mathers. From 1707,
the year of Leverett's appointment, until his death in
172A, Mather ceaselessly attempted to discredit his admin-
istration of the college. Whether the issue was lack of
discipline or the composition of the Corporation {the
college administration), whether the complaints came from
Judge Samuel Sewall or the politician, Elisha Cooke, the
source of the agitation could usually be traced to the
restless pastor of Boston*s Old North Church.
Despite the formidable opposition of Cotton Mather,
President Leverett was slowly establishing a firm base of
support both within and without the college. His three
principal allies in the Corporation were William Brattle,
the minister of Cambridge, William's older brother Thomas,
Treasurer of the Corporation, and Tutor Henry Flynt. Out-
side Cambridge, the President had strong support from
clergymen, many of whom had been tutored by Leverett and
William Brattle in the 1690's. Leverett could also look
for backing from Governor Dudley and his Council. Thus,
John Leverett was not without resources, as he waged a con-
tinual struggle against Mather, and a suspicious Board of
Overseers.
Leverett and Mather held sharply divergent views con-
cerning Harvard's ultimate raison d'etre . Mather wanted
the institution to continue to function as an incubator for
orthodox ministers who would strive to perpetuate the "New
England Way," while Leverett had a more cosmopolitan vision
of Harvard's educational goals. Although Cotton Mather and
his supporters held the conservative ground in this dispute,
it would be unjust to portray them as hopeless, academic
reactionaries. True, the Mather faction opposed the intro-
duction of "Arminian" and "deistical" texts, but they fully
supported the most exciting academic development of the
period, the study of the new experimental philosophy.
Harvard, by 1710, was no stranger to the empirical method,
but it was only during the Leverett years that the reli-
gious, ethical, social, and humanistic implications of
experimental science began to take hold.
Harvard educators had been sympathetic to the
scientific method ever since, as Cotton Mather put it, "the
great Lord Bacon show'd em the way to the Advancement of
Learning ..." Harvard had, in a sense, accepted Baconian
empirical technique before 1660, when the Copernican
universe was allowed to displace the Ptolemaic system.
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Traditional, Aristotelian natural philosophy received a
further jolt in 1686 when Charles Morton's up-to-date
manual of science replaced the ancient, scholastic text
of Magirus. A few years later, Tutor William Brattle
introduced Harvard students to the highly mechanized
universe of Rene Descartes. The consequence of all this
was that Harvard College was well prepared to receive the
two great giants of the early Enlightennent--Sir Isaac
Newton and John Locke. Newton's discoveries and Locke's
episteraology revitalized the already strong rationalist
tradition at Harvard. The dry categories of Ramist logic
were reinforced, but also eclipsed by what Samuel Johnson
at Yale called the "New Learning." The new disciples of
Newton and Locke were not particularly concerned with
abstract, metaphysical propositions; for them, "Reason"
became the discipline of thinking, in a precise way, about
the things which were real. The small college in Cambridge,
then, was anything but a placid academic backwater. It was
the scene of a fierce struggle between the Leverett and
Mather factions that would intensify and very nearly pull
the college apart; at the same time, the college was fully
caught up in the excitement of the early English Enlighten-
ment. Both these elements would be instrumental in helping
3
shape Gay's intellectual and political makeup.
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In the summer of I7IO, however, Ebenezer Gay had only
one overriding concern—passing his entrance examination.
The questioning was conducted by the president and the three
tutors. The atmosphere was polite, but doubtless intimi-
dating for Gay, who really had no ancestral or immediate
familial connections with the college. Gay found himself
facing in turn, Tutors Flynt, Whiting, and Remington, and
the "Great Leverett" himself. Henry Flynt was only thirty-
five at this time, affable, rather deaf, and a brilliant
biblical scholar. He had not yet become the legendary,
crusty old "Father Flynt," beloved and bedeviled by his
successive classes of "wild colts." In I7IO, the Mather
faction felt that Flynt was altogether too fond of English
liberal authors such as Tillotson, and they suspected him
of Episcopal leanings. The second of the three tutors,
Jonathan Remington, was, in contrast to Flynt, a rather
severe, judgemental sort who had little tolerance for
drinking, card playing, and the other corrupting activities
in which his students engaged. A rather unimaginative man,
the best advice he could impart to the graduating class of
1707 was "Get some Author's Scheme perfect." The third
tutor was John Whiting, the man slated to be the mentor of
the incoming freshman class. At that time, each Harvard
class was put under the supervision of one tutor who guided
them through their four years. It is possible that Whiting
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was not present at the interview, since he had signed on
that summer as chaplain for the Second Massachusetts Reg-
iment on the Port Royal expedition.^
Whiting, Remington, and even Flynt, were quite over-
shadowed by President Leverett. The complete English
gentleman—tactful, articulate, elegant, mastering every
situation with an easy grace, he was a man to whom one was
instinctively deferential, and whose deportment "'struck an
Awe upon the Youth.'" His background as tutor, lawyer,
judge. Councillor, and Speaker of the House, had thor-
oughly prepared him for the demands of the Harvard
presidency. A political conservative, Leverett loved
ceremony and tradition, reviving many of the old formali-
ties at Harvard. Gentleman that he was, he disliked the
reformist zeal of the early Puritan authors, preferring
and encouraging the study of English Latitudinarian
divines.
^
Gay apparently satisfied Leverett and Flynt that he
could write and speak Latin suo ut aiunt Marte (without
help), and that he had some facility in the Greek of the
New Testament and Isocrates. He paid his quarter expenses,
and made a copy of the college laws. Ebenezer apparently
took this "covenant" with the college quite seriously,
since he committed no recorded breach of discipline during
the next four years. In the next step of the admission
process. Gay was assigned to a chamber. The final step.
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and an important one, was the posting of his name in the
buttery, a room where students could buy ale and bread.
Gay paid the steward the customary shilling to have this
service performed, only to be rather crushed when he dis-
covered that he was ranked tenth out of eleven entering
students. This initial posting generally reflected one's
social standing; then during the next four years, it would
be modified according to one's academic and moral per-
formance. Given Ebenezer's modest background, his low
position was not surprising, but, unfortunately for him,
the Class of 171A was inexplicably graduated in precisely
the same position in which it was placed.^
Gay returned to Dedham, spending the remainder of
the summer equipping himself for the ordeal to come.
Properly outfitted by Nathaniel and Lydia, Ebenezer left
the English-speaking world and, in the early fall of 1710,
took up residence at Harvard College where Latin and the
"learned tongues" held sway. For the next four years, most
of the texts that Gay read were Latin texts; nearly all of
the lectures were delivered in Latin; disputations, reci-
tations, declamations, and compositions were composed and
delivered in Latin. This syntactically tidy tongue was
the perfect linguistic medium in which to study the orderly
propositions of Petrus Ramus or the principles of Descartes.
Ebenezer's freshman year, however, was primarily devoted to
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reading the ancients-Virgil and Cicero in Latin, Demos-
thenes and Isocrates in Greek. Gay's remarkable facility
with classical languages soon became evident to his
tutors. His mind, while not brilliant, was precise and
meticulous, and he attacked Latin grammar, composition and
rhetoric with zeal. He even acquired a considerable com-
petence in Hebrew, which was only taught sporadically and
rather badly during his years at Harvard.*^
The study of the learned tongues, though it dominated
the freshman year, was only one element of the Harvard
curriculum. Closely modeled on the medieval system, the
course of study included the liberal arts of the trivium
and quadriviura (music excepted), and the three philosophies
—natural science, ethics, and metaphysics. Gay's intro-
duction to philosophy began with Petrus Ramus 's "Defini-
tions." Toward the latter part of the academic year, he
began to engage in disputations. Every Monday and Tuesday
morning, he undertook the defense or refutation of a Ramist
proposition. The exercises were devised primarily to
develop and refine the students' reasoning ability, and to
assess the quality of their minds. A hopeful secondary
effect, however, was that the Ramist system of logic would
be assimilated by the student. Ramist logic was wholly
orthodox, having been used by William Ames in his Mari'ow
of Christian Divinity . Nevertheless, Ramus based his system
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on two fundamental assumptions which were congenial to
Newtonian thought: (1) that creation is essentially
orderly, and (2) that the human mind is put together in
such a way that it corresponds to the structure of the
world, and can therefore understand it. Thus the validity
or invalidity of any proposition about the nature of
things is self-evident to any intelligent man. The
Ramist system, per se, may have seemed to Gay as it did to
young Samuel Johnson at the Collegiate School in Saybrook,
'"a curious cobweb of distributions and definitions'";
nevertheless, the system implied that the universe was
constructed in an orderly, rational fashion, and that its
principles could be discovered through the application of
one*s reason.
Gay's early efforts at disputation were conducted
under the guidance of Tutor John Whiting, safely back from
the Port Royal expedition. Whiting, an ardent disciple of
Locke, very probably acquainted his class with the Essay on
Human Understanding (1690). If Ramus had implicit con-
fidence in the capabilities of the human mind, Locke had
an explicit faith in those powers. John Locke did not
reason from a priori, scholastic postulates, however, but
rather from the evidence of his own senses. Conservative
Anglican though he was, in his Essay he challenged the
value of tradition and revelation claiming "there is little
need for revelation, God having furnished us with natural
and surer means to arrive at a knowledge of them. For
whatsoever truth we come to a clearer discovery of from
the knowledge and contemplation of our own ideas, will
always be certainer to us than those which are conveyed
to us by traditional revelation." In short, religious
truth could be perceived naturally; one could go very far
in understanding the nature of the creator and his creation
through the use of one's own rational faculties.^
During these early college years, Gay quite probably
formed his conviction that Christianity was, in its essen-
tials, a reasonable faith. As he and his fellow students
explored the implications of the Lockean epistemology
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they began to acquire that serene confidence in their
faith that never deserted them. The existence of a benev-
olent creator appeared as self-evident as any logical
proposition or geometric theorem. Confident in his own
rational faculties, and armed with a classical education.
Gay could study the Bible and the Christian tradition on
his own terras. He should be able, with his own resources,
to determine what was according to reason, above reason, or
contrary to reason. Furthermore, he could apply the test
of reason to his faith with the reassuring knowledge that
he would not be carried too far into uncharted waters.
Locke himself had epitomized the governing convictions of
the period in the title of his book, The Reasonableness of
Christianity (1695). Young Gay could fully embrace the
teachings of Locke, and the science of Newton and Boyle,
having been assured by these same gentlemen that the "New
Learning" would only reinforce the fundamentals of
revealed Christianity
.
Gay acquired a reputation for rigorous scholarship
during his years at Harvard, but he was far from being a
pale, ascetic pedant who rarely ventured forth from his
chamber. He was, apparently, very much a social creature,
a witty, charming, and most amiable companion. Among his
class friends could be numbered some of the most spirited
and troublesome students at the college; yet Gay himself
was never frivolous. He seemed to have moved quietly
through Harvard with the same dignity, poise, and self-
assurance that characterized his later years. Perhaps
because of these traits. Gay was rapidly accepted by the
upperclassmen , whom he tended to prefer to his own class-
mates .
Gay's class, the Class of 1714, was indeed rather
lacklustre. Of the ten other members, only Thomas Foxcroft
approached Gay in intellectual stature and ability. Tom
Foxcroft was wealthy, "'polite and elegant,'" and strongly
pro-Anglican at the time. He admired Gay, referring to him
as "my worthy Brother," but the two were never too close;
perhaps social barriers intervened. In any case, Gay seemed
to prefer the company of lesser lights. These included
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John Brown, an earnest, pious, unexceptional student who
later became an earnest, pious, and unexceptional minister
at Haverhill; Samuel Thaxter, Jr., a young man of limited
ability, completely overshadowed by his dynamic father
(the leading citizen of the town of Hingham)
; Thaxter's
roommate, Nehemiah Hobart, grandson of Hingham 's first
minister. Gay referred to Hobart as his "beloved Class-
mate" and found in him a companion with whom he could
share his developing ideas, doubts, and anxieties. Even-
tually the two men would share the gospel ministry in the
town of Hingham. Thaxter and Hobart were not the only
members of Gay's class to come from Hingham—two cousins,
Adam and Job Gushing, completed the roster. In fact, the
most remarkable thing about the Class of I7IA was that
four of its eleven members came from Hingham. Gay may
have been a stranger to Hingham before entering Harvard,
but he probably felt like a native son before he grad-
uated.-^^
Most of Gay*s lasting college acquaintances, with
the notable exceptions of Hobart and Thaxter, came from the
Class of 1713. The members of this class, while sopho-
mores, became adept practitioners of the old art of
"abusing and Compelling the Freshmen." Gay was either not
victimized or else endured the persecution with good grace,
since he was befriended by the three most active trans-
gressors, Perez Bradford, Stephen Williams, and Benjamin
Crocker. Gay was particularly drawn to Williams, a prom-
ising young scholar from Deerfield who, at the age of ten,
had witnessed the sudden and savage destruction of his town
by the French and Indians. He and his family had been
marched off to Canada in the dead of winter. At the out-
set, his mother faltered and was slain, but Stephen and
the rest of the family survived. He spent nearly a year
living among the French and the Abenaki Indians before he,
his two brothers, and his father, the Reverend John
Williams, were ransomed. Given this traumatic childhood,
it is hardly surprising that Williams was less disposed
than Gay to accept the rational, orderly universe of the
Enlightenment. Indeed Williams became increasingly a
defender of the old Puritan god, and would welcome the
Awakening from his Longmeadow pulpit. Gay the Arminian
and Williams the Old Light were, however, both very much
products of Leverett's Harvard, and would always be bound
by the shared intellectual bonds of that experience
.
In his sophomore year, Gay began to breathe the free
air of Harvard more vigorously. Like Leverett's Harvard
itself, the year was an amalgam of things traditional and
transitional. The daily routine of life at the college was
now second nature. Gay was up at five A.M. for college
prayers, followed by beer and bread for breakfast. For an
hour after breakfast he studied the classical authors,
mastering prose more difficult than that of Cicero and
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Virgil. At eight he listened to Tutor Whiting read and
expound Burgerdicius
• Metaphysics , and, later in the year,
Heereboord's Meletemata Philosophica (1659). Adrian
Heereboord was a Dutch scholar and a disciple of Descartes;
his Meletemata was the most popular compendium of ethics
and metaphysics during Gay's years at Harvard. Heereboord
organized his discussions of such topics as freedom of the
will, the greatest good, and virtue, in a way that provided
excellent grist for disputations."^^
Morning lectures were followed by a rather formal
dinner in the college hall. After dinner came the recre-
ation hour, at which time Ebenezer could very likely be
found in the Spencer Orchard, just north of Old Harvard,
playing some form of football with Stephen Williams.
Around two o'clock. Gay returned to the college hall
where, in the presence of President Leverett, he would
undertake to defend or negate, in Latin, a philosophical
proposition— the defense of free will, perhaps, in
Heereboordian terms. The ethical or metaphysical validity
of the propositions disputed was less important than the
skill and methodology of the disputer. These disputations
were followed by "afternoon bever" (a snack), and a rather
pleasant evening of study, recreation, smoking, and
14
talking.
Although the works of Newton, Locke, and their dis-
ciples were transforming Harvard during the Leverett years,
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the religious import of the "New Learning" was, at first,
rather unclear. Neither tutors nor scholars suddenly
rejected their Puritan heritage to become ardent followers
of the proponents of natural religion. The catechistical
instruction on Saturday morning still included orthodox
religious works such as Johann Wollebius's Abridgement of
Christian Divinity and Ames* Medulla . Even though the
writings of Arminian Churchmen such as Daniel Whitby were
available in the library, the students still most often
consulted seventeenth century Puritans such as Perkins,
Owens, or. Gay's favorite, Richard Baxter. Nevertheless,
it was apparent to all that, somehow, the old order was
1
passing.
President Leverett himself pursued a policy of in-
tellectual experimentation within traditional forms. At
the outset of Leverett 's administration. Governor Dudley
reinstated Harvard's Charter of 1650, and Leverett then
proceeded to revive many of the ancient traditions of the
college. One of these great ceremonial occasions was made
possible when Tutor Jonathan Remington resigned his post.
His successor, Joseph Stevens, was formally inaugurated on
January 29, 1712. The ceremony took place in Old Harvard
Hall, with the President, Fellows, Masters, and Bachelors
of Arts, and undergraduates all seated according to their
class rank. From his rather lowly perspective in the lower
echelon of the sophomore class. Gay saw the entire college
s
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hierarchy arranged, from the lowermost freshman to Leveretf
favorite, the brilliant Nathaniel Appleton, sitting foremost
among the seniors. At the President's table sat Leverett,
flanked by Tutors Flynt and Whiting, with Joseph Stevens
"at the right Angle of ye Table." After lengthy and suitable
prayers, the elegant John Leverett began an oration in Latin
with "Considemus hodie" (we are gathered here today).
This inauguration of Joseph Stevens as a Fellow of
Harvard had immediate consequences for Gay and his class.
On February 23, 1712, President Leverett informed Stevens
that Tutor Whiting had discharged himself of his pupils,
and that the sophomore class were now committed to his,
Stevens', "Tuition and care." Gay and his classmates were
suddenly forced to change tutors in midstream, but the
transition was probably a smooth one. Stevens was firmly
in the Leverett camp and, accordingly, opposed by the
Mathers and Sewalls. Furthermore, his "Tuition and care"
were probably rather perfunctory, since he was actively
candidating for a pulpit in the Boston area. Tutor Stevens
was closely associated with the Reverend Simon Bradstreet
of Charlestown, one of the most active members of the
Harvard Board of Overseers during Gay's college years. Per-
haps through the medium of Stevens, or through his own
growing reputation as a scholar, young Gay became acquainted
with Bradstreet, one of the finest classical scholars in
New England— "a man who could whistle Greek." Bradstreet
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was an admirer of Archbishop Tillotson and altogether too
much of a gentleman to harp on the finer points of federal
theology. Like Tillotson, he was a "practical" preacher,
more concerned with moral reformation than with Reformed
doctrine. This "catholick" attitude laid hira open, un-
justly, to the charge of Arminianism. '•'^
Bradstreet was the most liberal minister with whom
Gay was associated during his undergraduate years. Gen-
erally speaking, this future Arminian seemed to establish
his firmest contacts with the Mather party. These contacts
even included Cotton Mather himself, but the most useful
and enduring was with John Danforth, a gentle old Puritan
who ministered at Dorchester. Danforth was probably the
least controversial divine in the Boston area. Although he
remained a firm supporter of the Mather faction in the
struggle over Harvard, he had supported both Bradstreet
and even Benjamin Colman when those two young ministers
were vehemently opposed by the Mathers in the 1690s. It
would appear, in part from these associations, that Gay was
trying to avoid enlisting on either the Leverett or Mather
side, but that he was tilting decidedly toward the Mathers.
Before his sophomore year concluded. Gay was appointed
waiter at the Fellows' table by the president and Tutor
Stevens. This was the only financial assistance he received
from the college, suggesting that his father's provisions
for his maintenance at Harvard were adequate. Gay's fellow
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"Wait" was Benjamin Crocker, a junior sophister. Crocker
was a pious and rather pedantic young man who worried about
the spread of Arrainianism and its pernicious effects, but
Gay found him a congenial enough companion as they shared
the slightly demeaning task of waiting on table.
At the commencement of Gay's junior year, the strug-
gle over Harvard began to heat up again. The Reverend
Benjamin Wadsworth of Boston's First Church (a Leverett
supporter) was chosen by the Board of Overseers to fill a
vacancy on the Corporation. The Mather faction resisted
the choice. Gay's junior year, however, also provided a
different and more positive sort of excitement. This was
the year that Gay began, in earnest, the study of natural
philosophy. Now he would examine directly the fabric of
the universe that so clearly proclaimed the divine hand.
The principal textbook, Charles Morton's Compendium Phys -
icae, was not exactly avantgarde, yet it did try to in-
corporate the Newtonian spirit within the framework of
traditional scholarship. The junior sophisters studied
other subjects as well. They continued to declaim and
dispute in Metaphysics; they recited from Henry More's '
Enchiridion Ethicuro and the Meletemata for Ethics; they
still dutifully read Wollebius on "Divinity Day"; but the
day was clearly carried by Newton, whom Cotton Mather that
same year hailed as "'the Perpetual Dictator of the Learned
World in the Principles of Natural Philosophy .' "^^
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Fortunately, Gay's class had some excellent guides
into the world of natural philosophy and mathematics. When
they ventured into the library, they might chat with the new
"Library-keeper," Thomas Robie, a brilliant young scientist
who had just persuaded the Corporation to acquire and in-
stall an eight-foot telescope. Robie was soon joined by
another very capable astronomer and mathematician named
Edward Holyoke. Before the academic year was half over,
Tutor Joseph Stevens received a call to settle at Charles-
town as colleague to the Reverend Simon Bradstreet. Gay's
class was once again forced to change tutors, for the
third time in as many years, but the change was clearly
for the better. On February 2A, 1713, Stevens turned the
class over to Edward Holyoke. Holyoke's specialty was
mathematics and, for the first time. Harvard students
began the serious study of algebra, trigonometry, and
21fluxions (calculus).
Holyoke and Robie did not, of course, produce a class
of dedicated empiricists. Gay and most of his classmates,
while interested in the grand design of nature, were more
interested in its Author. What did the study of mathematics,
planetary motions, or the laws of gravity tell them about
God and man's relationship to God? These were the ques-
tions which most interested the sons of Harvard and, indeed,
most interested the leading thinkers of the day. The
answers, both on the Continent, England, and the English
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colonies were generally reassuring and hopeful. God did
exist; he was benevolent, orderly, and rational, and had
created man with the potential to also be benevolent,
orderly, and rational. Every aspect of the New Learning
seemed to elevate man and man's possibilities. What about
the study of mathematics, for instance, that Tutor Holyoke
was so earnestly promoting? Cotton Mather suggested that
"If the Mathematicks . which have in the two last Centuries
had such wonderful Improvement, do for two hundred years
more improve in proportion to the former, who can tell
what Mankind may come tol"^^
In a sense, rather than removing God from the lives
of men, the discoveries of Newton, Boyle, et al. seemed to
make Him imminent. As Henry More in the Enchiridion
Ethicum put it—nature's law is "'a whisper of the divine
law.'" In the forces of gravity and magnetism. Gay,
Stephen Williams, and Thomas Foxcroft all noted the mys-
terious power of attraction which governed not only the
material world and the heavenly bodies, but which even
inclined and drew men to God. The New Learning, far from
banishing God, instilled in some of its votaries a sense of
holiness in nature and the heavens which was not very far
23from pantheism.
Most of the religious leaders of the day, from Benjamin
Colnan to Cotton Mather, saw Newtonian science as a powerful
bulwark for revealed religion. Mather, particularly, was
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delighted that the abiding presence of God could be seen
in the wonders of the visible world. He saw Newton prin-
cipally as "the most victorious assertor of an infinite
God, that hath appeared in the bright army of them that
have driven the baffled herds of atheists away from the
tents of humanity." For Mather, and for many of the
students at Harvard, the mechanistic character of the
universe was a testament to God's continuing presence, not
his absence. God is visible in nature— this proposition
stood at the center of the new, enlightened theology. An
English writer, the Reverend William Derham, best sum-
marized this school of thought in 1713 when he published
his Physico-Theology .
Sir Isaac Newton continued to cast his shadow over
Gay's senior year. Thomas Robie, the library-keeper, had
begun his wide-ranging correspondence with William Derham.
Edward Holyoke, Gay's tutor, ensconced himself one cold
winter evening in the "turret" of the new Boston Town
House to observe a lunar eclipse. Although the senior
theses for the Class of I7IA have not survived, the
"Quaestiones" which the students debated for their second
degree reflect their continuing interest in science. Four
of Gay's classmates, including Samuel Thaxter and Nehemiah
Hobart, disputed questions dealing with physics, astronomy,
and science generally.
Gay's senior year had begun rather inauspiciously
.
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In September, a severe case of the measles broke out and,
by October 26, fifty of the scholars were laid low. For-
tunately, as President Leverett put it, "It pleasd Almighty
God that this Sick proved not mortal to any, may it be so
much more to the glory of ye divine goodness." Having
survived this minor epidemic. Gay proceeded to prepare for
the formal examination at the end of the terra. The regular
course work was over, and the senior year sped quickly by
as the ordeal of "sitting solstices" loomed ever larger.
Beginning June 10, the senior sophisters had to sit in the
college hall each morning from nine to eleven and be
examined "'by all Comers.'" In practice, "all Comers" meant
the members of the Board of Overseers. One day Gay and his
fellows might have been visited by Judge Samuel Sewall, who
would closely question them on a point in ethics, meta-
physics, or theology. The next day William Brattle, Simon
Bradstreet, Benjamin Colman, or John Leverett himself would
question them, or perhaps they would ask Gay and John Brown
to engage in a Latin disputation. This interrogation was
Harvard's only formal examination, and a student's academic
reputation rested largely on his performance here, and the
recommendations of his tutor.
Harvard and Cambridge now braced themselves for Com-
mencement Day, a day which seemed to serve as New England's
rite of spring. Lavish entertainment (financed by the
graduating class), plentiful supplies of food and drink,
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and a generally festive mood marked the day. Sailors,
hucksters, acrobats, ministers, and proud parents converged
on the common. Presumably Lydia Gay was there, as were
Ebenezer's brothers and sisters, but the seventh of July
was not a day of unalloyed triumph for the young man. The
day was oppressively hot, and the morning ceremonies in
the meetinghouse were held up in order to await the arrival
of Governor Dudley and Lieutenant Governor Saltonstall.
When his Excellency finally arrived, he explained that his
"chariot fail'd." The various dignitaries, including
Judge Sewall and his son Joseph, Benjamin Wadsworth, Simon
Bradstreet, and President Leverett, then assembled in the
sweltering meetinghouse for the baccalaureate exercises.
Thomas Foxcroft carried the day with a much applauded
valedictory oration. Gay doubtless performed well in dis-
putations on the senior theses, but the galling fact re-
mained that he had graduated nearly at the bottom of his
class. After the exercises were concluded, Foxcroft,
Thaxter, and Hobart were honored with a visit from Judge
Sewall, but if Sir Gay (Harvard graduate students were called
"Sir") was in any way lionized, it was not generally noticed.
J ^ . .
There is no evidence that Ebenezer Gay ever seriously
considered any vocation other than the ministry. Later that
year, when he learned that his friend Stephen Williams had
been called to the church in Longmeadow, he earnestly
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congratulated him on being "employed in yt high Service,
ye Ministry of the Word." Ebenezer's very name (meaning
a stone erected to God in thankfulness for His help) sug-
gests that Nathaniel Gay may have set aside this child
from birth as a living tithe. There is also the strong
possibility, suggested earlier, that Ebenezer had under-
gone a powerful conversion experience under the ministry
of Joseph Belcher. In any case. Gay now returned to Dedham
to find employment and to begin his preparation for his
second degree under Belcher's tutelage. This was the
usual course pursued by Harvard graduates preparing for
the ministry. If they did not remain in residence at the
college, they studied for their second degree under the
direction of an established minister. The choice of a
clerical mentor could be dictated by family ties, home town
relationships, recommendations from college officials,
theological and intellectual affinity (an increasingly
important factor after the Great Awakening) or economic
necessity. The last arose from the candidate's need to
support himself (if he had no fellowships) during this
period of study. The customary recourse was teaching, and
so, every year, Harvard graduates exchanged the amenities
of Cambridge for the marginal and often lonely life of a
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village schoolmaster.
On August 2, 1714, the Dedhan selectmen agreed with
Sir Gay to keep the school. Although Gay quickly became
impatient with the tedium of "ye Pedagogick Function," his
brief term as Dedham schoolmaster was probably pleasant
enough. Once again he entered the familiar schoolroom
where he had formerly sat and suffered under the ferule of
John Partridge, Elisha Callendar, and the others. Now he
was the master. He was the bright young Harvard graduate,
but with a difference—he was one of Dedham's own. Sir
Gay doubtless relished the small but significant degree
of respect and authority which his position warranted.
Nevertheless he gladly sought relief from the boredom of
drills in the Latin Nomenclator in the very congenial
society of the Belcher household.
Gay's predecessor at the Dedham school was Thomas
Walter, a brilliant, if somewhat erratic young man, who
had graduated from Harvard in the previous year. Walter was
the nephew of Cotton Mather and was credited by his con-
temporaries with all the genius and learning of his uncle.
He had apparently stayed on in Dedham, studying theology
with Belcher and studying Belcher's daughter Abigail with
even greater enthusiasm. Gay was fascinated with the sharp
wit and easy grace of "the Ingenious Walter." At the time,
Walter was the object of his uncle's intense displeasure
since the young man was openly supporting John Checkley and
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his pro-Anglican party.
Gay has been associated (by more than punsters) with
Checkley and his "gay and anti-Puritan group," to use
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Clifford Shipton's phrase. Indeed, when he began to preach,
he preferred to lecture on morality rather than rhapsodize
about God's holiness and sovereignty. Gay may have leaned
toward the rather dry, rational, English style of preaching,
but in substance he was much closer to Mather. Like Thomas
Walter, he may have been attracted by the Anglican church,
but his natural prudence and conservatism stopped him from
openly joining the Checkley group. Gay would not let his
growing admiration for the Anglican divines tempt him to
an open disavowal of the New England Way."^^
The young company that gathered under Joseph Belcher's
roof also included another of Gay's friends from Harvard,
Perez Bradford. The house was filled with theological con-
troversy and political debate but, like Walter, Sir Bradford
was even more interested in one of the Dedham parson's
daughters. Although Ebenezer managed to resist the
seductive charms of the Belcher beauties, he too was soon
felled by the shafts of Eros. Bradford had a sixteen-year-
old sister back at his home in Duxbury. Jerusha Bradford
was attractive, well-endowered , and a daughter of one of
the first families of Old Plymouth. Gay found her irre-
sistible, and may have commenced an active courtship even
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at this rather early date.
Despite such pleasant diversions, this was a period
of deep uncertainty for Gay, as he began in earnest to pre-
pare for his calling. The problems confronting "the sons
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of the prophets" were formidable. The steady decline in
church membership, which had been a recognized problem for
over fifty years, showed little signs of abating. The
various stratagems for responding to the crisis were gen-
erating bitter hostility and suspicion among the New
England clergymen. Nearly fifteen years before, Benjamin
Colraan at Brattle Street Church in Boston had stopped
requiring the relation of a conversion experience as a
prerequisite for admission to full membership. Solomon
Stoddard, out in Northampton, went still farther, con-
struing the sacrament of the Lord's Supper as a converting
ordinance. Cotton Mather, horrified, had responded to all
this in 1705 with proposals for stronger ministerial asso-
ciations to deal with further unorthodox adventures, only
to have Ipswich's John Wise accuse him of raising the
spectre of presbyterianism.
The different responses to the problem of declining
membership produced more than changes in admission stan-
dards and forms of church government; some of the clergy
were even beginning to tamper directly with doctrine. In
their eagerness to evangelize, many ministers were studiously
ignoring the doctrine of election, and were preaching a
gospel message that stressed personal compliance. The
charge of Arminianism was already being leveled, and not
without some warrant. Living in comparative isolation among
the Indians on Martha's Vineyard, Experience Mayhew was
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wandering into an Arminian theology, asserting without
hesitation that men are "capable of acting as Free Agents."
Even more orthodox ministers such as Joseph Belcher preached
"preparation" sermons that bordered on Arminianism. Mayhew
and Belcher also believed that the duty of ministers was
first to reach the minds of the unconverted, and their
hearts would follow. Other clergymen, however, were
preaching lively evangelical sermons calculated to produce
emotional conversion experiences."^'^
As early as 1707, the charge of encouraging "enthu-
siasm" had been leveled, in this case in the town of
Braintree. In that year, the residents of the south part
of the town had formed their own parish and chosen one
Hugh Adams to be their minister. The separation was not an
amicable one, and the First Parish minister, Moses Fiske,
apparently insinuated that Adams was "tainted with Ana-
baptistical and Enthusiastical principles ..." In his
defense before a local ministerial council, Adams blandly
expressed confidence that none of his clerical audience
would be so narrow as to consider "the experiences of the
New creature . . . and a lively watching for Souls in the
discharge of the Ministry to be Enthusiasms."
By 1714 these differences in ministerial style and,
to a lesser degree, theology, had increased, and passions
ran deeper. Many of Gay's classmates began to take sides.
In 1715 Benjamin Crocker, Gay's fellow "Wait," expressed
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concern over "'the Arminian & Socian Doctrine, of the
pernicious tendency of its Spreading in Societies as it
has . . A few months later, Stephen Williams noted in
his diary that he had been at East Windsor to hear Timothy
Edwards (father of Jonathan) lecture on "an awakening
subject . . . there was an Extraordinary Stir among the
people at East Windsor--many that were crying what shall
we do to be saved . . . Lord grant that there may be such
as these among us." In short, most of the major theo-
logical and stylistic issues that split the New England
clergy during the Great Awakening, were already matters of
contention even before 1720. When, twenty years later,
economic instability, the dangerous threat of itineracy,
and a pinch of George Whitefield were added to the mixture,
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the inevitable explosion occurred.
At the end of the fall term. Gay prepared to leave
Dedham, and strike out for the remote world of the
Connecticut River Valley. Stephen Williams had been the
schoolmaster in the town of Hadley before he was called
to the church at Longmeadow. It seems probable that, when
the Hadley selectmen began casting about for a successor,
Williams recommended his friend. Thus, in the winter of
171A, the Town of Hadley agreed with "Ebenezer Gay of
Dedham" to keep the school for nine months at the rate of
i>26. The salary was hardly an inducement to travel to the
edge of the civilized world, but the opportunities for a
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young Harvard graduate may have seemed greater than in the
East. Consequently, on December 1, Perez Bradford took up
the ferule at the Dedhara school, and Ebenezer was off for
Hadley.-^^
If Gay had expected Hadley to be a frontier settle-
ment, he was quickly disabused. Soon after his arrival,
he wrote to inform Stephen Williams that "I am engaged in
ye Pedagogick Function in this Town, which may well be
graced with the Epithet of Charming." The town was small
and heading into decline, but still prosperous, and some-
thing of a center of learning and culture in the Valley.
Gay's immediate predecessors at the school included not
only Stephen Williams, but also Stephen's cousin Elisha,
later to become rector of Yale College. Gay seemed to
regard himself as an interloper of sorts, and he had a
rather nervous sense of being on trial. After informing
Williams that he had taken up his tutorial duties in Hadley,
he wrote, "You, bearing a paternal respect for this School,
Cannot welcome this news, knowing yt your Follower . . .
is inpos mentis & Cordis to Come up to y® Example Thou
hast set him,""^^
Gay had come to Hadley to teach, but also to study
theology. The foremost ecclesiastical figure in the Valley,
Solomon Stoddard, lived just over the river in neighboring
Northampton, and Gay became exposed to his teaching both
indirectly, and, very probably, in the first person. The
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minister of Hadley, Isaac Chauncey, was a practical preacher
who followed the Stoddardean gospel to the letter. He was
clearly a Calvinist, who nonetheless believed that "Man's
Nature is invested with those faculties of understanding
and will, whereby he transcends the sensitive Creature and
is allied to the Angels of Heaven." He admitted that
Nature, unaided, shed some light on our moral duties and
obligations, but it was a very dim light, and men were far
better off relying on divine revelation. Chauncey's advice
to young Harvard graduates like Gay, clearly caught up in
their own scholarly world, was useful and sobering: "The
great end of Preaching is to inform men's understandings,
and to affect their Hearts; But high flown Expressions,
that are unintelligible to the Vulgar, are so far from
Reaching Men's Hearts, that they fly over their Heads. "-^®
Throughout his ministry. Gay did retain the convic-
tion that conversion was initially a rational process, a
matter of intellectual assent, and only then followed by
the more intuitive response of the affections. His sermons
were invariably tailored to meet the level of his listeners,
plain and practical exhortations to repentance and reforma-
tion. Gay's nine months in Hadley did not turn him into a
Stoddardean Calvinist, but probably did confirm him in his
preference for a presby terial-style ministry, and liberal
standards for admission to church membership. He certainly
shared Isaac Chauncey's belief that "the design of the
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Gospel is to promote obedience." He also agreed with
Chauncey's basically Arminian proposition that "If Persons
are acquainted with the Principles of Religion, Entertain
the Doctrines of the Gospel as Articles of their Creed, and
Live Moral and Religious Lives, they are Visible Saints. "^^
The opportunity for Gay to study and exchange views
with Isaac Chauncey, and possibly Solomon Stoddard and
William Williams of Hatfield, did not really mitigate the
tedium of teaching, and a growing sense of isolation. The
schoolhouse, which faced on "the broad street" of the town,
was constantly filled with droning recitations from the
Primer, the Bible, a catechism, or Lily's Latin Grammar.
The village, which had once seemed so charming to him, now
seemed more like a prison. He expressed his despondency in
a rather amusing letter to Stephen Williams, written only
six months after his arrival:
I have often read the Poets Elegies of
Solitude: Blessed Solitude! first state of human
kind, &c. . . . and by their sounding words &
Charming notes my soul was Captivated to a belief
that what they said of it was true: but now, I
am ready to think that ye Encomiums are nothing
but the Chimaeras of Poetic Brains. ^0
He went on lamenting that "I have been swallowed up
by y® . . . saturnine humour, Melancholly, for want of
Company: My quondam Acquaintance have wholly forgotten
me." But he continued that he recently was reassured by
some letters from his classmates that he was indeed remem-
bered, and that most of his friends were sharing the same
6A
miserable fate. Nehemiah Hobart was keeping school at
Easthara, Job Gushing at Hingham, and Benjamin Crocker at
Yarmouth. Crocker wrote that "he is almost killed with
keeping school. It seems all our Class are become Peda-
gogues, even Thaxter who keeps at Weymouth." Parson
Chauncey reminded Gay that schoolmasters had a grave
spiritual responsibility, but even this failed to convince
the young man of the relevance of his profession. ^-^
If Gay had expected any calls to settle in the
Connecticut Valley, he was disappointed. Consequently, in
the fall of 1715 he left the "solitude" of Hadley and re-
turned to Dedham. By the winter of 1716, however, he once
again found himself employed as a schoolmaster, this time
in the town of Ipswich. Two years before, that town had
voted to establish a free school for teaching both grammar
and English scholars. In February of 1716, a committee of
the town was charged with appointment of the school's first
master, and the choice fell upon Ebenezer Gay. Gay was to
keep the school for one year, and was instructed to perfect
the young scholars "'in y^ reading & to instruct yra in
writing & Cyphering.'" The tedium of the task was not
relieved by the physical setting. The town had voted to
convert the old watch-house from its previous use to a
grammar school. The watch-house was located in the center
of town on the common, but it was a dark, rather grim place
nearly eighty years old. Part of the task of the conversion
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doubtless fell to Gay.^^
John Rogers, Jr., the minister of Ipswich, was a like-
able, pious soul, and a Puritan divine of the old school.
He even lived long enough to write an attestation in favor
of the Calvinist revivalists, Whitefield and Tennant.
Rogers was obviously no threat to the theological orthodoxy
of a young Harvard graduate, but the neighboring minister
in Ipswich's "Chebacco Parish" was something else again.
John Wise was one of the most extraordinary preachers of
the day. His influence and reputation were nearing their
zenith in 1716. Stephen Williams, that same year, noted in
his diary that "When I have been with Mr. Wise & other great
Scholars I have been ready to conclude I am Such a poor
creature." During Gay's year at Ipswich, Wise was busy
preparing his best known treatise, A Vindication of the
Government of New England Churches . The Vindication was
written to express Wise's views on church-state relations
and congregational autonomy. More importantly for our
story, however, the Vindication reveals just how far the
trend toward rationalism, natural religion, and Arrainianism
had proceeded during Gay's formative years. Wise had an
exalted view of man as a "Creature which God has made and
furnished essentially with many Enobling Immunities, which
render him the most August Animal in the World . . . what-
ever has happened since his Creation, he remains at the
upper-end of Nature, and as such is a Creature of a very
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Noble Character." Quoting from Plutarch, Wise wrote,
"•They alone live as they Will, who have Learnt what they
ought to Will.'" Here was the essence of the Arminian
gospel, applied directly to the political sphere.
John Wise seemed unencumbered by any great need to
accommodate his faith in Reason to the demands of Calvinist
or covenant theology. He went beyond even the most advanced
English rationalists by viewing reason not just as a means
for searching out truth in scripture, but as the source of
truth itself. Reason was an innate part of man's nature,
and by the steady contemplation of the human condition nan
could discover his moral obligations to God. All men had
intuitive rational truth in their soul. Wise probably
arrived at this noble view of man via Ramus through Pufen-
dorf, but he spoke in the purest spirit of the early
English Enlightenment. Wise forthrightly proclaimed that
by the law of nature man had "an Original Liberty Instampt
upon his Rational Nature." Even though man's reason be-
spoke his godly nature, Wise was not ready to toss out the
Bible as the principal source of moral guidance. "Revela-
tion," Wise asserted, "is Nature's Law in a fairer and
brighter edition." The important, and even revolutionary
thing about John Wise, however, was that he began with
nature's law, not Holy Writ.
John Wise was not alone in his rationalistic humanism.
As has been suggested, the scientific spirit of the early
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Enlightenment had captured the imagination of everyone from
Colman to Mather. They had caught a vision of man's pos-
sibilities that forever banished the "total depravity" of
the Calvinistic Reformed tradition. Whether they shared
that vision from the pulpit was another question; but when
Cotton Mather, that champion of orthodoxy, exclaimed,
"0 my Soul, what a wondrous Being art thoul How capable
of astonishing Improvement.'"—one can easily sense the
change in the wind. Mather agreed totally with Wise when,
in 1711, he wrote in his diary quite simply that "the voice
of Reason is the Voice of God."^^
One of the loveliest expressions of the new sense of
man's place in the scheme of things was written by Israel
Loring, a country parson in Sudbury who, in 1715, recorded
in his journal a prayer of thanksgiving for the nature of
man
:
Thou hast made us of that rank of beings, which is
little lower than the Angels, and is crowned with
glory & honour; for there is a spirit in man, and
the Inspiration of the Almighty giveth them under-
standing, and the Spirit of man is the Candor of
the Lord.
In the next decade, the works of the English rationalists
began to have a significant impact on the development of
the liberal religious tradition in New England, but by 1717
an indigenous tradition was already well underway.
In the winter of 1717, Gay left the school at Ipswich,
and returned to Cambridge. He was now prepared to take his
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second degree, having only to preach a trial sermon, hand in
a synopsis of Arts, and respond to a Quaestio. The trial
sermon was referred to as a "commonplace," and the name is
particularly apt for Gay's first recorded attempt at preach-
ing. In all fairness, it should be noted that the sermon
only survives in the brief summary notations of another
student, but it still seems a disappointingly conservative
and uninspired effort,
Gay based the sermon on Isaiah 59:2, "But your
iniquities have separated between you and your God," and
proceeded to improve upon the text in classic plain style.
The theme was a standard exhortation to repent. Although
there "was once a gracious Correspondence between God and
Man," sin has "rendered men most unlike to god. God and
Man are now Separated, Not as to the essential but as to
ye gracious presence of God." Man does not emerge in this
little sermon as the noble, god-like creature of John Wise
or Israel Loring, but rather as a fairly debased sort of
being, relying on God's grace for his salvation. Gay was
a cautious young man, and would not lightly forsake the god
of his Puritan fathers. He was also, however, a gentlemanly
son of Leverett's Harvard. He did not ask his listeners to
throw themselves down and writhe in self-abasement before
a righteous God. Rather he suggested, "Let us be heartily
grieved and ashamed because we have Sinned . . . Let us
labour to renew Our acquaintance with god." Man's initiative,
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in short, was the first step toward salvation.
Commencement day for Sir Gay finally arrived. After
the morning ceremonies for the Bachelors were completed,
Gay and his fellow inceptors (M.A. candidates) gathered
for the afternoon ceremonies. They were all prepared to
reply to a question which had been arranged and printed
beforehand. These Quaestiones were often quite representa-
tive of a candidate's concerns and feelings about broad
philosophical issues. Most of Gay's classmates were on
hand to receive the second degree. The temper of the Class
of I7IA was probably best expressed by Job Cushing's
affirmative response to the Quaestio : "An Virtus consistat
in Mediocritate?"^^
Gay's Questio has been described by Clifford K.
Shipton as "curious." Roughly translated from the Latin,
the question asks "whether a particular place and condition
is assigned by God immediately after death to each human
soul according to whether they behaved well or badly in
the present world?" "Affirmat respondens Ebenezer Gay."
Gay had an abiding concern about order and rank that
apparently extended even to the hereafter. Rather than a
simple relegation to heaven or hell. Gay seemed to be
envisioning souls individually arranged by degree: a sort
of eternal social stratification where rank depended not
on wealth or eminence, but on moral virtue. Even though
social order and the old hierarchy seemed to be crumbling
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away in New England, surely God maintained stability and
order in the world beyond.
The years of preparation and study were now over.
Gay had completed his philosophical and theological train-
ing for the ministry, and had been granted his Master's
degree. At the age of twenty-one, he was ready to join
the ranks of the Levites in New England. This circumspect
young Dedhamite had managed to maneuver through the treach-
erous political waters of Leverett's Harvard without being
too openly associated with any faction. Perry Miller has
placed Gay in the ranks of the Leverett party, along with
John Barnard, Edward Holyoke, Nathaniel Appleton, and
Edward Wigglesworth. Given Gay's subsequent liberal be-
havior, this seems logical enough, yet it does not square
with the facts. All the evidence from the period suggests
that Gay associated himself with men of an orthodox, moder-
ate Calvinist stripe. Indeed, if he leaned toward any
"camp," it was that of the Mathers'. When Gay was settled
over the church at Hingham, he was attended at his ordina-
tion, not by Leverett supporters such as Benjamin Colman,
Benjamin Wadsworth, or young Nathaniel Appleton, but rather
by Cotton Mather and his rigidly orthodox disciple, Joseph
Sewall.^-^
Ebenezer Gay, in later life, became an ardent champion
of the ideas that he first encountered at Leverett's Harvard.
He may not have fully embraced the theological implications
of the New Learning at that time; later reading in the works
of the great English rationalists convinced him of the
validity of rational theology. The challenge which Newton
and Locke posed to the Calvinist Reformed tradition must,
however, have seemed clear to a student of Gay's ability.
Tradition, though, had been important in Dedham. Had he no
obligation to try to preserve the legacy of his grandfather,
Eleazer Lusher, in a period of social and cultural tran-
sition? That is certainly what Cotton Mather was trying
desperately to do. Yet Gay was irresistibly drawn toward
what seemed to be true, and he felt that the insights of
Newton and Locke were leading him closer to the truth
about his Creator and His will. John Leverett's Harvard
left its mark on Gay, even if he was not in the first rank
of the young liberals of the day, Leverett, after all,
was hardly a fanatical deist, nor were any of his tutors.
More important than any particular books on the shelves
was the atmosphere of free inquiry that Leverett encouraged.
As Benjamin Colman so aptly put it in 1712, "No place of
education can boast a more free air than our little college
may ..." Gay may have been dogmatic before he entered
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Harvard, but he never was again.
CHAPTER III
HINGHAM: THE EARLY YEARS
On June 11, I7I8, a trim, elegant barge was rowed
through the morning fog on Hingham Bay. The barge was
headed eastward, quickly passing Grape Island as its pilot
steered toward a small harbor. This singular vessel, known
as the "Castle barge," was carrying four of the Bay Colony's
most prominent citizens to witness an ordination in the
South Shore town of Hingham. Later that day, Ebenezer
Gay, not yet twenty-two years of age, would officially com-
mence his lifelong ministry in that town. The forthcoming
ordination, however, was only one of the topics being
discussed by the convivial company aboard the barge. The
group's host was the Attorney-General of Massachusetts, the
honorable Paul Dudley, son of the former Royal Governor.
Dudley's guests were the Reverend Dr. Cotton Mather, and
two of Mather's most faithful disciples, Joseph Sewall and
Thomas Prince, the young ministers of Boston's Old South
Church.-^
Cotton Mather was in excellent spirits as he chatted
with Dudley. God seemed at last to be smiling on the
Mathers. When the barge was rowed out of Boston Harbor,
they left behind a town in which nearly every church was,
or soon would be, pastored by young Mather men, stout
champions of the Covenant. Even old Increase Mather felt
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his hopes for a revived orthodox clergy rising, declaring
"•I shall leave ministers in Boston, who, I trust, will
defend the Churches, when I shall Sleep with my Fathers.'"
Nearly triumphant in Boston, Cotton Mather was now pre-
paring a major assault on Harvard College with the help of
Paul Dudley, a former enemy of the Mathers. The haughty,
aristocratic Dudley had joined the Mather camp after the
Leverett administration humiliated his family by rejecting
the nomination of his brother William as Treasurer of the
college. Thus, Mather was being rowed to the Hingham
ordination, as he noted in his diary, in "good Company"—
the Attorney-General, a powerful new ally; Thomas Prince,
Mather's brilliant young alter ego; and Joseph Sewall, a
zealous, rigid Calvinist, whose mind was utterly untroubled




Why was this impressive delegation from Boston
traveling to the ordination of a young country parson? The
presence of a Dudley, a Mather, and a Sewall at this event
surely had implications for Gay's early ministry, though one
can only speculate about the precise motives for their pres-
ence. Certainly their visit suggests, at least, that Gay's
star was already on the rise. There is a general tradition
that he had acquired a "high reputation for scholarship"
before his call to settle in Kingham. More to the point,
however, Mather's presence in Hingham may have been his way
of lending his imprimatur to Gay's ordination. It would
then follow that Mather perceived Gay as being in the main-
stream of the rising tide of orthodoxy, a supposition that
Gay's early ministry does little to contradict.^
The Castle barge, with its august company, rounded
Crow Point and headed into Hingham Harbor. On the port
side, the snug harbor was bounded by a long peninsula, the
outer extremity of which was called "World's End." The
crew rowed the barge past three small islands, an occa-
sional fishing boat, and finally prepared to dock near a
substantial tide-water gristmill which, with its dam and
wharf, separated the harbor from a large mill-pond beyond.
The barge was secured and the Honorable Paul Dudley grace-
fully disembarked to greet the welcoming delegation. The
official greeters, which included most of Hingham's ruling
hierarchy, were led by the energetic Colonel Samuel Thaxter
Thaxter had already been made familiar to Dudley by the
former's services in the General Court. The whole company
then proceeded up the town street, a wide thoroughfare
which was divided along its entire length by the "Town
Brook." The visitors were entertained briefly at the hand-
some old home of Colonel Thaxter, eventually meeting with




Ebenezer Gay was about to be ordained pastor over a
parish with a very singular history. The development of
Gay's theology and ministerial style cannot be fully
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understood outside the context of the social, cultural, and
religious milieu of Hingham. Collectively, Hingham had a
temperament and personality that was quite distinctive,
and over the years Gay virtually became the visible embodi-
ment of that special character. Thus, the story of the
circumstances that helped shape that character must be
told before proceeding further.
In the seventeenth century, the town of Hingham was
on the periphery of the Massachusetts Bay Colony, both in
a geographic and religious sense. Hingham is located on
Massachusetts' South Shore, and was originally bounded on
the west and Scituate on the south and east. The town
seemed almost to be a buffer zone between New Plymouth and
Massachusetts. The early tendency of the town's leaders
to defy the General Court was probably reinforced by this
geographical proximity to Plymouth Colony.
If one had been able to view Hingham from the air in
I7I8, one would quickly have discerned four major areas of
settlement. At the harbor and immediately to the west lay
the old town, the center of community activity and the most
heavily populated area. A somewhat higher elevation,
called the Lower Plain, rose from the town and continued half
a mile or more inland. Another population cluster had
gathered on this plain and was centered about the militia
training field (this area was later called Hingham Centre).
A third and slightly higher elevation known as Glad Tiding
Plain succeeded the Lower Plain and supported that part of
the town called South Hingham. The original Hingham grant
also included what later became the town of Cohasset (set
off in 1770), an area always distinct from Hingham proper,
with its own harbor, separated from Hingham Town by three
to four miles of rugged, wooded terrain (see map). As the
town grew, each of the smaller population centers became
more self-consciously autonomous. Hingham has a diverse
topography consisting of several prominent hills, numerous
ponds (which have supported some light industry from the
seventeenth century on), swampy areas, and rocky, arid
terrain. Nevertheless, much of the land was arable, and
when Gay assumed his pastoral duties in 1718, Hingham's
economy was still essentially agricultural.^
In 1633, a small farming community was already begin-
ning to flourish around the harbor. These original planters,
about eighteen families in all, had come from England's
West Country—Devon, Dorset, and Somerset—and they called
their settlement Bare Cove. They had emigrated from an
agricultural region which had been relatively unaffected by
the more radical Puritan elements of the English Reforma-
tion. However, in that same year, 1633, the vanguard of a
well organized group of immigrants from Hingham, a town in
England's Norfolk County, joined the Bare Cove settlers.
During the next five years, these new arrivals gradually
increased their numbers until, after seven shiploads, they
dominated the community. Unlike the agrarian West Country-
men, these later settlers were predominantly weavers and
artisans from East Anglia. They had left England, in part
because of economic depression, but principally in order
to preserve their dissenting Puritan community, the integ-
rity of which was being threatened by Archbishop Laud and
his drive for uniformity.^
Most of the East Anglians had been members of the
parish of St. Andrew's in old Hingham. Their pastor,
Robert Peck, was a vigorous leader and a defiant non-
conformist. The polity of Peck's church was clearly
Presbyterian, though it was that type of presbyterianism
that vested a great deal of autonomy in individual churches.
In the early 1630s, St. Andrew's leaders had decided to
emigrate, and by 1635, enough had settled in Bare Cove to
cause the town to be incorporated under the name of Hingham.
The final impetus toward migration occurred when Matthew
Wren, a zealous Anglo-Catholic , was appointed Bishop of
Norwich in 1635. Wren's new church policies quickly made
life intolerable for Peck and his followers and, in March
of 1633, the visible church of old Hingham decamped for new
Hingham aboard the Diligent . Peck served as Teacher of the
new church for about three years, when he was persuaded to
return to his living at St. Andrew's. With the arrival of
the Diligent, the character of Hingham changed decisively.
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The East Anglian population was now in the majority, and the
leaders of the old Hinghara community were elected to nearly
all the town and provincial posts. The West Countrymen
were being displaced by a cohesive and resolute group of
settlers from Norfolk.^
In 1635, Peter Hobart came from Haverhill in Norfolk,
to join his family in new Hingham, and to organize a church.
Hobart was a devoted follower of Robert Peck, and a graduate
of Magdalene College at Cambridge. Having left behind, as
Cotton Mather put it, a "Cloud of prelatical impositions
and persecutions," Hobart became Hingham's first minister
and immediately began to shape the new church according to
his highly independent, presbyterian vision. Under Hobart's
strong-willed leadership, the old parish of St. Andrew's
reconstituted itself in Massachusetts. Hobart and his
church eventually came into what seemed an inevitable con-
flict, both with their West Country neighbors and with the
authorities of the Bay Colony. Hingham had grown rapidly,
and by 1640 had a population of about seven hundred. Hobart
became the central figure of authority in this sizable town
since, as in old England, the church and the town became
virtually one. In Hobart's church, power did not lie in
the congregation, but rather in the consistory, a ruling
presbytery composed of the minister, the elders, and the two
deacons. This system was clearly at loggerheads with the
developing "Congregational Way" espoused by Governor John
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Winthrop and the other magistrates of the Bay. Winthrop
characterized Hobart as a man who "being of a Presbyterial
spirit, did manage all affairs without the church's
advice.
Peter Hobart and his followers came into open con-
flict with both their adversaries, West Countrymen and Bay
Colony magistrates, in 16A5. This "sad unbrotherly conten-
tion" erupted when a Lieutenant Anthony Earaes was elected
captain of the "trained band," Hingham's local militia.
Eames was the most prominent of the West Countrymen, and
the only one to have kept an important official position.
Shortly after the election, and despite Eames' apparent
fitness for the post, the militia band held a hurried
second election at which they chose Bozoan Allen, a "very
good friend" of Peter Hobart, as captain in place of Eames.
However, the Bay Colony magistrates apparently could see no
good reason for this sudden change, and they would not con-
firm Bozoan Allen as the new captain. Back in Hinghara, the
militia refused to drill under Eames, despite the latter's
protests that he was still their legal commander. The next
Sunday, Eames stood up before the church and again declared
that the Boston magistrates had ruled in his favor, where-
upon Hobart accused him of lying and tried to have him
excommunicated. The hostility between the pro- and anti-
Earaes forces in Hingham was intense, and the debate that
the squabble produced in Boston was nearly as lively.
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There was a feeling among several deputies in the
General Court that the magistrates had been exceeding their
authority, and the Hingham militia controversy heightened
their anxiety. For this reason, Winthrop, who was then
deputy governor, was determined to quelch this "slighting
of authority" in Hingham. Peter Hobart exploited the anti-
administration mood by introducing a petition signed by his
family and seventy-seven of his East Anglian supporters com-
plaining "of their liberties infringed." Winthrop, however,
eventually prevailed, and the General Court fined the peti-
tioners. Hobart encouraged his followers to refuse to pay
the fine, and, when brought before the governor and council,
the Hingham minister stood "upon his allegiance to the crown
of England and exemption from such laws as were not agree-
able to the laws of England." Not in the least contrite,
Hobart then proceeded to challenge the whole basis of the
government's authority to make law, reminding them that
they "were but as a corporation in England." The Pres-
byterian Peter Hobart was, in effect, aligning himself with
the presbyterian Parliament in England. In so doing, he was
leading his Hingham parish into a virtual state of theo-
logical secession.^
The contentious Mr. Hobart, having declared his
opposition to the Congregational powers, now associated
himself with the petition of Dr. Robert Child which called
for the abolition of "'the distinctions which were
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maintained here, both in civil and church estate.'"
Although Hobart did not sign the Child petition, Winthrop
was convinced that "he had an hand in it." Indeed, when
the General Court ordered a colony-wide fast to ask God's
help in opposing the petitioners, Winthrop noted that "the
pastor of Hingham, and others of his church . . . made
light of it, and some said they would not fast against
Dr. Childs and themselves." The third article of Child's
petition, which protested the denial of the sacrament of
baptism to Anglicans, touched Peter Hobart particularly.
It was becoming widely known that Hobart would accept the
wish of a parent to have his child baptized as sufficient
reason for performing the sacrament. Consequently chil-
dren were brought for baptism to Hingham by Anglicans, and,
in later years, by parents who had been rejected for "half-
way" membership (some coming from towns as far distant as
Lynn) .-^^
After their protracted, and largely successful strug-
gle with the West Countrymen and the General Court, the
Hingham leaders valued stability and order above all else.
By the 1650s, the leadership of the town lay clearly in
the hands of four men, the Reverend Peter Hobart, his
brother Joshua, Eozoan Allen, and Daniel Cashing. The
ethnic conflict was over. Perhaps 60 percent of the West
Countrymen had left town, and most of the remainder had been
assimilated into the Norfolk families. Indeed, during Gay's
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early ministry, the only West Country descendant of any
prominence was Thomas Andrews, the town treasurer. The
families that remained in Hinghara became increasingly in-
bred. By 1680, two clans, the Beal-Hobarts and the
Lincolns, comprised one-quarter of the town population.
The East Anglians clearly rejected mobility, since 75 per-
cent remained in Hinghara in the seventeenth century. The
town became a very close-knit community peopled by well-
rooted and extended patriarchal families. As the number
of families declined, a strong ruling oligarchy emerged,
bent on preserving what might be called the "Hinghara
way."^^
By 1680 the members of the ancien regime were rapidly
dying, the fierce old loyalties were weakening, and at the
same time the more remote areas of the town were beginning
to grow. The ethnic conflicts had been replaced by geo-
graphical ones. There seemed to be a general sense that
a new start was needed and that the symbol of this rebirth
should be a new meetinghouse. Consequently, in 1681, the
town built a handsome structure (forty-five feet by fifty-
five with posts twenty feet high) which has since become
known as the Old Ship Church. The Ship Church was a con-
servative response to developing sectional pressures. The
intent seenied to be to dissipate the drive to establish new
parishes in South Hinghara or Cohasset by erecting a new,
more commodious meeting place. As it was, the residents of
the plains" (Hingham Centre and South Hingham) were dis-
satisfied that the new meetinghouse was not more centrally
located. The inhabitants of "the plains" were (and would
remain) a minority, but they were disproportionately
wealthy, owning much of the best farmland. Tradition and
the majority prevailed, however, and the Ship Church was
erected only slightly south of the old meetinghouse.-^^
Having completed the meetinghouse, the town next
assigned eight men the formidable task of seating it. The
result was an extraordinarily intricate tapestry of social
precedence in which the old guard and the newer leaders,
learned men and wealthy men, "the plains" and "the towne"
were dexterously interwoven. One's social standing in
Hingham was immediately indicated by the row of seats one
occupied on the floor and in the gallery. Wealth was far
from being the principal determinant of rank, yet the
seating pattern was so arranged that the average town assess-
ment rate for the occupants of each row gently declined
along with the general social status of that row. Although
the meetinghouse seating assignments did not include the
entire population of Hingham, they did reflect Hingham's
basic social structure in 1681. The seating chart and
assessment rates suggest a town in which, though there was
no great disparity of wealth, social distinctions were none-
theless carefully observed. Hingham, like Gay's boyhood
home of Dedham, had developed that blend of "hierarchy and
8U
collectivism" (to once again borrow Kenneth Lockridge's
phrase) that so often characterized a stable and conser-
vative communi ty . "^^
Ebenezer Gay, then, inherited a very conservative
parish, and a church accustomed to a presbyterian style
of governance. The latter was largely the contribution of
the fiery Peter Hobart, but if Hobart set the ecclesiastical
tone of the parish, his successor, John Norton, was chiefly
responsible for shaping a theological framework for the
church. Norton provided an important, if undramatic link,
between Hobart, the tempestuous English presbyterian, and
Gay, the rational Massachusetts Arminian. At the height
of the trained band controversy, Edward Johnson had written
of Hobart:
Oh Hubbard! why do'st leave they native soils?
Is't not to War 'mongst Christ's true worthies here . . .
Norton, on the other hand, was the son of one of Christ's
true worthies, the Reverend John Norton of Ipswich, author
of The Orthodox Evangelist (1653). During the younger
Norton's ministry (1678-1716), the citizens of Hingham began
to perceive their minister as a mediator of controversy,
rather than a fomenter of same.^^
Norton was the first minister to preach in Hingham's
Ship Church, and he set her on the liberal course from which
she has never veered. Norton's deviations from orthodoxy
were ever so slight, but nonetheless significant. His
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theology echoed that of his orthodox father. They both had
a profound sense of God's total sovereignty, the younger
Norton declaring unreservedly that all evil as well as good
comes from God. They both preached man's depravity and
unconditional election, yet both suggested that fallen man
was not completely without light. There is a vestigial
moral sense which God can and does appeal to in persuading
men to accept salvation. In 1716, Norton the younger
declared that even the pagans responded to the moral law
which "is written in the hearts or natures of all the chil-
dren of men." In order to prove this he listed analogous
strictures to each of the ten commandments, culled from the
writings of Sophocles, Homer, Pythagoras, and Menander.
"God's law," said Norton, "is nature's law." Norton
believed that there was a continuous warfare in the hearts
of all men between their spiritual and carnal natures. The
elect, those who were "savingly wrought upon by God," were
more aware of the struggle between divinity and corruption,
but even among these, the divine impulse had to be con-
stantly cultivated. Without diminishing God's role in the
process of final salvation, Norton had made sanctification
almost a matter of degree.
The Reverend John Norton provided a theological
' -1 •
foundation on which Gay could safely erect his Arminian
edifice. Norton, however tentatively, began to understand
redemption in a more anthropocentric way, and he also began
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to broaden the franchise of salvation. Perhaps more
important than his mildly liberal theology, Norton left Gay
a legacy of toleration. Well before the Massachusetts
Charter of 1691 which provided for liberty of conscience,
Norton was stressing the importance of spiritual indepen-
dence. He declared that "none can command the conscience
and heart but God: man can reach to the outward man, they
cannot command man's heart and will.""^^
John Norton died in October of 1716, and the town and
parish proceeded with great deliberation to secure a suc-
cessor. In March, 1717, the town voted on terms of settle-
ment. They decided on an annual salary of bllO, plus an
additional k200 for initial expenses. These were rather
attractive terms, which suggest that the leaders of the
church were not bargain hunting. The quality of the men
invited to preach confirm this view. Before the church and
parish settled on Gay, they had already extended invitations
to Samuel Fiske and Thomas Prince. Fiske had been highly
recommended by the Harvard College authorities and, after
preaching in Hingham for some time, he was called by a vote
of 105 in his favor. Fiske refused the call on the grounds
that it was not unanimous. The next invitation to settle
was unanimously extended to the scholarly Thomas Prince,
but that cosmopolitan young man evidently considered the




In the fall of 1717, Ebenezer Gay came down from
Cambridge to preach in Hingham. As has been suggested,
Gay's presence in Hinghara was hardly surprising, considerin
the fact that four of his classmates came from the town.
Samuel Thaxter, Jr. was the son of Colonel Thaxter,
Hingham's leading citizen; Neheraiah Hobart was the grandson
of the great Reverend Peter; and Adam and Jacob Gushing wer
scions of Hingham' s wealthiest and most influential family.
Gay's preaching was well received (his first sermon was a
jeremiad) and he returned to Cambridge to take his second
degree and await further developments. In early December,
three of Hingham's town leaders came up to the college to
invite Gay to "preach with us four sabbaths upon probation
in order to a settlement." Gay's probationary period seems
to have been a complete success. His personality, pulpit
style, and theology were perfectly suited to Hingham. In-
deed, the month of December had not yet ended before a town
meeting assembled for the purpose of extending a call. On
December 30, 1717, "the Church did separate themselves from
the Congregation and by a unanimous vote did approve of and
call Mr. Ebenezer Gay to be the Pastor of the Church of
Hingham. ..." The congregation concurred unanimously,
and both groups ceremoniously appointed a delegation "to
20
acquaint the said Mr. Gay with their proceedings."
In addition to the formal delegations, the town also
appointed a committee to do the real work of negotiating
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with Gay, and to inquire "what his principles are concerning
church discipline." The Hingham leaders were apparently
satisfied with Gay's theology, and were now turning to the
clearly more important business of ascertaining his views
on church order and moral rectitude. The composition of
this rather important committee reveals something about the
dynamics of Bingham's political and social structure in
I7IB. The average age of the seven-member committee was
fifty, and three had been assigned seats when the Ship
Church was built in 1681. They were all men concerned with
preserving Hingham's distinctive traditions, and they were
all political and/or religious leaders. The head of the
committee was Colonel Samuel Thaxter whose pre-eminence
has already been described. The other members included
Deacon Peter Jacob, who was also a selectman; Deacon
Benjamin Lincoln who was also town treasurer; Captain John
Norton, town clerk and son of the former minister; Lieu-
tenant Thomas Andrews, selectman; John Beal ; Lieutenant
21
Thomas Gill, the sixty-eight year old elder of the group.
This list at once suggests the general congruity in
Hingham between religious and secular leadership, but the
committee was also balanced in a variety of less apparent
ways. Each geographic section of town was represented,
with the exception of Cohasset, which was in a state of
virtual rebellion at the time. Most of the important
Hingham clans were represented, from the increasingly
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influential Lincoln family to the declining but still power<
ful Beal-Hobarts, Finally, the occupation of each of these
men suggests the diverse economic interests of the Hinghara
oligarchy
• The list includes two "gentleman-traders," a
clothier-fuller, a tailor, a mariner, a "malster," and one
22Sturdy yeoman^
Young Mr, Gay of Dedhara apparently satisfied this
formidable committee that he could indeed fill the shoes of
Norton and Hobart* The apparent ease with which Gay sailed
through all potential opposition to his settlement in
Hingham indicates that those qualities of leadership which
marked his later ministry were already well-developed* In
addition, Gay's gift for political and theological accom-
modation probably served him well« Some years later, he
advised a nephew who was being ordained, that ministers
ought, "without entrenching on Christian sincerity, to
differ from themselves, that they may agree with others."
Thus, having gained the complete support of the community,
23
Gay awaited the day of his ordination.
The ordination council was largely a sympathetic one.
Gay had invited his old mentor and spiritual father, the
Reverend Joseph Belcher of Dedham, to preach the sermon.
Another of Gay's former teachers, the Reverend John
Danforth> had journeyed from his Dorchester parish for the
service. The other three participants were neighboring
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ministers. The first was the venerable Zechariah Whitman,
minister in Hull, the center of the local ministerial asso-
ciation. The second was Nathaniel Pitcher, pastor at First
Scituate. Pitcher was a quiet liberal who, like Gay, had
studied theology with John Danforth. Finally, and most
importantly, there was the Reverend Nathaniel Eels, minister
of the Second Church in Scituate. Eels was a muscular,
energetic man of forty, with piercing black eyes and heavy
brows. He was clearly the arbiter of ecclesiastical author-
ity on the South Shore from Braintree to Pembroke. Like
the rest of the council, Eels was a moderate Calvinist,
which is to say that he tended to emphasize the importance
of ethical responsibility in the process of salvation, but
would furiously resent being labeled an Arminian.^^
At the ordination service, Joseph Belcher adjured Gay
to "Make full proof of thy ministry." John Danforth then
gave the charge, Eels extended the right hand of fellowship,
and Whitman and Pitcher laid on hands. The party then de-
scended the meetinghouse hill, crossed over Broad Bridge
and returned to the Thaxter mansion, where Colonel Samuel
had expended l»15 on a handsome entertainment. The following
morning Cotton Mather and his friends boarded the Castle-
barge and returned to Boston. Ebenezer Gay was fairly
25
launched on his long ministry in Hingham.
Gay's settlement in Hingham was greeted with general
approbation, but it was also clear that his success depended
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upon the fulfillment of the ordination charge to make full
proof of his ministry. Some of the feelings and expecta-
tions were conveyed in a letter from the Reverend Jedidiah
Andrews (a former Hinghamite and now a Presbyterian
minister in Philadelphia) to his brother Thomas, one of
Gay's examiners. He wrote that "The news of the happy
settlement of the town, after the loss of that rare man
Mr. Norton, in another that they are pleased with,
exceedingly rejoices me." He then inquired whether Gay
attended to "the instructing and diligent catechising of
the youth? I've often thought the decay of religion in
New England has been much owing to Minister's leaving the
most important matter very much to schoolmasters who did it
to the halves." Gay later exchanged several very cordial
letters with the Reverend Andrews, who was an intractable
Calvinist, and he did personally attend to the duty of
catechising the youth.
One of Gay's very few surviving manuscript sermons
dates from this early period, and it was preached at a
"publick Catechising" in Hinghara and later at Pembroke.
The sermon improved a passage from the book of Romans, a
book which contained the heart of Gay's essentially Pauline
theology. He praised Paul's Epistle to the Romans "for the
Excellency & Sublimlity of the Matters treated," and warmly
agreed with those who called it "the most divine Epistle of
the most holy Apostle." The tone of the sermon was
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evangelical, urging his young listeners actively to seek
a reconciliation with a clearly benevolent deity. In
ripe Enlightenment language, he declared that "Our wise
Creator made the pursuit of Happiness a deep Principle in
Mans Nature," and that "nothing can be judged the proper
felicity of man . . . but the ever-lasting enjoyment of
God." This natural urge for true happiness has univer-
salistic implications which Gay did nothing to dispel. He
declared that true felicity could be achieved only through
"Justification & eternal Salvation," and these were "the
Portion of Such and only of Such as are in Christ Jesus."
Read in context, this last remark is not an affirmation of
election, but a call to seek salvation. This simple and
steadfast adherence to the kerygma , the essential Gospel
message, was the wellspring of Gay's ministry and theology.
In his published sermons, he cloaked it in enlightened,
rationalistic prose, and in later years defended its
"Arminian" tone against his Calvinistic opponents. But,
whatever the prevailing theological winds, Gay preached
one central story to the people of Hingham for sixty-nine
27
years—Christ crucified.
Immediately after the town extended its call, the
Reverend Mr. Gay began discharging the duties of his pas-
toral office. Early in 171^, he commenced recording
births, marriages, deaths, and church admissions in his
meticulous and precise way. Through wars, pestilence,
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earthquakes, and revolution he entered "The Names of those
who have been admitted to full communion since ray ordina-
tion." from 1718 until 1786. In 17A3, he expanded his list
of deaths to include "Negros, Mulattos, and Indians,"
separately entered under the rubric "The death of Blacks."
The quality of Gay's vital records has attracted some of
the best early demographers, including Edward Wigglesworth
,
William Godwin, and even Thomas Malthus.^^
Gay included another category of church members in
his records, which he styled "adult persons that have been
baptized since ray ordination." He commenced this practice
on April 5, 1718, when he baptized twenty-year-old Susannah
Stoel, a young wife who had just moved to Hingham from
Scituate. Susannah, who previously had no church con-
nection, then owned the covenant, and was admitted to the
Ship Church as a half-way member. Ten years later, she
became a member in full communion. Gay was using the half-
way covenant as an evangelical tool for bringing the un-
churched into God's kingdom. This practice, with its
Arminian implications, was not new. Simon Bradstreet's
church in Charlestown had been bringing in outsiders under
half-way status since the 1670 's. Although only sixty-one
adults were baptized during Gay's ministry, their presence
suggests that he envisioned a more inclusive Christian com-
munity than simply the visibly regenerate and their chil-
dren. At the very least, these new Christians would pledge
themselves to lead godly, virtuous lives. Later, largely
at Gay's discretion, they might be admitted to full com-
munion. Gay always believed that salvation was a matter of
degree. In point of fact, eighteen of the sixty-one
adults were later admitted to full membership, including
four blacks.
In 1768, fifty years after his ordination, Gay in-
formed the Reverend Ezra Stiles that he had introduced
the half-way covenant in Hingham. Unfortunately, Gay did
not keep a separate list of covenant owners except for the
baptized adults mentioned above. The latter list, however,
does substantially confirm Gay's assertion, and also sug-
gests that he introduced the half-way covenant at the outset
of his ministry. The half-way covenant has become, for
many religious historians, a symbol of the shift from per-
sonal to institutional piety in Puritan New England. At the
close of the seventeenth century, the church was becoming
an institution which facilitated sainthood, rather than a
meeting place for men and women who had been experientially
saved. In Hingham, however, since the days of the presby-
terian Hobart, the church had been viewed as an instrument
designed to maintain the piety of the whole community. Both
Peter Hobart and John Norton had baptized children more or
less promiscuously. Consequently, when Gay introduced the
half-way covenant to Hingham, it was not a liberal innovation
but rather a conservative reform. The saints of the church
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became a shade more visible and distinct, and salvation be-
30came a matter of degree.
Gay did not, however, attempt to steer the Old Ship
Church into the mainstream of orthodox congregational pol-
ity. For instance, in 1768 and probably fifty years before,
Gay followed the practice of requiring no "relation." This
painless procedure for admission to full communion was
probably another inheritance from Norton and Kobart, rather
than a Colmanesque innovation brought in by Gay. One has
the feeling that the relation of a radical conversion
experience in early eighteenth century Hinghara would have
been a source of acute discomfort for all concerned. Gay's
actual admission procedure, judging by Ezra Stiles' brief
description, seems to have corresponded exactly with that
practiced at Jonathan Mayhew's West Church in the late
17^0s. The candidate would inform Gay that he thought it
his "duty to join with the Church in full Communion." Gay
would then announce the candidate's intention to the church.
There followed a fortnight's interval during which Gay and
the deacons would inquire into the character of the proposed
member. Finally on the first Sunday of the month, "Sacra-
ment Day," the candidate would be presented to the church.
He would stand facing Gay, while the latter proposed some
basic essentials for the candidate's assent such as a
"belief of the Scriptures as the word of God" and a "belief
in Christ*" The candidate would then affirm the propositions
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(in Mayhew's church he was spared the necessity of any
vocal utterance by merely giving a nod) and the church
would approve his request for membership. This system
clearly left the matter of admission to full communion to
the discretion of the minister, and Gay exercised this
authority in true Stoddardean fashion. He once advised
a younger minister: "Use aright the Keys of the Kingdom
of Heaven; opening the Door of Entrance into Christian
Communion ... to the duly qualified; and shutting it
against the profane and unworthy."
Gay settled easily into the presbyterian mold of the
Old Ship pastorate. He had a certain magisterial style
that inspired deference, even as a young man. In order to
catch a glimpse of Gay in the pulpit in his early years, one
might try to envision the scene on a Lord's Day morning in
March, 1720. A day of fasting had been proclaimed, and
Gay's text was grimly suited to the occasion. Thomas Joy,
the sexton, had finished ringing the bell (surely with
exuberance) and Gay ascended the large pulpit to begin the
order of worship. He was twenty-four years old, slightly
above average height, with light sandy hair and an extraor-
dinary face. His head was rather large, his eyes were
narrowish and coldly gray, but his most striking feature
was an enormously wide mouth which was located nearly at
the bottom of his face with very little chin beneath. With
this unusual countenance, Gay could assume expressions that
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were frighteningly forbidding or radiant with benevolence
.
Gay's text on this morning was taken from the ninth
chapter of Ezekiel and describes the prophet's vision of
the slaughter of the guilty. All those in Jerusalem who
did not visibly have the Lord's mark upon them were to be
slain, beginning at the sanctuary. We do not know how Gay
improved the text, but it would be difficult to imagine
anything other than a thundering, Calvinistic jeremiad, and
Gay was quite capable of delivering one. He believed that
"An Ambassador of Christ ought to deliver his important
Messages in a lively manner with an agreeable Fervour."
The minister should "speak sometimes in the thundering
accents of the Law's threatenings , & sometimes in the sweet
strains of Gospel-promises." Too much inflamed pulpit
oratory, however, was undesirable since it might obscure
the message. Gay clearly believed, even in these early
days, that conversion was first a rational process, a
matter of intellectual assent, followed by the more intu-
itive response of the affections. His sermons, throughout
his ministry, were invariably tailored to meet the level of
his auditors—plain and practical exhortations to repent and
33
reform.
Gay's insistence on clothing his weekly sermons "in
a plain Country-Dress" arose from a quite deliberate deter-
mination not to separate himself from his parish. Because
of the increasingly turbulent atmosphere in many early
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eighteenth century New England towns, ministers were
seeking security by emphasizing their clerical and pro-
fessional distinctiveness, rather than relying on the
questionable loyalty of their parish. They saw themselves
more and more as a special class of Levites, the sole cus-
todians of religious life in the community. To a certain
extent Gay shared this view, and indeed, in presbyterian
Hinghara it was no novelty. He insisted that men should
"set a high value" on ministers, "and pay a deference to
them." He declared that if the preacher "be not, as well
as his Pulpit, somewhat elevated above the lowest station,
few will mind his words or obey them." Indeed Gay made it
clear that clergymen stood somewhere between the angels and
the generality of mankind. Nevertheless, while Gay expected
the deference due his station, he very wisely refused to
claim especial sanctity because of his clerical ordination.
In his first published sermon, significantly titled
Ministers Are Men of Like Passions with Others , he stressed
the importance of "self-acquaintance" for ministers, and
suggested that the "weak and depraved Nature" of clergymen
was a positive advantage. Since ministers had the same
"vitiated Nature" as all men, they could reach others on
their own level. Because of this attitude, which was
probably both sincere and strategic. Gay succeeded in
firmly identifying himself with the laity. Consequently,
during the awakening, he easily retained the loyalty of his
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parish, unlike so many of his fellow Levites. He shrewdly
observed that those "who deify Ministers one day, are apt to
vilify them the next, often they who Cry Hosanna, soon change
their note, & say Crucify, Crucify. "'^^
In the first decade of his pastorate, Ebenezer Gay
ministered in the spirit of Cotton Mather and Benjamin
Colman. Like Colman, he had an easy, tolerant, catholic
style; like Mather, he was fundamentally orthodox. He
rigorously avoided "the offensive peculiarities of . . .
party" in favor of "the more weighty things in which we are
all agreed." Gay felt that it ill-behooved Harvard gentle-
men to engage in doctrinal disputation in full view of
their parish flock. Furthermore, he had little interest
in dogmatic theology or abstract reflection; he believed
that God had constituted him "Overseer" of his Hingham
parish, and he devoted most of his energy to shepherding his
flock. He later urged a young minister at an ordination
"As constrained by the Love of Christ, feed his Sheep,
and feed his lambs. In doing which, with tender Care and
unwearied Diligence, the whole Business of the Pastoral
Office consisteth."-^^
Finally, like Mather and Colman, Gay was an evan-
gelical, and, unlike the former, he felt no hesitancy in
vigorously trying to reach the unchurched. His introduc-
tion of the Half-Way Covenant to Hingham, the frequency
with which he baptized adults, and his "preaching up" the
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"Terrors of the Law," all reflect his evangelical style.
He declared that the only value of preaching moral duty
was to show "Sinners that they are dead Men, being con-
demned already." Then, "groaning under the pangs of the
New-birth," men are prepared "for a work of the gospel"
through which "a saving Change is wrought in the Soul."
Gay's record of admission to full communion indicates that
he had three special "harvests" of sinners— in 1719, 1723,
and after the earthquake of 1727. (See Appendix I.) As
any evangelical pastor would, he worried about his in-
ability to bring more males into the fold. To that end he
insisted that the explication of the gospel be "adapted to
the lowest Capacity. ... In this way the believing Wife
(who is not allowed to speak in the Church) may gain the
unbelieving Husband, whom the Preacher cannot."
The members of Hinghara's First Parish responded warmly
to this young evangelist who so diligently fed the lambs of
his flock. This harmony between pastor and people was
reflected in the financial generosity of the parish. Gay
never had occasion to complain that the Levite had been
forsaken. Inflationary pressures beginning in the 1720s
debased the worth of his kllO settlement, so in 1727 the
Parish Committee responded by establishing a monthly lec-
ture. The money Gay received for preaching the monthly
lecture operated as a sort of "cost-of-living" salary
adjustment, beginning at tSO and gradually increasing to
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U170 by 17^1. In addition to the regular support of the
parish, Gay's ministry was partially subsidized by private
individuals. In 1731, James Lincoln, a prosperous farmer
in West Hinghara, died and left Gay a legacy of bllO. At
the time Gay was heard to remark that "Tho' this was so
considerable a Gift; yet it was not near so much as the
Deceased had given him [Gay] in his Life time." Gay also
received a substantial portion of his support in "country
pay" (pay in kind), and once again Hingham seems to have
been faithful and conscientious. The Parish records con-
tain none of the pathetic pleas for more firewood that so
many clergymen were forced to make. Indeed, by 1728, Gay
felt moved to congratulate his parish: "I speak it to your
praise, that I have not been necessitated to ask for any
maintenance; but what ye have done towards it, ye have done
of your own accord." His expectations grew so high that
one small deviation in performance prompted the following
terse and rather autocratic note to the Parish Committee:
"I call your attention to the salt marsh hay delivered to
me. It is poor in quality and short in quantity, and I
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don't expect to have to speak of this a second time."
Since, from the outset of his ministry. Gay was rela-
tively free from financial anxiety, he quickly turned his
attention to marriage and child-rearing. In 1719 he
journeyed to Duxbury and asked that rather austere worthy,
Lieutenant Samuel Bradford, for the hand of his daughter
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Jerusha in marriage. Ebenezer Gay and Jerusha Bradford were
married on November 3, 1719, in a union which elevated both
the social and economic position of the new minister.
Jerusha was quite overshadowed by her husband, and is
nearly invisible in the family papers. She apparently had
great reserves of "patience and fortitude" which were often
needed during the remaining sixty-four years of her life.
She ran the enormous Gay household with quiet efficiency,
and entertained their numerous guests with her "accustomed
kindness & Civility . ""^^
Ebenezer and Jerusha at first lived in the house of
Captain John Norton, the town clerk and son of Gay's pre-
decessor. In 1721 Captain Norton died suddenly, his widow
remarried two years later, and the old Norton home seems to
have been left more or less in the charge of the Gays. By
1727 Gay had four children—Samuel (1721), Abigail (1722),
Calvin (1724), and Martin (1726). Gay did not name his
male children capriciously, incidentally, but invested each
name with some special religious significance. Samuel, the
first-born, was clearly intended to be given to the service
of the Lord, as was the biblical Samuel. The name also,
happily, identified the child with his grandfather Bradford.
Martin and Calvin suggest Gay's self-conscious identifica-
tion with the broad Reformation tradition. With less pro-
found implications, Gay named a later son Jotham for the
biblical king of Israel whose mother was Jerusha. This
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rapidly expanding clan was further augmented when Gay
acquired a servant, "Maria, a mulattoe woman. "-^^
The Gay family was beginning to strain the limited
capacity of the small, rather antiquated Norton house and,
in 1727, Gay moved to correct matters. Adjoining the
Norton property, there was an elevated 6-1/2 acre lot
fronting on Town Street, which had lain vacant since the
old Loring tavern burned down eighty years before. Gay
purchased the land from John Langlee, "Shipwright," for
tl20 "current money." Probably in the following year. Gay
built the handsome dwelling that so perfectly expressed his
personality. The house was a 2-1/2 story, rectangular,
pitched-roof affair, somewhat large for the period, but
not ostentatiously so. Though it was painted a rather
austere blue-gray on the outside, the interior was lively
and colorful. Someone (Jerusha?) adorned the cream colored
walls of the family sitting room with a free hand vine
design, very like eighteenth century crewelwork. The wood-
work, fireplace wall, and the wainscott (added later) were
all painted a light green. The whole effect suggested that
Nature's God in all his vibrancy was very much alive in the
Gay house. The domestic hierarchy was also subtly reflected
in the interior decoration. The mouldings in the parlor and
master bedchamber were more elaborate than those in the
sitting room or other bedrooms. Finally, despite the
pressing need for space, the house clearly revolved around
Gay and his needs. In addition to the master bedchamber
and the parlor, the parson also had a study and, possibly,
yet another room for receiving parishioners. Thus three,
and perhaps even four rooms of the manse were set aside
for Gay and his clerical responsibilities.^^
Although Ebenezer Gay's early ministry in Hingham
was largely successful, it was less than a clerical para-
dise on earth. For one thing, even as he was being
ordained, one geographical third of his parish was in the
process of secession. From the time of Hingham's first
settlement, one could easily foresee that if the section
known as Conohasset (Cohasset) should ever attract enough
settlers, it would eventually separate from the mother
towr:. For five years prior to Gay's settlement, the
Cohasset villagers had been struggling to form a separate
parish. The dispute had been protracted and quite bitter
at points. The basic point at issue was, characteristi-
cally for Hingham, whether Cohasset should have fiscal
autonomy. The Hingham leaders were perfectly willing to
let that remote settlement have their own church and
minister, but they wanted the control of the purse strings
to remain on Town Street. The Cohasset villagers finally
took their case to the General Court which decided in their
favor, despite intense opposition from the Hingham town
leaders. By the time Gay began preaching, the secession
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December 12, 1721, the Cohasset Church was organized as
the Church of the Second Parish in Hingham,^"^
Gay was not devastated by the loss of Cohasset. The
constituent members included only the eight signers of the
covenant, their wives, and one additional male. Further-
more, the organizers selected Gay's Harvard classmate and
close friend, Nehemiah Hobart, as their minister. Hobart,
under Gay's influence, was an evangelical "Old Light" who
was continually questioning and modifying his theological
views. The Cohasset Church covenant of 1721 was hardly an
Arminian testimony, stressing as it did "a soul humbling
sense of our unworthiness of being in covenant with God
and our own insufficiency in and of ourselves to help
covenant with him." Although his parish tended to remain
conservative, Hobart's theology had apparently evolved so
much before his death in 17^0, that Jacob Flint (Cohasset's
fifth minister) felt justified in characterizing him as
42anti-Trinitarian
.
The First Church leaders graciously permitted Gay to
attend Hobart's ordination, where he made "the first
prayer." Although they had lost some important revenue,
these leaders could well afford to be tolerant, since the
Second Church remained very much under their control.
Nehemiah Hobart was the first of the neighboring ministers
to enter wholeheartedly into the theological orbit of
Ebenezer Gay, and the Old Ship Church had other ties with
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Cohasset as well. The leading spirit behind the organiza-
tion of the Cohasset parish, and their first deacon, was
John Jacob, the wealthiest land owner in Hingham. John's
brother was Peter Jacob, an influential fuller from South
Hingham, who was deacon of the First Church. Deacon Peter
Jacob, in his turn, was quite devoted to Gay. Thus, the
Cohasset church became a sort of fiefdom of the Jacob
family and, through them, a satellite of the Ship Church.
The feudal relationship was cemented when Nehemiah Hobart
married one of Deacon Peter Jacob's daughters, and named
his first child John Jacob Hobart.'*-^
•• The secession of the Cohasset parish provides, in
some respects, an illustration of how the Hingham oligarchy
managed to assimilate inevitable changes with a minimum of
disruption. Gay became an integral part of that oligarchy,
and to understand his life and ministry fully in the 1720-
17^0 period, one must have at least a summary grasp of the
social and economic climate of Hingham during those years.
What Kenneth Lockridge has called "the aggregate novelty
and instability of colonial society" had virtually dis-
appeared in Hingham by the 1680s. During the next forty
years, the East Anglian oligarchy expanded in numbers and
influence, shaping an intensely conservative town whose
citizens valued isolation, independence, and homogeneity.
Beginning about the time of Gay's ministry, this
peaceable kingdom, like many of its sisters, began
Ill
experiencing all sorts of strain and stress. Rapid popula-
tion growth, accompanied by an increasingly unequal dis-
tribution of wealth, threatened Hingham's delicate social
balance. In 1723, the town very reluctantly elected two
tythingmen. The office had been vacant for some time, and
the Hingham leaders had previously rejected the notion that
official guardians of morality were needed in their town.
During the 1720s and 30s a variety of new regulations and
ordinances were passed. Drinking had become a problem and,
in 1728 the town voted "to have but three Taverns." In
1732 strict curfews were passed "to prevent Disorder in
the Night by Indians, Negroes & Mullatoe Servants or Any
Other Irregular persons," By that same year the level
of pauperization had increased to the point that the town
voted, after much debate, "that there should be a house
Erected & set up near to the stock for employing the Poor
ASand Correcting the disorderly."
In addition to these more obvious signs of discord
and disorder, political discontent was quietly growing.
The oligarchy had tried to balance the various sectional
interests of the town, but real political power was
becoming concentrated among a few men. Just a little west
of Parson Gay's residence on Town Street was the home of
Colonel Samuel Thaxter. Out of a total of sixty-three town
meetings held in the 1720s, Colonel Thaxter was chosen
moderator on twenty-five occasions. Immediately west of
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the Thaxter residence was the home of Lieutenant Thomas
Andrews, the town treasurer, and just west of Andrews was
the residence of Benjamin Lincoln, town clerk. This tri-
umvirate, Thaxter-Andrews-Lincoln, with Gay as a silent
fourth partner, dominated town government
.
In 1727, the year of the great earthquake, the con-
trol of the "Town Street" ruling clique was challenged by
the powerful Gushing clan, which had long dominated South
Hingham. Their leader was a thirty-one year old farmer
and mill owner named Abel Gushing. The attack centered
on the Ship Ghurch, that symbol of community cohesion which,
like the town, was also dominated by Colonel Thaxter and
Deacon Benjamin Lincoln. Less than six years after the
Gohasset secession, Gushing and the South Hingharaites were
also preparing to withdraw. They objected to the distance
(which was really not very far for most of them) and to the
lack of space in the meeting house. On November 27 » their
agent, one Jonathan Farrow, prayed that the First Precinct
would allow the "Great Plain" (South Hingham) "something to
enable them to carry on the preaching of the gospel among
A7
them." The petition was voted down.
The influential Gaptain Thomas Loring, who lived in
Hingham Gentre just between the two factions, assumed the
role of mediator between the upstart Gushing and the in-
tractable, old Golonel Thaxter. On December 28, he appointed
a committee which rather desperately attempted "to make more
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room in the meeting house by putting the seats nearer
together." This was quickly found to be unworkable.
Finally, in the midst of all this political and ter-
restrial upheaval, two members of the old triumvirate,
Benjamin Lincoln and Thomas Andrews, died, within two days
of each other.
At this point, the fundamentally conservative char-
acter of Hingham reasserted itself. There was no political
revolution, no church schism, but there was compromise and
adjustment. The number of selectmen was increased from
three to five and, thereafter, each section of the town
received representation. This included not only Hinghara's
major divisions— the old town, South Hingham, and Cohasset,
but also smaller yet equally distinct sections such as
West Hingham, Hingham Center, and Rocky Nook. Access to
office remained restricted, but political influence was
more evenly distributed among the old families. Between
1718 and 1740, the Beals, the Cushings, and the Lincolns
filled 53 percent of all the selectmen's annual terms, but
at least the Beals and the Cushings represented outlying
areas. Abel Cushing, the principal dissident, was elected
to the first of his thirteen terras as selectman, while
Colonel Thaxter continued to hold precedence in town and
church meeting. Benjamin Lincoln was replaced as town
clerk and selectman by his son, Colonel Benjamin Lincoln,
and Lieutenant Thomas Andrews was replaced as town treasurer
by his son, Thomas Andrews. Not even the names had
Changed. ^
The church responded to the dissent with the same sort
of compromise and accommodation. The number of church
assessors was increased from three to four so that the
outlying areas would usually be assessed by one of their
own. Finally, in the 1731-33 period, the Ship Church it-
self was enlarged and renewed. Fourteen feet were added
on the east side, and the aging building received new
clapboarding, new windows, a new bell and "Bellfrey." The
South Hingham faction was mollified and, for some time,
50there would be no further divisions in Hingham.
The tensions and upheaval that threatened Hinghara's
stability in the 1720s provided an excellent chance for Gay
to exercise and develop his pastoral talents. He tried a
little of everything. Sometimes he preached in the calm,
rational spirit of Archbishop Tillotson and the Latitudi-
narians, telling his flock that "we have a Hell to avoid,
and a Heaven to obtain," the latter obviously being in their
best interest. On other occasions the pulpit shook with
his jeremiads as he preached "For the iniquity of his
covetousness was I wroth, and smote him" and as he plain-
51
tiveiy cried out "Is there no balm in Gilead?"
The ambiguities in Gay's sermons during these years
reflect not only uncertainty over pastoral tactics and
strategy, but a growing confusion, widely shared, over the
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relation of his Puritan heritage to the age of Newton and
Locke. At Harvard, Gay had been caught up in the exciting
discovery of man's enormous potential, yet as man was
exalted, he must not be allowed to eclipse the glory and
sovereignty of God. As one of Gay's favorite authors,
Richard Baxter, put it, '"If you discover an error to an
injudicious man he reeleth into the contrary error, and it
is hard to stop him in the middle verity.'" Gay was not
an injudicious man, and he was determined to stop in the
middle verity. In this respect, his theological posture
in the 1720s very much resembled that of Benjamin Colman
and Solomon Stoddard. They all believed, as Stoddard wrote,
that "the law written in the heart is the Moral Law."
Accordingly, Colman declared "God deals with us as with
rational creatures." Nevertheless, for all three men,
this rational godly light was very dim, indeed nearly
vestigial. God used this badly corrupted moral sense to
prompt his elect to seek salvation. The light of natural
reason could lead men only to the point of conversion, after
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which they would have a truer sense of the nature of God.^
Gay's first published sermon vividly reflects his
theological inconsistency in this period. The sermon.
Ministers Are Men of Like Passions with Others , was
delivered in 1725 at the ordination of Joseph Green over
a newly gathered church in Barnstable. As a model of
sound pastoral advice, the sermon was excellent, but its
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theology could most charitably be described as groping. The
work, however, was not intended to be a study in systematic
theology and, for that reason. Gay did not write in a
self-consciously orthodox style.
This ordination sermon was an important first effort
for Gay, who was eager to establish his intellectual reputa-
tion generally, and among the Mather faction particularly.
Not a back-country parson, Joseph Green, like Gay, had a
reputation as "'a Superior Scholar'" who clearly moved in
the orbit of Cotton Mather. Eight days after the sermon
was delivered, Gay anxiously sent a copy to Green hoping
that he would undertake "the Trouble of Supervising it &
Correcting of it . . ." He added that "Mr. [Benjamin]
Eliot hath promised me to inspect it as it shall come out
of the Press." Gay even persuaded his classmate, Thomas
Foxcroft, now minister of Boston's First Church, to write
an introduction to the sermon. Foxcroft obliged by
praising this "Sheaf of First Fruits from my worthy
Brother" and assuring the readers that the sermon would
promote "the Designs of the Evangelical Ministry." By
"Evangelical," Foxcroft meant those ministers who preached
redemption through Christ crucified, as opposed to "those
unevangelical and (pretended) rational Christians, whether
Preachers or Professors, whose favourite topick is the
Religion of Nature. ..." Gay was fully in accord with
Foxcroft in promoting a Christocentric , evangelical ministry
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He asserted that "The Contempt of the glorious Gospel is
doubtless the most provoking Evil of the Times." Further-
more, he declared that the light of natural reason "is so
universally obscured by the prevalence of moral corruption,
that those places may well be called regions of darkness,
where the light of the glorious gospel doth not shine. "^^
Like Passions , which the conservative Foxcroft so
warmly endorsed, contains remarks which reflect nearly
every basic assumption of post-Awakening Arminianism. A
Belief in the essential benevolence of God, an Arminian
postulate, was expressed throughout the sermon as Gay
frequently referred to "the Wisdom and the Goodness of
God." Two years later he declared that "Every Act is from
God, as he is the God of Nature, and the Goodness of any
Act is from Him, as He is the God of all Grace." For those
who believed in the perfect goodness of the Deity, the
Calvinist doctrine of election became a source of increasing
discomfort, and Gay, in this sermon, seemed oblivious to
it. He affirmed that men could be saved "by the Help of
Divine Grace (which is offered to all). ..." Though
God's grace was essential in the salvation process, the
opportunity to respond to the Gospel message was not, in
Gay's view, limited to a few.^^
The notion that all men had the natural ability to
respond to God's offer of salvation had been growing in
the garden of Puritan theology for years. In New England,
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the plant's first shoots appeared during the struggle with
the Antinomians in the late 1630s, and it was cultivated
by such eminent divines as Thomas Hooker, Thomas Shepard,
and John Norton. The more rigid Calvinists quickly iden-
tified the plant as the noxious weed of Arrainianism, but
more subtle minds defended and nurtured it as the doctrine
of preparation. The religious leaders of New England
understood the dangerous consequences of antinomian Cal-
vinism and, as an antidote, they elaborated the concept of
preparation using all sorts of fine scholastic distinc-
tions. Man's preparation and consent began to overshadow
God's electing grace, and by the beginning of the eighteenth
century, Cotton Mather urged New Englanders to "Try whether
you can't give that Consent; if you can, 'tis done I "^^
Given this background, it is not surprising that, by
1725, Gay was rather casually preaching man's natural
ability to respond to the Gospel. There was, however, a
pronounced difference of degree between Gay's theology and
that of the early preparationists . He was a creature of the
early Enlightenment and was, in consequence, far more con-
fident of man's innate goodness than were his seventeenth
century forebears. In Like Passions he declared that
"Humane Virtue consists in acting agreeably to the Humane
Nature in its primitive constitution; that is, Right Reason's
maintaining a proper Dominion over the Brutal Part." Men
could understand their proper duty, "if they would but wash
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off the dirt, which blinds the Eyes of natural Reason."
There is more of Lord Shaftesbury than of Cotton Mather in
those assertions. The process of salvation, for Gay, be-
came a matter of degree, with very little emphasis on the
conversion experience. Preparation, under Gay, was more
than just a matter of making the soul presentable for the
visitation of God's electing grace; preparation itself
became the mechanism of salvation. Men were to read and
study and rigorously obey the Law. With a characteristically
Arminian passion for education. Gay described the Law as a
schoolmaster who prepared "the Church for the University of
the Gospel." After entering the university, believers
would continue the process of sanctification
, proceeding
"from one degree of Grace to another, until they arrive to
the perfection of Holiness. "^^
Clearly Gay's first published sermon contained nearly
all the elements of mature, post-Awakening Arminianism. The
reader can easily find affirmations and hints concerning free
will, universal salvation, a benevolent deity, and even
perfectionism. The Arminian stress on the right of private
judgement may also be found as Gay warned the Barnstable
congregation not to "believe whatever their Teachers say,
& practice what they bid them do, without examining whether
they speak according to the Law & the Testimony." For all
its Arminian tone, however, the sermon is nowhere explicitly
anti-Calvinistic. Gay would certainly not suggest to a
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nervous New England religious establishment that he even
leaned in the direction of apostates such as Yale's Samuel
Johnson and Timothy Cutler, or his old acquaintance, John
Checkley. That Gay's sermon posed no threat to Calvinist
orthodoxy, however, was due less to political sensitivity
than to the fact that Gay was simply not some sort of
covert Arrainian. Indeed, the one author that Gay cited
in his sermon was John Edwards of Cambridge University.
By 1700, Edwards was the only major Anglican Calvinist.
A fire-breathing controversialist, Edwards had vigorously
attacked the leading Arminians, Daniel Whitby and Samuel
Clarke, defending election and original sin with his last
breath.^®
Gay was really not guilty of inconsistency in citing
a man such as Edwards in such a generally liberal sermon.
For one thing, he was quoting from one of Edwards' works
concerning practical piety and not from a polemical piece.
More importantly, however, the literary taste of the New
England ministers in the 1720s was very catholic. Questions
of theology and doctrine took a back seat to the more press-
ing strategic question of the survival of the church.
Except in a very few cases, the theology of most New England
ministers was largely undifferentiated; indeed a sort of
amiable confusion seemed to prevail. The future liberal
Ebenezer Gay, could quote from John Edwards; and the future
conservative, Ebenezer Parkraan of Westboro, could read The
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Religion of Nature Delineated by the English rationalist,
William Wollaston, and "take it to be a very excellent
piece , "59
This sort of catholicity was not characteristic of
all parts of the Commonwealth. In the Connecticut River
Valley, for instance, there was a heightened sensitivity
to any preaching that smacked of Arminianism. This was
due in part to the defections of some of the tutors at
Yale College to Anglicanism. In the Valley, the early
battle against Arminianisra was largely the battle against
Episcopacy. The Valley's resistance to liberal heresy
was also due to the enormous influence of Solomon Stoddard
who continued to remain a firm Calvinist. Although
Stoddard, like Gay, was an ardent evangelical who believed
in the principle of preparation, he nevertheless clung
rigidly to the belief that the actual conversion experience
occurred in a given moment and only through God's uncon-
ditional grace. Ten years removed from Stoddard's in-
fluence. Gay was already losing sight of that crucial
point. The Connecticut Valley ministry, with some
exceptions remained, faithful to the Stoddardean Calvinist
60
tradition in the 1720s.
The ministers of eastern Massachusetts were slower in
responding to the doctrinal threat of Arminianism. The
religious leaders of Boston, and the North and South Shores,
were urbane, catholic gentlemen who were far more concerned
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with ecclesiastical disorder than with subtle doctrinal
deviance. This attitude was equally characteristic of old
Plymouth whose tradition of mild toleration was well estab-
lished. Cotton Mather tried mightily to become the arbiter
of orthodoxy, but his personal eccentricities and obses-
sions prevented him from becoming an East Coast Stoddard.
Finally, the considerable influence exercised by the
wealthy laity tended to inhibit all but the strongest of
Mather's clerical apostles from delivering unadulterated
Calvinist sermons. Unlike their Connecticut Valley
counterparts, many of the leading citizens in the Boston
area were either Anglicans or, as the Reverend Peter Clark
of Salem Village put it, "'[they] indulge a secret opinion
of their own sufficiency, and power to repent and turn to
God when they please.'" Not surprisingly, the clergy fre-
quently ignored the advice given some years before by
Increase Mather; not to avoid "'such things as may be
fi 1
offensive to some of the Wealthiest people in the Town.'"
In this rather loose theological climate, Gay's first
published sermon was well received, even among the more
conservative clergymen. His particular writing style also
tended to draw attention away from any suspicious theo-
logical content. Foxcroft was clearly impressed with his
classmate's flawless scholarship and genteel style. Gay's
published sermons always sounded solid and respectable,
even when he was asserting the most baldly Arminian
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proposition. Furthermore, he usually added some rather
heavy-handed humor which also dulled the reader's critical
faculties. This humor usually took the form of puns which
were uniformly dreadful. In concluding the ordination
sermon for Joseph Green, Gay said, "We trust that he will
be a JOSEPH unto his Brethren. . . . The Lord make him a
fruitful Bough . . . and always GREEM ."^^
If Ministers Are Men of Like Passions prefigured
Gay's later Arminianism, his second published sermon, a
thundering jeremiad, revealed his strong Calvinist roots.
Late on the night of October 29, 1727, Gay's friend and
neighbor, the Reverend Nehemiah Hobart of Cohasset,
nervously recorded that "about AO minutes after 10 in the
night happened the most general and most violent shock of
an earthquake that has been known amongst us. It lasted
two or three minutes and several times in the night after
were heard some distant rumblings. ..." Gay, like scores
of other New England ministers, wasted no time on improving
this dreadful providence to the terrified citizens of
Hingham. Here was proof at last that the almighty God was
indeed imminent and quite ready to smite New England for its
iniquity. As Gay told his flock after one of several
earthquake jeremiads, "I thought it meet to stir you up,"
and he had considerable success. In 172b, thirty-four
people were admitted to full communion, compared with nine
the year before and, alas, six the year after (see
12A
Appendix I). Although the response to Gay's best evan-
gelical efforts was impressive, he was clearly dissatis-
fied, and chided his congregation: "to our sharae & sorrow
it must be said, there hath not been that noise & shaking
among the dry bones here, which there hath been in other
places under the late awful Dispensations." Distressed
at the transience of this brief awakening, he complained
that "they flag; Their dread of God's Wrath, and concern
for their Souls abate; ..."
The earthquake of 1727 may not have appreciably
rattled the dry bones at Hingham, but it did evoke the full
power of Gay's evangelical oratory. He combined two of his
new monthly lectures delivered in this vein, and published
them together as A Discourse on the Transcendent Glory of
the Gospel and A Pillar of Salt, to Season a Corrupt Age
(the latter title is quintessential Gay). In these sermons,
Gay tried Solomon Stoddard's formula— "powerful preaching"
and a vigorous presentation of the gospel--to continue the
work of conversion begun by the earthquake. In the dedica-
tion to the Transcendent Glory he rather wistfully expressed
his hope:
The voice of God, which is full of majesty, from the
deep places of the earth, hath awakened many to give
the more earnest heed to his sweet and gracious voice,
speaking from heaven in the gospel of Christ; and by
the latter more than the former, is their conversion
(which we hope is real) effected.
Throughout the Transcendent Glory sermon. Gay stressed God's
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mercy rather than his wrath, declaring that "All the
Terrors on Mount Sinai will not drive a Sinner out of his
Natural Estate, home unto Christ. There must be a Hope set
before him. . . i
The "Hope," however, failed to drive most of the
sinners out of their natural estate, and Gay decided to
resort to the "Terrors." In the second sermon, A Pillar of
Salt
,
he pulled out all the rhetorical stops, challenging
the hesitant;
Will you still linger, when the Clouds of God's
Displeasure are visibly hanging over our Heads, ready
to burst with Thunder and Lightning; and the Earth
under us is sensibly heaving to vomit Fire and
Brimstone, to consume us?
He vividly compared Hingham with Sodom (admittedly a
strained comparison), painting a terrifying picture of
impending destruction, and erapathetically describing how
those "poor tormented wretches in Sodom did run screaming
about, when the showers of flaming brimstone came down upon
65them, and their bodies were so many blazing torches."
A Pillar of Salt was a model of Reformed theology.
In one sentence, Gay summarized the essentials of New
England Calvinism, declaring that "God's electing Love,
Covenant-faithfulness, almighty Power, and Christ's con-
tinual Intercession shall prevent the total Defection of the
Saints." The fundamental nature of man, which he had
described in such exalted terms three years before, now
became "a Fountain of moral defilements." As long as men
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continued "in the Corrupt State of Nature, they are mys-
tically in Sodom," unable to escape the "gross Pollution
which they are wallowing in," full of "spiritual Putre-
faction." Although this was a less than sanguine
characterization of human nature, it should be remembered
that Gay's purpose was clearly to "stir them up." Thus,
the sermon should not be viewed as a headlong plunge
back into the dark waters of Calvinism. Besides, though
this may border on semantic quibbling, a "corrupt nature"
is not a "depraved nature," and there still remains that
spark of divinity which can respond to the gospel. Indeed,
the whole sermon is a plea for resolute action, calling
upon the resources of the human will to avoid the tempta-
tion of looking back, as Lot's wife did.^^
The year 1728, the tenth year of Gay's ministry was
a very full one for him. He was conducting a revival,
helping to adjust the dispute with South Hingham, and
vigorously moving to establish a reputation in Boston. He
was also a helpless witness to the slow death of his second
child, six-year-old Abigail. In the midst of all this, he
was invited to preach a sermon before the Honourable
Artillery-Company in Boston. The sermon, entitled Zech -
ariah's Vision of Christ's Martial Glory , was undeniably
the worst of any of Gay's published works. It is full of
military ardor, with Gay urging "The reviving of the
Military Spirit, which hath for so many years languished
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among us," and challenging his listeners to "willingly go
Forth to War, whenever ye shall be called thereto." The
good soldier should look for his example to Christ, whom
Gay depicted in vivid red, awash in the blood of his
enemies, "the head of all the Train-bands of Heaven."
Christ was the supreme commander, astride a horse "the
glory of whose nostrils is terrible." If the image of
glorious nostrils did not rivet the attention of the
soldiers, surely they were captivated by Gay's description
of their heavenly allies, the " Angelick-Artillery , the
Celestial Cavalcade." Bewailing the lax military dis-
cipline and rampant immorality of the soldiers. Gay
suggested that at the very least, "Good Behaviour" should
prevail "in the Camp, because of the Angels. "^^
The sheer banality of this sermon is hard to explain.
Perhaps Gay was trying too hard to please his chief patron,
the militant Colonel Samuel Thaxter, or perhaps his mind
was simply elsewhere. In any case, one has the feeling
that his heart was not in it. Gay was fundamentally a man
of "pacifick disposition" and not a warrior. In Zechariah's
Vision , only one sentence foreshadows his later views: "It
should not be your Sport and Pastime, to kill Men whom ye
ought to love. . . ."6Q
Gay's published sermons, even this last, extended his
reputation into the most fashionable circles. He soon
attracted the notice of the Royal Governor, William Burnet,
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a handsome, highly literate man who was the son of the
learned Gilbert Burnet, Bishop of Salisbury. William
Burnet was well-versed in English rational theology and was
himself the very essence of genteel catholicity. Once
when consulted about whether to have grace before or after
meat, he replied, "'Anyway, or no way, as you please.'"
This elegant gentleman reportedly told an acquaintance
that "among the clergy of Massachusetts, Mr. Bradstreet
of Charlestown, and Mr. Gay of Hingham had the most
erudition." This, if it is true, was high praise for a
young country parson. Gay later repaid it, after a
fashion, by diligently wading through all three volumes
of the elder Burnet's History of the Reformation .^^
Governor Burnet's opinion of Gay's scholarly attain-
ments was widely shared and, by 1730, Harvard candidates
for the ministry were already seeking him out. Thus, at
the age of thirty-three. Gay began the most important
undertaking of his long career— the education of a host
of young liberal ministers who insured, as Clifford Shipton
has put it, "that the ripple of this man's influence grad-
ually spread to the far corners [of New England]. ..."
In November of 1729, the first student known to have read
theology with Gay arrived in Hingham. His name was Daniel
Rogers, and he was the son of Gay's predecessor at the
Ipswich grammar school. Sir Rogers, at his commencement,
had argued against the proposition that justification by
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faith alone abrogates the necessity for good works. This
response to the Quaestio suggests that Rogers may have
been a budding Arrainian, and a glance at his later career
does nothing to contradict that notion. Like so many of
those who subsequently came under Gay's tutelage, Rogers
became a virtual carbon copy of the master, theologically,
politically, and socially. He was settled at Littleton
where he became known, like Gay, as "a very rational and
learned divine . . . and a complete gentleman in his
manners." Like Gay, he was a socially active minister who
became known for his facility at adjusting ecclesiastical
disputes. Like Gay, he vigorously opposed the Great
Awakening, became a Loyalist in the Revolution, was
harassed by a Whig mob and faced them down with courage
and dignity. Obviously, this close parallel suggests that
these were two men of very similar temperament, yet one
cannot discount Gay's intellectual and personal influence
on the younger man. Although the dynamics of a teacher-
student relationship are subtle, and influence can flow in
both directions, Gay clearly had a consistently significant
impact on his theology students. As George Willis Cooke,
the Unitarian historian, has written. Gay was "a man of
strong, original, vigorous nature, a born leader of men, and
one who impressed his own character upon those with whom he
came into contact .
"'^'^
In 1730, the ambitious Reverend Gay took advantage of
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another opportunity to enhance his already growing prestige.
Governor Burnet had died in 1729, literally driven to an
early grave by his battles with the General Court, and
Jonathan Belcher had been appointed to the post. Gay
wasted no time ingratiating himself with this new admin-
istration, publishing a sermon delivered at his monthly
lecture, "on Occasion of the Arrival of His Excellency
Jonathan Belcher, Esq." The sermon was entitled The Duty
of People to Pray for and Praise their Rulers , and its
political implications would have delighted even the most
despotic Stuart monarch. ^-^
Like the deity he worshipped. Gay envisioned the
perfect ruler as a benevolent patriarch. Indeed, rulers
"are stiled Gods, not only in respect of their Dignity,
but because they resemble him in their extensive
Beneficence. . . . Rulers are political Fathers of their
People. . . ." In Gay's rigidly conservative view, the
stability of the government rested entirely with these
minor deities: "They are the Pillars of the Commonwealth,
the main Supporters of it, without which the Fabrick would
unavoidably sink." (Passion often inspires mixed metaphors.)
If a ruler should prove incompetent or wicked, well, "People
receive some Good from their Government, at least in com-
parison of the Mischiefs they would suffer from Anarchy, or
a total want of Government." Invoking the lessons of Old
Testament history, Gay insisted that introspection, not
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resistance, should be the popular response to oppressive
government. A bad ruler was merely the instrument of God's
judgement, therefore "People should take to themselves their
share of the blame of the Mis-Conduct and Mai-Administration
of the Government over them, and not impute it all to their
Rulers.
Jonathan Belcher was presumably gratified by the
sentiments expressed in this sermon, particularly by Gay's
description of the new governor as "the light of the
Morning, when the Sun riseth after a darksome night." In
any case. Belcher became quite favorably disposed toward
Gay, an attitude that was also fostered by the presence
of Colonel Samuel Thaxter on the Governor's Council. In
1732, chiefly through Thaxter's influence, a rather
special invitation was extended to Gay, and readily
accepted. Belcher was preparing to go to Maine to confer
with the Indians who were becoming increasingly militant
over a number of grievances. It would appear that only
three Dissenting ministers were asked to accompany the
Governor. Gay was one; Nathaniel Eels, still the leading
minister on the South Shore was another; and Mather Byles,
the highly refined young minister of Boston's new Mollis
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St. Church was the third.
Governor Belcher, "attended by a Quorum of His
Majesty's Council, and a Number of the Members of the House
of Representatives and other Gentlemen," set out for Maine
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in H.M.S. Scarboro. They arrived at an island near
Falmouth in Casco Bay where a large tent was erected to
receive the various sachems and sagamores. The precise
role that Gay and his fellow divines played in the expe-
dition is unclear. Belcher clearly wanted to lure the
Indians away from French Catholicism, but he was promoting
(at least publicly) Anglican missionaries for the purpose.
In any case, it was a most entertaining sort of junket for
Gay, and a socially productive one. He probably listened
with fascination and amusement as Governor Belcher attempted
to convince Loron, a Penobscot chieftain, of the superior
merits of English Christianity:
If you have a mind to understand the true
English Religion, it shall cost you nothing; and
when you understand it you will certainly know, that
you are cheated, when your Sins are Pretended to be
pardon'd for Skins.
Here was Reformed theology truly stripped to the essen-
tials.^^
At the beginning of the 1730s, Ebenezer Gay could not
really be called an Arminian. He was a superb Biblical
scholar, an excellent teacher, and a Harvard gentleman.
He cherished Hingham's presbyterian traditions, and was
clearly devoted to the principle of an inclusive rather than
an exclusive church. He was an active, practical pastor,
an evangelical who preached Christ crucified. For all
these reasons, Gay was not inclined to stress man's inability
in the attainment of salvation. The doctrines of Calvinist
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orthodoxy in no way suited his rational temper, yet he could
see no value in openly challenging them. One might be
tempted to call Gay a moderate Calvinist at this point,
but perhaps a more accurate term would be "empty Calvinist."
He continued to occasionally invoke the language of Cal-
vinist orthodoxy, but he preached a message that in-
creasingly bore little or no relationship to Calvinism.
CHAPTER IV
THE GREAT NOISE ABOUT ARMINIANISM
On September I7, 1735, the Reverend Neheraiah Hobart
left his Cohasset parish and rode into Hinghara town to
participate in the centennial observances of the First
Parish. He noted in his journal that the Reverend Mr.
Gay "gave an excellent sermon" from the text "for we are
strangers before thee and sojourners as were all our
fathers." In this sermon, Gay was not only helping the
people of this conservative town to reaffirm their own
separate identity, but he was also happily merging his own
life and ministry into that identity. Gay was nearly forty.
His seventeen-year ministry in Hingham had been, on the
whole, attended with success. His circumstances were
prosperous, and this in turn enhanced his prestige. Gay
once observed, with a clear insight into what would come
to be called the Protestant Ethic, that "How highly soever
the affected Poverty of mendicant Friers hath been . . .
reverenced among the Papists; yet experience sheweth that
the poverty of Protestant Ministers is that for which their
Persons are often despised."
Temporal prosperity continued to attend Gay in the
1730s, due to the unfailing generosity of his parish and
his own natural ability in business matters. The legacy
of a parishioner had left him with a small interest in the
13A
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gristmill at the Town Cove. Gay then purchased more stock
in the mill, until by 1737 he owned nearly a half interest
in the mill and its dam privileges. Parson Gay had joined
Colonel Thaxter as one of the leading investors in the
harbor area. He then turned to expanding his own home-
stead. In 17A0 he bought the adjoining eight-acre Norton
estate from the grandson of the former minister for k600.
Three years later, he sold the dwelling house, together
with 1-1/2 acres to one Elisha Leavitt. Gay retained the
remaining land which increased his home lot to thirteen
acres. This handsome little farm provided the family with
a steady source of produce and salt marsh hay. A large
part of the responsibility for plowing and cultivating
the farm was assumed by Jerusha Gay's brother-in-law,
Peter Lane, a substantial farmer who lived just a bit to
the west on Town Street.^
The growth of Gay's real estate was proportionately
related to the growth of his family. He firmly believed
that ministers should have "something of a worldly Estate
to transmit to their Posterity." That posterity was already
straining his resources. Ebenezer and Jerusha had been
fruitful, and they multiplied almost on a biennial basis.
By the time of his centennial sermon in 1735, there were
seven children, ranging from fourteen-year-old Samuel to
the infant Jerusha. Samuel was ready to enter Harvard
College, having been prepared under the expert tutelage
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of his father and the Hingham schoolmaster, Cornelius Nye."^
Ebenezer Gay, in short, had good reason for celebrating
on the occasion of Hingham's centennial. His evangelical,
Presbyterian pastorate was prospering (sixteen souls were
admitted to full communion that year); he was becoming
financially sound; his family was growing and in health;
and his beloved Samuel was preparing for the high call of
the ministry. Forces were already in motion, however,
which would shatter his intellectual and spiritual tran-
quility. Within ten years, his theology would be sub-
stantially transformed, and this man who so hated doctrinal
controversy would find himself among the religious leaders
who preached a "new body of divinity" called Arminianism.^
The old controversy about Arminianism had lain dor-
mant since the Anglican defections at Yale in the early
1720s. In 1726, Cotton Mather commented on the apparent
theological uniformity: "I cannot learn. That among all
the Pastors of Two Hundred Churches, there is one Armin-
ian; much less an Arian, or a Gentilist [i.e., a pagan]."
Then, with almost no prelude, the battles erupted again in
1733-3A. As Jonathan Edwards in Northampton put it,
"About this time, began the great noise that was in this
part of the country about Arminianism." The concern was
not confined to the Connecticut River Valley, however.
In 1734, the Reverend John White of Gloucester generated
much of the furor with a vivid depiction of "the Arminian
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Scheme" in his New England's Lamentations . When White and
Edwards raised the hue and cry about Arminianism, they were
not, as some scholars have argued, worrying solely, or even
primarily, about the spread of Anglicanism and the activi-
ties of the S.P.G. missionaries. Instead, they were con-
cerned, as White said, about "Our Young Men."^
In increasing numbers. Harvard was graduating
ministers who preached a humanistic moralism that bore
little resemblance to the old orthodoxy. John White's
lament was not a perfunctory jeremiad, but rather a
response to specific incidents. The first major confron-
tation had arisen in August of 1733 in the frontier parish
of North Yarmouth, Maine. On that occasion, an ecclesi-
astical council had been called by the congregation and the
local clergy to investigate the "'rank Arminianism'" of the
Reverend Ammi Ruhammah Cutter. This was really the first
of the "Arminian heresy" trials, and the ecclesiastical
council, having performed a very distasteful task, con-
cluded the proceedings with a warning. Within two years,
however. Cutter's intransigently Arminian views (and per-
sonality) had led to his dismissal. At the same time, the
new minister at Marlborough, Benjamin Kent, was strongly
suspected of entertaining Arminian views, and down at
Eastham, the doctrinal errors of the controversial Reverend
Samuel Osborne were beginning to supplant his previous moral
6
indiscretions as an issue.
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Jonathan Edwards, like John White, had particular
people in mind when he sounded the general alarm about
Arminianisra in the Valley. Edwards was beginning to
suspect that some of the ministers in the Hampshire Asso-
ciation were not altogether orthodox, particularly the
Reverend William Rand of Sunderland. Edwards' older
colleague, Stephen Williams of Longmeadow, shared his
suspicions, having heard that Rand "has advanced some new
notions as to the doctrines of justification." The
Connecticut Valley ministry was still feeling the impact
of the Anglican defections at Yale. Consequently, they had
become quite adept at sniffing out Arminians. Coupled with
this Anglican-Arminian phobia, was the vigorous persis-
tence of Stoddardean Calvinism, championed by Stoddard's
grandson, Edwards, and the indefatigable zeal of the
powerful Williams clan.^
In 173A, a moderately liberal young Harvard man named
Robert Breck walked into this hornet's nest and was badly
stung. He first attempted to settle at Windham, Connec-
ticut. However, after making a few remarks such as "'the
Heathen that liv'd up to the Light of Nature should be
saved,'" Breck found himself in deep trouble with his
neighbor, the Reverend Thomas Clap. Such observations may
have gone unchallenged in Cambridge, but they were quite
unacceptable to Yale conservatives. Hastily departing
Windham, Breck responded to a call from Springfield,
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Massachusetts, and immediately met a challenge from the
conservative Hampshire Association. Breck's rather dubious
conduct as an undergraduate, together with his fuzzy lib-
eralism, made him easy prey for Edwards and the Williarases.
During the bitter and protracted controversy, William Rand
of Sunderland, and Gay's former teacher, Isaac Chauncey of
Hadley, opposed the attempts of the other ministers to
make the Hampshire Association the arbiter of orthodoxy.
The liberal supporters of Breck stressed the threat to
congregational autonomy raised by the Hampshire Asso-
ciation. In defense of that autonomy, the Springfield
Church defied the local association and ordained Breck
with a ministerial council characterized by a Hampshire
minister as being "fetch'd from very remote Parts of the
Country." Mr. Breck 's conduct throughout this unpleasant
affair was rather disingenuous. Under all sorts of pres-
sure, including arrest and detention, Breck recanted and
publicly subscribed to all five points of the Synod of
Dort. This putative change of heart convinced absolutely
no one, but it did facilitate the ordination, and Breck
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lived to preach his mild Arminianism another day.
The sudden concern over the doctrinal laxity in the
younger New England clergymen is not surprising. If, as
Perry Miller and Conrad Wright have argued, a hitherto
latent Arminianism was gradually emerging from the ambi-
guities of covenant theology, there had to come a point
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when orthodox ministers began to perceive the danger. It
was during the early 1730s when the vanguard of the iden-
tifiably Arminian clergy came of age. Of the sixty New
England ministers that Wright has classified as Arminian,
only three were born before 1700. This post-1700 genera-
tion of clergymen were less and less disposed to maintain
the old Puritan balance between reason and revelation,
between human freedom and subjection to the Divine will,
and between God's electing Grace and man's moral striving.
The younger ministers were being taught principally
by the men of Gay's generation, the most influential of
these preceptors being Edward Wigglesworth, Mollis Pro-
fessor of Divinity at Harvard. Wigglesworth, together
with influential ministers such as Nathaniel Appleton and
Gay, were not exactly well-springs of pure Calvinism. At
Leverett's Harvard these three had been exposed to Newton
and Locke, to the physico-theologians , to the new Biblical
criticism techniques of Dr. Samuel Clarke, and to the mild
Arrainianism of leading Anglican theologians such as
Tillotson and Whitby. They acquired a great faith in
reason and free inquiry, perhaps epitomized by Daniel
Whitby's assertion that '"we should call no man guide or
master upon earth, no Father, no Church, no Council.'"
This contact with the moderate rationalism of the early
Enlightenment forever separated Gay and many of his cler-
ical contemporaries from the world of the Reformation; yet
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they maintained a firm though intellectually rather shallow
allegiance to that world. They would not openly disavow
their Puritan inheritance, fearing the social and religious
upheaval that might attend such a repudiation. Accordingly,
Gay could preach a thoroughly Arminian sermon such as his
Ministers are Men of Like Passion (1725), engage in the
most vigorous evangelism, and yet still proclaim his
orthodoxy. For all these reasons, men such as Gay,
Wigglesworth, and Appleton were ill-suited to pass on the
torch of Puritan orthodoxy. Their free, catholic, and
often skeptical approach to theology was a necessary,
intermediate step between the "preparationist , " sacramental
Puritanism of the late seventeenth century, and the brazen
Arminianism of Ammi Cutter, Benjamin Kent, and Samuel
Osborn."^^
Younger ministers were being influenced not only by
their "free and catholick" mentors, but also by an influx
of Arminian and even deistical books— "corrupt books"
John White called them—which encouraged the younger men
in their conceits by "exalting and extolling free Will and
self Sufficiency . " If the testimony of several writers of
that time may be credited, the impact of English rational
thought was profound, even in those pre-Awakening days.
Samuel Johnson, the Anglican apostate at Yale, later
attributed his rejection of traditional Puritanism to the
influence of the library sent to Yale in 171A by
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Connecticut's London agent, Jeremiah Dummer. Johnson may
not have fully understood the implications of the "New
Learning," but he found himself "'emerging out of the
glimmer of twilight into the full sunshine of open day.'"
By 1723, Harvard had a similar "Satan's bookshelf" that
included Samuel Clarke's Scripture Doctrine of the Trinity
(1719); the fifth edition of Clarke's Discourses on the
Being and Attributes of God (1719); three volumes of
Archbishop John Tillotson's Works (1720); and Daniel
Whitby's Whole Duty of Man (1712). Rationalists and
Latitudinarians, albeit staunch Christians, these authors
began to form an essential part of the Harvard intellectual
milieu as early as Gay's student days,^^
By the 1730s, newer, more radical authors were coming
to the fore. Some of the new writers were Arians,
Socinians, and militant deists. The age of science and
reason was finally coming into direct conflict with
Christian revelation. As early as 1696, a rather facile
Irish writer named John Toland had shocked the Anglican
establishment with the publication of his Christianity
Not Mysterious . Toland skillfully exploited the ideas of
his friend John Locke, declaring that nothing in Chris-
tianity was unreasonable or supernatural. In 1730,
Matthew Tindal, a skillful controversialist at Oxford,
amplified Toland's conclusions in Christianity as Old as
the Creation, proclaiming that nature and reason revealed
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God perfectly, and that revelation, therefore, was quite
unnecessary. Indeed, said Tindal, anyone who felt a need
for supernatural revelation was displaying contempt for
the perfection of God's handiwork. Tindal was joined in
his sensational critiques of Christianity by other clever
writers such as Thomas Woolston and Thomas Chubb, the latter
a journeyman glovemaker. These deists did not offer a
coherent philosophical system in place of orthodox Chris-
tianity, but instead delighted in exposing its logical
inconsistencies. In England, this deistic assault reached
its peak in the late 1720s and early 1730s; within a few
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years, the shock waves reached the colonies.
In New England, these "corrupt Books" apparently had
a varied and enthusiastic readership. Early in 17^0, the
Reverend Benjamin Colman wrote to a fellow clergyman about
the presence of these books at Harvard: "I truly wish
many of our modern & new Books had never arrived or been
read there; & particularly such as Mr. Chubb . . . . These
corrupt our young Men's Judgement & Style too." The
fastidious Reverend Colman may have been disturbed by the
inferior writing style of Thomas Chubb, but to the Reverend
Samuel Moody, a bluff old evangelist on the Maine frontier,
the "Writings of such as are called Free-Thinkers" could
easily tempt the unwary to perdition. Moody, like Colman,
attested to their general availability: "About this Time,
I went into a Stationer's Shop, as I used frequently to
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do; and there I espy'd some of the Arminian Books ; such as
I had read but too much in; and the Bookseller told me, of
what esteem they were in England . " By 1739, even the
Reverend Ebenezer Parkman of Westboro, that most circum-
spect of moderate Calvinists, had begun reading Thomas
Chubb's deist tract. The True Gospel . "^"^
The arguments of the English deists and Arrainians
had about them a common-sense quality that raised serious
doubts among some clergymen whose own theology was prag-
matic and uncomplicated. Thus the Reverend Samuel Moody
wrote: "I must acknowledge, with grief of Soul, that by
reading Arminian Books ... I came to be so stumbled at
the Doctrine of Election , that I could not hear it preached
without being very uneasy." Moody's uneasiness was widely
shared. He settled his anxiety by resolving to "lie at
the foot of the divine Sovereignty, putting my Mouth in
the Dust," but this self-abasement did not come so easily
lA
to the rational gentlemen of Leverett's Harvard.
Moderate Calvinists such as Gay had long "stumbled"
at the doctrine of election. Election was contrary to
reason, clearly antagonistic to the concept of a benevolent
deity and, perhaps most importantly, it had little warrant
in scripture. Gay, for one, was quite prepared to scuttle
it. Consequently, unlike Hoody , Gay and many of his fellow
moderates were less upset by the Arminianism of the English
liberals than by the extension of that Arminianism into
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deism. It was as though they suddenly realized how close
to the deistic abyss they themselves had been treading.
The writings of Tindal, Chubb, and Anthony Collins made
New England's budding Arminianism seem, at once, rather
tame and quite dangerous. Home-grown heretics such as
Ararai Cutter, Benjamin Kent, or Robert Breck seemed solidly
orthodox when contrasted with the English deists; but, if
those Arrainians were allowed to continue unchallenged.
New England would surely be infected with Arianism,
Socinianism, deism, or worse. Clearly the time had come
to draw a line.
As early as 1730, that line was drawn by the Reverend
John Bulkley of Colchester, Connecticut. In that year,
Bulkley published a sermon entitled The Usefulness of
Reveal *d Religion, to Preserve and Improve that which is
Natural . The sermon was both a hymn of praise to "the
works of God in Creation and Providence," and a strong
repudiation of the deists' attack on the Bible. Bulkley
warmly defended the importance of "Divine Revelation"
(i.e., the Bible), but he did so on the grounds that it
improved our understanding of "the sincere and pure
dictates of Nature." Bulkley, then, insisted that reason
and revelation were inseparable, but he began with reason
and "Natural Light.-' For Bulkley, Christianity was "no
other than Natural Religion reinforced, and improved by
Divine Revelation." In 1730 this was, as Bulkley recognized,
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"a somewhat untrodden Path," but during the next twenty
years, Gay and most of his fellow Arminians would staunchly
defend Bulkley's "reason and revelation" position. This
via media enabled the New England Arminians to resist the
emotional excesses of the Great Awakening, and at the same
time, to reject the intellectual lure of deism. They were
able to pray with the Reverend Israel Loring of Sudbury:
"when Atheism and Deism break in upon us, as a raging
Sea, Say then Hitherto shall you Come and no farther.
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As the controversy over Arminianism in the 1730s
dissipated the theological fog of the previous decade,
various clerical factions began to take shape. By 1735
many clergymen, distressed by the frank Arminianism of
recent Harvard graduates, and humbled by the surprising
religious revival in Northampton, were moving away from
rational preaching and back toward a more emotional faith.
On the East Coast, Gay's classmate Thomas Foxcroft, at
Boston's First Church, was the principal leader of these
forces. In this conservative tide, the men who did con-
tinue to preach a rational, humanistic gospel did so with
a necessarily firmer commitment. The challenge of the
English deists, the impact of Jonathan Edwards' revived
Calvinism, the heresy trials of Breck and Kent—all these
factors caused the Arminian-leaning clergy to think through
their position more carefully, and to prepare to defend it.
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During these years, Ebenezer Gay began to drift slowly into
the Arminian camp.
Although Gay later demonstrated a thorough faniliarity
with the eighteenth-century English liberals, he came into
the Arminian fold through an older (and more respectable)
tradition of religious liberalism. To begin with. Gay was
a "Baxterian," a useful term which Caleb Gannett, one of
Gay's students, later used to describe himself. Gay
quoted Richard Baxter extensively, and possessed a copy of
Edmund Calamy's 1713 Abridgement of Mr. Baxter's History
of His life and Times . Gay's attitude toward the ministry
mirrored Baxter's faithfully. Richard Baxter (1615-1691)
was evidently a figure of major importance for Gay, either
as a model, or a source of legitimation, or both. Baxter,
like Gay, was an ardent scholar, a rational expositor of
scripture, and an enemy to dogmatic, sectarian theology.
During the Protectorate, Baxter had been summoned to
London to help settle '"the fundamentals of religion."'
His critics contended that what Baxter had proposed as
fundamentals "'might be subscribed by a Papist or Socinian,"'
to which Baxter replied, '"So much the better, and so much
the fitter it is to be the matter of concord."' Like
Baxter, Gay was impatient with any creeds or confessions
which impeded the work of the gospel ministry. Gay fre-
quently expressed his frustration with ministers whose
sermons dealt with partisan, controversial matters, rather
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than "the more mighty things in which we are all agreed."-^'''
Gay's Baxterianism was not confined to a pragmatic
approach to theology, but also extended into the realm of
pastoral relations. His sense of the vital importance of
clerical responsibility in maintaining social order
corresponded closely with Baxter's. Eighteenth-century
Hingham was hardly as unruly as Kidderminster, the
notoriously contentious English town where Baxter's views
had been shaped, but Gay nonetheless watched over his
flock with a zealous devotion that Baxter would have
applauded. The two men exercised their clerical pre-
rogatives with an autocratic vigor that revealed not only
their social philosophy, but their basic assumptions about
the nature of conversion. Richard Baxter tried to create
an environment where men would be forced "to learn the word
of God and to walk orderly and quietly . . . till they are
brought to a voluntary, personal profession of Chris-
tianity." Here was Gay's approach exactly. First one
must create an orderly, outwardly religious environment
(a concept reinforced since Baxter's day by Lockean psy-
chology). In this socially stable atmosphere, men would
be encouraged to live righteously, read the Bible, and
finally make a voluntary profession of faith. In this
conversion morphology, external piety precedes inward con-
version. Gay, like Baxter, was prepared to use rigorous
means to bring men into the church and to keep them out of
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the taverns, but their profession of faith must ultimately
be voluntary— a matter of private, rational assent. '"^
Richard Baxter was a rationalist, but he was no
Arminian, despite the charges of his arch-Calvinist enemies.
However, the principal philosophic source for Ebenezer
Gay's humanistic theology was provided by a man who was
an Arminian in the most literal sense—Hugo Grotius.
Grotius (1583-16A5) was a Dutch jurist, politician, and
theologian who had studied under Arminius at Leyden, and
who suffered imprisonment and exile because of his support
of the Arminian party. His influence on Gay was profound.
Gay carefully read Grotius' The Truth of the Christian
Religion (1622), a sort of Dutch Pilgrim's Progress , and
his On the Law of War and Peace (1625). Gay's copy of the
former work, acquired in 1731, included a four page note
which he had extracted "From ye Life of H.G. as drawn up
by ye Translator of his Rights of War & Peace. "^^
Grotius' influence on Gay came during the latter's
formative years, providing an enduring philosophical frame-
work for some of Gay's deepest feelings about society and
religion. In some cases, Gay borrowed quite directly from
Grotius. In his first published sermon. Gay's concept of
the Law as a schoolmaster preparing the Church for the
gospel surely echoes Grotius' assertion that "'the law is
a tutor to lead us to Christ.'" This parallel might be
dismissed as the coincidental use of a common metaphor were
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it not for the fact that other sentences and passages from
Grotius' works occur frequently in Gay's sermons. Gay was
indebted to Grotius for theological, political, and socio-
logical insights. Grotius, for instance, believed that
Holy Writ, that Divine amplification of natural law,
should be the only guide for every man in matters of faith
and moral behavior. Gay marked a passage from the intro-
duction to his copy of The Truth of the Christian Religion
(1729 ed.) in which Grotius' translator asks "How is it
that the Generality of Christians in one Country are
Zealous for Calvinism, and in another Country as Zealous
for Arminianism? . . . because they are the established
Doctrines of the Places they live in. ..." Gay shared
the optimistic belief of Grotius and his translator that
if each man would rely on scripture rather than man-made
rules of faith, and be "permitted quietly to enjoy his
own Opinion, the Foundation of all Divisions would be
taken away at once." This can help explain how a man like
Gay, who was so fearful of discord in his parish, could
steadfastly support the right of private judgement in the
interpretation of the scriptures. Gay sincerely believed
that rational men (men of some intelligence who could con-
trol their baser emotions) who read the Bible without
sectarian bias would be in fundamental agreement on the
basic questions of religion. Furthermore, Gay never seemed
to doubt that right reason and God's written revelation
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pointed to the same ecclesiastical and theological struc-
ture which existed in Hingham.^^
Among all Grotius* works, his brilliant treatise on
international law, On the Law of War and Peace , seems to
have had the most direct influence on Gay's social and
political views. Grotius applied the New Testament teach-
ing on nonresistance to the obligations of subjects toward
their rulers. Harking back to the example of the early
Christian churches, he advocated absolute submission to
rulers, even though a ruler be wicked and tyrannical. This
was Gay's position precisely, and he forcibly expressed his
views in his 1730 sermon
—
The Duty of People to Pray for
and Praise Their Rulers . In Gay's sermon, however, he
pictured this submission principally as a natural and proper
response to the god-like beneficence of the royal governor.
Grotius, though, based his principle of nonresistance on
the broader Christian tradition of pacifism. Once the
argument is put on that plane, then one must deal not only
with the question of political nonresistance of subjects,
but also with the moral problems created by war. Grotius
was not an extreme pacifist, and he believed that citizens
ought normally to obey their rulers in time of war. Never-
theless he vigorously supported the right of conscientious
objection when, in the well-informed opinion of an indi-
vidual, he believed a given war to be unjust. Here, of
course, is the classic example of the conflict between
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obedience to God and to the state, and Grotius clearly
taught that obedience to God and Reason should take
21precedence
.
Gay carefully pondered the arguments of Grotius con-
cerning war and the proper ordering of society, assimilated
them, and expressed them in a remarkable sermon delivered
in 1738. He preached the sermon in the Old Ship Church on
May 16, a "Training-Day," before four local militia com-
panies. Entitled Well-Accomplish * d Soldiers, a Glory to
Their King, and a Defence to Their Country , the sermon
immediately invites comparison with his last military
oration, Zechariah's Vision , delivered ten years before.
At first glance, the two sermons seem alike, both being
attempts to inspire military ardor, competence, and pre-
paredness. A closer reading, however, reveals just how
far Gay had come in ten years. In contrast to the un-
inspired, militaristic cant of Zechariah's Vision , Well -
Accomplish'd Soldiers provides a thoughtful, mature dis-
cussion of the moral problems and responsibilities
engendered by war. By 1738, Gay clearly felt sufficiently
confident and secure to raise some unsettling questions about
the morality of war, and to do it before Old Colonel Thaxter
and the local military establishment.
The enlightened spirit of Grotius permeates the
sermon, as when Gay appeals to "The Law of Humanity, which
is also the Law of Christianity. ..." The sermon does
not preach pacifism, but rather advocates a sort of
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situational ethic based on the rational judgement of each
soldier. Unabashedly citing "Heathen Moralists" and "Pagan
Philosophers," Gay demonstrated "that war in some cases,
and with some restrictions, is lawful and expedient, the
Light of Reason and of Scripture plainly discovers. ..."
He based this tepid endorsement of the propriety of some
wars on "The Law of Self-preservation which is the Law of
God and Nature. ..." Having admitted the occasional
necessity for war, however, Gay went on to emphasize the
ethical responsibility (or right of private judgement)
that every soldier must assume in time of war. The
passage is one of Gay's most eloquent and, when read from
a religious perspective, consummately Arminian:
Soldiers are to fight as rational and moral agents,
and not go forth to the war, as the horse, which
hath no understanding rusheth into the battle. . . .
I cannot think, but that soldiers, who are pressed
into a war, should be convinced of the lawfulness
of it: and should not be obliged to engage in it,
on a blind presumption that there are good reasons
for it, though they must not know them. All that
are killed by them in an unjust war, are murdered.
These are strong words, and they urge a rational resistance
to the will of the state, a position that seems strongly
opposed to Gay's social conservatism. The following
observation, taken from Hugo Grotius' On the Law of War
and Peace , strongly suggests Gay's source of inspiration:
". . . if a war is unjust there is no disobedience in
avoiding it. Moreover, disobedience in things of this
kind, by its very nature, is a lesser evil than manslaughter.
especially than the slaughter of many innocent men."^^
In addition to providing a thoughtful discussion of
ethical behavior in war-time, Well-Accomplish ' d Soldiers
also affords a revealing glimpse into the social and
religious ideas that Gay held in the late 1730s. Gay did
not provide these insights inadvertently, but instead
used this military sermon very deliberately as a platform
for expounding his social philosophy. For instance:
"Good Order is the Beauty and Strength of an Army, as well
as of any other Society: And it consists in the prudent
Conduct of Officers, and obsequious Carriage of Soldiers."
Again we encounter Gay's obsession with social hierarchy
and subordination. Alluding to the concept of "The Great
Chain of Being," Gay expressed delight with the militia
insofar as it embodied this idea. In this, the military
followed natural law since "All his [God's] Creatures are
ranged by him in a goodly and convenient Order." He even
advised the militia commanders as to the best way to engage
"the dutiful respects" of their subordinates, thus reveal-
ing something of his own pastoral style. He suggested,
for instance, that the men would be more impressed "by a
grave Deportment, a steady Conduct, and singular Expert-
ness," rather than "by a strutting Gate, big Looks, and
domineering Words. ..." Finally, Gay described the way
in which a good soldier acquired martial skill. In his
hands, the technique became a metaphor for the way in which
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the Arminian ministry viewed the attainment of Grace, as
opposed to the Calvinist concept. He told the militiamen
that "Military Skill is to be obtain'd from the Lord of
Hosts, in the use of proper Means; and not to be expected
by extraordinary instruction or immediate Infusion . . .
it is an acquired Endowment. By Study and Exercise, Men
are to learn War." Ebenezer Gay did not want antinoraian
soldiers defending the town of Hingham.^"^
The works of Grotius, Baxter, and probably some of
the English liberals all helped push Gay ever further into
Arminianism. However, the ecclesiastical skirmishes of the
mid to late 1730s were just as important as any intellectual
influences in moving him slowly away from the moderate
Calvinists. Gay became an increasingly important figure
in the world beyond Hingham as he helped adjust one eccle-
siastical dispute after another. Indeed, during the next
thirty years, his participation in church councils would
occupy more and more of his time. He was temperamentally
well-equipped to play the role of arbitrator and diplomat,
having a great store of what the Romans called dignitas ,
that quality which immediately commanded the respect of all
parties. His "grave Deportment" was leavened by a dry wit
and a genuine passion for conciliation, both of which gen-
erally disarmed potential adversaries. Gay probably began
his long conciliar career in 1735, in the case of that
notorious Arminian, Benjamin Kent.
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Benjamin Kent, along with Robert Breck and Samuel
Osborn, became one of the principal victims of the "Arminian
scare" in the later 1730s. His story, in fact, was not
dissimilar to that of Breck. Like Breck, Kent was a com-
petent young Harvard graduate, basically orthodox but
still given to open and free inquiry. He had impressed
one of the most influential ministers in the colony, John
Hancock of Lexington, who had pronounced Kent "a man of
Sense." However, like Breck, Kent received an invitation
to settle in an area that had little patience with free
and open inquiry. In 1733, he had been called to
Marlborough, a town which lay in the center of a region
where both clergy and laity were quite sensitive to any
departure from orthodoxy. One exception to the area's
clerical conservatism was Gay's Harvard classmate, Job
Gushing, who had been settled for ten years in the neigh-
boring town of Shrewsbury. "Patient Job," as an admirer
called him, was himself suspected of Arminianism by a
quarrelsome faction in his congregation. Thus, Kent had
at least one ally during his ordination examination, a
grueling ordeal which lasted for two days. Again, like
Breck, Kent had a penchant for making injudicious comments
on theological questions, but, unlike Breck, Kent had a
temper. Where Breck woula anxiously back down, Kent would
become angry and resort to "profane and Filthy Expressions."
It is not surprising then, that a year had barely passed
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before Kent ran afoul of both the Marlborough Ministers'
Association, and his own congregation, with a member of
the latter calling him a "'profest Arminian . ' "^5
Since Kent seemed incapable of exercising much dis-
cretion in pastoral or theological matters, the church
called an ecclesiastical council. Invitations were ex-
tended not only to churches in the Marlborough Associa-
tion, but also to some very distant churches, indicating
the great anxiety which the local ministers felt about this
unpleasant situation. A total of ten churches were sent
to, and, although the delegates were a diverse lot, they
were bound by a common concern for maintaining good order
in Zion. One of the outside churches invited was Hingham
First, and, in late January of 1735, Ebenezer Gay set out
for Marlborough in company with old Colonel Samuel Thaxter.
Even at this late date, Gay apparently still moved in the
shadow of this influential magistrate. Other members of
the council included Gay's college friend Nathaniel
Appleton, now minister at Cambridge, and the Reverend
William Williams of Hatfield, a first-rate Arminian scalp-
hunter from the Connecticut Valley. The council convened
on February A, and it quickly became clear that the minis-
ters and lay messengers were principally concerned about
Kent's erratic behavior and tendency to utter diverse
"unguarded Expressions." Nevertheless the issue of Arminian
heresy was raised, and the findings of the council tended
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to confirm the worst suspicions. Kent, it appears, was
opposed to creeds, objecting to several answers in the
Westminster Assembly's Catechism. He denied that Christ's
atonement was sufficient, and declared that election was
conditional "on the foresight of good Works." He even
rejected the doctrine of original sin. This was a logical
and fundamental thing for any Arminian to do, yet even the
most forward Arminian ministers did not attack this doc-
trine openly until the post-Awakening period, and even then
with some hesitation. Nevertheless, here was Benjamin Kent
brazenly disavowing it in 1735, much to the dismay (and
perhaps the suppressed admiration of some) of the council
members
.
After Kent had publicly challenged such Calvinist
tenets as unconditional election and total depravity, the
council had little choice but to recommend his dismission
or suspension. They chose the latter course, giving Kent
a three-month grace period in which to conform and thereby
end this distasteful business. When Kent's probationary
period was up, the council reconvened in Boston, found
his heretical opinions unchanged, and so recommended that
he give up his pulpit. The council obviously felt that
Kent's combative personality (which was to serve him well
in his subsequent legal career) and his widely publicized
unorthodox opinions were not to be tolerated in a gospel
minister. There is no way of determining whether Gay
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voiced any dissent in the proceedings of the council. What
is known, is that he set his hand to the unanimous decision
of the first council that Kent be suspended. He may have
been under pressure from Colonel Thaxter and others to
concur, and he was quite probably put off by Kent's be-
havior. One cannot help but suspect, however, that Gay
arrived at a crossroads during the Kent affair. Is it
possible that Kent's frank belief in the importance of
human initiative in the process of salvation (and all his
heterodoxy amounted to just that) helped to reassure Gay
that he was not alone? He may even have inwardly resented
the treatment which he and his fellow ministers meted out
to their brother. In any case, we do know that within
three years. Gay was vigorously defending a far more
radical Arminian than Kent, and would continue to come to
the aid of others, over and over again.
Within a month after the final disposition of the
Kent affair, Gay was serving on another ecclesiastical
council. This council was called in order to settle the
protracted and bitter dispute between the Reverend Samuel
Dexter of Dedham, and his rebellious parishioners in the
"Clapboard Trees" section of that town. As we saw in
Chapter I, this dispute involved the efforts of Gay's
brothers, Nathaniel and Lusher, and their neighbors, to
separate from Dedham 's First Parish and from Samuel Dexter 's
rigorous Calvinism, which they found obnoxious. The
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council, which consisted of five churches, unanimously
approved the request of the Clapboard Trees men for dis-
mission from the First Parish. Having aided his family
in their little rebellion, Gay even put forward one of
his theology students, Nicholas Loring, as a candidate
for the new Clapboard Trees pulpit.
One of the incidental results of the Dedham council
was the friendship that Gay formed with one of the dele-
gates, the Reverend John Taylor of Milton. Taylor was a
likeable, scholarly, rather delicate sort of man, and Gay
very much enjoyed his company, frequently stopping at the
Milton parsonage on his way to and from Boston. Taylor's
chief importance in Gay's life, however, was that of inter-
mediary, since he was probably responsible for acquainting
Gay with the Reverend Charles Chauncy, the young man who
would soon emerge as the leader of the Arminian movement.
In 1735 Chauncy had been for eight years Thomas Foxcroft's
loyal assistant at Boston's First Church. Like his seniors.
Gay and Foxcroft, he was quite unconsciously committed to
the defense of the Puritan Way, combining a great con-
fidence in man's reason and understanding, with a strong
evangelical piety. Also, like Gay, Chauncy was beginning
to grow uneasy over the relationship of his Calvinist her-
itage to his rational, evangelical Christianity. Within
five years. Gay and Chauncy would join forces for the first
time in the defense of an Arminian heretic.
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The years between the 1735-6 revivals in the Connec-
ticut River Valley and the commencement of the Great Awaken-
ing in 17A0 were outwardly quiet, but inwardly full of
tension and anticipation. In 1735, Jonathan Edwards pub-
lished his Discourses on Various Important Subjects which
compellingly reasserted the central Reformation doctrine
of justification by faith alone. This had been the core
of his preaching, and the Northampton revivals, he said,
provided '"a remarkable Testimony of God's Approbation
of the Doctrine.*" Edwards' arguments made excellent
sense to ministers throughout New England, and those
ministers who continued to preach sermons that were less
than soul-humbling found themselves increasingly on the
defensive. Laymen as well as ministers became more
sensitive to any preaching that had even the slightest
Arminian savor. This near-paranoid atmosphere was reflected
in the correspondence of an elderly parishioner in
Framingham who worried about "those loose & Licentious
Doctrines which I fear are Lurking & only wait for oppor-
tunity to appear Barefaced." Despite this kind of pres-
sure, however, Gay maintained his distance from Edwards
and his supporters. Indeed, if his sermon to the Hingham
militia in 1738 was at all representative of his feelings
in those years, he clearly was in no mood to jump on the
30
neo-Calvinis t bandwagon.
The year 1738 was a restless and rather unhappy one
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for Gay. On July 3, his fifth son and namesake died
exactly one year and four months after his birth, probably
from a diphtheria epidemic that Gay and young Dr. Ezekiel
Hersey had been battling for two years. The disease
apparently ravaged the entire Gay household, and the parson
himself was seriously ill during much of the summer.
By September, Gay had so much recovered his health
that he embarked, in company with his neighbor, the
Reverend William Smith of Weymouth, on a journey to Yale
College. The two men set out for New Haven on September A,
and five days later they were visiting with the Reverend
Jonathan Parsons, at that time "a violent Arminian in
principle," at his parish in Lyme. After stopping along
the coast to see other ministers, none of whom were
ardent Calvinists, Gay and Smith arrived at the college
on September 13. They attended the commencement exercises
and entertainments, "which were handsome and agreeable,"
and found themselves in company with two other Massa-
chusetts ministers, as well as the zealously Calvinist,
Reverend Ebenezer Pemberton, a Presbyterian minister from
New York. Unless all these men had simply made their long
journey for a weekend of collegiate conviviality, one can
only suppose that some sort of maneuvering was going on,
possibly concerning the future direction of the college.
On that same day, a new member was being elected to the
Yale Board of Trustees. When Gay's trip is placed in this
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context, one must allow the possibility that he may have
been assisting a faction which wanted to preserve and
increase the Arminian domination of the Board. We do know
that Gay maintained a close liaison with Connecticut
Arrainians in the post-Awakening years. "^^
Even as Parsons Gay and Smith were returning home
from their New Haven expedition, events were taking place
on Cape Cod which would embroil Gay deeper in the Arminian
controversy. An ecclesiastical council, convened at
Easthara, had taken evidence that would lead within a month
to the dismissal of the Reverend Samuel Osborn from the
Second Parish of that town. Osborn was an Irishman who
had been preaching in Eastham for twenty years. During
that period, Osborn had been repeatedly attacked and
maligned by one Nathaniel Stone, a neighboring minister,
who had charged Osborn with everything from incompetence
to immorality (laying particular stress on the latter).
Finally, during the furor over Arminianism, Stone dis-
covered Osborn's Achilles' Heel—his highly unorthodox
theology. In June, 1738, a council was called to examine
the charges of several members of Osborn's church that he
was "venting erroneous doctrines." The council, which
Osborn invariably referred to as "that Antinomian Council
at Eastham," quickly discovered that they did indeed have
a genuine Arminian heretic on their hands. Osborn was
charged with "venting" essentially the same errors that
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Benjamin Kent had preached three years before. He denied
the sufficiency of Christ's atonement. He denied the
doctrine of unconditional election. He declared that "men
can do that upon the doing of which they shall certainly be
saved." This last affirmation carried Osborn even further
beyond the pale than Kent; indeed, most moderate Arminians
would have disagreed, believing that man is ultimately
justified by faith alone. To Osborn, however, the truth
of the gospel was self-evident and, he asked contemptuously,
"are we justified because we believe what we can't help
believing?" Osborn was an extreme Arminian, believing
in the benevolence of God, the natural ability of man to
meet the legal requirements for salvation, and despising
creeds and confessions, believing the scriptures to be "a
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sufficient Directory."
The Eastham Council, not surprisingly, found Osborn
guilty as charged, and he was expelled from his pulpit.
Osborn, however, defiantly continued to preach in his
home, and appealed the decision of the council to the
ministers in Boston. Benjamin Colman clearly wished to
avoid entanglement with Osborn, but over at the First
Church, Thomas Foxcroft (perhaps through Chauncy's in-
fluence) was interested. Foxcroft despatched a team of
ministers to confer with the former council and with the
members of Osborn's church in order to determine if a
second council was justified. With the exception of
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Salem's Benjamin Prescott, the entire team consisted of
ministers from the South Shore: Gay, Nathaniel Eels of
South Scituate, John Hancock, Jr., of Braintree First, and
Daniel Lewis of Pembroke. Nathaniel Eels, the leader of
the group and senior minister on the South Shore, set the
tone. He was a pragmatic, moderate Calvinist and a strong
defender of ministerial authority. The same might be said
for his colleagues, none of whom had been pleased to see
a minister of twenty years standing ejected from his pulpit
for theological deviations. It is quite possible that, at
this point, Eels and company did not fully appreciate the
extent of Osborn's deviations. In any case, the inves-
tigating team agreed to the need for a second council.
Shortly thereafter, Osborn attended a meeting at the
Reverend Nathaniel Appleton's home in Cambridge where Gay
and some others urged a second, expeditious hearing.
Following that meeting, Gay and John Hancock, Jr. set out
in the snowy December weather for Lexington to consult with
Hancock, Sr., who was keenly interested in the matter.
Clearly there was a great deal of discussion among the
leading ministers of the Colony concerning the proper dis-
position of the Osborn case. The result of all these meet-
ings appears to have been a quiet decision to abandon
Osborn to his fate, precisely what Benjamin Colnan wanted
to do in the first place. This reversal of support may
have been a consequence of Osborn's increasingly noisy
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Arminianism, but whatever their reason, Osborn's fellow
ministers treated him shabbily.
Still confident of support, Samuel Osborn invited an
enormous council of representatives from thirty-two churches
to convene at Eastham. As Osborn put it, "great Provision
was made," but on the appointed day, "there did not come
one Man of them; nor any Word from any of them, giving the
Reason why they Failed." "Abus'd and disappointed," Osborn
set out on a four hundred mile journey visiting each
minister of his council and asking the reason for their
absence, but he "could get no satisfactory Answer." Sadder
but wiser, Osborn now secured promises in writing from
each of the pastors, that they would come to Eastham on
another day. Osborn dejectedly recorded the results of
this second attempt: "The Day being come, they fail'd
again; none of them appearing, save Mr. Prescot and
Mr. Gay, having no delegates with them." Two lone min-
isters, Ebenezer Gay and Benjamin Prescott, had honoured
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their written promise.
Throughout the entire episode, Gay appears to have
been particularly eager to see Osborn vindicated. That
impression is reinforced by his rather lonely presence at
Osborn's "council" at Eastham, probably without the
approval of Colonel Thaxter. In June, 17^0, Gay took advan-
tage of another opportunity to demonstrate his support of
Osborn. The latter, still pressing his case in Boston,
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had, after some reverses, secured a supportive statement
signed by eleven ministers. This statement was issued on
the eve of George Whitefield's arrival in Boston, and it
inevitably constituted a theo-poli tical statement on the
part of the signers. The first name on the list was
Ebenezer Gay; it was followed by the names of such
revival opposers as Charles Chauncy, Samuel Mather,
Benjamin Prescott, and Peter Clark. Not only was Gay the
first signatory, but he was also quite possibly the author
of the statement. The syntax, phraseology, and somewhat
archaic tone, as well as the wry pleas for tolerance and
the familiar impatience with doctrinal arguments all
argue for Gay's authorship
.
In this declaration of support, the signers denounced
the "hard Measures" Osborn received from the council that
condemned him, and lamented the failure of their colleagues
"to forward another Hearing of his Cause, which he season-
ably claim'd as his just Right, ..." The statement then
turned from procedural questions to the charges of doc-
trinal error laid against Osborn. The most damaging of
the charges concerned Osborn's affirmation of four articles
that included such baldly Arminian propositions as "men's
obedience is a cause of their justification." Concerning
the four censured articles, the ministers declared "We
can't find that the said Articles necessarily couch or
include any dangerous Errors, But that taking them with a
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christian, candid and charitable Construction, to us it
appears, they well accord with the Truths laid down in the
Gospel." The importance of a "charitable Construction" was
reiterated since "without it some of Mr. Osborn's Expres-
sions might appear inaccurate and erroneous ..."
(Surely this is Gay's gentle irony.) In the statement's
conclusion, Gay, Chauncy et al., laid their fingers
directly on the issue that was causing increasing dis-
sension among clergy and laity, and they parenthetically
summarized the classic Arminian position on justification:
We are humbly of the Opinion, That the most of
the Disputes, which have taken up much of the Zeal
of Christians, and upon which they have broke
Charity one with another, which refer to Men's
Power, and the Causes of Justification (whilst on
all Hands they have agreed in ascribing their
Justification to what Christ has done and suffered
as the meritorious Cause thereof, and the Ability
they have to perform good Works, to the Assistance
of the Spirit of Grace) have been a Disservice to
Christianity, . . .-^7
Gay, Chauncy, and the other ministers who supported
Samuel Osborn, quite rightly saw the question of "Men's
Power" in the process of salvation as an increasingly
divisive issue. To Gay, man's natural ability to perform
good works was a gift from God and he was obligated to use
that gift in assisting the spirit of Grace. Man could
accept or reject God's offer of salvation. This
proposition was increasingly self-evident to the enlightened
minister of Hingham's First Church, and did not derogate
one whit from God's sovereignty. Others, of course.
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believed that it did, and tirelessly pointed out the vanity
and presumption of the Arminians. John White, the minister
at Gloucester, wrote in his New England's Lamentations
(173A) that "According to the Arminian Scheme, Faith is
the Cause, at least the Antecedent of Election; whereas
according to the Gospel 'tis the Effect or Fruit. For this
is their Opinion, that such as believe, and persevere in
Faith and Obedience, are elected to Salvation, which may
rather be called Postdestination than Predestination."
White then criticized the sheer effrontery of these
Arminians for attempting to place their own will before the
will of God. The truth that the Arminians refused to con-
front, said White, was that "some are chosen to Salvation,
others are left. ... We may well with the Apostle Paul
cry out, 0 the depthi These are Acts of Sovereignty,
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beyond our Comprehension."
The preaching of God's sovereignty was a rebuke to
those men who were caught up in the self-confident, rational,
humanistic spirit of the Enlightenment. In 1736, the
Reverend William Cooper warned Robert Breck at the latter's
ordination to "Guard especially against those fashionable,
but dangerous opinions of the present day, that derogate
from the sovereignty of God, ..." The growing revival
party took great delight in exposing the Arminian drift in
New England preaching, and they exhibited a very thorough
understanding of just what Arminianism was and what kind
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of a challenge it posed to Calvinist orthodoxy (witness New
England's Lamentations). As early as 1733, Benjamin Kent,
while denying that he was an Arrainian, observed that
"•Freewil & Universal redemption, are the two corner stones
of Arrainianism. Many of the converts to experimental
religion understood the Arminian mind, because they too
had drifted away from their Calvinist moorings; their
testimonials must have been galling to the "free and
catholick" ministers. Samuel Moody, out on the Maine
frontier, acknowledged that he had been "mightily pleased
in reading what so much exalts man, and nourishes the
natural bent and bias we have to set up Self, and a dread-
ful lothness to be at God's disposal." Down at Yale
College, David Brainerd, the future missionary to the
Indians, confessed, "I could not bear, that it should be
wholly at God's Pleasure, to save or damn me, just as he
would. "^^
Unlike Brainerd, who would ecstatically acknowledge
God's awful and mysterious sovereignty. Gay never could
"bear" the idea, at least as far as that sovereignty was
capricious. His life to date had been largely an attempt
to find and maintain order in his church, his society, and
in the universe. He was not a radical humanist, nor did
he deny Divine Grace offered through the death and resur-
rection of Christ as the meritorious cause of man's salva-
tion. Nevertheless, all his careful study, from Ramus,
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Wollebius, and Baxter, through the Latitudinarians and
Grotius, had convinced him that God was fundamentally
benevolent, and that His universe was orderly and rational.
For Gay, the reasonable nature of the old federal theology
(when its Calvinist elements were ignored) comported well
with the world of Locke and Newton. This Puritan rational-
ism had been reinforced by his tutors at Harvard, and by
his various early mentors—Jonathan Belcher, John Danforth,
Simon Bradstreet, and Cotton Mather himself. Isaac
Chauncey, the minister of Hadley during Gay's tenure as
schoolmaster in that town, had described the way to
salvation thus: "Comply with the Terms of the Gospel, and
you are made for Time and Eternity." No mystery here;
nothing incomprehensible or irrational. Man was guided,
as the great Archbishop Tillotson had put it by "'a
plain moral precept of eternal obligation'" in a universe
of "'fixed and immutable nature.'" Gay had a deep sense
of reverence for his benevolent and rational deity, but
the wrathful, jealous god of Jonathan Edwards was, in an
experiential sense, quite alien to him.^*^
In 1735, Gay's dear friend from college days, the
Reverend Stephen Williams of Longraeadow, wrote in his
diary, "I desire to bow myself before ye Lord with utmost
humility — acknowledging I am vile, worthless — Sinful,
Exposed to ye Divine wrath. . . ." It was all very well
for Stephen to feel that way, and the widening theological
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differences between the two men certainly caused no rift
in their friendship. Nevertheless, none of Gay's surviving
writings ever approach that tone of self-abasement. He
seemed temperamentally incapable of it. Perhaps Gay
realized that Williams and men like him were really more
faithful to the tradition of the Puritan fathers, and that
he. Gay, must now quietly part company with the Old
Calvinists. He could not reject the new humanism of the
age, and plunge men back into total depravity and total
reliance on God's good pleasure.
The difference between moderate Calvinists of the
old school and those, like Gay, who were leaning toward
Arminianism, was pointed up in a minor dispute between
two Boston ministers—William Hooper and Benjamin Colman.
Hooper was an eloquent young Scotsman, schooled at the
University of Edinburgh, who had become, in 1737, the
first minister of Boston's newly organized West Church.
In I7AO, Hooper disturbed several of the Boston ministers
by preaching a sermon which, it seemed to them, diminished
God's standard of justice. He, in effect, suggested that
a god of wrath and jealousy was an archaic notion for
superstitious minds. In attempting to explain his views
to Colman, Boston's senior minister, Hooper deplored the
fact that every time there was a natural disaster or political
upheaval, some "weak & ignorant" men felt it necessary to
propitiate God, as though he were "a cruel powerful Being."
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Colraan's eloquent defense of the concept of a jealous,
vindictive god speaks volumes about the gulf that was
beginning to separate the moderate Calvinists from the
Arminians. Colraan and his Brattle Street Church had been
the beacon of religious liberalism since the turn of the
century, but now, at the age of sixty-seven, he was about
to become one of the pillars of the Great Awakening.
Colman was not really inconsistent in this, and his reply
to Hooper reveals an old Puritan who had not allowed his
insistence on the importance of a rational devotion to
obscure a powerful and deeply emotional devotion of the
heart:
That single awful & yet most gracious &
condescending
, proper word — Jealous speaks
nothing less than an infinite all-perfect Love
for ye Reasonable Creatures of all Worlds; & yet
a vindictive Wrath on reprobate Spirits who won't
love their all-lovely & loving Maker & Lord , with
all their Heart & Might! To that I must throw
away my Bible & my Reason together. . . .
Ebenezer Gay would never throw away his Bible and his
Reason, either separately or together.
CHAPTER V
THE GREAT AWAKENING: THE NOISY PASSIONS A-FLOAT
The stormy years of New England's Great Awakening
opened happily enough for Gay. On a fair, pleasant day
in late August of I7AO, he and Jerusha had traveled to
Cambridge for the Harvard Commencement. His eldest son,
Samuel, at the age of nineteen, was concluding a dis-
tinguished undergraduate career. Unlike his father, who
had received no financial support from the college, Samuel
had been a Hollis scholar for two years, in addition to
being voted portions of "Col. Fitch's Legacy," "Rev.
Gibb's Donation," and the "Benjamin Browne gift." Samuel's
commencement, however, was a rather bittersweet occasion for
his father, since the younger Gay had chosen to follow the
call of Aescalapius rather than that of Christ. Gay was
disappointed, but had resolved that if his son was to be
a physician, he should have the best possible training.
Consequently, within a short time, Samuel Gay was in Chelsea,
England, studying medicine.^
If Parson Gay felt a bit let down by his eldest son,
he found a source of consolation in his nephew and namesake.
Ebenezer Gay, Jr. was the second son of Lusher Gay, our
Ebenezer's pious brother. Perhaps his name shaped his des-
tiny, for he was far more like his uncle Ebenezer than any
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of the Hingham minister's own children. Young Ebenezer
became noted for his "superior learning," his "cool and
penetrating judgement," his dry wit, and his pulpit
eloquence (in which he somewhat surpassed his uncle).
Indeed, he even had the great misfortune of bearing a
marked physical resemblance to his uncle. At the time of
Samuel Gay's commencement, young Ebenezer was in residence
as a Hopkins Fellow. He had been graduated in I737, and
had studied theology with the Reverend John Taylor of
Milton and, of course, with Uncle Ebenezer, who took a
vigorous interest in his nephew's progress. Now, at the
age of twenty-two, young Ebenezer was preparing for his
second degree, and preaching occasionally at his home
church in Dedham's "Clapboard Trees" Parish. The elder
Gay had been trying, unsuccessfully, to put his nephew
forward as a candidate for the Cohasset pulpit, which was
then vacant.^
Gay had taken great pride in the achievements of his
son and nephew at Harvard. The Gay family was now "estab-
lished" at the college. Ebenezer was also doing his best
to establish the Gay family back in Hingham, and was
succeeding almost too well. In addition to Samuel, the
clan in 17^0 included three boys—Calvin (16), Martin (lA),
Jotham (7)—and three girls—Abigail (11), Celia (9),
Jerusha (5), and Persis (1). Jerusha Gay, Sr., now forty-
two, would shortly be pregnant once again, this time with
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their last child, the frail Joanna. Fortunately, Parson
Gay's financial resources continued to grow apace, and the
church assessors remained faithful. They increased the
appropriation for Gay's monthly lecture by tlO each year,
so that he could cope with the inflationary pressures of
that period."^
By 17A0, Gay's position in Hinghara's First Parish
seemed more secure than ever. After the death of old
Colonel Samuel Thaxter in November, Gay became the unchal-
lenged patriarch of his congregation. He may not have
been universally beloved, but no documentary record of
opposition from this period has survived. Two years before,
in 1738, certain residents of South Hingham had renewed their
petition to be set off as a separate parish, but this in no
way reflected any dissatisfaction with Gay. The three
deacons of the church were now all men of Gay's generation
and quite loyal to him. Deacon Solomon Gushing, tanner,
and Deacon Thomas Andrews, Town Treasurer and landed
gentleman, were two of the five wealthiest men in Hingham
and both carried considerable political clout. Gay leaned
heavily on both men, but particularly on Gushing, the brother
of his college classmate, the Reverend Job Gushing of
Shrewsbury .
^
Gay had, by 17^0, ministered in Hingham for a suffi-
ciently long time to become something of an institution.
His personal traits and eccentricities, his pastoral style.
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and his preaching were already beginning to coalesce into
the Parson Gay of Hingham folklore. This fund of anec-
dotes, apocryphal stories, and reminiscences are a very
mixed blessing to historians. They illuminate several
facets of his life-style and temperament but, like Parson
Weems' fables, they tend to acquire a reality of their
own that sometimes impedes an accurate understanding of
the man.
Some of these tales, as transmitted by nineteenth-
century antiquarians, describe the life at the manse. For
example, Gay had planted an apple orchard on the low hill
rising up in back of the manse, and by the 1740s, he began
to produce an excellent cider, the virtues of which were
extolled in several anecdotes, and in the correspondence of
his contemporaries. Although Gay's cider was a product of
mortal effort, his water well, according to tradition, was
the result of divine intervention. Gay had been having
great difficulty in locating any reservoir of water be-
neath his homestead. For some time, work had been in
progress on a well just in front of the house, with no
results. The parson, however, with the confidence of Moses
in the Wilderness, began praying that the workers might
strike water. He concluded his supplications by preaching
a sermon from the text, "Spring up, 0 well, sing ye unto
it." Gay then exhorted the workmen to take heart and dig
a little deeper, and lo— they found water. The story points
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up Gay's penchant for selecting "appropriate" texts, his
levity, which frequently found its way into the pulpit, and
the deep reverence and even awe in which he was held by
many of his parishioners.^
During the course of this rather pleasant interlude
on the eve of the Awakening, Gay lost a very dear friend.
In May of 17A0, Nehemiah Hobart, Gay's classmate and the
minister of the Cohasset Parish, died after a severe epi-
leptic seizure. Two years before, Hobart had recorded in
his journal: "Several epileptic fits taken at Mr. Gay's
while at dinner and held all the afternoon and fore part
of the night, very much lost." He went on to describe how
Gay had tenderly cared for him through the night, the next
day, and the following night. Whenever one is tempted to
view Gay as an autocratic, bloodless rationalist, one is
reminded of Gay the pastor, a deeply compassionate, very
loving man, to whom others responded in kind.^
At about the time that Gay lost his old friend Hobart,
he acquired an excellent, if somewhat eccentric new neigh-
bor in the person of one Cornelius Nye. Gay had probably
known Nye at Harvard, and, during Gay's first year in the
ministry, Nye also came to Hinghara to keep the school for
one year. Either he found Hingham particularly congenial,
or other prospects failed to open up, for the one year
lengthened into sixteen. He and Gay worked as a team cul-
tivating the minds of the more promising young men of
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Hinghara. By 1739, however, Nye had grown bored with teach-
ing, and he purchased the old Langlee property which
adjoined Gay's lot on the east, with the intention of
opening a tavern. By 17^4, Nye was in business, and his
establishment probably helped accommodate the growing number
of ministers and other dignitaries that came to Hingham to
consult with Gay. Poor Cornelius apparently became the
chief recipient of Gay's often withering sarcasm. One
story describes Nye's anxiety over a reception to be given
for the Governor and Council. He asked Gay if it was
probable that his scholarly ability would be recognized
in such august company. Gay replied, '"Say nothing what-
ever about it, and I am sure His Honor will never suspect
it.
"^"^
All things considered, Gay was well-prepared in 1740
to weather the coming storm. Financially, socially, polit-
ically, and theologically. Gay and Hingham had formed a
harmonious union. The only major source of potential dis-
ruption lay in the renewed efforts of the South Hinghamites
to form a separate parish. Gay not only drew comfort from
his relations with the town, but also from his rapport with
the neighboring ministers. Along the South Shore of Massa-
chusetts Bay, from Dorchester to South Scituate (later to
Pembroke and even Kingston), like-minded ministers were
beginning to form a powerful association. The South Shore
ministers of this period tended to be tolerant, moderate
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Calvinists with presbyterian views on the proper mode of
church government.
The Reverend Nathaniel Eels of Scituate's South Parish
was, in 1740, the leading figure among these ministers, and
might be taken as the most representative. He was an
energetic preacher of the gospel as well as a sensitive and
responsive pastor in his parish. His christocentric
,
evangelical style caused him to be impatient with those
Calvinist doctrines (such as Election) that minimized the
ability of his flock to respond. Eels has been described
in theological terms as a moderate Calvinist and a mild
liberal, but in fact, he was simply pragmatic. He was
primarily concerned with the spiritual and temporal welfare
of his parish. The concept of a gathered communion of
saints meant little to him, nor did the finer strictures of
Calvinist theology if they impeded his task as a minister
of the gospel. Eels did not try to ratify his theological
deviation by reading or citing the works of the English
Liberals, principally because he never acknowledged that
deviation. As Clifford Shipton has nicely put it, "he
walked near the edge of Arminianism, although he always
denounced that belief as an error." Nathaniel Eels' mild
Arminianism then seemed the natural concomitant of a prac-
tical minister who was principally interested in maintain-
ing peace and good order in his parish.^
The theology and ministerial style of Eels, Gay, and
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their colleagues was very similar to that of the moderate
wing of the Presbyterian Church in Scotland, those pre-
cursors of the Common Sense philosophers. Like their
Scottish counterparts or, for that matter, like the Old
Side Presbyterians in the middle colonies, the South Shore
ministers tended to be socially conservative, literate,
anti-enthusiastical
, cautious, personally genial, urbane,
and cosmopolitan. They generally preferred inclusive
parish churches, rather than exclusive congregational
churches. The requirements for membership in their
churches had their roots in traditional, medieval, pre-
Reformation Christianity—i.e., a knowledgeable profession
of faith, a godly walk, and regular attendance on the
sacraments. Furthermore, in order to preserve tranquil-
lity in their parishes, these clergymen preferred a
presbyterian ecclesiastical structure, and many of them
exercised near autocratic authority. Again, the black-
browed old Scituate patriarch, Nathaniel Eels, provided a
model for emulation.^
In Hingham, at least, the presbyterian character of
the church represented something more than a case of
parallel institutional evolution. The fierce Presbyterian-
ism of the Reverend Peter Kobart and the seventeenth-century
immigrants from Hingham, England, has already been
described. Gay cheerfully accepted and even augmented that
tradition, which blended nicely with his Matherian devotion
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to synodical church government and ministerial authority.
He continued to remain in close contact with the Reverend
Jedidiah Andrews of Philadelphia, one of the leading
Presbyterian ministers in the colonies (and the uncle of
Thomas Andrews, one of Gay's deacons). At ordination
services Gay frequently spoke of the importance of
"Presbyterian Ordination," and, on one occasion, he ex-
tended the right hand of fellowship to a new minister in
Marshfield "in the Name of the Presbyters here present."
This last phrase suggests that the South Shore ministry as
a whole, and not simply Hinghara's pastor, had moved a sur-
prising distance toward a more formal presbyterianism. In
17^1i Deacon John Jacob, the leading figure in Hingham's
Cohasset Parish, wrote a letter to the neighboring ministers
which provides more evidence for this view. The letter
requested their attendance at the ordination of John Fowle,
Cohasset 's new minister, on "the day for his publick sep-
aration to the Office of a Gospel Minister in this Flock by
the solemn Imposition of the hands of the Presbytery
according to the direction of the Gospel.
""^^
Clearly, the South Shore was not an area that would
gladly welcome the Awakening, at least insofar as its clergy
men were concerned. Even the one rigid Calvinist among
them, old Samuel Niles of South Braintree, would prove
completely unsympathetic to the evangelist George Whitefield
and to the "illiterate and enthusiastic Exhorters, whom he
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or his Friends have set up." The rest of Gay's neighbors
were equally anti-enthusiastical
, but unlike Niles, their
adherence to Calvinist orthodoxy was notoriously lax. The
Reverend Samuel Brown of Abington was one of these.
Abington bordered the southwest section of Hinghara and
extended far inland to the more conservative regions of the
old Plymouth Colony. Nevertheless, for over twenty-five
years, Brown, in his "coarse and inelegant" way, had been
inclining more and more towards Arminianism. Lately he had
been accused of preaching "That ye Seed of Grace is
Implanted In the Soul before Conversion & There Grows
till Its Ripe for the New Birth." Just to the north of
Hingham, on the slender Nantasket Peninsula, the Reverend
Ezra Carpenter was also causing dissent among conservatives
in the church at Hull. He and his supporters had recently
abolished the requirement that a relation of one's con-
version experience precede admission to full communion.
Immediately to the west across the Weymouth Back River,
Gay's congenial new neighbor, the Reverend William Smith,
had introduced the Half-Way Covenant into the religious life
of Weymouth's First Parish, While Brown, Carpenter, and
Smith were certainly not militant religious humanists, they
nevertheless were not the sort to get too excited about the
soul-humbling doctrines preached by the Awakeners . -^-^
In the years immediately preceding the Awakening, the
South Shore ministers were beginning to meet and act in
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concert with greater regularity. The idea of an active
clerical association in the region was not new. Sometime
in the late seventeenth century, as the spirit of con-
sociationism grew, the South Shore ministers formed the
Weymouth Association, following the recent example of the
ministers of Boston. By subscribing to Cotton Mather's
Proposals of 1705, they indicated their support for greater
ecclesiastical authority and diminished congregational
power. The Proposals were defeated in the legislature
and the Weymouth Association faded from view. However, by
1722, there were two Associations in the region south of
Boston. The one to which Gay probably belonged was the
Hull Association, the apparent successor to the old Wey-
mouth Association. Why Hull should have emerged as the
sacral center of the South Shore is unclear. No judgement
can be formed until more is known about the ministry of
Zechariah Whitman, or about the general history of that
mysterious little town. The second clerical association
was called the Plymouth Association, which included most
12
of the towns in the westerly part of the Old Colony.
The formation of the Hull Association paralleled the
attempts of the South Shore, in the 1720s, to establish an
identity independent of Boston to the north, and old
Plymouth to the south. On two occasions, in 1726 and in
1730, the General Court debated the wisdom of creating a
new county composed of the towns of Hingham, Braintree,
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Weymouth, Hull, Scituate, Abington, and (in 1730) Hanover.
In fact, Colonel Samuel Thaxter was using all his influence
to make Hingham the "shire town" of this proposed new
county. The projected county was not to be, but the efforts
of both the civil and religious leaders of the South Shore
reflect the region »s growth as a distinct social, economic,
and religious entity. The Hull Association, however, seems
to have foundered. This may have been due to the presence
of two autocratic personalities in the area who exerted an
influence that transcended local associations. One of
these was Nathaniel Eels, who ministered on the southern
boundary of the Hull Association. Eel's South Scituate
Parish was, in fact, a part of the Plymouth Association,
and he emerged as a leading mediator of ecclesiastical
affairs in the Old Colony. However, he turned his face
north just as frequently, tending to dominate clerical
politics on the South Shore as well. Eels did have one
rival for influence in this region—Samuel Niles, the
fiercely Calvinistic minister of South Braintree. Accord-
ingly, when disputes arose, it fell to Mr. Eels or Mr. Niles
to assemble a council and settle the matter, and the Hull
Association fell into disuse. ^-^
Sometime during the 1730s, the South Shore ministers'
association was revitalized, in part because of the inter-
vention of the Reverend John Hancock of Lexington. Hancock
was one of the senior ministers of the province (he had
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settled in Lexington in 1698), and his strong will was felt
in regions far beyond Middlesex County. Since 1704, his
name had been associated with proposals to strengthen
church government. He held a magnified view of the
importance of the clerical office that very nearly
approached the episcopal; indeed, he became known as
"Bishop" Hancock. In 1726, the Bishop had managed to place
his eldest son, John Jr., in the vacant pulpit of Brain-
tree's First Church. Three years later, the elder Hancock's
influence on the South Shore was further extended when his
pupil and son-in-law, Jonathan Bowman, was installed at
Dorchester. Both the younger men, like the Bishop, were
pragmatic Old Lights who jealously guarded their clerical
prerogatives. Gay and his fellow ministers were certainly
not insensitive to the old man's wishes. It may be recalled
that Gay made a special point of riding to Lexington to con-
sult with him in the midst of the Osborn affair. In 1739,
the Reverend William Smith of Weymouth good-naturedly
acknowledged old Hancock's weight in local affairs, when he
wrote to Gay that "according to the bishop's desire which
you know passes for a positive command with me, his unworthy
Curate, I now send you word that the ministers' meeting is
14
to be at Brother Bowman's next Tuesday."
The continuing vitality of the revived association was
due principally to the combined efforts of John Hancock, Jr.,
William Smith, and Gay. The success of the younger Hancock
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in Braintree was something of a surprise. For seven years
after his graduation from Harvard in I719, he kept school,
served as library keeper at Harvard, and preached as an
unsuccessful candidate at various churches. A Boston
minister, who felt that Hancock's abilities were minimal,
wrote that at the very least "'He could make a very hand-
some bow, and if the first did not Suit, He'd Bow Lower a
Second time.'" Gradually, however, during his eighteen-
year tenure in the Braintree pulpit, he came into his own.
He formed a close friendship with Gay, which was probably
cemented by his marriage in 1733 to Mary Hawke Thaxter,
the widow of Gay's classmate, Samuel Thaxter, Jr. (in-
effectual son of the Colonel). Gay had always admired
Mary, once declaring that she had a "happy firmness of
Mind, not very common to her Sex. ..." At any rate,
John Hancock, Jr. became an excellent minister in his own
parish, and he also emerged as a central figure in the
Association. During the Awakening, he became known as the
scourge of itinerants, penning savage indictments of Gilbert
Tennent and others. At his untimely death in 17^^ 1 Gay
said that the "associated Pastors of the Vicinity will
weep. . . . Few Brethren in the Ministry have liv'd to-
gether in greater Unity than we . . . and under God, it hath
seera'd to be very much owing to Mr. Hancock's excellent
Spirit, and earnest Care to keep up ministerial Communion,
and preserve brotherly love." Hancock, in Gay's view,
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clearly played a primary role on shaping a strong South
Shore association. -^^
William Smith gave the association a center, which
was in fact its old home—Weymouth. Smith was settled
over Weymouth's First Church in 173A, and he quickly
settled down to a life resembling that of an English
country vicar. He seemed generally more interested in
the art of grafting fruit trees and the fine points of
animal husbandry than in the fine points of theology.
Consequently, this genial young man offended no one, and
soon became a sort of general secretary for what was now,
once again, called the Weymouth Association. Gay was
delighted to have Smith as a neighbor. The latter fre-
quently became Gay's traveling companion when ecclesi-
astical councils were called, and the two men exchanged
pulpits with great regularity. Smith, in his turn, was
quite impressed with Gay's biblical scholarship, and
circulated the Hingham minister's sermons among his
colleagues. On one occasion, when informing Gay of a forth-
coming association meeting. Smith wrote, "you are Desired
to be as a Lovely Song unto us,"—a metaphor which clearly
«
suggests how much Gay's personality overshadowed his
physiognomy
.
The Weymouth Association provided an institutional
framework in which Gay could quietly extend his influence.
After the death of John Hancock, Jr. in 17^A, Gay became the
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leading figure among the associated pastors. Advancing
age was beginning to diminish the influence of Samuel Niles
and Nathaniel Eels, and in any case, the latter was not a
member of the Association. This is not to suggest that
Gay was in any sort of competition with Eels. On the con-
trary, despite some differences, they generally worked
together in complete harmony. Nevertheless, because of his
dominance in the Weymouth Association (soon re-named the
Hingham Association), Ebenezer Gay would shortly become
the most important minister on the South Shore.
For some years prior to 17^0, New Englanders had
heard reports about the religious revivals and stirrings in
the Middle Colonies. The Reverend Theodore J. Frelinghuysen
had rattled the dry bones among his Dutch Reformed parish-
ioners in New Jersey. A new religious excitement had
seized the Presbyterians in New York and New Jersey,
encouraged by ministers such as Jonathan Dickinson, Ebenezer
Pemberton, and William Tennent, Sr. and his sons. Expecta-
tion ran high in New England and the field was white for
harvest when, on September lA, 17^0, the Reverend George
Whitefield sailed into Newport, Rhode Island. Charles
Chauncy later maintained that this day marked the commence-
ment of New England's "Time of Troubles," and he was
probably not far wrong. Whitefield was a twenty-six-year-
old evangelical Calvinist from England, and a close associate
of the Wesleys. He had wandered about England, preaching
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to the multitudes in the open air. In 1739, he brought his
charismatic preaching to the colonies, for the purpose of
raising funds for an orphanage to be built in Bethesda,
Georgia. After preaching in Newport for two days, he
arrived in Boston, preceded by a publicity barrage that any
modern evangelist would envy. The town was his. He dined
with Governor Belcher, and was enthusiastically endorsed
by the Reverends Thomas Foxcroft, Benjamin Colman, Joshua
Gee, and most of the rest of Boston's religious establish-
ment. Whitefield preached to audiences that numbered in
the thousands, creating something approaching mass hysteria
in some of the churches. He preached on the Boston Common,
in the fields, and in the Harvard Yard. On this last
occasion, two of the faces in the crowd belonged to
Ebenezer Gay, Jr. and a young freshman named Jonathan
Mayhew who became "'inflamed with the Love of Christ.'"
George Whitefield had undeniably ravished Boston and, some-
time after his departure, Timothy Cutler, the unsympathetic
rector of Christ Church, summarized his view of the social
upheaval occasioned by Whitefield in a letter to a friend:
"•Our presses are for ever teeming with books, and our
17
women with bastards.'" '
During his first tour of New England, George White-
field did not personally visit the South Shore or old
Plymouth Colony. The task of extending the great work to
southeastern iMassachusetts fell to the second of the Grand
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Itinerants, the Reverend Gilbert Tennent, a Presbyterian
minister from New Brunswick, New Jersey. Tennent and his
two brothers had been trained for the ministry by their
father, William Tennent, Sr., a graduate of the University
of Edinburgh and the founder of the "Log College," a
seminary which produced well-educated, pietistic Presby-
terian ministers (and the antecedent of Princeton College).
Whitefield, after leaving New England, met Gilbert Tennent
at Staten Island and, after some vigorous persuasion, con-
vinced him that he was the man to keep the evangelical fires
burning in Boston. Accordingly, Tennent arrived in Boston
in December 17A0 and commenced a punishing schedule of
preaching in the midst of an unusually severe New England
winter.
Unlike Whitefield, Tennent received a decidedly mixed
reception. Descriptions of his preaching style vary widely,
according to the sympathies of the observer. An outraged
Timothy Cutler related how "'people wallowed in snow, night
and day, for the benefit of his beastly brayings.'" To
balance this, we have the sympathetic account of the
Reverend Thomas Prince: "He seemed to have no regard to
please the eyes of his hearers with agreeable gestures,
nor their ears with delivery, nor their fancy with language;
but to aim directly at their consciences, to lay open their
ruinous delusions . . . and drive them out of every deceit-
ful refuge wherein they made themselves easy.'"-^^
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All things considered, Prince's impressions are prob-
ably closer to the mark than Cutler's. Having long been
faced with the infuriating complacency of Scotch-Irish
Presbyterians in his own parish, Tennent tried to overcome
the "'presumptious Security"' of his hearers. He had to
confront the paradox that the radical Reformation concept
of salvation through faith, rather than good works, had
itself become conventionalized doctrine. His parishioners
understood that moral striving could not justify them
before God; yet they lacked a corresponding experimental
knowledge of Christ. Their faith was only a matter of
outward assent rather than inward conviction. Tennent's
task therefore was to put his listeners under "convic-
tions"— to show them, to their terror and dismay, that they
were not Christians after all, and that they had urgent
need to repent. He apparently did this less with his-
trionic bombast than with a searching, earnest, compelling
exposition of scripture; a style employed by the best
revivalists from Edwards, through Finney, to Graham.
Tennent expected this true conversion would be followed by
a moral reformation. Stripped of an occasional ranting
tendency, his preaching was precisely the sort that Ebenezer
Gay was continually recommending to younger ministers. This
may help explain why Gay welcomed Gilbert Tennent into the
20
pulpit of the Ship Church.
In the early stages of the Great Awakening, Gay was
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as sanguine as most of his colleagues. He may not have
been as euphoric as Benjamin Colman or Thomas Foxcroft,
but he was certainly much more tolerant than his Boston
friend, Charles Chauncy. In the course of his twenty-
three year ministry, Gay had experienced times of special
grace, and had reaped the spiritual harvest, so at first
he tended to take this new revival in stride; indeed, he
intended to exploit it as fully as possible. He was some-
what disturbed by the growing number of itinerants, and the
excesses in Boston, but his basic attitude was that "This
precious Season of Grace calls for peculiar Watchfulness
and Diligence, that none under preparatory Convictions,
21may fall short of saving Conversion."
In early March of 17^1, an exhausted Gilbert Tennent
was slowly proceeding from town to town along the South
Shore. Gay and his deacons invited him to stop in Hingham
and deliver the Thursday lectures. Gay was anxious to
reinvigorate the church in Hingham, and Tennent seemed
perfect for the purpose. He was well-educated (a sine qua
non for Gay), and he had allied himself with the New England
Presbyterians, a group whose theology and polity were nearly
at one with Hingham 's religious heritage. Gay even agreed
with Tennent when the latter complained about the soul-
deadening effects of an unconverted ministry. Within the
year, Gay was stressing the importance of "sanctifying
Grace" for a "valid and useful ministry." Graceless,
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unconverted men, he declared "are a Stench to the Nostrils
of His Holiness.
John Hancock of Braintree, who was far more nervous
than Gay about the potential consequences of Tennent's
visit to the South Shore, left this slightly biased
account of the evangelist's progress: Traveling in "Pomp
and Grandeur," Tennent "came eating and drinking, gallop-
ing over the Country with his Congregatio de propogandg .
&c. . . . with a Troop of 20 or 30 Horse, entering into
other Men's Labours, and devouring their Livings. . . ."
Tennent and his entourage arrived in Hinghara on March 5th.
He preached his first sermon from the text "Awake, thou
that sleepest, and arise from the dead, and Christ shall
give thee light." This was followed later in the evening
by a sermon on the classic regeneration text; "Except a
man be born again, he cannot see the kingdom of God." No
contemporary description of Tennent 's impact on the
gathering at the Old Ship has survived, but the Reverend
Nathaniel Leonard recorded his impressions of Tennent 's
visit to Plymouth a few days later:
All Persons were put upon examining themselves,
warned against trusting in their own Righteousness,
and resting in the Form of Godliness, without the
Power, &c. These things, together with pathetical
Invitations to Sinners to come and embrace the
LORD JESUS CHRIST as offered in the Gospel, made
a wonderful Impression on the Minds of all Sorts of
People at the first. 23
One month to the day after Gilbert Tennent's departure
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from Hingham, two young men, both twenty years old, were
admitted to full communion. Presumably, Tennent's eloquence
had awakened their sleeping souls; they were put under "con-
victions"; they repented; they joined the community of
saints at Hingham. The one, John Thaxter, was a member of
the highest echelon of Hingham society. The grandson of
old Colonel Samuel, John (H.C., 17A1) would shortly inherit
much of his grandfather's wealth, social and political
influence, and even his military rank. The other young
man, Noah Ripley, was the son of a poor cooper in Hingham
Centre. Shortly after his conversion, Noah left Hingham
to seek his fortune in Woodstock, Connecticut. The spirit
of God's grace was beginning to move in Hingham, touching
rich and poor alike.
The conversions of Thaxter and Ripley marked the
commencement of the Great Awakening in Hingham, or at least
of a somewhat heightened sensibility to the promptings of
the Spirit. After Tennent's lecture, the revival in Hingham
proceeded largely under Gay's careful control and direction.
Things did not get out of hand. Sixteen souls followed the
two young men into full communion in 17^1 » and, in 17A2,
twenty-seven new communicants swelled the membership rolls
(see Appendix I). Hingham had waded into the waters of the
Awakening, but only up to her knees. When contrasted with
comparably sized towns in southeastern Massachusetts such
as Plymouth (84 admissions in 1741-42, Hingham had 45) and
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Middleborough (I7A admissions in 1741-4A, Hingham had 76),
the revival in Hingham seems to have been a rather modest
affair. The majority of those admitted to full membership
in 1741-A2 were not single, young people such as Thaxter
and Ripley. Instead, 73 percent of those admitted were
married and their average age was 31.7 years. Sixteen men
and women (out of forty-five) were admitted as couples, a
customary practice with Gay. At one point, two sisters,
Lydia and Mary Lane, fifteen and nineteen years old
respectively, and their sixteen-year-old cousin Irene
Lane (Gay's niece) were admitted together. These were
the only admissions during the height of the revival that
were even slightly unusual, and even in this instance
there were numerous precedents during non-revival periods.
In short, the Awakening in Hingham was, in most respects,
business as usual— just more of it. -"^
Gay was determined to encourage a more experimental
piety in his parish, but he would not admit ranting
enthusiasts into the church who would disturb the peace of
his "family." He told his nephew that ministers "are con-
stituted Rulers over God's Household, and Obedience to them
is plainly required. . . . Waving all Dispute about the
immediate Receivers of Ecclesiastical Authority from the
Head of the Church, this is without Controversy; that it
belongs to the Ministers of Christ to exert it. Whoever be
the first Recipient of the Keys of the Kingdom of Heaven,
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the Stewards of Christ's family should turn 'em." Gay had
no intention of surrendering those keys to anyone else.^^
The particular character of the revival in Hingham
can be understood more completely by looking at some of
the social and economic forces which were affecting the
town in the early l7AOs. The Great Awakening has been
linked by scholars (with varying degrees of success) with
economic uncertainty resulting from the decline in foreign
trade, shortage of specie, and the suppression of the Land
Bank; with population growth resulting in a shortage of
arable land and the subsequent social dislocation; and even
with epidemiological causes. Without going so far as to
interpret the Awakening as being wholly the result of deeply
rooted socioeconomic forces, one can surely maintain that
these forces created a climate of uncertainty in which
evangelical Calvinism would thrive. Most of these poten-
tially disruptive forces were present in Hingham in the
early 17AOs, and a firm hand on the helm of the Old Ship
27
was clearly required.
Between the years 1711 and 1749, the population of
Hingham increased at an estimated rate of 1.7 percent per
year. The growth in population was closely correlated with
an increasingly unequal distribution of wealth. During these
years, a clearly defined upper class was beginning to emerge.
By 1741, despite the characteristic conservatism of
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Hinghara's leading families, this growing inequity was begin-
ning to be perceived and resented. In July of that year,
a special town meeting was called by "I9 of the inhabitants"
to express their concern over the fencing and enclosures
that were encroaching on that symbol of community— the
common lands. The names of these nineteen disgruntled
citizens were not recorded, with the exception of their
leader, that inveterate rebel, Abel Gushing. However, the
legality of the whole meeting was protested by twenty-five
men whose names were recorded, including ten current or
former selectmen, the town treasurer and clerk, all three
First Church deacons, and the two wealthiest men in town.
Nevertheless, despite the opposition of such men as Deacon
Thomas Andrews, Captain John Jacob, and Benjamin Lincoln,
the town voted to prosecute anyone who "shall presume to
fence or make encroachments on said lands. "^®
The pressures of population growth, land shortage,
and increasing economic inequality were certainly present
in Hingham in the early 1740s. The level of social and
economic frustration, however, was mitigated by the in-
creasing availability of employment in nonagricultural
pursuits. Hingham's fishing and ship-building industries
and the size of its commercial fleet were just beginning
their rapid expansion (an economic transformation which is
more fully described in Chapter IX). Daniel Scott Smith,
in his demographic analysis of marriage patterns in Hingham,
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has suggested a dramatic erosion in the degree of parental
control over sons began about this time. That control had
been exercised through the granting or withholding of sub-
stantial plots of arable land. Thus, the decline in
patriarchal influence suggests a corresponding decrease in
the amount of available farmland. As much of the excess
farm labor was absorbed by the growing mercantile economy,
the age of economic maturity in Hingham gradually dropped.
If one then accepts the argument of historian Philip
Greven, that the age of economic maturity should correspond
with the age of conversion (full church membership sig-
nifying a social coming of age), one would expect a gradual
long-term drop in the average age of admission to the church
This proved to be precisely the case (see Table 1). Fur-
thermore, this gradual decline in age operated independently
of the Awakening. As Table 2 suggests, there was no pre-
cipitous drop in the age of conversion during the Awakening
years. Hingham 's young men were not turning to Gay's
church as an escape from economic disappointment,^^
One of the more striking statistics of the Hingham
Awakening is the sudden decline in the percentage of male
converts. The situation was precisely reversed in towns
such as Plymouth or Middleborough where New Light preachers
kept the evangelical fires blazing. In the Old Colony, so
many males were added to the membership rolls that the
normal female majorities were reduced, in some cases, to
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TABLE 1
AVERAGE AGE OF MALES AND PERCENTAGE OF FEMALES ADMITTED









1720-29 112 32.6 53%
1730-39 91 33.3 58%
17A0-A9 116 31.2 67%
1750-59 75 30.2 63%
SOURCE: Ebenezer Gay, "Record of Births, Marriages, and
Admissions, I7I8-I786" (Hingham Church Records).
Note: The decrease in total admissions after
1750 is due, in part, to the formation of
Hingham's Third (South) Parish.
TABLE 2
AVERAGE AGE AND PERCENTAGE
HINGHAM FIRST CHURCH










1738 11 37.4 55%
1739 5 32.0 40%
1740 8 30.8 50%
17A1 18 30.8 45%
1742 27 33.3 30%
17A3 14 32.0 21%
17AA 17 25.8 35%
1745 10 30.6 30%
SOURCE: Ebenezer Gay, "Record of Births, Marriages, and
Admissions, I7I8-I786" (Hingham Church Records)
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sexual parity. The Reverend Peter Thacher of Middleborough,
pleasantly surprised, noted that: "'the Grace of God has
surprisingly seized and subdued the hardiest men, and more
Males have been added here than of the tenderer sex.'"
Cedric B. Cowing, in an article called "Sex and Preaching
in the Great Awakening," has argued that the "Terrors of
the Law," as they were mercilessly expounded by evangelical
Calvinists, profoundly affected males. The awful truths of
God's word, when preached by ministers such as Jonathan
Edwards or Eleazer Wheelock, pierced the indifference of
even the most phlegmatic men, arousing, in turn, anger,
fear, conviction of sin, total psychological collapse and
submission, and finally the great joy of the new birth.
The fact that the revival in Hingham did not seize and sub-
due the men suggests, again, that Gay refused to allow the
New Light to ravish his parish. Although he was capable
of powerful preaching, he would not, and probably could
not, embrace the fervent Calvinistic rhetoric of the more
successful evangelists."^^
The church membership statistics, however, reveal more
than Gay's inability to bring males into the flock; they
also show a positive and dramatic increase in the number of
female converts. In this respect. Gay's revival ministry
closely resembles that of the English Methodist, John
Wesley, whose Arminian preaching was attracting far more
females than males in these years. Perhaps the elements of
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the Arminian gospel were more attractive to the women of the
period— the appeals for personal, moral reformation, the
reliance on the will of the individual, the practical tone
of the message—all opposed to the Calvinistic demand for
total submission to a harsh, sovereign, and patriarchal
god. Once, in describing evangelical techniques. Gay
said that sinners should not be "meerly affrighted or
forced, but charm' d into a Surrender to the Lord." In any
case, as Table 1 shows, after the Great Awakening women
continued their 60 plus percent preponderance in admissions
to full communion. This certainly reflects a declining
religiosity among Hingham males, but it may also be
related, in subtle ways, to Gay's increasingly Arminian
ministry ."^^
While Gay was striving to encourage and yet control
the revival in Hingham, the situation in the Cohasset
Parish was beginning to get out of hand. Ever since the
death of Nehemiah Hobart, the peace of the parish had been
disturbed by quarreling factions. The eternal problem of
geography fueled some of the disputes, but at the same time
an active New Light party seemed to be gaining strength,
adding to the turmoil. By December of 17^1 the parish had
been without a minister for a year and a half, and so
remained vulnerable to every sort of itinerant preacher
and lay exhorter. After rejecting several candidates, the
parish finally settled on one John Fowle who, shortly before
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this time, had been a merchant in Charlestown. Fowle was
an Old Light and his settlement was vigorously opposed by
the church's New Light faction. Furthermore, he had "'a
most irritable nervous temperament,'" a trait which boded
ill for dealing with this contentious parish. Nevertheless,
Ebenezer Gay probably had a sense of deep relief as he and
William Smith rode into Cohasset to join Nathaniel Eels
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for the ordination service.
As soon as Fowle was settled in Cohasset, Gay returned
home to prepare for another ordination service of greater
personal importance. His nephew and namesake had been
called by the church in Suffield, Connecticut, and the
elder Ebenezer had been invited to preach on the occasion.
Ebenezer Gay, the younger, had walked into an extremely
volatile situation. Suffield's former minister, Ebenezer
Devotion, had died in April of 17^1> leaving the flock
exposed to the New Light wolves. The situation was similar
to that in Cohasset, but unlike that parish, Suffield lay
in territory that was generally supportive of the Awakening.
Within three months of Devotion's death, a neighboring
minister noted "strange & unusual things in Suffield,"
including the reception by the Reverend Jonathan Edwards,
of ninety-five new members into the church. The passions
of the town had been inflamed by several prominent
evangelists including George Whitefield, Edwards, Joseph
Bellamy, and Samuel Buell. The people of Suffield were
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said to be given to "'Raptures and violent Emotions of the
Affections, and a vehement Zeal.'" To make matters worse,
in 1740 the General Court had authorized the formation of
a new parish in the west part of town and, although the new
parish was not yet settled, it formed the center of most of
the New Light activity ."^"^
Young Gay was not altogether unsuited to his new
parish. He could paint terrifying pictures of damnation
in his sermons, and he may have fallen under Whitefield's
influence at Harvard. When he took his M.A. at Harvard
that year, he defended the following quaestio : Is the human
mind capable either of happiness or of misery to an infinite
degree, at any point in time? This at least suggests that
young Ebenezer had an enthusiastical turn of mind. He
apparently had been recommended to the town by his uncle's
old friend, the Reverend Stephen Williams of Longmeadow,
and by his (young Ebenezer's) brother-in-law, the Reverend
John Ballantine of Westfield. Despite these credentials,
he had received a rough reception from the more boisterous
elements in the West Parish faction. They complained that
he was too short and thin, and that his ridiculously spindly
legs could never support any solid preaching. Young Gay
stood his ground, however, and taking a leaf from his uncle's
book, preached a sermon from the text, "'He taketh not
pleasure in the legs of a man.'" Although this temporarily
silenced his more extreme critics, he remained quite anxious
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about the general turmoil in Suffield, and he expressed
this anxiety in a letter to Stephen Williams. In the
event his uncle was unable to come, young Ebenezer asked
Williams to prepare an ordination sermon. He felt that
Williams would be less controversial than, for instance,
Jonathan Edwards or a more radical New Light. Gay wrote,
"A middle way I have often heard you plead for as safest
— And I believe a Discourse from you w<i be taken well
ffm all sides. "^^
Due to the severity of the season, young Gay had just
about given up hope that his uncle would attempt the long,
overland journey to the Connecticut River Valley. He
needn't have worried, however, since the Hingham parson
had no intention of allowing anything to interfere with
this trip. Gay quickly gathered up a small delegation
consisting of his friend and neighbor, Elisha Leavitt,
and Deacon Solomon Gushing. These three shortly joined
forces with two of the Dedham clan—Gay's brother Lusher,
and Eliphalet Pond, the son of Gay's oldest sister. On
January 11, 17A2, a cold, miserable day, the five men
arrived in Suffield. The following day Parson Williams
arrived and rejoiced to see his "ancient friend," the elder
Ebenezer. Gay was equally pleased, later writing to
Williams that it was "a pleasure to rae to renew old
acquaintance, this was one great comfort of ray journey."
Williams doubtless conveyed his careful appraisal of the
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situation to the Hingham minister. Although Williams was
a firm supporter of the revival, the situation in Suffield
disturbed him. After talking with some of the Suffield men,
he concluded that they "seem to have religion at heart —
but I fear ye zeal boils over." By the following day then,
Gay had a very clear sense of the situation which his nephew
had to face in Suffield.*^^
Gay stated the central theme of this sermon in its
title—Ministers' Insufficiency for Their Important and
Difficult Work . The sermon was stocked with the sage,
pragmatic, pastoral advice that Gay usually dispensed on
these occasions. He reminded his nephew that an effective
minister must "adapt the Methods of proceeding with Persons
to their various Dispositions." He continued to demon-
strate his penchant for vivid and unusual scriptural similes,
as when he insisted that a minister must strive to be
absolutely blameless, for "One dead Fly will make all their
Ointment to stink." There was also the obligatory pun on
the candidate's name: "with thankful Hearts you now set
up another Ebenezer." Gay always delighted in the literary
art form of the ordination sermon, but this was all really
window dressing. The installation of his nephew over the
people of Suffield afforded Gay an opportunity to criticize
the Awakening at the height of the movement, and he made
the most of it."^^
Ministers' Insufficiency is remarkably similar in
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tone to a sermon delivered by Charles Chauncy a few months
later, entitled The Outpouring of the Holy Ghost . Both Gay
and Chauncy expressed thanksgiving for the great number of
conversions, as well as a growing dissatisfaction with the
excesses of the revival. They both rejoiced in the out-
pouring of God's grace, but insisted that conversion begins
with a rational conviction of sin. Gay declared that "The
Word of Truth is the seed of which the New-Creature is
begotten, and the Food by which it is nourished up to
everlasting Life." Both men frequently used the phrase
"Gospel Covenant." In Gay's sermon, the expression was
clearly intended to signify the necessary union between
the Covenant of Grace and the Covenant of Works (the Law).
He reminded his listeners that a lasting and true conversion
was not possible without a rational obedience to God's
Law. Having voiced these reservations, Gay warmly praised
"the great Things which have been of late done among this
people." He told his nephew that "The LORD of the Harvest
sends you to labour in a Field, that is white already to
Harvest." (The younger Gay, incidentally, took this hint




Although he was not yet prepared to damn the Awakening
in its entirety. Gay showed no hesitation in attacking lay
exhorters and enthusiastic itinerants. In July, 17^2, after
the Reverend James Davenport, the most extreme of the New
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Light itinerants, had solidified the opposition to the
Awakening by his outrageous behavior in Boston, Charles
Chauncy delivered his important sermon, Enthusiasm De.r..^ h.H
and Caution'd Againsy Gay, however, needed no such shock
to convince him of the dangers of revivalistic excess.
Five months before Chauncy entered the lists. Gay was
describing and cautioning against enthusiasts with might
and main. Indeed, one might suggest that the entire
ordination sermon was fashioned for the purpose of
excoriating radical New Lights. The basic theme might be
restated thus-If Harvard-trained ministers, after diligent
study and preparation are unprepared for their high calling,
how much more inadequate are these rambling illiterates?^^
Gay characteristically focused his opposition to the
revivalists on their lack of proper training. After all, he
said, "The Toil of the Brain is harder to endure than the
Sweat of the Face." He berated the foolishness of those
who "have not by diligent Study acquir'd some tolerable
Accomplishments for so weighty and difficult a Service . . .
whatever Pretences they make to immediate Inpulses and extra-
ordinary Assistances from the Spirit of God." Gay perceived
an assault on the high, professional standards of the min-
istry. He hoped that these deluded fanatics would tire of
"the silly satisfaction of hearing themselves, and seeing
others crowd to hear them talk in Publick,'" and that they
would cease their attempts "to intrude themselves
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unqualified into the sacred, tremendous Office." In the
midst Of all this spiritual turmoil, he could easily under-
stand how a young minister might be tempted to think "that
unpremeditated Sermons, delivered with much Noise and
Fervour, tended most to Edification, and that the chief
part of a Minister's Work was the Labour of the Lungs. But,
though rambling Discourse sometimes take exceedingly with
the injudicious, yet Ministers should not on that Account
remit of their Studies. '"^^
Gay insisted that an intellectually sound sermon need
not be dry and passionless. Every minister should always
strive for "fervent, powerful preaching," but that is dif-
ferent from using "artful or apish Gestures, extraordinary
Emotions, and vehement accents to strike the Senses and
Imaginations of People, without informing their Judge-
ments." Then, in Chauncyesque fashion, Gay declared that
New Light preaching merely "set the noisy Passions a-float
to the drowning of a rational edifying Attention; whereby
Preaching is made the acting of a Part , and an Ordinance
of Christ is turn'd into a theatrical Amusement." He summed
up his indictment of the itinerants and lay exhorters with
a strikingly apt quotation from scripture:
To many a one, who is now A-Days eager to run before
GOD sends him, it may be said as it was to Ahimoaz by
Joab, 2 Sam, 18-22, 'Wherefore wilt thou run, my Son,
seeing that thou hast no Tidings ready?'




The elder Gay remained in Suffield long enough to
preach two lectures for his nephew, and, on January 19th
in near blizzard conditions, he and his party set out for
Springfield and then home. Shortly after his return to
the coast, Gay traveled to Boston to wish godspeed to his
eldest son, Samuel, who was embarking on a voyage to England
where he would study medicine. Upon returning home, Gay
found the revival sweeping the South Shore, and he soon
became engaged in the pleasant task of carefully reaping the
harvest in Hinghara. He wrote a note to Stephen Williams
which caused the latter to rejoice that "religion is
reviving on that Side ye country. "^^
Gay's correspondence with Williams also indicates that,
in the midst of everything, he continued to be anxious about
his nephew's welfare. The situation in Suffield was, in
fact, deteriorating. Young Gay's clerical authority was
being challenged so effectively that he even felt obliged
to allow the extremely zealous itinerant Benjamin Pomeroy
to preach several times from his pulpit. Uncle Ebenezer
was, as he wrote his nephew, quite worried about "the
growing disorders & difficulties in your Parish." With an
informality and tenderness that he never used when writing
to his own children, Gay told his nephew "Did I live nearer
to you, my Concern for Welfare & peace Could not be
greater than it is, and all the benefit you would have by
my Conversation, would be to know more of that hearty
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affection which at this distance I bear towards you." Be-
cause of that great distance, Gay had to be contented with
a surrogate, and Stephen Williams was appointed to serve
in loco patrui. In March of 1742, young Gay's relationship
with certain parties in Suffield became so strained, that
he felt it necessary to respond publicly and in print. No
evidence concerning the nature of the controversy has come
to light, but Uncle Ebenezer clearly took an active part.
He wrote to Stephen Williams: "If my kinsman's answer must
be published, what you have written is (I think) proper to
introduce it--your copy does not, but the press will, need
correction, and of that I have taken care." This combina-
tion of kind encouragement and practical help which Gay
extended to his nephew typified his relationship with many
of the young ministerial candidates whom he tutored and
A2
advised.
In the summer of 17A2, Gay's hostility toward the
Awakening intensified rapidly, as he watched his nephew's
trial by fire in Suffield, His growing revulsion was com-
pounded as he began to read and hear about the antics of
James Davenport in Boston. Unquestionably the most
frenzied of the Grand Itinerants, Davenport had thoroughly
disturbed the equilibrium of that town. The Boston Evening -
Post described him:
returning from the Common after his first preaching,
with a large Mob at his Heels, singing all the Way
thro' the Streets, he with his Hands extended, his
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Head thrown back, and his Eyes staring ud to H^^avonattended with so much Disorder, that fhe? look'd
'
more like a Company of Bacchanalians after a madFrolick, then sober Christians who had beenworshipping God. . . .
Davenport greatly embarrassed many supporters of the
Awakening, and enraged its opponents. He denounced
ministers such as Benjamin Colman and Charles Chauncy by
name, damning them as unconverted. He was utter anathema
to a man like Gay, the incarnation of every evil that Gay
had condemned at his nephew's ordination. After the
summer of 1742, Gay and many other moderates like him began
to swell the ranks of the revival opponents.
Meanwhile, the attacks on the younger Gay were in-
creasing in frequency and boldness. They sprang from all
quarters— from a proto-Separate Baptist faction in his own
parish, and from continuous interference and disruption from
Suffield's West Parish, which still had no settled minister.
The young man was becoming desperate, and his uncle wrote
him a letter urging moderation and perseverance. In this
letter, written in December 1742, we have the clearest
indication of the elder Gay's changing perceptions of the
revival. He wrote, "The Times are perillous. The Glorious
Day (as many term it) is not all day — 'tis awfully Clouded
& Darkened and the Glorious Work (which many speak of
with entire satisfaction & Joy) appears to me now as Chang'd
into a ruinous War, and a pious heart will tremble for the
Ark of God." Aware of his nephew's delicate situation,
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Gay's advice was to "be as slow to deal with offenders in
a way of publick Discipline, as a good Conscience will Let
you be, for you are aware of the danger even when there is
great Need of it." Regarding Suffield's meddlesome West
Parish, Gay declared that it was "as unreasonable that
they should act in your Church Affairs, As that any other
occasional Communicants Should." While discussing what
course of action his nephew should take. Gay suddenly
affords us a very human glimpse of the busy scholar, hastily
putting his student on to a useful source: "If I do not
misremember, the Civil Authority has decided the Case, by
a Resolve or Act of the General Court, in the time of the
Salem Quarrel. That no member living without the Limits of
the Parish should be a Voter in yt Church. You will Con-
sult the Law, wc j have not now Leisure to do, and if you
find such a determination, it may be of Service to you."^^
Back in Hingham, Parson Gay's changing attitude toward
the Awakening was mirrored not only in his response to his
nephew's tribulations, but also by the books he was reading.
In June 17^1 » clearly caught up in the excitement of "the
Glorious Work," he began studying A Serious Call to a Devout
and Holy Life , a 1728 work by William Law, one of England's
most forcible opponents of Lockean rationalism. Law had
locked horns frequently with that arch-rationalist Matthew
Tindal, vigorously arguing the importance of human reason.
He was, in fact, a rather profound mystic and believer in
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the inner light, who influenced both Whitefield and Wesley.
In 17A1, then, Gay may have been flirting with New Light
mysticism, but the divisiveness and disruption caused by
the revival soon made him question its authenticity. By
late 1742, he was reading the works of Lord Edward Herbert
of Cherbury (1583-1648), one of the Cambridge Platonists.
Herbert had rejected all revelation, believing that un-
assisted reason could discover the five axioms which sup-
ported all religions: 1. There is a God. 2. He ought
to be worshipped. 3. Virtue and piety are an essential
part of worship. 4. Man should repent of his sins.
5. There are rewards and punishments in a future life.
Gay was not as extreme a rationalist as that, but Lord
Herbert probably helped lead him from the frightening
intellectual abyss which Law's mysticism represented, back
to the solid, comfortable ground of reason. ^5
By the end of 17^2, the revival on the South Shore
was slowing down, but the ruptures and rancor that followed
in its wake were just beginning. Gay summarized the
situation in Hingham in a letter to his nephew: "We are
in this Parish free from Strife at present, tho' the Itch
after new things, and new Preachers of 'em is still lurking
in some among us." The spiritual needs of the small group
of New Light dissidents in Hingham, were apparently being
met by the Reverend James Bayley, minister in Weymouth's
South Parish. Bayley was a man of about Gay's age, who had
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been settled in Weymouth for nearly twenty years. In I7AI,
about the time that Gay was reading Law and allowing
Tennent to preach from his pulpit, James Bayley had re-
ceived "a gracious turn . . . from the most High." The
experience transformed Bayley into what Clifford Shipton
has called a "quiet New-Light." He was not quiet enough
for Gay, however, who did not appreciate Bayley's habit of
preaching "'publickly & from house to house,'" particularly
when the latter wandered across the Weymouth line into South
Hingham. With the territorial jealousy of any devoted
parish minister, Gay wrote his nephew that "Baily some
times Comes into our Borders, and preaches in private
houses — I don't hear of any notable Effects." In the
years following the Awakening, Bayley allied himself with
the ministers of the Plymouth Association, the champions
of neo-Calvinism on the South Shore.
By 17^3, the threat which the Awakening posed to good
order and unity in the churches was manifest to most thought
ful men. Itineracy, lay exhorting, censoriousness, church
divisions, unruly behavior during worship services, in
short, all the socially disruptive elements of the revival
caused many besides Gay to "tremble for the Ark of God."
There was a rebellious, leveling spirit abroad in the
land which seemed to conservatives to threaten the entire
social and economic order in New England, The authority of
the educated clergy was being openly defied. Farmers and
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mechanics were charged with neglecting their families and
their work to spend all their time attending lectures and
revival meetings. This state of affairs predictably left
the radical pro-revivalists unmoved, and caused the members
of the growing opposition to become, as one Maine minister
put it, "exceeding virulent and mad."' The major change
caused by the excesses, however, was among that large body
of moderates who supported the revival. Men like Benjamin
Colman and Thomas Foxcroft, not convinced that church dis-
order was a necessary concomitant of a glorious work of
God, became increasingly alienated. Even such a bulwark
of the revival as Jonathan Edwards was forced to remind
the New Lights that "'Order is one of the most necessary
of all external means of the spiritual good of God*s
Church. '"^"^
CHAPTER VI
THE GREAT AWAKENING: THE CAPTAIN KEPT HIS PLACE
As a greater number of clergymen and laymen began
to question whether the Awakening was truly an extraor-
dinary work of God, the opposition, led by Charles
Chauncy, gathered steam. In 17^2 and 17A3, Chauncy
assiduously collected and assembled an enormous cata-
logue of revival excesses and "extravagancies" from all
over New England. Fortified with this ammunition, he
began his great doctrinal debate with Jonathan Edwards
over the nature of conversion— the focal point of the
Awakening controversy. Chauncy, like Gay, saw himself
as the defender of the Puritan Way. He cited Shepherd,
Perkins, Richard Mather, and Baxter to defend his in-
sistence that there was no precise morphology of
conversion; that the "'degrees of distress, from a con-
sciousness of sin and fear of wrath, are vastly various
in different persons.'" Conviction of sin might be
sudden and terrifying, but it might just as well be
gradual and nearly imperceptible. Chauncy argued that
"bitter Shriekings and Screamings; Convulsion-like
Tremblings and Agitations, Strugglings and Tremblings"
afforded no assurance, as the more extreme revivalists
believed, that the hand of God was at work. Conviction
was a private and highly individualistic process, and so,
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for that matter, was the act of conversion itself. Echo-
ing the views of Edwards* grandfather, Solomon Stoddard,
Chauncy insisted that no man was able infallibly to
evaluate the spiritual state of another, or even of him-
self. Assurance of salvation is "the attainment of but
few," and the only feeble indicator one has is outward
righteousness— "Ye shall know them by their fruits," or,
as Chauncy put it, there must be a "real and effectual
renovation of heart and life."^
This debate over the character of the conversion
experience was, however, only the immediate theological
expression of the essential difference between Chauncy
and Edwards. The latter expressed this difference most
clearly when he declared that "'true virtue or holiness
has its seat chiefly in the heart, rather than in the
head.'" Heir to the evangelical Calvinist tradition of
the Connecticut Valley, Edwards was temperamentally dis-
posed to accept the intensely emotional experience which
must surely accompany a true work of God. When a man's
soul is powerfully wrought upon by an absolutely sovereign
deity, one must expect the extraordinary. Chauncy, on the
other hand, emphasized the centrality of the intellect in
the conversion process, and viewed extreme emotional
anguish or ecstasy with suspicion. If the passions out-
stripped the understanding, Chauncy knew that no good could
come of it. For him, the great emotional disorder
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occasioned by the Awakening was proof that it was the work
of demagogues or the devil himself-a benevolent deity did
not cause human beings to behave in such a way. This dif-
ference in temperament (leaving aside the radical New
Lights) was what really separated opposers like Chauncy
and Gay from the moderate New Lights such as Edwards and
Benjamin Colman. For Edwards, although he warned against
"enthusiasm," the confusion and disorder caused by the
Awakening were indications that it was a new and powerful
work of God; for Chauncy, that same tumult proved just
the opposite. In March 17A3, Edwards clarified his
defense of the Awakening in Some Thoughts Concerning the
Present Revival of Religion in New-England . By September,
Chauncy had completed and published his response— the
massive Seasonable Thoughts on the State of Religion in
New-England , the result of his meticulous research into
"'Things of a bad and dangerous tendency'" in the Awaken-
ing. These two classic works served as intellectual
rallying points for the pro and anti-revival forces, but
the final real battle occurred in May 17A3 at the Annual
Convention of Massachusetts Ministers in Boston.^
Every year a large number of ministers gathered in
Boston on the day that counselors were elected to the
General Assembly. By the 17^0s, this convention had long
since become formalized. Two ministers were chosen in
advance—one to deliver the Election Sermon on the opening
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day of the legislature, the other to address the ministers
directly on the following day. The convention also took
up a collection, usually for the support of missionary
work. In 17A3, the Annual Convention became a political
arena as Charles Chauncy led the Old Light troops into
battle. The forces opposing the Awakening had never been
so spirited or so organized. Their rallying cry had been
succinctly expressed by Robert Breck of Springfield a few
months before, when he wrote that "all New Light is almost
extinct — and God grant that all New Light may be,
entirely that the Old, the true Gospel Light, may Shine
forth the more gloriously and victoriously.'""^
During the pre-convention maneuvering, Chauncy had
firm and crucial support from members of the South Shore
delegation. Gay was present but was characteristically
circumspect, giving place to the more vocal John Hancock
of Braintree, and to Nathaniel Eels. The convention was
apparently not well-attended, facilitating matters for
Chauncy and the Old Lights. The tone of the gathering was
set by Nathaniel Appleton of Cambridge who delivered the
Election Sermon. Appleton systematically condemned
itinerancy, lay exhorters, immediate revelation, and the
need for dramatic conversion experiences. He further
warned the New Lights against "'speaking too slightly of
good works,'" although he did chide the opposers for
denying that there had been "'a glorious work of God in
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the land of late.'" At the conclusion of this keynote
sermon, the convention elected Nathaniel Eels moderator,
and then chose a committee which would draft a testimony
concerning those matters "'of a dangerous tendency'"
which Appleton had enumerated.^
The committee, which included such vigorous opposers
as John Hancock of Braintree and Benjamin Prescott of
Salem, drafted a testimony which essentially restated
Appleton 's sermon, but went even further in its indictment
of the Awakening. The testimony declared that such New
Light doctrines as "sanctification is no evidence of
justification" were of a piece "with other Antinomian and
Familistical errors" [the Familists were a seventeenth-
century sect which held that all religion consisted in
the exercise of love]. The committee also condemned
those who presumed to denounce their ministers as
"Pharisees, Arminians, blind and unconverted, &c., when
their doctrines are agreeable to the gospel and their lives
to their Christian profession. . . ." The committee's
final draft was such an unsparing condemnation of the
revival that some of the moderates objected. At the in-
sistence of Joseph Sewall, a final article was added which
noted that "where there is any special Revival of pure
Religion in any Parts of our Land, at this Time, we would
give unto God all the Glory." Even this rather weak
attestation was hotly debated, though the convention
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adopted it by a small majority. The adoption of this
article was the only setback for the Chauncy forces.
After Chauncy himself delivered the Convention Sermon, the
entire testimony was adopted, though not without the pro-
tests of Boston's Second Church minister Joshua Gee, the
outmaneuvered leader of the pro-Awakening men. The
members of the Chauncy faction wisely decided not to
advertise their rather small numbers and rejected a pro-
posal to sign their names to the document. The tenuous-
ness of their victory was underscored when Nathaniel Eels
informed the convention that he could not subscribe the
testimony personally, but would only do so as moderator.
John Hancock was puzzled and somewhat indignant at Eels'
stance, remarking that Eels was "the most famous of any
in these parts for a steady opposer of the very errors
and disorders mentioned in the Testimony.
By pushing through such a complete condemnation of
the Awakening, Chauncy, Hancock, et al., had somewhat
overreached themselves. Even before the Convention Tes-
timony was published, the Reverend Joshua Gee, Chauncy's
chief opponent at that assembly, was busily organizing
another convention to counteract the results of the first.
With the support of influential Boston moderates such as
Foxcroft, Prince, Sewall, and Colman, Gee extended an
invitation to all ministers who were "'persuaded there has
been of late a happy revival of religion'" to gather in
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Boston during the July 7th Harvard Commencement .
6
This second convention was well-attended; perhaps as
many as ninety clergymen were present, and many more sent
written attestations. The meeting was far more moderate
and less rancorous than the Annual Convention had been.
The ministers present acknowledged and condemned all the
"errors and disorders" that attended the Awakening, but
they steadfastly affirmed that there had been a "'remark-
able revival of religion in many parts of the land, through
an uncommon divine influence; after a long time of great
decay and deadness. . . Interestingly, they warned
certain ministers against being "'led into, or fixed in,
Arminian tenets, under the pretence of opposing Anti-
nomian errors.'" The Testimony and Advice which they
drafted could, with good conscience, be signed by any
moderate supporter of the revival, and so it was. There
were sixty-eight signatories in all, including Nathaniel
Eels. Nearly every minister in the Plymouth Association
subscribed to the paper. Even some ministers in Gay's
immediate neighborhood—not only his New Light neighbor,
James Bayley of South Weymouth, but Benjamin Bass of
Hanover, Ezra Carpenter of Hull, and even John Fowle of
Cohasset— felt that this second testimony represented
their views fairly and so endorsed it. The two revival
testimonies concerning the Great Awakening provided, in a
broad way, the first public delineation of the New Light
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and Old Light factions, and Gay»s failure to sign the
second testimony proclaimed him unmistakably as a Chauncy
man. ^
In September of 17A3, all the ministers of New
England had an opportunity to affirm publicly their
opposition to the Awakening. In that month, Charles
Chauncy finally brought out his Seasonable Thoughts and
thereby, as Perry Miller has put it, "exploded his
biggest bomb, a major work in American literature or in
the century." Chauncy devoted much of the book to
indignant recitations of the various ecclesiastical and
social disorders which followed in the wake of the
revivalists. More importantly, however, he struck the
intellectual keynote of the growing opposition to the
Awakening—a vigorous reaffirmation of Puritan rational-
ism as refined and reinforced by the eighteenth century
Enlightenment. Responding directly to Jonathan Edwards'
emphasis on the centrality of heightened emotions (or
"affections," as Edwards more profoundly understood them),
Chauncy responded: "There is the Religion of the Under -
standing and Judgement , and Will , as well as of the
Affections ; and if little Account is made of the former ,
while great Stress is laid upon the latter , it can't be
but People should run into Disorders."
These sentiments were shared by a great nuniber of
those who composed the clerical and secular establishment
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of the day. Seven hundred and forty-one of them, in a
list headed by Governor William Shirley, subscribed for
Seasonable Thoup:hts before it went to press. This list
was published along with the book, and it quickly became
a sort of Who's Who of revival opposers. Normally, the
eclectic reading habits of the New England clergy make
it difficult for the historian to correlate possession of
a particular book with the owner's endorsement of the
views expressed therein. In this instance, however,
since not a single radical New Light appears on the list,
one can say with some certainty that subscription implied
approval. This is not to suggest that all the subscribers
were proto-Arminians or virulent opposers like Chauncy;
some were moderate Calvinists who still thought that the
Awakening, purged of its excesses, was a work of God. At
the moment, however, all the subscribers were quite un-
happy with itinerancy, lay exhorting, and the general dis-
ruption of order in the parish, and they cheered Chauncy
on as he flailed away at those evils. Ebenezer Gay sub-
scribed, as did several of his kin—his brother Lusher
Gay; Lusher 's son, the embattled Reverend Ebenezer Gay
of Suffield, and his son-in-law, the Reverend John
Ballantine of Westfield; Jerusha Gay's brother, Gamaliel
Bradford of Duxbury. The South Shore, with remarkable
solidarity, publicly declared its dissatisfaction with the
Awakening with the subscription of fifteen ministers from
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Dorchester to Kingston. On the other hand, not a single
member of the Plymouth Association affixed his name. The
South Shore was emerging from the Awakening with a
religious character, rooted in historical, economic, and
geographic causes, that differed markedly from the Old
Colony. The South Shore ministers were generally more
"pr-esbyterian" and authoritarian than their fellow clergy,
men in old Plymouth; for those reasons, and others, they
were also far less receptive to the expericnentalism of
the New Lights. Opposition to the Awakening was generally
stronger on the upper South Shore, lessening in force as
one moved down the coast toward Plymouth.^
Among all the South Shore ministers who subscribed
Seasonable Thoughts only four names were absent. Two of
these men, James Bailey of Weymouth and Samuel Veazie of
Duxbury, were unabashed New Lights. The other two, Samuel
Brown of Abington and Ezra Carpenter of Hull, were in such
deep trouble with their congregations that they dared not
risk the consequences of subscription. The ecclesiastical
fragmentation that Gay and his colleagues had feared, was
now becoming a reality on the South Shore. Long-standing
local quarrels, dissatisfaction with an autocratic
minister, financial problems, and old antagonisms now
became merged with attitudes toward the revival. Any
minister who had expressed an opinion about the Awakening
was now vulnerable, as his local foes focused their
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opposition on revival-related issues. The Great Awakening
also led to the disappearance of the comfortable religious
consensus that had characterized the South Shore ministry.
As the parsons argued among themselves, a loss of respect
for clerical authority inevitably followed, and the spirit
of Separation stalked the land.^^
The first major ecclesiastical rebellion on the
South Shore occurred in the small and rather poor town of
Hull, which lay almost due north of Hingham on the narrow
peninsula which encloses Hingham Bay. Itinerant New Lights
had preached in Hull with impunity and with a great measure
of success. Accordingly, a substantial faction in the
church charged their minister, the Reverend Ezra Carpenter,
with failure to preach the doctrines of grace. This was
another way of saying that they believed their pastor was
an Arminian. Carpenter, "'a rational preacher of the
Gospel,*" was, in fact, leaning in that direction. He
also happened to be a capable minister who had toiled
patiently in that rather unstable little community for
twenty years, earning Ebenezer Gay's respect and friend-
ship along the way. On December 12, 17^3, the "dissatis-
fied" brethren sent messengers to a meeting at Carpenter's
house where they presented him with a document which
charged him with fifteen doctrinal errors. They also re-
quested an ecclesiastical council and submitted their
choices for members—Peter Thacher of Middleborough,
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Nathaniel Leonard of Plymouth, and John Porter of Bridge-
water-three of the leading New Light evangelists in the
Plymouth Association. The Hull separatists clearly under-
stood who their friends were. In order to balance the
council, Carpenter and his supporters chose Gay, Nathaniel
Eels, and one of the ministers from Boston's Old South to
complete the council.
The custom of going out of the neighborhood to invite
ministers who were likely to support a particular faction
began, as we have seen, in the mid-1730s; by the end of
17A3, in the bitter aftermath of the Awakening, the prac-
tice was in common use. Most ministers were no longer
invited to serve on ecclesiastical councils in order to
render disinterested judgements, but instead they were
chosen because of their identification with a particular
religious party. After some further maneuvering among
Carpenter and his opponents at Hull, a council of five
churches met in late February 1744. The final invitations
were extended to Gay and Eels, Thacher and Porter, and, a
new fifth member, John Hancock of Braintree. The addition
of Hancock weighted the council in favor of Carpenter and
his adherents. The council declared that all the charges
brought against Carpenter "were groundless; and advis'd
the Separatists to acknowledge their Misconduct to their
Reverend Pastor and the Church, and to return . . . and so
prevent an Ecclesiastical Procedure against them." The
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dissenters, however, were not intimidated, and the strife
in Hull continued until I7A6, when Gay, Eels, and three
other ministers were invited to another council. All
this second council could do was acknowledge the hope-
lessness of the situation and acquiesce in recommending
Carpenter's dismissal. Gay was furious at this intimida-
tion of a competent gospel minister with whom he had
worked for twenty years. The Hullites eventually called
the Reverend Samuel Veazie, a New Light minister who had
been dismissed, after a protracted dispute, from his
church in Duxbury. The church in Hull appears to have
ended its unhappy existence in 1773.-^^
Gay watched in frustration as Ezra Carpenter wandered
about the South Shore for six years trying to find a
living. A solution to his problem was suggested by the
Reverend Jacob Bacon of Plymouth. Bacon had been the first
settled minister in the New Hampshire frontier region of
Upper and Lower Ashuelot (now Keene and Swanzey). Both
towns had been burned to the ground by the Indians in 17^7.
Two years later, Bacon arrived in Plymouth to minister to
the Third Church, which had been established in 17^A as
an island of refuge for revival opposers in a sea of New
Light enthusiasts. Bacon knew that Keene and Swanzey were
being resettled and apparently urged Carpenter to try his
fortunes there. Accordingly, in 1753, Carpenter accepted
a call to minister to both towns, Keene and Swanzey having
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temporarily united in one church. His ordination sermon
was delivered by none other than Ebenezer Gay who, in one
of those acts of personal loyalty which typified his
ministry, had made the long and hazardous journey to the
New Hampshire frontier. Gay's trip might be seen as an
act of expiation for his failure to save his old friend
from the inflammatory and schismatic politics of the New
Lights. He spoke bitterly of how Carpenter "by the in-
felicity of the late Times, was constrained to ask a Dis-
mission from the Church in Hull. ..." Then, addressing
Carpenter directly, he said that "it was grievous unto me
... to part with your Neighborhood; You have been a
Comfort to me, in the intimate, unbroken Friendship that
hath subsisted betwixt us."^*^
In the summer of 17AA, while the Hull controversy
was at its height. Gay became even more deeply involved
in the New Light/Old Light controversy. Strife had
erupted in the town of Abington, just southwest of Hingham.
The Reverend Samuel Brown, the quick-tempered but benev-
olent patriarch of the Abington church was under attack
by what he called a "Sect yt has Sprung up among us Called
New Lights." The dissatisfied brethren were unhappy with
Brown's doctrinal views as well as his conduct of the
pastoral office. The errors in doctrine which were charged
to Brown suggest that he was a rational preacher with, as
a town historian put it, "an inclination to Arminianism.
"
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He was accused of preaching: "that our Being Thankful for
Mercies Reed — Moves God to bestow More"; "That there is
no Spirituall or Mysterall Interpretation to some verses
in the Scripture"; "That you Make no Clear Distinction
between ye Law & ye Gospell." If Brown had been, like
Gay, more adept at pastoral relations, his doctrinal
errors might have been overlooked. The people of Abington,
however, had endured thirty-two years of "arbitrariness in
church . . . government," and their more serious allega-
tions reflected their discontent. They charged Brown,
for instance, with "Neglecting to Visit & Examine [his]
Flock. "^^
Brown and the dissenters were unable to resolve
their difficulties amicably, and so, at a church meeting
on August 31, 17AA, all parties agreed to join in calling
a council. Once again, as in the Hull case, both parties
insisted on inviting ministers who would support their
respective positions. Brown and his followers, who com-
prised a majority, invited Gay, Eels, and William Smith
of Weymouth. The aggrieved brethren selected three
moderate pro-revivalists: Habijah Weld of Attleborough,
Elias Haven of Wrentham, and John Cotton of Halifax. Gay
and Eels prevailed and Samuel Brown was cleared of all
charges, but this did nothing to restore peace to the
parish. The embittered Brown soon signed a testimony which
condemned George Whitefield, and then began systematically
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to take disciplinary action against his opposers. He told
them, "I have been as a Father to this Town," and he asked
the leader of the opposition (which from I7AA to I7A9 had
become a majority) "To Consider the Case of Corah, &
whether you are not Guilty of ye Same Sin . . . and
whether you may not Expect Something of the like punish-
ment to light upon you." (Korah was a Levite who rebelled
against Moses' authority, and who, as punishment, was
swallowed up by the earth together with all his
followers.) Brown was eventually brought down by this
sort of arrogance. He died in I7A9 while arranging
financial terms for his resignation.^^
Gay was becoming more and more despondent as estab-
lished ministers like Carpenter and Brown were deposed by
militant New Light factions. How long could he prevent the
storm which raged on every side of his parish from washing
into Hingham and swamping the Old Ship? In the midst of
all these troubles, in early May 17A4, Gay was shocked to
learn of the death of John Hancock. Along with Gay and
William Smith, Hancock had been instrumental in reviving
the old Weymouth Association. In his vigorous denunciation
of itinerancy and enthusiasm, Hancock had served as the
cutting edge of the South Shore's opposition to the
revival; now, at the age of forty-two, he was suddenly
gone. Gay was asked to preach the funeral sermon, which
he titled The Untimely Death of a Man of God Lamented.
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After a moving eulogy for Hancock, Gay expressed his
darkened mood when he said, "Several burning and shining
Lights in the spiritual Candlesticks, have lately been put
out by Death: Others are clouded with Affliction, and
Cover'd with Reproach." Nevertheless, Gay told the
Braintree congregation that they should rejoice in the
legacy of Hancock: "As a wise and skillful Pilot hath
he steer'd you a right and safe Course, in the late
troubled sea of Ecclesiastical Affairs; ... so that you
have escaped the Errors and Enthusiasm which some, and
the Infidelity and Indifferency in Matters of Religion,
which others have fallen into." This was clearly the
sort of encomium which Gay hoped could justly be applied
to his own ministry. Three months after Hancock's death.
Gay rode to Dedham for another funeral. Lydia Lusher Gay,
the matriarch of the clan, had expired at the age of
ninety-two. Although the great age to which his mother
lived prefigured Gay's own longevity, he never seemed to
take heart from her example. He always expected that,
like Hancock, he would be struck down in his prime. "''^
Although by late 17^^ the fires of the Great Awaken-
ing were flickering out, the destruction of church order,
discipline, and unity which they left were just becoming
apparent. Those who had opposed the Awakening almost from
its inception surveyed the ruins with a grim I-told-you-so
attitude. Unwilling to confront the root causes of this
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religious upheaval, they looked for scapegoats and found
them among the more incendiary itinerants. After the pub-
lication of his Journals, George Whitefield, the Grand
Itinerant himself, became the particular object of their
wrath. Whitefield's candor had surprised and alienated
many of his former supporters. He had, for instance,
written in his Journal: "I am persuaded, the generality
of preachers talk of an unknown and unfelt Christ. The
reason why congregations have been so dead, is because
they had dead men preaching to them." After lamenting the
state of the unconverted ministers in New England, he went
on to attack both Harvard and Yale, writing '"As for the
Universities, I believe it may be said, their Light is
become Darkness, Darkness that may be felt. . . This
was too much, even for a solid Old Calvinist such as Edward
Holyoke, Gay's former tutor and now president of Harvard
College. Holyoke 's objections, however, were feeble when
compared to the blast delivered from the South Shore by
Samuel Niles. The seventy-year-old parson from South
Braintree was no liberal; indeed he was the most rigid
Calvinist in the region. Still, after reading Whitefield's
remarks, he asked "What can be the Design of this Gentleman
in publishing such Representations of our Colleges, unless
it be to induce us to content ourselves with illiterate and
enthusiastic Exhorters, whom he or his Friends have set up,
'till we can be supplied from England , Scotland , Ireland ,
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the Orphan-House in Georgia, or the Shepherd's Tent?"^7
On October I9, the object of this growing
resentment arrived at York, Maine for his second preaching
tour of New England. George Whitefield's return visit to
Massachusetts had its bright moments, but on the whole the
trip was a disappointment to the young evangelist. He
was not in good health, and his reception in Boston was,
in several quarters, cooler than the fall weather. The
newspapers were full of criticism from both clergy and
laity. He was charged, as usual, with encouraging
enthusiasm, separatism, itinerancy, and general spiritual
disorder. Gradually, the attacks focused on the question
of Whitefield's authority and legitimacy. By what right,
his detractors asked, did he presume to come into an
established parish and preach as though the local inhab-
itants were pagans who had never heard the Christian
gospel?
The anti-Whi tefield sentiment took its most effective
form in a series of testimonies from several ministerial
associations which condemned him. The publication of these
testimonies was coordinated to give the impression of a
growing and irresistible tide of revulsion against
Whitefield. There can be little doubt that the mastermind
behind this campaign was the junior minister at Boston's
First Church, Charles Chauncy. The opposition commenced
in December 17A4, when two associations in Essex County
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wrote a letter to "the Associated Ministers of Boston and
Charles town" asking the latter, for the good of the Common-
wealth, to refuse Whitefield admission to their pulpits.
To this letter was appended the decision of the influential
Cambridge Association to refuse Whitefield permission to
preach in their churches. This rebuke from Nathaniel
Appleton, the highly respected minister at Cambridge, was
a major blow to Whitefield and his supporters. Appleton
was the embodiment of catholic toleration and usually
preserved perfect neutrality in controversial matters.
These anti-Whitefield resolutions were quickly followed
by the opposition's major assault on the evangelist
—
The
Testimony of Harvard College, against George Whitefield .
Before the Harvard Testimony appeared, however, the Grand
Itinerant set out on a preaching tour of the South Shore.
Whitefield had engaged to preach for Gay's New Light
neighbor, the Reverend James Bayley of South Weymouth. He
set out from Boston in a fierce snowstorm, spent the night
in Milton, and rode on through bitterly cold weather to
arrive in Weymouth on December 22nd. That evening the
evangelist wrote in his journal: "When I came to Weymouth
found Yesterday's violent storm made people think that I
would not come. The congregation was small, but there
seemed to be a very considerable melting and moving among
them." One can easily imagine Gay's agitation at the
prospect of Whitefield melting even a small crowd at his
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very doorstep. Whitefield then passed precipitately
through Gay's Hingham and Eels' Scituate on his way to the
next friendly haven, the Duxbury parish of New Light min-
ister Samuel Veazie. Nathaniel Eels eventually explained,
in a published letter to his South Scituate congregation,
the reasons why he (and Gay) had refused to invite White-
field to preach. He criticized the evangelist for "repre-
senting the Pastors of these Churches to be Men of no
Grace" and for "countenancing and encouraging Separations
and Separatists from our Churches." Eels' principal
objection, however, as one might expect from a minister
schooled in the presbyterian tradition of the South Shore,
was that Whitefield simply had no authority or right "to
turn a vagrant Preacher, and to ramble about the World."
If Whitefield had been granted this authority, Eels
challenged him to "tell by whom; whether by any Bishop of
the Church of England; or by any Presbytery, among the
Dissenters in England, Scotland, or anywhere else." Eels
also advanced the rather labored theory that Whitefield
was an agent of subversion for the Anglicans: "Doth he
not design hereby to weaken these Churches, and to fill
up the Church of England with Members that are grieved
with our Ministers for indulging him in his Irregularities?"^^
Gay's opposition to Whitefield was every bit as
determined as Nathaniel Eels', but one oral tradition
indicates that the evangelist very nearly received an
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invitation to preach in Hingham. The tale was related in
1880 by the eighty-one-year-old Reverend Calvin Lincoln,
sixth minister of the Old Ship. No contemporary documents
have been found which substantiate the story, but, at the
very least, it appears to reflect Gay's attitude toward
Whitefield with some fidelity. According to Lincoln,
"Many of the prominent people of Hingham" wanted to hear
Whitefield speak and "for this purpose a committee was
chosen by the citizens to obtain the consent and coopera-
tion of their pastor." Again, there is no other evidence
to suggest that the New Light was breaking in upon the
Hingham oligarchy; more probably, they simply had a
natural curiosity to hear one of the great orators of the
age. After all, Gay had permitted Gilbert Tennant, that
Son of Thunder, the use of his pulpit three years before.
During those intervening years, however, Gay had seen the
religious consensus and social stability of the South Shore
seriously jeopardized, and he was now in no mood to play
with fire. Consequently, Lincoln goes on, having learned
of the committee's impending visit. Gay "received his
visitors very kindly at the parsonage and entertained them
in a most agreeable way by giving a description of his
voyage across the Atlantic. He told them how the captain
kept his place, the mate kept his place, and the crew
kept their place, and the ship was safely navigated to her
port of destination. The committee took in the meaning of
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their pastor's remarks and went away without even refer-
ring to the object of their visit." We do know that
George Whitefield did not preach in Hingham, and that Gay,
that benevolent autocrat, remained undisputed captain of
the Old Ship. 20
While George Whitefield was itinerating on the
South Shore, Harvard College unleashed its Testimony
against him. Although the authors of the Harvard
Testimony repeated all the now familiar litany of charges,
most of their rancor was directed at Whitefield's anti-
intellectualism. The testimony was not the impressive,
scholarly defense of the primacy of Reason that one might
have expected; instead its tone was waspish and con-
descending. The authors quickly asserted that "it is
most evident that he [Whitefield] hath not any superior
Talent at instructing the Mind, or showing the Force and
Energy of those Arguments for a religious Life, which are
directed to in the everlasting Gospel." Imagine then,
the supreme arrogance "that such a young Man as he should
take upon him to tell what Books we shou'd allow our Pupils
to read." The testimony then directly cited Whitefield's
condemnation of Yale and Harvard in his Journal , and de-
clared "What a deplorable State of Immorality and Irre-
ligion has he hereby represented Us to be inl And as this
is a most wicked and libellous Falshood (at least as to
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our College) as such we charge it upon him."
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The vindictive tone of Harvard's testimony against
Whitefield did little to diffuse its impact. Charles
Chauncy decided that the appearance of the Testimony
should be closely followed by another denunciation. To
that end, he dashed off a quick note to Ebenezer Gay.
This note suggests that Chauncy had now come to regard
Gay as his chief lieutenant on the South Shore. Chauncy
had apparently urged his boyhood friend, the Reverend
John Taylor of Milton, to propose a convening of the
Weymouth Association for the first Wednesday in January,
17^5. This having been settled, Chauncy informed Gay
that "You are desired to engage the Gentlemen your way to
be there without fail." He added in a postscript, "The
College Testimony will be out next Tuesday." Gay's response
reflected the urgency and bustle which Whitefield 's pres-
ence had ignited among the anti-revivalists of the South
Shore. After receiving Chauncy 's note, Gay immediately
forwarded it to William Smith of Weymouth with this note:
Mr. Smith, I this Minute received this Letter
and transmit it to you in a hurry — believing we
had best agree to Mr. Taillor's & Bow [Jonathan
Bowman of Dorchester] appointment off the Asso-
ciation Meeting — I will send to the men beyond
me — and you will to those your Way — that
there may be no mistake.
your Serv^ E. Gay^^
Gay and Smith raised the hue and cry as they were
bid, and so, on January 15th, twelve ministers braved the
winter weather to gather at William Smith's parsonage in
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Weymouth, the old center of the association. Daniel
Perkins and John Angier, two lonely Old Lights from
Plymouth County, came all the way from Bridgewater. This
was not a gathering of religious liberals. Two of the
gentlemen present, Samuel Dunbar of Stoughton and Samuel
Niles of Braintree, were as rigorous Calvinists as might
be found in New England. The rest were more moderate,
but they were all Old Lights—men who viewed religious
fervor with suspicion when it threatened the good order
of their parish or caused "alienation between the min-
ister and people." Like Gay, many of those present were
proud of their scholarship, and seethed at Whitefield's
attack on Harvard. The result of their deliberation was
published as The Sentiments and Resolutions of an Asso -
ciation of Ministers (convened at Weymouth, Jan. 15,
17AA/5 ) . The Weymouth Testimony was more restrained and
dignified in tone than the Harvard Testimony, though it
followed the same line of attack: "Having read the
Testimony of the Reverend Honoured President, Professors
and Tutors of Harvard College; and the Testimonies of
three Associations of worthy Ministers; we declare our
Concurrence with them in the Articles exhibited against
Mr. Whitefield." The South Shore ministers were par-
ticularly concerned about Whitefield's emphasis on visible
conversion and gathered communions of saints. They had
already witnessed the disruptive effects which bands of
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New Light zealots had wreaked on the delicate social
balance of their parishes. They wrote that "people
think, and are perhaps taught to think, that few or none
are saints, but those who follow him and his cause.
What must be the effect of this, but to raise the most
virulent enmity and malice in the hearts of his followers,
against those who are called opposers . . .?" The
testimony then drew up a sweeping indictment of Whitefield
which pithily summed up the entire campaign against him:
"We must therefore bear our strongest Testimony against
his Enthusiastick Spirit , because we judge it to be the
gt'and Source of the Uncharitableness . Errors , Divisions
and Confusions of these Times. "^^
The Weymouth Testimony also contained something which
all the previous testimonies lacked—a spirited defense of
the essential role of reason in preaching and in under-
standing the gospel. The somewhat gratuitous inclusion of
this section immediately suggests Ebenezer Gay's influence.
Stylistically and substantively, the passage is pure Gay,
anticipating his later discourses on reason and revelation:
Here we would also take Notice of the Manner in
which the Gentleman has disparaged Humane Reason
and Rational Preaching . For tho' we all allow that
Reason is not sufficient to conduct us to Duty and
Happiness without Revelation , and the Assistances of
God ' s Spirit ; yet how can we possibly judge of any
Revelation without the proper Use of our Reason ?
We judge it to be one of the distinguishing Glories
of Christianity, that it is a Reasonable Service . 24
The publication of The Sentiments and Resolutions
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marked the beginning of a new era in the religious history
of the South Shore. In the past, local clergy had pre-
served ecclesiastical harmony in the region through
informal cooperation. They had been generally guided in
their affairs by Nathaniel Eels and, to a lesser extent,
Samuel Niles. The pressures of the Great Awakening, how-
ever, seemed to require a stronger and more formal
arrangement, if clerical authority were not to be despised.
For this purpose, the old Weymouth Association had been
reinvigorated, largely through the efforts of John
Hancock, Jr. and Ebenezer Gay. Just as the revival
seemed to be gasping its last, George Whitefield's visit
to the South Shore threatened a new outburst of enthu-
siasm and disorder, and the Association eagerly joined
Charles Chauncy's anti-Whitefield campaign. The twelve
ministers who gathered in Weymouth shared remarkably
similar views on ecclesiastical questions, though their
theologies differed markedly. After the publication of
the testimony, the power of the Weymouth Association grew
steadily. Following the death of Nathaniel Eels in 1750,
Gay became the dominant force in the association; the
theological differences, after some major battles, began
to disappear, and the association acquired a philosophical
as well as a political unity.
A major part of Gay's concern for consociate unity
arose from the fierce struggle which had shattered Hinghara's
unity during the Awakening years. By the end of I7A6, most
of the residents of South Hingham had split off from the
First Church, built their own meetinghouse, been granted
a separate parish and precinct, and settled a new minister.
The story of the creation of Hingham's Third Parish has
not been discussed in the context of the Awakening be-
cause, as a participant in a nearby church controversy put
it, "Religion had nothing to do in the Case." Actually,
the Awakening did play some part, providing an atmosphere
of general ecclesiastical confusion which facilitated the
schismatic enterprise of the South Hinghamites. But the
separation was primarily rooted in the economic and social
skirmishing of the Hingham oligarchy. There may have
been popular New Light sentiment in Hingham, but it had
nothing to do with the formation of the South Hingham
Parish. 25
The various geographical sections of Hingham had
been fairly quiescent since the turbulent "20s," when, as
we have seen, Cohasset had formed a separate parish and
South Hingham had tried to follow suit. The settlement
of 1727 had temporarily resolved most of the grievances.
Cohasset and South Hingham continued their own pattern of
growth and development, however, and by the late 1730s,
secessionist pressures had reappeared. The Cohasset
parish was the most prosperous and least contentious of
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the two regions. Church and town were dominated by wealthy
old Captain John Jacob, whose leadership probably pre-
vented a New Light revolution during the Awakening.
Although the Hingham Town establishment owned a great deal
of land in Cohasset, Jacob, with the help of the influ-
ential Beal family, had skillfully managed to secure and
maintain Cohasset's political autonomy. Cohasset's sense
of independence was furthered by its physical isolation,
being separated from Hingham by two or three miles of
rocky woodlands "unfit for settlement." In 1746 a real
and personal estate valuation showed that one third of
all the wealth in Hingham was located in Cohasset, and
this was exclusive of land and property held by non-
Cohasset residents. In 1747, some contemporaries
described the Cohasset men as having "some of the best
Land in the Town, and the Families now Increase to about
100." Their "numbers, and Estates especially, have
greatly increased, and out of Proportion with any Part of
ye whole Town." The symbol of the expanding population
and general prosperity of Cohasset was the spacious, hand-
some new meetinghouse which Parson Fowle and his congrega-
tion commenced building in 17A6.^^
The prosperity and semi-independence of Cohasset was
viewed with envy by the leaders of South Hingham. Conse-
quently, in 1742, they began a protracted but ultimately
successful struggle to form a separate parish in Hingham.
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The secession of the South Hinghamites would soon demand
the exertion of all of Gay's political skills in order to
preserve peace and good order in his town. The leader of
the secession movement, forty-six-year-old Abel Gushing,
was no less ambitious than when he led the "rebellion"
of 1727. He and his younger brother Theophilus dominated
the economic life of South Hinghara. Abel operated a
fulling mill, and Theophilus ran a sawmill and a grist-
mill. They both held over one hundred and fifty acres of
land, five times the average in South Hingham. Gonse-
quently, the Gushing brothers felt ready and able to
challenge the old Lincoln-Thaxter-Andrews oligarchy
which still made most of the important political and
economic decisions in Hingham. Abel Gushing had married
into the Jacob family, the other major "non-Town" clan,
and apparently enjoyed some financial support from Captain
John Jacob of Cohasset. The Gushing brothers were clearly
pushing to obtain for South Hingham the same sort of finan
cial and political independence which the Cohasset Parish
enjoyed, but they faced serious obstacles. For one thing,
the south part of Hingham, which was comprised of Glad
Tidings Plain and Liberty Plain (see Appendix II-A), was
not separated from Hinghara Town by any major natural
divisions. Furthermore, Glad Tidings, which formed the
population center for South Hingham, was situated barely
two miles from the Old Ship meetinghouse, making it
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difficult to plead the hardships of distance as a cause
for separation. Finally, the population growth of South
Hingham did not begin to match that of Cohasset, and the
area's material prosperity was fairly well limited to
the Cushings. Nevertheless, for reasons of pride and
economic self-interest, the Gushing brothers were prepared
to fight for a separate parish, a separate precinct, and
even a separate township,
After some preliminary skirmishes, Abel and
Theophilus Gushing opened their campaign with an audacious
act. On June 22, 1742 they raised a meetinghouse on land
owned by Theophilus, very near his house. The Cushings
and their supporters had asked permission of no one, per-
haps assuming that, when presented with this fait accompli ,
the other town leaders would have no choice but to yield
to their request for a separate parish. If this was their
hope, they were quickly disabused. Abel Gushing, who had
served as town moderator on seven different occasions since
1741, suddenly found himself on the periphery of town
politics. The rest of the Hingham oligarchy were enraged
at this act of defiance and, led by Selectman and Town
Clerk Benjamin Lincoln, Esq., they bitterly opposed each
petition of South Hingham for separation. The most
vigorous opposition to the Gushing brothers did not, how-
ever, come from Benjamin Lincoln, but rather from two men
who lived in Hingham Centre, the traditional buffer zone
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between the Town and the Plain. One of these two men was
a Gushing, a fact which is not surprising since that
ubiquitous clan was large enough to have members on every
side of every issue. Jacob Gushing was a very influential
magistrate who, from 1737 to 1758, served for fourteen
years as Hingham's Representative to the General Gourt.
Jacob owned and operated a sawmill at what would later be
called Triphammer Pond in South Hingham, rivaling the
business interests of his cousins, Abel and Theophilus.
Furthermore, he lived within the area which the brothers
wished to have included in the new parish. Jacob was a
proud and independent man, who had no desire to lend his
financial support to his cousins' private fief and parish
church. Jacob Gushing was joined in his opposition by
another important resident of Hingham Gentre, Captain
Benjamin Loring. A pillar of the First Church, Loring
had suddenly risen into political prominence during the
Awakening years (I7AO-A6), acting as moderator during
twelve town meetings and serving four terms as a selectman.
Like a sort of Cincinnatus, he seems to have entered town
politics for the sole purpose of confounding the Gushing
brothers. When the battle was over, he retired to his
modest farm. (The fact that his wife and Abel Gushing's
wife were sisters serves to reinforce the sense that the
South Hingham dispute was fundamentally a family quarrel
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among the tightly knit members of the Hingham oligarchy .)
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On October 3, 1743, "sundry inhabitants of the south
part of the precinct" petitioned the town to be set off
as a separate parish. The meeting, with Benjamin Loring
as moderator, voted the petition down. On March 6 of the
following year, they again submitted their petition to
Loring and the town meeting and were again rebuffed, this
time with a sharp rebuke for their presumption in having
erected a meetinghouse. Two months later, the Gushing
brothers defined the boundaries which they wished to
claim for their parish, when they asked the town "whether
inhabitants and estates south of a line running east and
west from Crooked Meadow bridge should be dismissed from
paying to the Reverend Mr. Gay during the time they sup-
ported preaching among them." The town leaders were
appalled at the extent of this land grab, and the meeting
rejected the proposal. The South Hingham faction now con-
cluded, if they had not already done so, that the Town
would never accede to their demands. Consequently, they
gathered sixty signatures and took their petition for a
separate parish to the Great and General Court.
The Hingham selectmen met this new escalation by
immediately dispatching Jacob Gushing, Benjamin Lincoln,
and Dr. Ezekiel Hersey to oppose the petition in Boston.
The three men urged the committee appointed to deal with
the matter to reject the South Hingham petition for four
reasons:
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1st They erected a meeting house without proper
advice.
2nd Included more than half the lands of the whole
parish.
3rd Included a number of unwilling persons.
4th Distance not great to the North Meeting House
for near one third of the petitioners, and
the Roads good.
As one of the "unwilling persons," Jacob Gushing put his
case to his old legislative associates with great energy,
and the investigative committee proved sympathetic to his
arguments. They denied the South Hingham petition noting
that "the Boundary that they pray for, will have much the
larger part of the Parish set off to them." The committee
did, however, allow the remittance of taxes for individuals
who wished to support a separate preacher in South Hingham,
and, in October, the assessors of the First Church duti-
fully remitted k25 to the South Hingham petitioners. The
General Court, however, had not reckoned with the dogged
persistence of Abel and Theophilus Cushing, who resubmitted
their petition the following year. This time the committee
relented and, in March, 17A5, voted to grant the petition
for separation to the South Hinghamites with one important
proviso. As a compromise measure, they excepted certain
enumerated families "who are very much against being set
off to said Precinct, notwithstanding many of them live
within one mile of the new Meeting House, and might well
be accomodated there." The exceptions included Jacob
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Gushing, the Lazell family, and the anabaptist Sprague
clan who probably regarded Gay's church as the lesser of
two evils.
The Gushing brothers immediately followed up their
victory by introducing another petition to the General
Gourt for a separate precinct . This was really the heart
of the matter, since it put the raising and distribution
of taxes for their church entirely under the control of
the South Hinghamites. The Old Ship parish would perma-
nently lose about one-fifth of its income, so once again
Jacob Gushing, Benjamin Lincoln, and Benjamin Loring were
sent to Boston to fight the Gushing brothers. They lost,
tried again in I7A6 and lost again. The Gushings had
triumphed, although the dispute dragged on for years with
acrimonious quarreling over the location of the boundary
line between the two precincts. Abel Gushing was espe-
cially clever at devising ways to antagonize further the
leaders of the First Parish. In January, 17^7, for in-
stance, he and two other gentlemen were appointed a com-
mittee "to request of the first Ghurch in Hingham some part
of the Furniture of their Gommunion table provided the
reverend Mr. Gay shall think proper to advise to it."
Predictably, the committee reported twelve days later "on
the question of communion furniture that Mr. Gay did not
advise to it." By this time. Gay was probably a bit sur-
prised that Gushing did not ask for the table and plate as
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The Cushings created the South Parish in Hingham, and
they completely dominated the institutional life of their
church. Theophilus Gushing and his brother-in-law, Peter
Jacob, Jr. were chosen as the first deacons, and they also
served respectively as Treasurer and Church Clerk.
Captain Abel Gushing was elected to serve as an assessor,
and also served as church moderator for every meeting
until his death in 1750. The South Church held fifty-
four meetings from 17A6 to 1769, and Abel or Theophilus
Gushing served as moderator on thirty-six of those
occasions. During that same period, there were seventy-
two men elected as church assessors; exactly 50 percent
of those offices were filled by the Gushing clan—Abel
and Theophilus, their sons David and Pyam, and their first
cousin Elisha. In 1750, pews were installed and sold to
the highest bidder. In addition to occupying the most
prestigious pews, the Gushing brothers together accounted
for 29 percent of the tlOlS in bids, giving them disposition
of seven of the twenty-nine pews. The South Hingham Church
was small (sixty-five men and women were embodied in 17^6),
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and a poor thing, but it was the Gushing brothers* own.
Parson Gay dealt with this secessionist crisis in
his parish with all the skill of a consummate politician.
Gay was faced with the South Hingham revolt at the same
time that his nephew was embroiled in a similar crisis out
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in Suffield, Connecticut. The Hinghara minister carefully
followed the advice he dispensed to his nephew, which
could be summarized as "Go slow." Although Gay's interests
clearly lay with the Town faction, he refused to become
openly involved in the quarrel. John Gorham Palfrey,
the nineteenth century historian, described Gay at the
end of his ministry as "having been the bond of union from
a time to which the memory of scarcely any living could
run back." By the early 1740s, one could argue that Gay
had already assumed his role as the living symbol of
Hingham's essential unity. Therefore, during the con-
troversy, he wisely adopted the elevated posture of
spiritual leader of the flock, saddened by the civil strife
in the parish, but unwilling to intervene. This policy
was epitomized in a letter which Gay sent to the newly
gathered South Hingham Church late in 17A6. He had been
invited to attend the ordination of their new minister,
and he wrote to decline the invitation. The letter is a
marvel of tact and more than a bit disingenuous; it shows




I Communicated to the Chh under ray pastoral
Care the Letter you Sent to us desiring our Presence
& Assistance at the Ordination you are preceding to.
By withholding their Vote of Compliance with your
Request, the greater part of the Brethren by far
signified their unwillingness to grant it; whence
and by what I can since learn 'tis plain to me, that
I cannot attend the Ordination of your Minister as a
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Delegate from this Church, it being the mind of the
generality of them not to Send any. I am Sorry that
Matters are So Circumstanced betwixt you & your
Brethren Here, that they are not free to Countenance
and assist you more in the Settlement of the Gospel
Ministry amongst you. I meddle not with what has been
in Controversy between you & Them being of a Civil
Nature, Therefore shall be ready to Serve you all I
can in your Religious Affairs & Interests, as a
Christian Neighbor & Gospel Minister, Tho I now may
Not in the particular you have desired as the
Messenger of a Church (than which an Elder in an
Ecclesiastical Council is Nothing more). Since the
Important Affair before you may be as well Managed
without us as with us, I pray you to be Content that
the Church Should not be Active in it, & Explicitly
encouraging of it. Since they have not Sufficient
Light therefore.
I believe it Seems hard to you to be Refused what
you have asked of your Mother Church, whose breasts
you have Sucked. But you know it has been a Day of
Temptation and provocation in the Town. And Angry
Resentments (whether Just or unjust) are not wont
soon to be quite laid aside, after the Strife between
Contending parties is at an end, and the Conquered
when they Submit are not presently So loving friends,
as afterwards they sometimes prove. If you patiently
& Silently pass over the Conduct of the Church toward
you, I hope there will be a comfortable harmony of
affections between you & us.
On the walls of a new Meetinghouse were once
engraven these words: Build not for faction nor a
Party , But for promoting faith & Repentance in
Communion with all that Love our Lord Jesus UKrist
in Sincerity . May this be verified in the House ye
have Erected for divine Worship! I wish you God's
presence in it at all Times, and Especially on the
Morrow at the Ordination of a Pastor over you, & I
pray God to make him a great Blessing to you & to
your children.
I am your Sincere & Affectionate
friend & late unworthy Pastor
E Gay^^
Gay's policy of moderation and conciliation brought
its rewards. Another minister might have been sorely vexed
at having lost two-thirds of his parish (Cohasset and
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South Hingham) in twenty-eight years, but Gay, whatever
his private reaction, yielded gracefully. Consequently,
he retained his influence in South Hingham, as he had done
in Cohasset. There is no evidence that anyone, during
the long and heated controversy, took occasion to vilify
Gay. In fact, the Gushing brothers, with characteristic
impudence, attempted to steal him away from the First
ChurchI In one of its first actions, the new parish chose
Theophilus, Abel, and one Thomas Wilder "a Committee for
to treat with the Rev. Mr. Gay and give him the offer of
the parish for to settle amongst them." The founders of
Hingham' s Third Parish clearly remained devoted to their
former pastor. Gay was also quickly reassured, if he ever
had any doubts, that he had not nursed a brood of New
Lights in South Hingham. The church covenant which the
South Hinghamites adopted was quite sober and rational in
tone, as this excerpt suggests: "We declare our serious
belief of the Christian religion, as it is taught in the
Bible, which we take for a perfect rule of faith, worship,
and manners." The most gratifying result of the South
Hingham secession for Gay, however, was their choice of a
minister. In Daniel Shute, Gay found that he had not lost
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a parish, but that he had gained another son.-^
Daniel Shute graduated from Harvard in 17^3 after a
distinguished undergraduate career. When he took his
second degree, he upheld the affirmative of the Quaestio
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(translated): "Whether the mind of Christ was rational
before it entered his human body?" This was an interesting
proposition which could have afforded Shute the oppor-
tunity to discuss the rational character of the godhead,
though unfortunately we can never know just how he handled
the question. Like Ebenezer Gay nearly thirty years be-
fore, Shute had a classmate from Hinghara named Samuel
Thaxter— the grandson of the old Colonel, and heir of
much of his grandfather's intellectual and martial vigor.
Young Thaxter may have been the agent responsible for
introducing Shute to Hingham. In any case, the twenty-
four-year-old scholar from Maiden was preaching in the
South Parish by June 17A6, and three months later he
happily accepted a unanimous call to settle there. Shute
may have been anxious to settle in Hingham in order to
work and study with Gay. The attraction was certainly
not the paltry salary of kAO per year which the Cushings
were offering. As Shute later noted, however, "When I was
about to Settle in the Ministry ... I took but very
little Care about my Temporal Interests. ""^^
As we have seen, the First Church refused to permit
Gay to attend Shute 's ordination, making relations between
the two men initially awkward. They quickly got over this
embarrassment, however, and soon became the best of friends.
As an early historian of Hingham put it, Shute and "his
venerated friend, Dr. Gay, ... in whose footsteps he
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delighted to tread" enjoyed "a friendly intercourse during
their long and useful ministries." Indeed, Daniel Shute
almost literally became Ebenezer Gay's alter ego ; their
personalities and theology meshed perfectly. When Shute
died in 1302, Henry Ware (Gay's successor at the Old Ship)
delivered a eulogy which could easily have been used at
Gay's funeral. Shute's religious opinions, Ware said,
were "formed with deliberation and adopted with caution;
but when once adopted, they were not lightly abandoned.
He adhered to them tenaciously, and maintained them with
firmness, till further light, to which his mind was always
open, produced a different conviction." According to
Ware, Shute had no use for the dogmas of orthodoxy, but
based his opinions on his own critical study of the gospel,
holding "a rational view of its doctrines and principles . "-^^
Shute was even more cautious and reticent in express-
ing his opinions than was Gay, but his few published
sermons support Henry Ware's characterization. Shute be-
lieved, like Gay, that only through careful and diligent
examination of scripture could one come to understand the
truth about God and His expectations of men. He forcefully
expressed that belief in his charge to a candidate for
ordination:
The greater your attention to the gospel is,
the less will you be in danger of being misled by
the scholastic distinctions and wild notions of
imperfect and fanatic men. With a mind divested
of prepossessions, open to the admissions of the
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evidence of truth, and removed from a servile
dependence on the decisions of the GREAT and
GOOD, you ought assiduously to search out the
good and acceptable and perfect will of God.
In addition to his ardent support of the right to private
interpretation of scripture, Shute fully shared the
Arminians' faith in God's benevolence and man's god-like
potential. Clifford Shipton's assessment of Shute as an
"extreme Arminian" may be a bit exaggerated, but Shute was
clearly a full-fledged member of the fraternity . ^7
By his own testimony, Daniel Shute acknowledged Gay
as a principal influence in the development of his theo-
logical views. Indeed, he came to regard the older man,
quite self-consciously, as a father figure. Gay returned
the affection. Shute had arrived in Hingham just after
Gay learned of the untimely death of Samuel, his eldest
son. This may have had some bearing on Gay's paternal
affection for Shute. Gay exchanged pulpits with Shute far
more often than with any other minister. The frequency of
exchange was more than a matter of geographical con-
venience. For instance, James Bailey, the New Light
minister in South Weymouth, also lived within an easy
riding distance, yet Gay never once exchanged pulpits with
him. Gay delighted in Shute's wit, his scholarly and
inquisitive mind, his discretion, and sound judgment.
Heretofore Gay's most intimate friend among the local
ministers had been William Smith, the gentle, rather
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deliberate pastor of Weymouth's First Church. Shute pro-
vided Gay with faster intellectual company, and gradually
supplanted Smith as Gay's partner in travelling to
ecclesiastical councils, conventions, etc. Daniel Shute
was also the cutting edge of the change that would, in the
late 17^0s and early 1750s, transform the old Weymouth
Association from a group of Old Light, moderate Calvinists
into a society of young Arminians who looked to Gay as
their spiritual leader.
Thus it happened that, after a bitter, rancorous
struggle, the First Parish in Hingham was split asunder
in the midst of the Great Awakening. The two principal
results of this power struggle among the Hingham oligarchs
were distinctly (and happily for Gay) nonradical. The
first was the emergence of a little church in South Hingham
that bore an extraordinary resemblance to its mother. The
second was the reproduction of Ebenezer Gay, in the person
of Daniel Shute. In a less conservative town than Hingham
and with a less flexible minister than Gay, the church
split could have ended in major religious and social up-
heaval.
By 17A5, the fervor and excitement of the Great
Awakening had dissipated. The average layman was now more
interested in Colonel William Pepperrell's expedition to
Louisbourg than in George Whitefield's itinerations. After
all the noisy passions had subsided, however, it became
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clear that even the appearance of religious unity among
New England Puritans was a thing of the past. One broad
faction emerged as a direct outgrowth of the revival; at
various times it was composed of neo-Calvinists
,
Edwardseans, New Divinity men, Hopkinsians, Separates,
Separate-Baptists, and Baptists. These were the men and
women, called ranting enthusiasts by their opponents, who
were shaken to the core by a highly emotional encounter
with the incomprehensible sovereignty of the Lord of
Creation. The emergence of the liberal-Arrainian wing of
Puritanism was more indirect. As we have seen, Charles
Chauncy had assembled a well-organized faction of opponents
to the revival in order to seize control of the Annual
Convention in 17A3. The religious opinions of this party
were quite diverse, ranging from strict Calvinism, through
moderate Calvinism, to full-fledged Arrainianism. They
could all be properly called Old Lights, however, meaning
that they were opposed to the means of the revivalists and
to the latter's claims to immediate inspiration. The old
Weymouth Association on the South Shore was composed of
just this sort of Old Light mix. After witnessing the
parish rebellions in Hull, Abington, and even Hingham, the
South Shore ministers united in nearly unanimous opposition
to Whitefield and the revivalists. As Gay said in 17^5,
all they wanted was "Security, Liberty and Tranquility, in
an evil, very unsettled World."
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The Awakening had a further effect, however, on men
like Gay who were already tending towards Arminianism.
Gay had no solid commitment to Calvinistic orthodoxy; he
detested creeds and tried to remain determinedly open to
truth and, as he (rather ironically) put it, "new light."
Like his Puritan ancestors, Gay began to define much of
his theology by what he renounced and found unacceptable.
If, for instance, the practice of undiluted Calvinism
seemed to lead to the intolerable zealotry and enthusiasm
of the New Lights, then he wanted no part of it. The
Great Awakening had sent things out of control, and men
had to re-exert control over their lives through the
efforts of their own will. Reason must govern the unruly
passions; strict moral standards must be observed; men
must tap their god-given potential for good. In short,
unlike many of his contemporaries, Gay did not separate
opposition to the revival from opposition to the Calvinism
of the revivalists. The Great Awakening was over and the
Arminian Awakening was about to begin.
CHAPTER VII
PURE AND UNDEFILED RELIGION
Early in May of 17A5, Jerusha Gay ushered two
visitors from Boston into the parlor of the manse. The
two men, a Mr. Clap and a Major Little, introduced them-
selves to Parson Gay and promptly informed him that the
lower house of the General Court had selected him to
deliver the Election Sermon later that month. Gay, for
once, was taken completely by surprise, having apparently
been a last-minute choice for the honor. The hard feelings
which the Great Awakening had engendered among the Boston
clergymen still lingered, and so the members of the General
Court thought it prudent to look out of town for less con-
troversial speakers. The political reasons for his choice
were unimportant to Gay; he welcomed the opportunity and
immediately set about preparing his sermon.^
The Election Sermon was always delivered on the last
Wednesday in May, the day on which the members of the newly
elected House of Representatives assembled in Boston to be
sworn in. This event, one of the last vestiges of John
Winthrop's Holy Commonwealth, was one of the few occasions
at which the clergy could speak out directly on political
issues. The speaker generally described the character of
good rulers and the principles of good government, as
envisioned in the covenant theology of New England Puritan-
ism. During the eighteenth century, the ministers began
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to incorporate the concepts of the early Enlightenment into
their lectures, and the Election Sermon became a major
source for the dissemination of political ideas. By
May 29th, Ebenezer Gay was fully prepared to perform his
role as spiritual advisor to the state.
^
Election Day was a great festive occasion in colonial
Boston. All slaves and apprentices were given a holiday,
and Bacchus held court on Boston Common. In 17A5, the sun
was shining and the air was clear and cool; it was, as a
local observer put it, "a fine, fair day." When the
inauguration ceremonies in the Town House (later called
the "Old State House") were concluded, a great procession
began to form at the west entrance. The Royal Governor,
William Shirley, emerged, accompanied by his Councillors
and the members of the Great and General Court. They
proceeded across Church Square, between two lines of the
scarlet-coated First Corps of Cadets, to the old meeting-
house of Boston's First Church. A large congregation,
including most of the ministers of the province, had
already assembled inside. At the proper time, Ebenezer
Gay solemnly ascended the steps to the pulpit of his old
friends, Thomas Foxcroft and Charles Chauncy, and began
—
"May it please your Excellency. ..." One can't help
sharing Gay's elation at this moment. The son of Nathaniel
Gay, the Dedham carpenter, had come a long way.-^
Gay began his sermon with his usual felicitous
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habit of comparing the royal governor with God, symbolized
in this instance by the sun. Like other apostles of the
"Moderate Enlightenment," Gay was a sun-worshipper. The
sun was the source of light, the "Emblem of Authority,
... the Firstborn of Things visible." Light, the
ultimate symbol of reason and benevolence "was originally
created and designed to bear Sway in the natural World."
A good ruler then, such as Governor Shirley, was like the
sun, "bearing the Image of God's Authority, and shining
with the Rays of his Majesty." Gay, however, was not
quite ready totally to deify William Shirley, acknowl-
edging, with sound astronomical erudition, that even the
"Sun hath its Spots. "^
Gay quickly turned from the obligatory flattery, to
a candid and shrewd appraisal of the problems which faced
the province in 17A5, and some of the ways in which the
administration might cope with them. He was delivering
his sermon during the height of Governor Shirley's great
campaign to take the French fortress of Louisbourg in Nova
Scotia. A massive 3600-man expedition, raised and equipped
almost entirely in Massachusetts, and commanded by William
Pepperrell, had laid seige to the "Gibraltar of the New
World." Shortly before Gay's address, word had been re-
ceived that the Grand Battery, one of Louisbourg's three
principal defenses, had been taken. Gay had learned in
childhood to fear the French and hate what he called "the
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papal tyranny"; the antiwar sentiments of his mature years
never overcame his Francophobia. Convinced that this was
a "just war," Gay praised the "brave General" and his staff
who "have carry 'd the War into the Enemy's Land; have
assaulted, and in Part smitten, the strong Hold, which has
been tho't impregnable."^
Gay tempered this encomium, however, with gloomy
but accurate reflections on the effect which this "expen-
sive War" would have on the province, which "hath very
feeble Sinews to support it." The war had created a
temporary prosperity, but Gay recognized that this was
only a bubble floating on a very uncertain economic sea.
All of the North American colonies were mired in an
economic recession caused principally by the War of the
Austrian Succession. "The Channels of Trade," as Gay put
it, "are in a Manner shut up. . . ." This situation was
exacerbated, in Gay's view, by Governor Shirley's decision
to continue the supply of paper money, a policy which
fiscal conservatives considered inflationary. Gay, like
many of his clerical colleagues, tended to be a hard-
money man, since he received a fixed salary and suffered
from the vicissitudes of currency fluctuation. Accordingly,
he warned the governor of the evil consequences "that are
fear'd, from the continually sinking Credit of our Medium
of Exchange, which is converted into an Instrument of In-
justice. ..." Gay urged Shirley to intercede with
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England for more support for the war "lest the Province,
curtail'd in its Bounds, impoverish'd with War, and sunk
under a Load of Debt, should be quite discouraged from
attempting any further Service for the Crown beyond what
plain Duty exacts . . More help from His Majesty's
government might avert the need for "a heavy Yoke of
Taxes," and thus "complaining in our Streets will be
prevented. "^
Having politely criticized Shirley's economic
policy. Gay went on to touch an even more sensitive
nerve— the theme of political corruption. The literature
of political opposition in England had a great impact in
the American colonies. Although the basic theme of this
literature (the threat which monarchical autocracy posed
to English constitutional liberty) was developed during
the English Civil War, the colonists were introduced to
it principally through the writings of those men who
opposed the administration of Sir Robert Walpole in the
early 1700s. Two of the most influential sources were
Cato's Letters , published during the 1720s by John
Trenchard and Thomas Gordon, and the treatises and tracts
of the liberal Anglican bishop Benjamin Hoadly (1676-1761).
They all hammered at the theme that a powerful executive
can corrupt members of Parliament by offers of places and
pensions, in order to encourage support of measures which
extend its authority ever further— standing armies.
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national debts, excise schemes, etc. Governor Shirley,
perhaps more than any other royal governor in Massa-
chusetts history, was the classic Walpolean executive.
He was an accomplished dispenser of patronage, and the
war with France gave him every opportunity to dispense
offices, militia commissions, supply contracts, and
other special favors. Gay expressed his general dis-
approval of Shirley's patronage system by criticizing
the governor's council, and he did so in language in-
distinguishable from that in Cato's Letters . He urged
the importance of choosing men for the Council who "will
forego their own Ease, and private Advantage, for the sake
of the public Weal. . . . Such Men are not commonly those
who are most forward to get to the Council-Board. " After
praising the "Catonic" image of the disinterested public
servant. Gay characterized the type of man who was unfit
to be a Councillor: "If for Favour and Preferment, they
will join themselves to a Party, deny or dissemble the
Truth, contract their Minds, or stretch their Consciences
to the Size of the Times, fawn and flatter, offer Gifts
and purchase Votes, they do not show themselves Men worthy
of it."^
After lecturing Governor Shirley and the magistrates
on their responsibilities to their subjects, Gay turned to
the "Duty of an Obliged People." He assured the people
that their rulers always had their best interests at
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heart, since "the Principle of Self-love urges them to
seek it" (a fine Lockean sentiment). Gay therefore asked
his listeners to obey their superiors in all things and not
to "admit the jealousies which envious, self-designing
men are always ready to propagate, nor join in the clamors
of the uneasy malcontents." Gay was clearly more vexed
over the "uneasy malcontents" than he was over the war,
the economy, or any of the other issues he addressed. As
usual, he was preoccupied with social order, and he had
been shaken to the core by the socially disruptive effects
of the Great Awakening. The authority of ministers and
magistrates, the properly constituted rulers of society,
had been challenged by itinerant preachers; irrational,
unruly congregations; and the Inner Light. Close friends
and associates in his professional fraternity had suddenly
been ousted from pulpits which they had expected to occupy
for life. Although Gay had responded to the Awakening
with moderation and political flexibility, he had never-
theless been infuriated by the ecclesiastical rebels. The
rational, likeable, urbane minister of Hingham's First
Parish had become an implacable foe of the New Lights,
and this Election Sermon marked the opening phase of his
retaliation.
Gay told his audience:
Not only are our temporal Affairs perplex'd, but our
Religion, and the Ministry thereof, and Means of
Education, are at present under a Cloud: . . . Will
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our Rulers, as far as their Authority and Influencewill reach, preserve them from being corrupted with
He then seemed to hint that the General Court should enact
the kind of anti-revival legislation that Connecticut had
adopted, starting with a ban on itinerancy. "Far be it
from our Rulers to espouse a Party in Religion," he
declared, "... But let them own and promote the great
and substantial Things in which pure and undefil'd Religion
consists, and by their Example teach People to go in the
Footsteps of the Flock . . . and adhere to the Ministry
which the Gospel ordains." Despite his genuine aversion
to factions, Gay was nevertheless speaking for a religious
party. Phrases such as "pure and undefil'd Religion" were
becoming code words for liberal-rational-Arminian religion.
Gay was not only requesting the government to support the
Old Light clerical establishment: he was also, in effect,




The choice of Ebenezer Gay to deliver the 17^5
Election Sermon was, in fact, a formal acknowledgement of
his emergence as one of the leading ministers in the
province. The sermon itself exposed him to an even wider
audience; it must have been well received, since Gay was
invited back to Boston within two months to deliver the
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Thursday Lecture. Judging by his text, he probably
preached a sermon of thanksgiving (Massachusetts was
ringing with them) for the surrender of Louisbourg. The
Election Sermon also established him unequivocally in
the minds of many as an opposer to the Awakening and
the New Light movement which it spawned, and he returned
to Hingham primed to lead the fight for rational religion
on the South Shore.
Shortly after returning home, Gay became embroiled
in the struggle between the Reverend Thaddeus Maccarty
and that good man's church and parish in Kingston, a
coastal town just north of Plymouth. In most of the
church controversies that arose during and after the Great
Awakening, one can find local, non-doctrinal issues under-
lying the dispute. The Maccarty case, however, was fought
almost entirely on the question of opposition to or sup-
port for Whitefield revivalism. Young Maccarty was an
inoffensive, moderate Calvinist who had been settled over
the Kingston Parish in November 1742 with the blessings
of Scituate's Nathaniel Eels, the South Shore patriarch.
Kingston had managed to resist the great tide of revivalism
which swept through most of Plymouth County, and the church
leaders had been anxious to secure a minister who would
continue to hold the revival at bay. Maccarty, at first,
seemed to be the man. True, he had signed the pro-revival
testimony of 17A3 but, as we have seen, this was a very
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moderate document that any but the most inveterate opposers
were happy to sign. He even subscribed to the Old Light
bible-Chauncy's Seasonable Thought... Nevertheless,
Maccarty suddenly found himself on a collision course with
the town establishment over George Whitefield's second
visit to New England in 1744-45,^-^
Maccarty had apparently grown increasingly frustrated
over his inability to awaken the sinners in Kingston to
the perilous state of their souls. During Whitefield's
visit, Maccarty went to hear him on three or four occa-
sions, not to invite him to preach in Kingston, but simply,
it appeared, to observe his evangelistic technique. What-
ever his motive, these visits were not appreciated by many
of his people, who subjected him to verbal abuse and petty
harassment. Maccarty, unfortunately, lost his temper, and
pastor-parish relations quickly deteriorated. About that
time, early in 1745, the pro-revival clerical majority in
Plymouth County convened at Taunton and published a pro-
Whitefield testimony, explaining their reasons for admit-
ting him into their pulpits. This action was taken in
direct response to the anti-Whitefield resolutions which
Chauncy and Gay had been promoting. Although Maccarty did
not attend the Taunton Convention, he did send them a
letter of support, which was worse. The letter, which
warmly endorsed Whitefield, was published, and Maccarty
fell utterly from grace. He was now completely at odds
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with the Kingston town and church establishment, and all
parties agreed on the need for an ecclesiastical council. ^2
Thaddeus Maccarty had such pathetically little sup.
port that he was forced to agree to a council consisting
"•wholly of opposers . . . looking to them as just &
impartial men that would consider both sides of the
Question.'" The "just & impartial men" were Daniel
Perkins and John Angier, two implacable Old Lights from
Bridgewater, and Ebenezer Gay, who was out for New Light
blood. Gay clearly saw Maccarty as a defector who was
corrupting a town that had previously been undefiled by
itinerants and exhorters. After hearing all parties,
the council drew up a humiliating confession for Maccarty
to sign, in which he was required to ask the forgiveness
of "my Aggrieved Brethren" and to give them "the strongest
Assurance that can be desired that it should be my care
not to offend them by encouraging any Itinerant Ministers
and Exhorters among them, or by promoting an Enthusiastick
turn of mind which is prejudicial to Religion, and has been
in part at least productive of unchristian Divisions and
Separations in the Land." Maccarty, to his credit, refused
to sign the confession and gracefully withdrew from the
Kingston church. Less than a year later, he was happily
settled in the pulpit of the Worcester Church.
Since Thaddeus Maccarty had lost his pulpit because
of his sympathy for Whitefield, one might expect his
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successor to be an anti-revival man, and so he was. On
September 12, 1746, the former minister of Sunderland,
forty-six-year-old William Rand, was installed in the
Kingston ministry. Rand had graduated from Harvard with
Charles Chauncy in "the Class" of 1721, and the two re-
mained lifelong friends. Three years later, in 172A,
Rand had brought his rational, tolerant, scholarly preach-
ing to Sunderland, a small village on the Connecticut
River. By the 1730s, Rand was causing concern among the
more conservative ministers in the Hampshire Association.
Stephen Williams of Longmeadow and Jonathan Edwards of
Northampton both suspected him of Arminianism. Rand was,
in fact, moving in the same direction as Gay and Chauncy,
and for much the same reasons. They had all learned, at
Leverett*s Harvard, the techniques of scriptural criticism,
and therefore believed passionately in the importance of
reading the Bible and interpreting it personally. All
three men had a corresponding contempt for creeds and
doctrines. Rand hammered again and again at this theme,
urging his Sunderland congregation to discard their
doctrinal baggage and search out scriptural truths for
themselves. Rand's sermons, though they were "'pleasing
to judicious and discerning , . . hearers,'" did not sit
well with the large number of New Lights in his congrega-
tion. Nevertheless, he did not moderate his opposition to
the Awakening, and, early in 17^5 he was directing the
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Hampshire County forces in Chauncy's anti-Whitefield
campaign. On July 25, 17A5, Rand was dismissed from his
pulpit and, within two months, the Old Light from
Sunderland was settled in Kingston to replace the New
Light Maccarty.-*-^
The Kingston controversy affords the first glimpse
of the religious party lines which hardened so quickly in
the aftermath of the Awakening. These factions, as we
have seen, had been aligning themselves since the early
1730s, but now they were out in the open and increasingly
militant. Old-style moderates who tried to maintain the
traditional balance between Calvinism and humanism were
becoming a minority. As the great disputes over original
sin and free will developed, these factional alignments
were increasingly defined by their theological postures.
In the early post-Awakening years, however, the great
dividing line was one's attitude toward revivalism.
Maccarty was ousted from Kingston principally because he
was pro-revival and Rand was brought in because he was an
opposer.
After 17A5, membership in ministerial associations
began to be determined less by geography and more by
clerical politics. For example, the Plymouth Association
was dominated by the New Lights, so William Rand joined the
Weymouth Association, even though his Kingston parish was
barely six miles from Plymouth. Rand became very active
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in the association, frequently delivering the brief
lectures that opened their meetings. In William Rand,
Gay had a staunch ally deep in Plymouth County. The
scales were balanced, however, by the fact that James
Bayley, the New Light minister in Weymouth's South Parish,
was resolutely attached to the Plymouth Association. Al-
though there were moderates in both associations, the two
groups drifted in perceptibly different directions during
the years between 1745 and 1770. Ebenezer Gay and his
Arminian proteges and allies came to dominate the Weymouth-
Hingham Association, whereas the Plymouth Association was
the home of New Lights such as John Porter, Josiah Crocker,
Sylvanus Conant, and at least one New Divinity (extreme
Calvinist) man, Chandler Robbins of Plymouth. Thus we
find William Rand delivering a lecture in Hingham in which
he declared "I shall show the folly & madness of an In-
temperate Zeal in matters of Religion," while the members
of the Plymouth Association were debating "Whether an
unregenerate Man can do anything directly or indirectly
toward his Regeneration in any Sense whatever." On the
South Shore, the ministers were damning the New Light,
while in Plymouth County their colleagues were anathema-
tizmg Arminians.
The growth of religious parties among clerics and
laity in the post-Awakening years was accompanied by the
widening theological schism between Arminians and
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Calvinists. The arguments over the mechanics of conversio
and ecclesiastical order were soon overshadowed (though
never supplanted) by debates over some of the great ques-
tions of Reformation theology- justification by faith,
freedom of the will, original sin, and the doctrines of
grace. They all asked essentially the same question-Does
man have an active or a passive role in God's great plan
of redemption? The orthodox Calvinists believed that man
was totally depraved and incapable of influencing the
destiny of his soul. The Arminian party believed that,
through his God-given rational faculties (enfeebled though
they were) man could come to understand what God expected
of him, and could then assure his salvation by striving to
live according to Christian ethical and moral standards.
The high water mark of the Arminian-Calvinist debate
was reached in 1754 when Jonathan Edwards published his
brilliant philosophical essay on the Freedom of the Will .
The Arminians had no one who could counter or even fully
understand Edwards* rigorously logical defense of the
doctrine of moral necessity—but they really didn't need
to confute it. The Arminian ministers, unlike Edwards and
his followers, felt no obligation to defend any particular
orthodox scheme. Indeed, they openly denounced all creeds
and dogmas as man-made corruptions of the true gospel. The
Arminians approached the scriptures in the enlightened,
empirical spirit of Locke and Newton. Gay and his friends
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eagerly subjected the Bible to their own "scientific,"
analytical techniques in an atte.pt to get at the hiltor-
ical truth Of the gospel, and to return to the practices
of primitive Christianity. They would apply their reason,
their linguistic skills, and the techniques of historical
criticism, as they carefully scrutinized the New Testament
gospels and epistles. Every true minister of the gospel,
according to Gay, "searches impartially after Truth,"
wherever that search might lead; and the only source of
truth was "Scripture itself the Standard of Truth, and
Measure of Duty." Therefore, Gay urged his colleagues to
"Preach the Word — the Gospel, the Word of Truth; that
People may be taught as the Truth is in JESUS; rather
than as it is in the Writings of any Men, how renowned
soever for Orthodoxy, or admired for Learning." For the
more advanced Arminians, then, Jonathan Edwards' brilliant
defense of Calvinist orthodoxy was as irrelevant as Calvin
himself. Their task was to purge the church of the cor-
rupting influences of the Calvinists, the Scholastics, and,
as Gay put it, "the Gnostics . Nicolaitans . and many other
impure Heretics, with whose monstrous Opinions the chris-
tian Church was early infected . ""^^
This bold, empirical, enlightened spirit which
blossomed in New England in the post-Awakening years, re-
ceived its intellectual nourishment from the works of
liberal Anglican clergymen. The most influential among
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these was Dr. Samuel Clarke (1675-1729), a towering figure
among the eighteenth century rational divines. He was one
of the Latitudinarians, the philosophic successors of the
Cambridge Platonists. who strove to pursue a middle course
between the High Churchmen and the deists. Clarke's con-
tribution to the development of rational-Arminian religion
was twofold. The first was his proclamation, in The Bein«
and Attributes of God (1704), that the Lord of Creation was
fundamentally benevolent. Clarke was the first fully to
develop the proposition-soon to become a commonplace in
eighteenth century thought-that the harmony, order, and
beauty of the universe argued inescapably for a creator who
was wise and beneficent. God was just and rational, and,
if one behaved, there was nothing to fear. Clarke's
vision of the benevolent deity became central to Arminian
thought. One could hardly rely on moral virtue for one's
salvation, if God was irrational and capricious. ^7
Samuel Clarke's second legacy to rational religion
was even more important. In 1712, he published The Scrip -
ture Doctrine of the Trinity, a scholarly and nondogmatic
examination of one of the most sacred pillars of the
Athanasian and Nicene creeds. In his investigation, Clarke
used all the techniques of scriptural criticism available,
comparing and examining every relevant New Testament text,
paraphrasing, and investigating the earliest patristic
writings on the subject. It was a pioneer work. Clarke
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was not Championing a clear, alternative, anti-Trini tarian
point of view such as Arianism or Socinianism; he simply
wanted to peel away all creeds and traditions in order to
get back to the scriptural truth as the primitive Chris-
tians understood it. As it turned out, Clarke could find
no scriptural proof for making Christ consubstantial with
the Father, and orthodoxy was confounded; but Clarke's
empirical spirit and methodology were more important than
his conclusions. He earnestly believed that "'The peace
and unity of the Church can be assured but two ways:
either by that of charity, and allowing learned men a
liberty of examining things, which is the Protestant and
Christian method; or by introducing with force an uni-
versal ignorance, which is the method of Popery. •"•^^
Samuel Clarke's works had an immense influence on
New England ministers, both directly and indirectly.
Charles Chauncy frequently cited Clarke as a source, and
Jonathan Mayhew, the most outspoken Arminian in the mid-
eighteenth century, praised him as an "'admirable writer.'"
Clarke's liberal spirit and techniques of scriptural crit-
icism were adopted by a group of rationalist clergymen in
England, most of whom were forced to leave their Church of
England pulpits. These liberal dissenters, whose ranks
included John Taylor (169A-1761), George Benson (1699-1762),
and James Foster (1697-1753), were the men principally
responsible for spreading Clarke's message to the colonies.
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They were all men of Gay's generation and, like him, had
gradually come to doubt the reasonableness of orthodox
formulations. Among these three Clarkite liberals,
John Taylor was the most widely read in New England.
Taylor, a minister in Norwich, became intrigued with
Samuel Clarke's methodology, and applied it to an examina-
tion of that great bulwark of Calvinism, the doctrine of
original sin. The result was a superb controversial piece
The Scrip ture-Doctrine of Original Sin (London,
1738). Taylor criticized, with devastating effectiveness,
the arguments which supported the concept of inherent sin-
fulness, and, in the post-Awakening decade, his works
became the rallying point for the Arminian movement in
New England. Ministers such as Gay, Chauncy, and Jonathan
Mayhew, who were vigorously preaching the importance of
moral endeavor, could no longer tolerate the doctrine of
original sin; it was equally obnoxious to the wealthy
merchants and aspiring entrepreneurs in their congregations
By 1751, Daniel Gookin, a Boston bookseller, was trumpeting
Taylor's Scripture-Doctrine at the head of a list of
advertisements for Arminian books. One can hardly say
whether the liberal clergy were more impressed by Taylor's
attack on original sin, or by the Clarkite technique which
he employed. Nearly forty years later, when Charles
Chauncy published his universalist tract, Salvation of All
Men , he acknowledged his "'obligations to the writings of
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the late reverend Dr. John Taylor of Norwich.'" chauncy
disagreed with some of Taylor's views on original sin, but
he declared that it was Taylor's "' example and recommenda-
tion that put me upon studying the scriptures in that
free, impartial
, and diligent manner, which led me into
these sentiments."' Taylor's Scripture.Poct.i
n
e of Qri.in.^
Sin quickly became a staple in the education of rational
divines, and was still being recommended to Harvard
divinity students by Professor Henry Ware as late as 1806.2°
The works of Clarke, Taylor, and the other English
liberal theologians articulated and legitimatized (in the
eyes of some) the growing confidence, in mid-century New
England, that men were really capable of pleasing God. The
movement which expressed this optimism in religious terms
was called, derisively by its opponents, Arminianism.
The modern church historian, C. C. Goen, has rightly
associated Arminianism "with a mood of rising confidence
in man's ability to gain some purchase on the divine favor
by human endeavor." As early as 173A, the Reverend John
White of Gloucester, an Old Calvinist, perceived the
Arminian movement in much the same way, though his descrip-
tion was a rather venomous one. The Arminians, said White,
presume to assert that God "must wait until Man has quite
run out the Thread of Life, in a Course of Obedience or
Disobedience; and then He may have their good Leave to fix
their State by a certain Decree." Ten years after he wrote
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those words, John White was embroiled in a controversy
with an Essex County neighbor who had been accused of
preaching that -Morality is the Height of Christianity.'"
William Balch, the minister of the Second Church in
Bradford (now Groveland) had apparently decided, in
the spirit of John Taylor, to meet head-on the doctrinal
questions of election and original sin. He asserted that
a determinedly wicked man cannot be saved and, according
to his opponents, he declared that "'Man by Nature is more
inclined to Virtue than Vice.'" Despite the efforts of
John White and other conservatives to convict him, Balch
was vindicated by a council in I7AA. However, in 17^6,
some other North Shore Calvinists re-examined Balch 's
testimony at the 1?^^ council and declared that Balch had
given "Works" too prominent a part "'in Man's Justifica-
tion.'" Balch made a vigorous reply to this attack.
Consequently, by the time Ebenezer Gay delivered the
Annual Convention Sermon in 1746, all the "Doctrines of
Grace," the mainstays of Calvinism, were being hotly
debated in the immediate context of the Balch affair.
Gay did not need the Balch controversy to remind him
of the schismatic forces at work in post-Awakening New
England. Even as he prepared his Convention sermon, two
of his clerical neighbors, Ezra Carpenter of Hull and Samuel
Brown of Abington, were engaged in losing battles with
their congregations, having been charged with the same
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doctrinal offenses as Balch. Gay was shaken by the rapid
development of "Party-Spirit" and he vigorously condemned
"such intemperate Zeal, and satyrical Violence, as hath
brought much Smoke and Darkness into the Sanctuary." At
the convention. Gay planned to use his talent for healing
and conciliation to the utmost in order to help clear away
that smoke and darkness. His sermon was entitled The True
Spirit of a Gospel Mini.t.n RepresentP. .n.
^^.^
"True Spirit" embodied Gay-s conception of the ministry-
strong, well-educated pastors who ministered to their
flock in a practical, simple, and noncontroversial way.
Although his sermon was principally to be an appeal for
reconciliation. Gay decided to confront the two major
causes of religious controversy in I7A6: First, the con-
tinued activity of New Light exhorters and the growth of
the separatist movement, and second, the challenge to
Calvinist orthodoxy posed by the Arminian attack on the
doctrines of grace, which had been epitomized by the Balch
controversy.
As Gay had anticipated, passions were running high
at the convention; indeed, there had not been a peaceful
conclave since Charles Chauncy had engineered the Old Light
coup at the 1743 convention. This particular gathering was
distinguished by its designation as the "Anniversary Con-
vention." Presumably, the ministers were commemorating
that occasion when, one hundred years before, Richard
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Mather, John Cotton, and other Puritan divines gathered in
Cambridge to prepare a "Platform" of church discipline.
Significantly, the Cambridge Platform was a conservative
document which responded to the threats posed by Antinomian
ism and other forms of congregational extremism. The
Cambridge Platform channeled the structure of church
government in Massachusetts toward greater authoritarian-
ism: more power was vested in the ministry; a greater
emphasis was placed on outward morality. Gay's "centennial
sermon suggests that he clearly understood the parallel.
Gay addressed his principal concern, the restoration
of peace and unity to the churches of the Commwealth, with
an eloquence which surpassed any of his other sermons.
He was fifty years old, in the prime of his ministry, and
fully conscious of the importance of his effort. Conse-
quently, he pulled out all the rhetorical stops. He
reminded his audience that by "disagreeing in Opinion con-
cerning some Appearance of Religion, and Methods of pro-
moting it, we grew strange to one another, left off asso-
ciating together as before, and shunned a Communication of
ministerial Labours ..." He urged that his colleagues
not allow more strategic differences to keep them from
taking "sweet Counsel together ..." " Let us be like-
minded," he insisted, "or people are apt to say, lo here is
Christ , or there ! In this or the other Set of Principles,
in this or the other Way of Worship ..." Reflecting on
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the Awakening, or as he called it "the late Provocation ,
the Day of Temptation," Gay paraphrased the passage from
I Kings 19:11-12:
The Lord is not in th^ Wind of
As the last passage suggests, Gay placed most of the
blame for the recent religious and social upheaval on the
New Light preachers and exhorters. Whenever these "zealous
Advocates for Grace" entered a community, they tended "to
undermine, or impair practical Christianity ..." Fur-
thermore, these ranting enthusiasts were totally un-
prepared for the high calling of the gospel ministry. For
all his popular condescension, Gay had long regarded the
ministry as a highly professional group, elevated by their
education and their sacerdotal office above the congrega-
tion. He now reiterated those views in the most emphatic
way: "A vain Pretence to the Holy Spirit's making
[ministers] fit for this Office without proper Education,
and painful Study, is not encouraged by this Discourse."
Ministers, he warned, cannot attain "the excellent Spirit
which has been described, unless they do come out of the
Schools of the Prophets , furnished with competent Knowl-
edge" and all the "Advantages of a liberal Education."
He defended Harvard, and even Yale, by affirming that
"Happy is our land in Regard of the Seminaries of Learning,
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planted in it-" Hp thon t-i^^r.*-e then went on to express his contempt
for untrained lav exhort#»r»«! v,,-..y norters in his usual way, by damning
them with a text from scripture:
out o?^?h^°f/I;^^^




. [he] shall confess, as
What could convey more incisively Gay's sense of the vast
social and professional gulf which separated him from lay
preachers and evangelists?^^
Gay condemned the New Lights and Separatists not
only for their lack of a gentlemanly education, but for
their intolerance. As the Arminian movement grew, the
"orthodox" party (neo-Calvinists and, increasingly. Old
Light Calvinists) began refashioning their church
covenants into confessions of faith designed to weed out
heretics. This was anathema to Gay. He had emerged from
Leveretfs Harvard infused both with the spirit of tolera-
tion preached by John Locke and Archbishop Tillotson, and
with a Newtonian zeal for unimpeded scientific inquiry.
He had always been resolutely opposed to creeds, and the
recent scholarship of John Taylor and the other Clarkites
had strongly reinforced his tendency to rely only on Holy
Writ for spiritual guidance. So, for the first time. Gay
began to crusade openly for the "right of private judge-
ment." He asserted that a truly meek and humble minister
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-usurps not a Dominion over the Faith and Consciences of
any. by urging his private Opinion as the Doctrine and Law
Of Christ, and imperiously obtruding his Sense of Scrip,
ture, for Scripture itself-the Standard of Truth, and
Measure of Duty.- This ringing defense of intellectual
liberty in matters of faith does not seem to comport very
well with Gays rigid social conservatism and fear of
anarchy. As we shall see, he was developing a socio-
theological structure which would lessen this incon-
sistency. In any case, this was not a proto-Jeffersonian
speaking, but rather a latitudinarian trying to preserve
the old religious establishment through accommodation
rather than confrontation. The forces of religious plural-
ism, unleashed in the Awakening, had shattered the Puritan
synthesis, and Gay instinctively understood that toleration
was the only way to prevent a further hardening of the
schisms.
Despite his pleas for unity, Gay was clearly partisan.
He was not interested in protecting New Light ministers
from persecution (indeed, as we have seen in the Maccarty
case, he eagerly joined in), but he was always ready to
defend any clergyman who was charged with preaching
Arminianism. Gay could see nothing wrong with ministers
who preached righteousness and the law, but he viewed the
neo-Calvinists with the same sort of suspicion that John
Winthrop felt towards the Antinomians, one hundred years
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before. On the eve of the Awakening, Sa.uel Hopkins, the
radical New Light who was then a student at Yale, had
condemned "Moderate Calvinists" such as Gay, who'-profess
to believe Calvinistic doctrines," but in practical terms
believe religion "to consist chiefly in externals, over-
looking the real and total depravity of the heart . .
Hopkins was right in indicting the moderates for doctrinal
hypocrisy, but he misunderstood their ideas about the
morphology of conversion. Gay did not believe that
religion was only a matter of externals, but he did believe
that correct moral behavior, and the acceptance of the legal
obligations of the Covenant, were the beginning of salva-
tion. As early as 1728, he had declared that "There must
... be first a work of the Law in our hearts." Outward
conformity would, hopefully, lead to that inward regen-
eration which Gay called "Truth in the inward Parts."
This was nearly the reverse of Hopkins' soteriology. Gay
fervently believed that external conformity and obedience
was the cement that held the religious and social hierarchy
together, and the havoc wrought by the Awakening did little
to disabuse him. So, he enthusiastically helped launch
the Arminian counterattack when he told the assembled,
clergymen that no minister should ever permit himself "to
call Good Works abominable, which he is to affirm constantly,
that they who have believed in God, ought to maintain. "^^
Ebenezer Gay not only defended the so-called Arminian
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clergy in his 1746 Convention Sermon, but in a very real
sense, he cast his lot with the.. He not only vindicated
the right of William Balch and others to question the
Calvinist doctrine of original sin, he joined them in
rejecting it. During the entire course of his evangelical,
pragmatic, parish ministry, Gay had preached and behaved
as though his parishioners were only slightly depraved
(to use the Calvinist adjective) In i7pc; v,,^«jT=v,oxvc;. i i(d'Df he had suggested
not only that divine grace was offered to everyone who
would accept it, but also that souls could be saved by the
active agency of a capable minister, thus implicitly
denying the doctrines of Election and Irresistible Grace.
Three years later, quoting from Philippians 2:12, he spoke
approvingly of men who "apply themselves to the work of
their salvation with fear and trembling." He had preached
this de facto Arminianism in an intellectual climate which
did not demand a rigorous adherence to the Calvinist creed.
The Awakening, however, had changed all that, and in the
polarized atmosphere of 17A6, Gay openly disavowed any
allegiance to the Calvinist scheme with its obnoxious
representation of men wallowing in sin and guilt, unable
to lift a finger to better their condition. In one remark-
able passage, he very deliberately restated the five points
of the Synod of Dort in Arninian terms— the doctrines of
grace according to Gay:
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Abuse Sr?he'SSctrinerof'r""' ^''^^ ^^^'^'^
liness and designed to pro.cte'SSsa? SCJiness
thL f^^" ^L^^"""^ ^h'-'^' Sanctification Sf
as tf^i^IV^^°^^^^"- Means^ as well
? ^ End. . . . Redemption from the Curse of
fft^r r^^r^^""' excluding humane endeatoirl
onr K?'^!''.' superceding all use of our
^^^'''''^^
enfeebled Faculties in the Work of it.Justifying Faith as receiving whole Chrisi/notdividing his Offices, nor substituting hisObedience in the Place of ours. . . .Perseverancein Grace, to be accomplished in a way orcontinSaTCircumspection, and dutiful Diligence working outour Salvation with Fear and TrembUng:28°'^*''''^
This whole passage, which was an unabashed and
eloquent affirmation of the Arminian gospel, seems a bit
jarring in a sermon which had been intended to reconcile
contending clerical factions. Nevertheless, the neo-
Calvinists and Old Lights failed to raise a fuss. Perhaps
the content of the message was overshadowed by Gay's
temperate, restrained style of delivery; perhaps the
assembled ministers were so anxious for an end to con-
troversy that they only heard his plea for unity; or
perhaps the New Lights had given up on the Annual Convention,
conceding the ground to Chauncy and his followers. What-
ever the reason, one of the clerics present was able to
remark, with an almost audible sigh of relief, "A peaceable
meeting. Blessed be God!" The conventioneers then took
up the offering which Gay urged "for the Relief of neces-
sitous Souls," collected k232, and went home. Whether Gay
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realized it or not, as his chaise rattled down Orange
Street and out the Boston Neck, his Convention Sermon
marked a clear and critical juncture in his career. He
had broken ranks with moderate Calvinist opposers, such
as his friend and neighbor Nathaniel Eels, and joined
the Arminians. In fact, in the eyes of many contemporaries
and later historians, he would become known as the father
of New England Arminianism.^^
Much of the anger and frustration which Gay expressed
in his Convention Sermon, was occasioned by the religious
convulsions racking Hinghara in 1746. The bitter fight over
the secession of the South Hingham Church, described in
Chapter VI, was just drawing to a close. In addition to
those troublesome people in "The Plain," Gay was worried
about the future stability and direction of the Cohasset
Church. John Fowle, the minister of that church, was
apparently in the midst of a nervous breakdown that was
rendering him increasingly "'peevish and irregular.'"
Fowle was no Arminian, but he had firmly aligned himself
with the Old Lights, and had subscribed the anti-Whi tefield
Weymouth Testimony. After a rocky five-year tenure in
Cohasset, he was now determined to resign, and he wrote
to William Smith of Weymouth, secretary of the Association,
requesting that the area ministers sanction his resignation
and move expeditiously to replace him. Fowle expressed his
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fear that, if the members of the Cohasset Church were left
to their own devices, "many of em should be strongly in-
clined to settle a New Light Minister ..." The prospect
of Hingham's Second Parish (Cohasset) falling to the New
Lights was extremely alarming both to Gay and to Nathaniel
Eels of Scituate. Despite all the efforts of these two
men, the New Light faction in neighboring Hull was about
to turn out the Reverend Ezra Carpenter for preaching
Arminian doctrines. Now Cohasset appeared to be tottering.
Gay needed a vigorous young minister who would move to
restore order and reason in the Second Parish, and so he
turned to his friends at Harvard College.
Scattered bits of evidence exist which, in their
cumulative force, suggest that Gay had a regular connection
with Harvard which helped him recruit ministers of the
right stripe for placement in South Shore pulpits. These
contacts probably included Edward Holyoke, Gay's old tutor
and now president of the college, as well as his good
friend Nathaniel Appleton, who had been minister at
Cambridge since 1717. At some point, perhaps through
Appleton, Gay became acquainted with a circle of high-
mettled young liberals whose wit, scholarship, and hetero-
doxy had caused something of a stir in Boston. The group
included Lemuel Briant (class of 1739), John Brown (17^1),
Gad Hitchcock (17A3), and Jonathan Mayhew (17AA). All of
these men, except Mayhew, were eventually settled on the
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south Shore, eagerly Joining Gay's enlightened circle of
minister., m 1747. however, Gay clearly wanted young
Mayhew to occupy the Cohaaaet pulpit, strongly reco^ending
him to Deacon John Jacob, the patriarch of the Second
Parish. Accordingly, the small country church in Cohasset
extended its invitation to Jonathan Mayhew to settle over
them as pastor. "^"^
Jonathan Mayhew was soon to become the most out-
spoken and prominent advocate of enlightened, rational,
Arminian Christianity in New England, others, including
Gay and Chauncy, may have been more instrumental in
formulating and exploring the new Arminian theology, but
Mayhew was its publicist; he grabbed the headlines. His
fame spread still further in the 1750s when he began his
lifelong struggle against the Church of England, and what
he perceived as the threat of Episcopal tyranny in the
colonies. His eloquent condemnations of the Anglican
establishment and his defense of the right and obligation
of an oppressed people to resist their rulers, caused
contemporaries and later historians to regard him as one
of the earliest spokesmen for American revolutionary prin-
ciples. Mayhew was, in fact, no more a popular democrat
than Gay, but that did not lessen the revolutionary impact
of his passionate defense of intellectual liberty. Ebenezer
Gay had a very close relationship with this extraordinary
young man, but the precise nature of that relationship
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remains a matter of controversy. Nevertheless, It is
possible to Shed some light on the friendship that sub-
sisted between these two towering figures of the Arminian
movement. "^^
The Reverend Experience Mayhew, Jonathan's father,
may well have suggested to his son that he seek out Gay!
Alden Bradford, MayheWs first biographer, suggested that
Gay's "character was well known to the father of
Dr. Mayhew." This is hardly surprising since the theo-
logical evolutionsof Experience Mayhew and Ebenezer Gay
were strikingly parallel, even though Mayhew was a gen-
eration older. Experience Mayhew had spent his life as a
missionary to the Indians on Martha's Vineyard. As with
most missionaries, his preaching was simple, practical,
and intensely evangelical. Consequently, like Gay, he
became impatient with those elements of Calvinist doctrine
that impeded his efforts and complicated his message. In
the pre-Awakening decade he began to read books that
"•embrace or incline to the Arminian Hypothesis . '" In
17A4, he published Grace Defended , an effort to reconcile
his Calvinist heritage with his day-to-day ministry. Like
Gay, he concluded that it was not total depravity which
rendered men unable to come to Christ, but rather their
state of corruption and ignorance—conditions which could
be corrected by human endeavor. He admitted quite frankly
that the doctrine of election made no sense to him, and yet.
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at the age of .eventy-one, the elder Mayhew was not pre-
pared formally to reject the Weat.inater Confession. He
declared that he wa<in s fully persuaded of the Truth of the
Doctrine of God's Decrees of Election and Heprobation .
Gay and Experience Mayhew had traveled essentially the
sa.e route up to a point, but Gay, as we have seen,
resolutely pushed ahead, shedding his Calvinist
integument once and for all. What » n^„f .>±j. wn a perfect counselor for
young Jonathan.. Here was an older .an who had raised the
theological questions as his father, but who was in
the process of resolving those questions through the
application of reason and the techniques of scriptural
criticism.
Jonathan Mayhew apparently did not study theology
With Gay on a formal basis. The Harvard Overseers' Records
indicate that, from the fall of in, after his graduation,
until Shortly before his ordination in I7A7, Mayhew was
in residence at the college. Furthermore, there is no
evidence that Mayhew ever taught school in Hingham,
preached for Gay, or joined the Old Ship Church. Never-
theless, he apparently did form a very close and enduring
relationship with Gay during these years. Alden Bradford
declared that "Dr. Mayhew was very intimate in the family
of Dr. Gay, from the time he entered college," and that
"Dr. Gay was the most confidential friend Dr. Mayhew had.
Without excepting even Dr. Chauncy." Gay himself, at
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MayheWs ordination, remarked "I have been pleased, Sir,
in frequent Conversation with you, to observe your Thirst
after Knowledge, and inquisitive Disposition to find
Truth." The correspondence in the Gay-Otis papers bears
out Bradford's assertion that Mayhew was a close friend
of the family; Gay's son Martin, for instance, was quite
devoted to him. Gay maintained a consistent interest in
Mayhew's career over the years, and he mourned the young
man's untimely death in 1766 more than he did that of his
own son the year before. One may reasonably infer from all
this that Mayhew did, somehow, spend more time in the
Hingham parsonage than, as his recent biographer put it,
"an occasional overnight lodging on trips to and from
Martha's Vineyard. ""^^
While Alden Bradford's unsupported assertion that
Gay was principally responsible for sending Mayhew down
the Arminian road is an exaggeration, it should be noted
that Gay and Mayhew did share a strikingly similar interest
in certain authors. Mayhew, for instance, was quite
familiar with Hugo Grotius, adopting the Grotian concept
of the meaning of Christ's atonement— that Christ's death
was not intrinsically necessary for man's salvation, but
served more as an example to sinners of the obedience
which is due to God's government. Unlike Gay, however,
Mayhew was clearly unimpressed with Grotius' advocacy of
absolute submission to rulers, whether they be good or bad.
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Mayhew and Gay both admired the physico-theologians such
as Thomas Burnet and John Ray. They believed passionately
that the scientific investigation of the universe would
lead to a fuller understanding of God's Truth. Perhaps
Mayhew rekindled Gay's interest in science since, around
1747, Gay acquired Gravesande's Mathematical RiP..n..
Natural Philosophy
. Indeed, in the subtle intellectual
interplay which always occurs between mentor and pupil,
Gay, rather than Mayhew, may have been the chief bene-
ficiary. Gay's instinctive caution may have been at least
partly overcome by young Mayhew's ardent temperament and
"inquisitive Disposition to find Truth. "-^^
In 1747, after a discouraging rejection by the church
in Worcester, Mayhew received a unanimous call to settle in
Cohasset. Gay's affection and admiration for Mayhew was
apparently shared by the people of Cohasset Parish. Mayhew
hesitated to accept the invitation of the Cohasset Church,
perhaps because he knew he was being considered for the
vacant pulpit at Boston's West Church. This ninth church
of Boston had been organized in 1737 to meet the needs of
the growing population of West Boston. A hitherto sparsely
settled part of town, it began to fill up quickly in the
1720s and 30s with rising young merchants anxious to escape
the congestion of the North End. In West Boston they had
room to build the "'Large and substantial residences'"
that reflected their prosperity. These young entrepreneurs
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wanted their own neighborhood church, together with a
minister who would not aiake them feel uncomfortable about
their social aspirations. They found such a one in
William Hooper, an eloquent Scottish clergyman and a mild
Arminian who occasionally sniped at the Calvinist doctrin
of grace. The conservative religious establishment of
Boston regarded the popular young Scotsman with under-
standable suspicion. Consequently, they were outraged,
but probably not very surprised, when they learned that
Hooper had accepted the rectorship of Boston's Trinity
Church. Hooper's defection to the Anglicans was a
devastating blow to his supporters and admirers. Gay
expressed their sense of betrayal when he declared, "had
it been possible, ye would have almost plucked out your
own Eyes, rather than have parted with him." Four months
after William Hooper's departure, on March 6, 1747, the
West Church congregation voted to replace him with
Jonathan Mayhew. An ambitious young man such as Mayhew
probably had little difficulty in choosing a promising
Boston pulpit over the small country parish of Cohasset.
Gay may have lost a vigorous ally on the South Shore, but
his influence in Boston's religious politics was greatly
enhanced by Mayhew's new position.
Mayhew wasted no time in alienating most of the
Boston clergy. In 17^7, the Boston Association was still
dominated by Cotton Mather's disciples, now known as the
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"old guard-Foxcroft, Sewall, Prince, Gee, Checkly, and
Webb. If Mayhew should choose to preach the Arminian
gospel in Boston, he could expect only the quiet support
of Charles Chauncy at First Church, the friendship of
Samuel Cooper, junior minister at Brattle Street, and the
neutrality of old Benjamin Colman, Cooper's senior and the
dean of the Boston clergy. Consequently, Mayhew failed to
invite any of the "old guard" to participate in his
ordination—a serious blunder. Brattle Street and First
Church were the only Boston churches which received an
invitation. The ordaining council was to be completed by
the three men whom he regarded as his theological mentors
—Ebenezer Gay, Nathaniel Appleton, and, of course,
Experience Mayhew. Benjamin Colman at Brattle Street was
greatly disturbed at West Church's failure to invite the
other churches "'in our Neighborhood,'" and, after pain-
ful deliberation, advised his church not to send any
delegates. Thomas Foxcroft, the senior minister at the
First Church, smoothly outmaneuvered Charles Chauncy, his
junior colleague, ensuring that their church would send no
delegates. Consequently, on May 20, Gay arrived in Boston
for the ordination and was surprised to find that his old
friend, Nathaniel Appleton, was the only other council
member present. Experience Mayhew had been delayed in
travel, so they lacked the majority necessary to proceed
with the ceremony. Gay and Appleton advised the
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congregation to postpone the ordination, then settled down
with Mayhew and his people to consume the lavish feast
which had been prepared.
Gay was incensed at the behavior of his colleagues
at Brattle Street and First Church, and may well have had
a hand in determining the next step which the West Church
leaders took. They set June I7 as the new date for MayheWs
ordination. This time invitations were sent to fifteen
country churches, pointedly ignoring the Boston congrega-
tions. Mayhew received no challenges to his orthodoxy from
the eleven ministers who responded to the invitation.
The list ranged from Gay and Lemuel Briant of Braintree,
who were more or less open in their Arminianism, to
Appleton, Benjamin Prescott of Salem, and old John Hancock
of Lexington, none of whom were especially inhibited by
the Calvinist doctrines of grace. Mayhew had asked Gay
to preach the ordination sermon, another mark of their
close relationship, and Gay was only too happy to comply.
He stood in the classically handsome West Church pulpit,
in front of a green curtain (the color of new beginnings),
and, with stirring eloquence, sent Mayhew out to do battle
with the "Powers of Darkness. ""^^
Gay's sermon, which he titled The Alienation of
Affection from Ministers , was really a declaration of
theological liberation; a ringing call to arms for the
Arminian movement. He declared that "It is the great and
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indispensable Duty of Ministers, to tell People the
Truth." Gay later defined this truth as "pure, unadul-
terated, Scripture-Truths; ... Not precarious Opinions,
dark and intricate Schemes, abstract metaphysical Notions
..." Gay was talking about the return to what he,
Mayhew, and the other Arminians called "primitive Chris-
tianity." To find the truth, one must use one's rational
faculties, both to study the scriptures and to apprehend
the lessons taught by Nature. The people must free them-
selves from the encumbrances of creeds, doctrines, and
confessions, and exercise what Mayhew later called "'the
right and duty of private judgement.'" Gay told his
audience that the truth which Paul preached to the
Galatians was "that of Christian Freedom from the Servi-
tude of the Mosaic Yoke , the Bondage of the Ceremonial
Law. He thoroughly understood, and boldly asserted the
Christian Liberty ." When Gay used the phrase "Mosaic
Yoke," he was clearly referring to creeds and doctrines,
and his audience understood this. One year later, in a
well-known lecture series published as Seven Sermons .
Mayhew echoed Gay's words when he said, "'Let us all stand
fast in the liberty wherewith Christ has raade us free; and
not suffer ourselves to be intangled with any yoke of
bondage. ... It is not yet too late to assert our liberty,
and free ourselves from an ignominious slavery to the
dictates of men. ' ""^^
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Gay did not spare from criticism the ministers of the
Boston Association who had decided to ostracize Mahhew:
"Should one Workman malign another, that helpeth him to do
his Master's Work? AlasI" He then pointedly condemned
"any Endeavors, if not open and notorious, yet sly and
plausible, to disgrace, and supplant one another!" Gay
also warned Mayhew, however, not to allow the opposition
of the old guard to push him into a more radical theology:
"•Tis a foolish gratifying the Jealousies of others con-
cerning him, for a Man to depart from the Faith, that he
may be at a greater Distance from them: and to verge
toward Scepticism that he may appear the more free from
Bigotry. "^^
Although Gay was anxious to encourage Mayhew to pro-
vide a strong voice in Boston for the "true," uncorrupted
gospel, he clearly recognized Mayhew 's weaknesses—
a
tendency to be intolerant, impatient, and belligerent.
Gay urged the candidate to use restraint and discretion
while preaching the truth of the gospel to his congrega-
tion. He should "teach according to People's Need and
Ability to learn. It is better for [a minister] to stoop
too low, then to soar too high: to feed Men with Milk,
then to choke Children with Strong Meat
.
" The instinc-
tively cautious Gay was urging the naturally impetuous
Mayhew to move slowly, and to hold oack controversial new
insights when his congregation "cannot bear them as yet."
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Gay spoke volumes about himself and other Leverett men
such as Appleton and Chauncy when he declared that it was
often necessary for a minister "to be content with the
silent Enjoyment of his own Thoughts." Gay knew, how-
ever, that he was speaking to a man-and perhaps a genera-
tion—who was unsympathetic to the need for restraint,
and so he offered Mayhew some "friendly, cautionary Ad-
vice." He warned him not to be "too peremptory in abstruse
and intricate Points: nor hastily reject any as false and
absurd, because they are infolded in Mysteries, entangled
with Objections, and perplexed with snarling Debates. "^^
Having urged Mayhew to be, in effect, as canny as
his Scottish predecessor. Gay concluded his sermon in the
same militant spirit in which it was begun. He ended with
his customary scriptural play on the candidate's name, but
this time it was not merely an affectionate jest. This
time he was defiantly sending Mayhew into battle with the
hostile religious establishment of Boston: "Be valiant for
the Truth against all Opposition from the Lusts of Men,
and Powers of Darkness. ... So that from the Blood of
the uncircumcised Slain, the Bow of Jonathan turn not
back empty! "^^
Gay returned to Hingham, well content with having
helped install this bold spokesman for enlightened Chris-
tianity in an important new Boston pulpit. The vexing
problem of the vacant Cohasset pulpit, however, still
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regained. Once again, Gay turned to Nathaniel Appleton,
who recommended another member of that same circle of
Harvard postgraduates which had produced Mayhew and other
"Arminian heretics." John Brown, the young man in ques-
tion, was one of MayheWs closest friends. (After
Mayhew's death, Brown spoke of the "intimate acquaintance
contracted in youth, and which I have had the honor to
maintain with this great and good man.") Brown also hap-
pened to be the son of Gay's old classmate, the late
Reverend John Brown of Haverhill. Like his father, young
Brown was not the most energetic scholar, but he was
handsome, eloquent, and shrewd. Like his friend Mayhew,
Brown was an outspoken defender of intellectual freedom,
but he did not share MayheWs crusading drive. He looked
forward to the quiet, congenial, and intellectually sup-
portive world of Gay's Hingham. Brown also had that
capacity for making "'society innocently cheerful'" which
Gay valued in his associates, again unlike Mayhew who "was
rather grave than gay in his deportment." Indeed, a nine-
teenth-century Cohasset minister observed that Brown
"•would sometimes . , . descend to that jesting, which an
Apostle has told us, is not convenient.'" When, for
example, the Cohasset Church called Brown to their pulpit,
there was one dissenting vote. The story goes that when
Brown visited his opponent, the man told him forthrightly
,
"*I like your person and manners . . . but your preaching,
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sir, I disapprove.' -Then,' said Brown, -we are agreed.
My preaching I do not like very well myself; but how great
the folly for you and I to set up our opinion against that
of the Whole parish.- This story may also reflect some
lingering New Light sympathy in the parish, despite the
opposition of Deacons John Jacob, Lazarus Beal, and the
Cohasset establishment.^-^
Gay was apparently successful in allaying any
suspicions that Nathaniel Eels (still the potentate of the
South Shore) and the other more conservative ministers in
the area might have entertained about Brown's orthodoxy.
The ordination council which met on September 2, I747,
was composed predominantly of moderate Calvinists; Daniel
Shute of South Hingham was the only Arminian present, since
Gay had been "detained by bodily Disorders." The ministers
in attendance were less concerned about Brown's theology
than whether he shared their conception of the ministerial
office—a well-educated, pragmatic, parish patriarch who
would mesh comfortably with the South Shore's presbyterian
religious establishment. Having satisfied himself that
Brown was such a man, Nathaniel Eels laid his hands on the
candidate and said, "'we ordain you Bishop.'" Benjamin
Prescott, Gay's Old Light ally from Salem, had used the
same title when he extended the fellowship of the churches
at Mayhew's ordination. "Bishop" seems a curious word for
non-Anglican ministers to use, but it had a very specific
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meaning to clergymen who were trying to elevate and pro-
fessionalize their Office as the post-Awakening attacks
on the priesthood intensified. Nathaniel Eels defined
precisely what was meant by the term: "by a Bishop here
we are to understand, One that is solemnly separated &
set apart to the work of the Ministry ... by Fasting
and Prayer, and laying on of the hands of the Presbytery
(as was the custom in the days of the Apostles) and hath
accepted the pastoral Care or Charge of some particular
Church of Christ ... Or, more briefly thus; a Bishop
is one that is regularly introduced into the Pastoral
office of a single Church." In other words, a "Bishop"
was one who had acquired the right professional credentials
and did not go wandering about the countryside. John
Brown was frequently referred to as "the Bishop" through-
out the rest of his ministry.
John Brown did not disappoint Gay, either in his
preaching or in his pastoral administration. He firmly
supported all the major tenets of the new Arminian
orthodoxy. He preached the benevolence of the deity:
"Such a Being can never mistake our interest, nor will
he ever cease from promoting our happiness in every
ethod consistent with the grand and regular plan of his
ral government." He viewed Christianity primarily as an
ethical and moral system "wisely calculated to regulate




us to a regular course of behavior." He was anti-credal
:
"»Let all human creeds, and confessions of faith be con-
sidered in a diminutive light in comparison with the word
of God. Call no man Master." Brown's theology was reflected
in his administration of the Cohasset Church. There is
some evidence to suggest, for instance, that in 1763 he
abandoned the Half-Way Covenant for some sort of
Stoddardean system. The Cohasset Church Meeting Records,
which are far more detailed than those of Hingham First,
also afford some glimpses into Brown's relations with
his parish. The question of discipline was handled with
the urbanity one might expect of a South Shore liberal.
In 17A9, Prince Joy and Stephen Stodder, Jr. confessed
to the church that they were guilty of "the continued Sin
of Drunkeness." In their written confession, they acknowl-
edged "That Rational Beings should properly confess &
bewail their Miscarriage in order to conciliate the Favours
both of God and Men." There was no groveling at Hingham 's
Second Parish. In that same year, Brown also successfully
introduced that hallmark of choral gentility, Tate and
Brady's Psalms , into the order of worship. Anticipating
resistance to this innovation from his more conservative
parishioners. Parson Brown apparently did some backstage
politicking. He was, in this instance, insufficiently
subtle, since one disgruntled church member accused him of
having taken "improper Methods with Mr. Thomas Phillips
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and John Pritchard to induce the. to appear in Favour of
Tate , Brady's Version of David's Psalms." The man later
Withdrew his accusation and asked Brown's forgiveness,
but the episode does cast some light on the techniques
of pastoral persuasion. Although, unfortunately, there
is little direct evidence on which to rely, the tradition,
which survive about Gay suggest that he manipulated his
parish in much the same way.^^
John Brown soon became the staunch third member of
that clerical triumvirate that dominated Hingham and
Cohasset (the latter incorporated in I77O) for nearly
forty years. Gay, Shute, and Brown made Hingham the
Arminian bedrock for South Shore liberalism. It must be
remembered that Gay was making Hingham safe for "enlight-
ened Christianity" precisely at the time when many of his
old neighbors such as Ezra Carpenter at Hull and Samuel
Brown at Abington, were being turned out of their pulpits
for preaching something less than pure Calvinism. John
Brown was an independent, forceful preacher yet, like
Daniel Shute, he acknowledged Gay as his intellectual and
spiritual superior, following him into council after
council in defense of ministers accused of Arminianism.
Gay now had an effective power base in Hingham from which
he could slowly build a new and more liberal association
of ministers on the South Shore.
CHAPTER VIII
A BENEVOLENT PLANET WITH HIS SATELLITES
Although Gay had many friends among the South Shore
ministers, in early 1748 there were only three clerics
outside of Hingham that shared his commitment to a
rational, non-Calvinist faith-William Rand of Kingston,
Lemuel Briant of Braintree, and William Smith of Weymouth.
In February of that year, however. Gay had an opportunity
to add another member to the fold. The residents of the
western part of Pembroke, a section with the curious name
of Tunk, had recently organized as the Second Precinct of
Pembroke, and had called Gad Hitchcock to be their first
minister. Hitchcock had come to Harvard from Springfield,
where he had probably been fitted for the college by that
old Arminian heretic, Robert Breck. After his graduation
in 17A3, he remained in residence at the college while
preparing to take his second degree. While living in
Cambridge, Hitchcock became yet another member of that
same group of young scholars (Mayhew, Brown, etc.) that
Gay was so anxious to settle in South Shore pulpits.
Hitchcock also came under the direct supervision of
Nathaniel Appleton by virtue of his postgraduate resi-
dency. Could Appleton (with the backing of Gay and
Chauncy) have been the principal agent responsible for
discreetly nursing and placing this brood of young
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Arminians7 While Hitchcock was debating whether or not to
accept the call to Tunk, he informed the members of that
Church that he "desired my Friends at College and other
Gentlemen to assist me" i„ coming to a decision. This
collective decision was affirmative and. after some hard
financial bargaining, Hitchcock settled into Pembroke's
Tunk Parish.^
Gad Hitchcock's ordination council was not composed
Of .en Whose presence would reassure neighboring Plymouth
County conservatives. Gay, Appleton, William Smith,
William Rand, and Robert Breck accounted for five of the
eleven delegates. Hitchcock went on to become one of the
most active and well-liked men in the Hingham Association.
He was a tall, robust young man who had a plain-spoken
Connecticut Valley wit which delighted everyone. This
drollery, however, tended to obscure the fact that he was
the most thorough-going rationalist in the Association.
Hitchcock was not guilty of the "'High Arianism'" with
which some have charged him, but his complete faith in
reason was evident when he discussed the importance of
natural religion; "The . . . greater and the more ex-
tensive our knowledge is of natural [truths], the greater
may it be of moral truths. The more we know of the latter,
the more we may love and embrace them. . . . This is natural
religion. From this happiness results."^
By 17A9, Ebenezer Gay's Arrainian counterrevolution
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was in fun swing, and the South Shore ministry was quic.ly
acquiring a distinctly liberal temper. Up to that point,
the Arminians had maintained a slightly uneasy alliance
with the Old and moderate Calvinists, as all three sought
to reaffirm order and clerical authority in the face of
the New Light threat. The younger ministers had been cir-
cumspect and not obnoxiously anti-Calvinist. m I7A9,
however, the Reverend Lemuel Briant of Braintree shattered
the peace with one highly controversial sermon entitled
The Absurdity and Blasphemy of Depreti^ting Moral Virtn.
Briant was a South Shore boy. He was born and raised in
South Scituate, growing up under the spiritual and educa-
tional nurture of Nathaniel Eels, the South Shore patri-
arch. After graduating from Harvard in 1739, he returned
to the college to take his second degree, and fell in with
the Mayhew-Brown coterie. Mayhew and Briant had a good
deal in common. The Reverend Experience Mayhew, Jonathan's
father and mentor, had walked on the edge of Arminianism
for years, without feeling a very great need to reconcile
his practice with his Calvinist heritage; Nathaniel Eels
had provided Briant with the same equivocal example. Like
Mayhew, Briant resolved to purify his theology by dis-
carding what remained of his Calvinist inheritance in
favor of enlightened rationalism. Briant reinforced his
liberal theology by extensive reading in the works of the
English liberal dissenters. He was quite familiar with
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scripture ,.r.r..^.. o,,,,„,,
after his aettle.ent in Braintree, he even had the telerity
to recommend it to "the prayerful Perusal of so.e of his
Brethren... Briant had also read and apparently approved
the works Of James Foster (1697-1753), another disciple
of Samuel Clarke. Foster had been expelled from his




In 1745, Briant received a unanimous call from the
congregation of Braintree's First Church, that pulpit
having stood empty since the death of John Hanco6k, Jr.,
the year before. Nathaniel Eels ordained his protege,
with the assistance and blessings of Gay and old John
Hancock of Lexington. Briant soon became an active member
of Gay's circle, but unlike most of those gentlemen, he
insisted (like Mayhew) on trumpeting his Arminianism from
the pulpit. In 17A9, this rather arrogant young man felt
moved to compose and deliver the most disputatious Arminian
sermon of the century. Gay's 1746 Convention Sermon, and
Mayhew's Seven Sermons (1747) had openly delineated the
framework of Arminian theology, but Briant's Absurdity and
Blasphemy was a deliberately provocative blast at the neo-
Calvinists. Briant fervently believed, with Mayhew, that
"•Christianity is principally an institution of life and
manners; designed to teach us to be good men, and to show
us the necessity of becoming so."' Consequently, he finally
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lost all patience with New Light ministers who dismissed
personal righteousness as, in St. Paul's words, "filthy
rags." The intensity of Briant's attack is a bit sur-
prising, although he was not a patient man, and, by I7A9
his health was beginning to fail, his financial situation
was strained, and he was having marital difficulties.
Whatever the provocation, Briant was determined to con-
demn that antinomian Calvinism which the "unthinking
Multitude" believed "allows them the Practice of their
Vices, tho' every Article be a downright Affront to common
Sense . . ."^
Briant spent the greater part of his sermon in
attacking and satirizing the Calvinist doctrines of grace,
declaring that the common herd, "when they hear of our
being saved b^r Grace . . . conceive of it so as to destroy
all moral Agency, and set themselves down with this vain
Thought, that nothing on their Part is necessary to Sal-
vation, but if they are designed for it, they shall
irresistably be driven into Heaven, whether they will or
not." Although Briant showed his contempt for Original
Sin, Election, and the other principal Calvinist tenets,
he was careful not to attack directly the great Reforma-
tion principle that men are ultimately justified by grace:
"the Righteousness of the Saints," Briant said, "renders
then amiable in God's Sight," it does not save them. He
later responded to a critic by challenging him to single
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out any passage in his sermon "'where the Doctrine of
Justification by the merit of Man's personal righteousness
is asserted
. . The Arminians continued to be quite
sensitive about the very natural charge that they were
substituting men's righteousness for Christ's atonement.
They denied that they believed in justification by merit,
but their denial was unconvincing; it was the same sort
of lip service which moderate Calvinists paid to the
Westminster Catechism while they quietly ignored it. In
neither case were the ministers consciously duplicitous;
they simply were not ready to recognize the disparity be-
tween their practice and their sacred Reformation
heritage.
The unusual candor and consequences-be-damned
attitude that Briant maintained in his sermon were even
more disturbing to his supporters than to his foes. He
acknowledged, for instance, the intellectual elitism
that faith in the right of private judgement implied:
"There always was and always will be some in the world
(alas that Number is so few) that have sense eno' and dare
trust their own Faculties so far as to judge in Themselves
what is right." Gay fully shared the view that not
everyone could read the book of nature, but he had the
good sense rarely to express it. Briant seemed determined
to justify every suspicion that conservatives entertained
about the Arminian movement. Weren't the Arminians
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reducing Christianity to a system of ethics? How could
they doubt it When Briant praised "The Pure and perfect
Religion of Jesus which contains the most refined System
of Morality the World was ever blessed with ..." How
strongly Briant 's language evokes the words of Thomas
Jefferson, written over sixty years later, when he
described the teachings of Jesus as "a system of the most
sublime morality which has ever fallen from the lips of
man." One of Briant's critics, a moderate New Light,
remarked that he had never read "'a more bare-faced Piece
of Arminianism, or worse, than Mr. Briant's Sermon is.'"
That observation summed it up nicely.^
There is no question that Briant had deliberately
set out to draw blood from the New Lights and the old
Calvinist establishment. He virtually became an Arminian
itinerant, delivering his sermon from every friendly
pulpit he could find (one wonders if his Braintree con-
gregation ever heard it). He preached his Absurdity and
Blasphemy from Gay's Old Ship pulpit and in Boston at
Jonathan Mayhew's West Church. After Briant's performance
at the West Church, Thomas Foxcroft bewailed the "'Growth
of Arminianism and loose Principles in Religion,'" and
further declared that Mayhew and Briant had formed a new
sect whose chief tenet was "'That Christ always preached
the Law, and never the Gospel.'" Briant had opened the
campaign from the pulpit of his boyhood mentor, Nathaniel
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Eels Of Scituate. According to one tradition, the seventy-
two-year-old patriarch was dumbfounded, and reprimanded
Briant after the service saying, "'AlasI Sir, you have
undone today, all that I have been doing for forty years.'"
Briant replied, -Sir, you do me too much honor in saying,
that I could undo in one sermon, the labours of your long
and useful life.'" The old man who told this story sixty
years later went on to say that Eels preached a series of
sermons in an effort to repair the damage, but "'it was
not easy ... to discern much difference between his
doctrine and that of Mr. Bryant.'" This anecdote was told
in a humorous vein, but it really tells a rather poignant
tale. Eels, unlike his younger colleague in Hingham, had
been unwilling to face the extent to which his practical
theology had diverged from Calvinist orthodoxy. Now his
young protege was holding up a mirror in which Eels could
see an unrefracted image of his own Arminianism. His
rather pathetic attempts to reaffirm the old orthodoxy were
met only with amusement.*^
The gauntlet which Briant cast down was taken up by
John Porter, the minister of North Bridgewater, and one
of the leading New Lights in Plymouth County. Porter's
reply to Briant was entitled The Absurdity and Blasphemy
of Substituting the Personal Righteousness of Men in the
Room of the Surety-Righteousness of Christ . This un-
ambiguous pamphlet, which defended "'the good old
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Calvinistical Wa^ of preaching up Justification by Faith,'"
was attested by five of the leading members of the Plymouth
Association. Briant was actively supported by Gay, John
Brown, and other South Shore liberals; so, the Weymouth and
Plymouth Associations were arrayed against each other once
again. The Reverend John Porter proved to be an able
controversialist, and Briant entered into a pamphlet
war which lasted two years during the course of which
Briant backed down considerably. One observer noted that
when Briant "'can't fairly grapple with an Argument, he
knows how to shuffle and evade.'" In 1752, Porter welcomed
a new ally into the struggle—seventy-eight-year-old Samuel
Niles, pastor of the South Braintree Church, and the senior
minister on the South Shore. Unlike Porter, Niles had
fiercely opposed the Awakening, but he had remained a
strict Calvinist. He had always been suspicious of his
young neighbor, and finally entered the lists with the most
widely read response to Briant
—
A Vindication of Divers
Important Gospel-Doctrines . The fact that Niles, an Old
Light Calvinist, had closed ranks with the New Light
Calvinists is significant. He had apparently decided that
the threat of Arminianism posed by Briant and his sup-
porters, now outweighed the threat to ecclesiastical order
g
posed by the New Lights.
Old Samuel Niles now moved quicKly to rid Braintree
of the troublesome Briant. The anti-Briant faction of
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Braintree's North Church called two ecclesiastical
councils, both of Which Briant refused to acknowledge.
Niles served as moderator of the second council which met
on January 9, 1753 at the house of Deacon John Adams.
Niles had assembled a group of "inland" South Shore
ministers who shared his rigid Calvinism and were eager
to make an example of Briant. This council condemned
Briant for his now famous Absurdity and Blasphemy sermon,
for various moral offenses, and for his "Denial of the
Doctrine of divine Decrees, which he calls a Doctrine
bordering upon Blasphemy, and in his Denial of the Imputa-
tion of the Guilt of Adam's Sin to his Posterity . .
He was also charged with renouncing the Westminster
Assembly's catechism and recommending "Mr. Pierce's" in
its place. "Mr. Pierce" was Thomas Pierce, once Dean of
Salisbury, who, in 1655, vigorously attacked the Calvinist
doctrine that men were totally depraved. The council con-
cluded by urging Briant to repent and reform for the good
of all concerned.^
Briant's supporters in Braintree and elsewhere
rallied to the cause as best they could. Gay conferred
with him as often as possible during the height of the
crisis. Richard Cranch, a former member of Mayhew's
West Church in Boston, had recently moved to Braintree,
and wrote to his former pastor asking for a dismission
because "it has been thought best by some of the friends
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Of Christian liberty that we should be incorporated with
this Church as soon as might conveniently be." A majority
of the North Church congregation supported Briant. In
March Of 1753 they organized a church committee which com-
pletely exonerated their pastor from the charges leveled
by the Niles Council. The committee struck a blow for
the right of private judgement by declaring "we cannot
but commend our Pastor for the pains he takes to promote
a free and impartial examination into all articles of our
holy religion, so that all may judge, even of themselves,
what is right." Brianfs vindication came too late. His
wife had left him and, according to one tradition, he had
retreated from Braintree in broken health and was living
at the manse in Hingham. On October 10, 1753 Briant asked
to be dismissed from his pastorate because of ill health
and, within a year, he was dead and buried with his
fathers in Scituate.^^
Lemuel Briant had succeeded in bringing the growing
debate over Arminianism onto center stage. William Balch
had partly challenged the Calvinist doctrines of grace in
17A4, but most clergymen were still too preoccupied with
preserving ecclesiastical order to pay much attention.
In the years following, 17AA-1750, the theological chal-
lenge of the Arminian party to a newly revived Calvinism
assumed more and more importance. By 1750, Briant and
Mayhew were leading a bold Arminian assault on Puritan
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orthodoxy. Gay's coterie of young Ar^inians suddenly took
on an ominous character to orthodox ministers like Samuel
Niles, who warned that the churches were "'in danger of
being corrupted by Arminian Errors , or worse . . . prop-
agated by several
. . . lately introduced into the Pastoral
Charge.'" This old Puritan lamented that he now had to
describe himself as " ' Calvinistical , • " a necessary "'Note
of Distinction
. . , occasioned very much by the late
Growth and Discovery of Arminianism . *
"
The furor over the Briant controversy reached into
every corner of New England. The Reverend Edward Billings,
a New Light who was preaching out in the Green River
section of Deerfield, anxiously sent his copy of "Niles
against Bryant" to a friend in Belchertown. During the
height of the controversy, Jonathan Edwards reminded his
Northampton congregation of the Arminian scare in the
mid-l730s: "'You were many of you, as 1 well remember,
much alarmed, with the apprehension of the danger of
these corrupt principles, near sixteen years ago. But the
danger then was small, in comparison with what it appears
now.'" While Briant's attack on Calvinism helped to unify
the orthodox party, his sudden death made him a kind of
martyr for enlightened Christianity to the Arminians.
They were more determined than ever to free themselves from
the fetters of irrational Calvinist dogma. This Arminian
counterreformation
, spearheaded by Briant and Mayhew, had
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been foretold by a sagacious old layman in Framingham,
writing to a clerical friend back in 1736: "I'll Venture
so far the Censure of Enthusiasm as to suggest that you
may probably live to See the time when adherence to the
Doctrine of the Divinity of Grace, Righteousness Imputed,
the Operations of the Spirit of God in the Production of
the New Creature will be counted & called Fanaticism,
blind enthusiasm, &c. . . ."-^^
At about the same time that Lemuel Briant was suffer
ing his self-imposed martyrdom, a classmate of his was
enduring similar tribulations in the wilderness. Elisha
Marsh (Harvard, 1733), had been settled since 17A2 in an
obscure frontier settlement northwest of Worcester called
Narragansett No. 2 (incorporated as Westminster in 1759).
In 1747 he began a protracted battle with the church and
town that, with occasional truces, would last for twenty-
two years. Marsh was one of those embattled Arminians
who solicited the help of Ebenezer Gay during the theo-
logical wars of the 1750s and 60s. Like Lemuel Briant,
Marsh could have used a course or two in pastoral rela-
tions. He was arrogant, quick-tempered, and he affected
a casual levity that his frontier parishioners found un-
seemly in a minister. Many of the high-flying Harvard
graduates of the 1730s and 40s would probably not have
come to grief if they had followed Gay's simple advice:
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••be unaffectedly grave, and not offensively reserved,
... be condescensive, and easy of Access, without a
trifling Familiarity, which breeds Contempt." Marsh, with
exceptional insensitivi ty , tried immediately to establish
himself in an authoritarian, patriarchal role, telling
one of the village's leading citizens to come to him -as
a Child to a father.'.. To make matters worse. Marsh seemed
unable to back up this patriarchal pose with any sort of
clerical decorum. He was accused of saying to one of his
opponents, "I'll Sware I have a good mind to Split your
brains ought ..... This sort of thing, coupled with the
financial strains of maintaining a minister in a poor
parish quickly led to an "alienation of affection" between
Marsh and his flock. His Arminianism was only the final
13
straw.
Elisha Marsh displayed the same open contempt for
Calvinist orthodoxy that he did for everything else. He
was accused of declaring that "he had never Preached upon
the Docktren of Election & that he never would for he did
not know anything about it & did not consearn his hed
about it." He assured his parishioners "that Everyone
under the Light of the gospel might be saved if they would
do what they Could and he wold assure them that there was
Salvation purchased for Everyone thear present." If these
allegations were true, this was the most extreme sort of
Arminianism, verging on universalism, and the New Lights
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in his congregation were suitably shocked. On October 21,
17 A7, ten members of the local Marlborough Association met
in council to adjudicate matters. Although the council was
composed primarily of moderate Calvinists, they were
nevertheless unsympathetic to New Light coups, and
exonerated Marsh, declaring that "'we can't Charge him
With unsoundness in these Doctrines.'" He remained under
a cloud, however, and was clearly persona non ^rata to
the members of that conservative body. For the next ten
years, Marsh and his opponents sparred over salary and
doctrine until, on April 11, 1757, the church voted to
dismiss him. During the intervening years, he had
apparently preached against original sin and imputation of
guilt, practiced open communion, and maintained "that man-
kind are more naturally inclined to Good than Evil."
Marsh took the position that his dismissal was illegal
until an ecclesiastical council should render an opinion.
A council was, accordingly, arranged for November 23, 1757,
and Marsh prevailed upon Ebenezer Gay to preside. Gay was
in the neighborhood, having just defended another accused
Arminian in Leominster. He may have been reluctant to in-
volve himself in the Marsh case, except for the fact that
Marsh had a Bingham connection. Elisha had married Deborah
Loring Lathrop, the daughter of Captain Benjamin Loring,
a very influential man in Hingham politics to whom Gay was
indebted. Gay, however, could simply not bring himself to
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Vindicate Marsh, and advised him "'to recant his Errors
and amend his misconduct.'" He urged patience on both
Sides, but his decision effectively brought Marsh's
ministerial career to an end. Gay may well have decided
that an unstable minister such as Marsh was no asset to
the Arminian cause.
A brief postscript to the unhappy tale of Elisha
Marsh provides a glimpse of Gay's South Shore "machine-
working at full tilt. After his dismissal, Marsh con-
tinued to live in Westminster. He, and a church faction
loyal to him, apparently made life miserable for any
pastoral candidate that the New Light majority advanced.
In 1765, after eight years of squabbling, the church
settled the Reverend Asaph Rice, a sober, moderate
Calvinist who was determined to stand up to Marsh. In
1769, the Westminster congregation suspended Marsh and one
of his supporters "from the Privileges of the Church"
after Rice allegedly "treated Mr. Marsh very indecently
by collaring and shaking him at a Church Meeting." Marsh
demanded that a council be convened to hear his case, and
he somehow prevailed on the seventy-three-year-old Gay to
undertake another journey into the rugged country north of
Worcester. The council was composed of Gay and the rest
of the Hinghara triumvirate— Daniel Shute and John Brown
—
as well as Gad Hitchcock of Pembroke, and faithful old
William Smith of Weymouth. Marsh, who was clearly
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expecting to be vindicated by Gay, was disappointed for
the second time. Gay and the South Shore men met "in a
private Capacity" with Pastor Rice, not even bothering
to convene formal hearings. The council members concluded
that Marsh "has discovered too much want of Respect towards
ye Revd. Mr. Rice and his Church." The action which they
recommended suggests that much of the factional dispute
still revolved around Marsh's Arminianism. Because of the
"peculiar Nature of the Controversy," the council recommended
that Marsh's "Relation should be removed from this Church
agreeable to his Desire to the Church of Christ in
Leminster under the pastoral Care of the Revd John Rogers,"
an even more notorious Arminian than Marsh. ''^
Elisha Marsh's stormy career may be contrasted with
that of another member of the Marlborough Association, the
Reverend Job Gushing of Shrewsbury. Gushing, a classmate
of Gay's and a native Hinghamite, had travelled essentially
the same road to a rational, Arminian theology as had his
old friend. Like Elisha Marsh, Gushing preached an
Arminian gospel in a rural region that was still largely
Calvinist, but unlike Marsh, patient Job was discreet. The
greater part of his Shrewsbury congregation was apparently
restive under Cushing's liberalism, but he commanded such
respect that he was never directly challenged. In 17A9,
however, as the Arminian movement became more militant,
even Gushing received a strong warning from worried Calvinists
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in his church and in the Marlborough Association.
Dr. Joshua Smith, a well-educated young parishioner of
Gushing. s, had taken seriously the Arminians' insistence
that intelligent men should search the scriptures for them-
selves, and exercise their own judgement. Smith did just
that, and soon found himself "in ye dark" on the question
of original sin and "ye depravation of humane Nature." He
soon began to attack publicly these doctrines and, in no
time at all, the Marlborough Association had called a
council at Shrewsbury to deal with the matter. The
Reverend Israel Loring of Sudbury, moderator of the council,
told Smith that the question of "How far Christians must be
agreed" was still a matter for debate. Nevertheless,
Adam's apostacy and mankind's resultant depravity as
"exhibited in ye confession of faith received in our Chhs,
is a Doctrine of great weight & Importance," and Dr. Smith's
remarks had been "inconsistent with & Subversive of ye s^
Doctrine. "^^
The young physician was not without his defenders on
the council, as two members "dissented from the rest."
William Balch, the outspoken Arrainian pastor of Bradford's
Second Church, "was observed to turn Advocate for Dr. Smith."
The next morning, Balch continued to defend Smith's intel-
lectual liberty, with the able assistance of one other
council member—Ebenezer Gay. The Marlborough Association,
however, had clearly determined to reprove Dr. Smith.
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Balch gave up after the morning session, leaving Gay to
argue Smith's case alone, a task which he apparently per-
"
formed with great energy and determination. One of the
clergymen present noted that the ministers were "Hard at
it-all Day.-the Result was read by Candle Light." Gay,
in frustration, "drew off" before the council voted, and
was not present to hear Dr. Smith receive his formal
reprimand. The council then turned to Pastor Gushing.
After manifesting their respect and regard, they expressed
the hope that "it will be his faithful care still to preach
ye great Doctrines of our Holy Religion." Job Gushing had
never received such a thinly veiled threat, not even when
he had helped defend Benjamin Kent during the first Arminian
scare fifteen years before. However, unlike his arrogant,
younger colleague Marsh, Job Gushing kept his job.^"^
Shortly after the conclusion of this ecclesiastical
council at Shrewsbury, its presiding officer, the Reverend
Israel Loring of Sudbury, made a visit to the South Shore
(he had been born in Hull). He arrived in Hingham on
June 11, 1750, and stayed at the home of Golonel Benjamin
Lincoln, the town's most preeminent citizen. Loring
preached Gay's monthly lecture, pointedly reminding the
people of Hingham that their salvation was purchased only
by the blood of Ghrist. Afterwards, Gay and Loring dis-
cussed the state of religion and the clergy as it appeared
to them at mid-century. Pastor Loring (Harvard, 1701) was
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nearly a generation older than Gay and was one of the last
of that breed of ministers-one could call them the Colman
generation-who could breathe the air of the early Enlight-
enment without corrupting their Calvinist heritage (though
this was probably less a feat of intellect than of habit).
Gay admired these old gentlemen whose serene philosophical
composure was untroubled by the challenges of Samuel Clarke
and John Taylor. Avoiding the vexing questions of their
diverging theology, Gay and his guest both agreed that
steps should be taken to reestablish clerical authority and
prestige. Loring even gave Gay some specific ideas for his
next sermon on this subject. For the next two days, Gay
escorted Loring about Hingham and Scituate, introducing
him to his growing circle of young Arminians. Loring con-
cluded his itinerary with a visit to the New Light com-
munity of Hull, but at that point "Mr. Gay parted from us."
Loring had come home in time to witness the birth of the
Hingham Association and the passing of the genteel Cal-
vinism which he had known. That passing was symbolized
by the death, in August, of the old patriarch of the South
Shore, the Reverend Nathaniel Eels of Scituate. According
to Loring, Eels "'took a very Solemn farewell of the Asso-
ciation of ministers the last time he was With them and a
little before his Death, and Likewise put up prayers for
his Successor in Publick.'" Eels was gone and Ebenezer
1
8
Gay could finally assume the mantle of leadership.
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The first act which Gay performed after Eels' death
was to place one of his own students in Eels' vacant pulpit,
despite the prayers of the deceased. Jonathan Dorby, the
young man in question, was lively, pleasant, and rather
compact in appearance. After graduating from Harvard in
17A7, Dorby spent the next two years teaching school in
Hingham and studying theology with Gay. On December 6,
1747, Gay admitted him into the fellowship of the Ship
Church. Despite the paternal affection which Gay felt for
most of his students, and particularly for young Dorby of
whom he was quite proud, he was a rigorous and intimidating
preceptor. One of the many anecdotes about Gay tells of a
young theology student (probably Dorby) who, having preached
his first sermon in Gay's pulpit, asked his mentor for an
evaluation: "'Tell me seriously what you think of this
first effort of mine.'" Gay replied, '"I think it sensible
and well written, but another text would have been more
appropriate.' 'What would you have selected, sir?' 'When
you preach it again, I would advise you to prefix this text,
"Alas, master, for it was borrowed."'" Gay also frequently
teased Dorby about his "moderate stature." Dorby apparently
endured this sort of thing with good grace, and, having com-
pleted his "preparatory Studies," earned this encomium from
Gay: "I can, from intimate Acquaintance, bear this young
Man witness . . . that he hath taken laudable Pains to be
thoroughly furnished unto the good but arduous Work he
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designed for." m July I75I, Derby was called to the South
Parish of Scituate, a post which he obtained through the
influence of Gay and his (Dorby's) uncle, Judge John Gushing
of Scituate. Gay was in high spirits as he rode down to
Scituate on November 13 to install his protege in that
important pulpit. He acknowledged to Dorby that the usual
admonitions given during ordination sermons would have
"been set before you in a stronger Light, if your Choice
of One to be your Monitor on this Occasion had been guided
more by Judgement, than immerited Affection . "^^
Jonathan Dorby's ordination was the one bright spot
for Gay during what seemed to be a period of sustained
attack on the authority of ministers, particularly Arminian
ministers such as Lemuel Briant. Gay chose this occasion
to respond, by defending the preeminence of ministers in a
sermon entitled The Mystery of the Seven Stars in Christ's
Right Hand. Gay quickly explained the mystery. The seven
stars mystically represented the angels of the seven Asian
churches; those angels, of course, were ministers of the
gospel. Twenty-six years before, in his first published
sermon. Gay went to some length to demonstrate that ministers
were "Men of like Passions with others"; now he charac-
terized them as "Angels by Office." In very uncongrega-
tional terms. Gay portrayed the minister as a priest, a
sanctified intermediary, one of God's "more immediate
Attendants." Clergymen "approach his Person in religious
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Addresses, and are the People's Mouth to God by Prayer, as
well as God's Mouth to them by Preaching. "20
Gay was implicitly acknowledging the change which
had taken place in the status of the clergy since the early
days of his own ministry. With the breakdown, in the early
eighteenth century, of the organic, corporate community,
the relationship between minister and town became more con-
tractual in nature. The ministers themselves, following the
lead Of Cotton Mather, abetted their growing estrangement
by reinvigorating clerical associations which would promote
the professional interests of ministers, often at the ex-
pense of local interests. The general derangement caused
by the Great Awakening accelerated these trends on both
sides. Towns began to feel less guilty about dissolving
their contract with their pastor and shopping around for
one who would better suit them. The ministers responded
by strengthening their associations and relying even more
on those professional distinctions which separated them
from, as Gay put it, "Teachers that, in respect of Ability
for the Work, are like Jereboam's Priests, of the lowest of
the People." Gay had tried desperately to bridge the gap.
He insisted that a minister should "spend his Time and Pains
in the continual Instruction, Visitation, and Consolation
of his People; not being diverted therefrom by the vain
Amusements of Pleasure and Company. ... He must not be a
Runagate, nor a Non-Resident . " This kind of devotion would
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then be appreciated by the minister's flock, who would
realize that a permanently settled minister "by long
Acquaintance with them, best knows their State, and most
naturally cares for it; and between whom and them there is,
by the Means, a mutual strong Endearment. The causeless
forsaking him, or ^uttin^ him awa^, as we vulgarly express
it, and this when he is old, may be little to their
spiritual Advantage."^''"
Although Gay clearly understood most of the reasons
which had put such a distance between the shepherd and his
flock, he finally became convinced that the breach could not
really be healed. The only choice was to preserve and pro-
tect the ministry by relying increasingly on higher pro-
fessional standards, and strengthening those institutions
which buttressed clerical authority. Let no one, he urged,
disparage the vocation of the gospel ministry. Gay declared
that "Divinity is the Queen of Sciences: a Profession in
itself, and in the Estimation of all that are wise, the most
noble." As for the power of the clergy. Gay thundered that
"Ministerial Authority is not to be despised as an empty
Name, an insignificant Power, a Shadow without Substance,
because there is no external Force to abet it, or to avenge
Disobedience to it." Gay, of course, was working hard to
back up this rhetoric by fashioning a South Shore asso-
ciation that would provide just such an "external Force."
At association meetings, fast lectures, and other occasions,
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he traveled about the South Shore urging area ministers to
govern their flocks with firmness. In addition to the sup-
port of a strong association, ministers must individually
master the "right Use of the Key of Government." They must
understand how to administer discipline without provoking
rebellion: "Discipline is an Edge-Tool, and mad Work is
often made with it by angry Ecclesiasticks . " The proper
use of the Key also included "admitting to and excluding
from Sacraments, executing of Censures, and administering
all Things which belong to the Order of the Gospel, the
due Regulation of christian Worship and Society." If all
the "bishops" of the South Shore could exercise this priestly
authority, in the way Gay had done for so many years in
Hingham, then an orderly social and spiritual hierarchy
could be re-established. Gay, who was deeply interested
in astronomy (he even flirted a bit with astrology),
pictured this ideal religious establishment in heavenly
terms: "There is exquisite Order among the Stars: They
keep in their proper Orbs, move in their proper Spheres,
accomplish their appointed Courses, perform their constant
Revolutions with the greatest Certainty and Exactness. "^^
In addition to elevating the status of the minister,
Gay also stepped up his attack on the dogmas and creeds of
Calvinist orthodoxy. He told young Dorby "'tis pity any
Man, at his Entrance into the Ministry, should, in his
Ordination Vows, get a Snare to his Soul, by subscribing.
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or any ways engaging to preach according to another Rule of
Faith, Creed or Confession, which is merely of human
Prescription and Imposition." Consequently, Gay advised
Dorby, according to the dictum of John Locke, that his
doctrine should contain nothing "but what is agreeable to
the Nature and Reason of Things, and the Oracles of God,
whatever there should happen to be contrary to commonly'
received Opinions." Using classic Lockean epistemology
,
Gay exhorted Dorby to "Open your Eyes to the Light, and
yield to the Evidence of Truth, and receive the Impression
of it." Gay cautioned, however, that "the Light of Natural
Reason ... is so universally obscured by the Prevalence
of moral Corruption, that those Places may well be called
Regions of Darkness, where the Light of the glorious Gospel
doth not Shine." Thus, in 1751, Gay was mapping out the
via media of the Arminian ministry— that natural reason,
without revelation, was insufficient to guide men towards
an apprehension of God's Truth. ^"^
Gay concluded his advice to Dorby with an eloquent
tribute to his predecessor, Nathaniel Eels:
There never was in this County, if in the
Christian World, a Minister so frequently sought to
as your late deceased Pastor, when the Churches
wanted Light and Peace: And his coming to their
Help, in the way of Ecclesiastical Counsel, wherein
he, for the most part noderated, might seem as . . .
the kindly Aspect of a benevolent Planet with his
Satellites.
Gay, in eulogizing Eels, had perfectly described himself
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and the role he was at that moment assuming as the central
ecclesiastical figure on the South Shore. Jonathan Dorby,
however, was not destined to play a significant part in
Gays association. On April 13, 1754, Dorby was published
to Mary Gushing of Scituate, an excellent match, and a few
days later went to Hingham to preach a lecture for Gay.
While staying at the home of Colonel Benjamin Lincoln,
Dorby was seized -with a Pleurisy Fever of which he died,-
a "most Shocking providence" to Golonel Lincoln, and a
great blow to Gay. The most that could be salvaged from
Derby's untimely departure was the subsequent marriage of
Miss Gushing to Gay's nephew, the Reverend Ebenezer Gay, Jr.
of Suffield.^^
The South Parish of Scituate was not long deprived of
the benefits of an enlightened, rational gospel. On
August 15, 1754, four months after Dorby 's death, the church
called Mr. David Barnes (Harvard, 1752) to be their pastor.
Barnes had received four other calls, most of which were
more remunerative, but he appears to have chosen Scituate
chiefly because of its proximity to Gay and his liberal
associates. He often mentioned his admiration for Gay,
and he consciously modeled his preaching style on that of
the Hingham patriarch. Yet Barnes was far from being
another of Gay's alter egos. He was a thin, red-faced,
sharp-featured little man, a stubbornly original thinker,
and altogether the most eccentric preacher in the Hingham
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Association. Barnes was immensely fond of delivering
sermons in a voice which was -by no means remarkable for
its melody, nor could he be said to manage it with any
uncommon skill.." Barnes, like his colleagues, was a
staunch defender of the right of private Judgement, a
thoroughgoing rationalist, and an implacable foe of
Calvinists, particularly New Light Calvinists. Once, in
describing Jesus and his apostles, Barnes vigorously
asserted that "They were not enthusiasts. . . . We may
indeed as well suppose that Isaac Newton was an idiot
... as we can suppose a set of flaming enthusiasts,
strangely infatuated, should be the authors of such a system
of religion and morality as is contained in the gospels."
Barnes' ministry illustrates nicely the observation of
religious historian Joseph Haroutunian that "the conflict
between Calvinism and the sentiments of the new age can
be epitomized as a conflict between the conceptions
'Almighty God' and 'our compassionate heavenly father.'"
Barnes once told his parishioners, with that complacence
and extraordinary self-confidence one finds only in the
eighteenth century, "If we would be ye friends of god, we
must cultivate not only an acquaintance, but a likeness to
him in his moral perfections."^^
In the following year, 1755, two more Arminians were
added to the Association; one was militant, the other
extremely circumspect. The first, Charles Turner, was
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installed at Duxbury on July 23rd. Turner, who had nearly
become a lawyer, rejected (as Alden Bradford put it) "-the
peculiar tenets of the Calvinistic creed,-" insisting ".that
we circumspectfully guard against our Judgements being per-
verted, by any prejudices, while we inquire into the meaning
of God's word.." certain ministers from the conservative
Plymouth Association attempted to prevent his ordination,
but Gay and William Rand of neighboring Kingston defended
him and installed him safely in the Duxbury pulpit. Turner
quickly became an active member of Gay's Arminian brother-
hood and, together with William Rand, helped make the
northern Plymouth seacoast a stronghold of rational Chris-
tianity. m February of that same year. Gay had travelled
up to Braintree to join Nathaniel Appleton in ordaining a
successor to the unfortunate Lemuel Briant. Anthony
Wibird, the young man in question, would profit from
Brianfs mistakes, avoiding theological controversy like
the plague. Brianfs theme, moral virtue, was the sub-
ject of Wibird's sermons more often than not, but he
preached in such a bland and inoffensive way, that no one
particularly cared. John Adams wrote that Wibird's '.'soul
is lost in a dronish effeminancy . • " Nevertheless, this
colorless young cleric became a loyal, if quiet, supporter
of Gay's Association.^^
By 1760, there was a member of Gay's Arminian party
in at least one church in every South Shore town from
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Braintree to Kingston (with the exception of Hull). The
Arminian gospel was flourishing in these bustling, little
co..ercial ports, most of which were prospering with the
growth of the fishing industry. The popularity of
Arminian preachers dropped dramatically, however, as one
moved inland. The second tier of parishes could claim only
two Arminians, Daniel Shute of South Hingham, and David
Barnes of South Scituate; Gad Hitchcock was virtually
isolated in West Pembroke (see Appendix II). At some point,
during the 1750s, the old Weymouth Association became known
as the Hingham Association, quite properly reflecting the
new order. Ebenezer Gay stood at the center of this
Arminian band, and his influence tended to extend in the
direction of Plymouth, rather than Boston. The inner
circle of Gay's Hingham Association was composed of six
men—William Smith, Daniel Shute, John Brown, Gad Hitchcock,
David Barnes, and William Rand. The impact of this rather
small Arminian regiment in the religious battles of the
1750s was disproportionately great, in large part because
of their captain. Gay was apparently never perceived as a
radical by most of the pro-Calvinist ministry, although
extreme New Lights and Baptists such as Isaac Backus were
naturally antagonistic towards him. His great dignity, now
enhanced by his sixty years, his reputation as a scholar,
and his general accessibility caused him to be respected
and well-liked throughout the province. The orthodox
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Reverend Ebenezer Parkman of Westborough, for instance,
clearly admired Gay, while he grumbled about Charles
Chauncy's "coarseness and unhandsome conduct." Conse-
quently, Gay was always welcome in the parishes of many
ministers who could not tolerate the presence of the
outspoken Jonathan Mayhew or the often abrasive Chauncy.27
John Adams once described Daniel Shute as a man who
"loves to laugh . . . delights in banter, but yet reasons
well." The same might be said for nearly every member of
the Hingham Association. When these gentlemen convened in
the comfortable parlor of the manse in Hingham, or in
William Smith's handsome parsonage in Weymouth, the pipes
were lit, the wine and cider flowed, and the repartee, while
not always brilliant, provided a welcome escape from the
pressures of the ministry. One of their colleagues (not
in the Association) confessed in his diary that when he
met "in Company with my Brethren in the Ministry," he was
inclined to "give an indulgence to innocent and Civil Mirth
as an antidote against Melancholy to which I am inclined."
The young clerics of the Hingham Association saw no impiety
in this sort of levity, though they did try to maintain a
more decorous mien in public. Some, such as Lemuel Briant,
overstepped the bounds of propriety, causing even a sympa-
thetic parishioner like young John Adams to criticize him
for being too "'jocular and liberal, . . . too gay and
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light, .f not immoral.... Uohn Brown's nineteenth century
successor in the Cohasset pulpit noted disapprovingly that
Brown -would sometimes
. . , descend to that jesting.
Which an Apostle has told us, is not convenient "26
Glimmerings of what passed for wit in Gay's circle
occasionally surface in sermons and correspondence, but
most Of this humor has survived in anecdotal form, drained
of its original vitality by local, Victorian historians.
Still, one can summon up the shades of these old Arminians
and have them regale each other with their various tales.
Gad Hitchcock, the minister in Pembroke's "Tunk" Parish,
had a homespun sort of wit which was intended to elicit
guffaws rather than sardonic grins. He told a story once
about a sailor he met while he was walking about Boston.
The sailor wanted to know his name and place of residence,
to which he replied '"My name is Gad Hitchcock, and I
belong to Tunk.' ... The sailor repeated the three names,
and cried out, 'Three of the [damndest] names I ever heard.'"
David Barnes, the eccentric little minister of Scituate's
South Parish even had the temerity to match wits with Gay
himself. On one occasion, after Barnes had preached for
Gay, the latter criticized Barnes for drawling out his words
so much '"that you put nearly all my people to sleep.'"
Stung by this rebuke, Barnes got his revenge when he preached
the afternoon sermon. He drawlingly recited his sermon text,
from Exodus A:ll, "Then the Lord said to him, 'Who has made
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man's mouth?- The Old Ship congregation was greatly
amused at this obvious reference to Oay's enormously wide
mouth,
David Barnes satirized Gay at his peril, for Gay, as
we have seen, had a quick, sharp wit that could humble any
of his colleagues. His talent for the cutting retort is
epitomized in one particular anecdote. Gay and a friend
were riding along the neck into Boston, when they passed
the gallows with the noose of the halter swaying in the
wind. This sight prompted his friend to ask Gay where he
would be now if the gallows had its due. Gay immediately
replied, "Riding alone to Boston. ""^^
Another example of Gay's penchant for devastating
retorts may be found in an encounter with the Reverend
Samuel Dunbar of Stoughton's First Church. Dunbar was a
strict Old Light Calvinist who had studied divinity with
Cotton Mather. As advancing years began to slow the pace
of Samuel Niles, the task of defending the old New England
Way (uncorrupted by New Light enthusiasm) on the South
Shore fell increasingly to Dunbar. Gay seemed reluctantly
to admire this man, about his own age, who had managed to
remain intellectually loyal to the Calvinist heritage they
had both shared. Dunbar was a careful scholar, a vigorous
preacher, and probably the only Calvinist ever asked to
preach from the Old Ship pulpit after the Awakening. He
apparently continued to attend Association meetings, but
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grew increasingly frustrated as Gay and his followers moved
into open opposition to Calvinist dogma. On one occasion,
When it was his turn to preach at the Association meeting,'
Dunbar decided to defend the old cause with all his vigor.
He ran through each of the Five Points of the Synod of Dort,
from total depravity to perseverance of the saints, and
after "improving" each point, he pounded his fist on the
desk, exclaiming "'This is the gospel.- Afterwards, each
minister had an opportunity to criticize Dunbar's sermon,
and when Gay's turn came, he said "'The sermon reminded me
of the earliest efforts at painting. When the art was in
its infancy, and the first rude drawings were made, they
wrote the name of an animal under the figure which was
drawn, so that the people could be sure to identify it.
Under one rude figure you would see written, "This is a
horse"; under another, "This is an ox"; and so on. When
the art is perfected a little, this becomes unnecessary, and
the animal is recognized without the underscript. I am
greatly obliged to my brother Dunbar, in this infancy of
the art, that he helped me in this way to identify the
gospel. As I followed him through the five figures which
he sketched for us, I must confess that unless he had writ-
ten under each of them, in large letters, "This is the
gospeli" I never should have known it.'" This story has
obviously been refined in the telling, but it has the ring




and theological positions of both raen.*^^
Gay thoroughly enjoyed this kind of banter, but h
did draw a sharper line between private and public behavio
than did some of his younger colleagues. He was partic-
ularly irritated by the unseemly exuberance and intemperate
indulgence which accompanied ordinations. In I759, the
Annual Ministers' Convention passed a resolution against
"•Feasting, Jollity and Revelling at Ordinations.'" Gay
fully concurred with the resolution, and spoke out on the
subject in September of that year. The occasion was the
ordination of yet another of his proteges into the South
Shore ministry. Thomas Brown was the younger brother of
the Reverend John Brown of Cohasset. After the death in
1742 of their father, the Reverend John Brown of Haverhill
(Gay's Harvard classmate), Gay seemed to have assumed a
special responsibility for the careers of both men. After
his graduation in 1752, Thomas came to Hingham to study
with Gay and prepare for his second degree. Like his
brother John, Thomas Brown was openly Arminian, and Gay was
able to settle him in the recently vacated Marshfield
pulpit. Joseph Green, Jr., the former minister, had been
an active member of the Hingham Association, but his
promising career at Marshfield had ended abruptly when he
was dismissed for getting drunk at a husking bee. Con-
sequently, when Gay gave "The Right Hand of Fellowship" to
Thomas Brown, the subject of intemperate behavior was on
his mind. He asked the Marshfield congregation if it was
"becoming Men and Christians, that the Day of a Gospel-
Minister's Separation to the Holy Office, should be made
a Play-Day with them; and the Evening and most of the
Nights following, be spent in Revelings and Banquetings,
in Chambering and Wantonness . . .? Is it not a Pity,
and a Shame, that the Ordination of Christ's Ministers
should, in these Things, symbolize with the Consecration
of the Priests of Bacchus?"*^^
Gay's fatherly concern for the welfare of young
clerics extended beyond the issue of their theological
affiliation. In the 1750s, for instance, he became in-
volved with one of the strangest men who ever donned the
black robe and Geneva bands. In 1754 Grindall Rawson
(Harvard, 1741) left the isolated village of Ware (in
central Massachusetts), where he had ministered for over
six years, because of the inability of the parish to support
him. A year later, Rawson received a call to the First
Church of Yarmouth, on Cape Cod. That congregation had
just dismissed their minister, the Reverend Thomas Smith,
at his own request "'for want of support.'" Consequently,
the installation of Grindall Rawson at Yarmouth had, as
Clifford Shipton has put it, "something of the air of the
marriage of divorced persons." Ebenezer Gay, for reasons
that are unclear, was chosen to preach the sermon on this
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occasion (he cay have become acquainted with Rawson during
the latter's youth in Milton).
Since the saints at Yarmouth were becoming infamous
for losing ministers through their tight-fistedness
, Gay's
sermon, which he delivered on December 10, 1755, came
right to the point. He entitled it The Levite Not t.n
Forsaken, and, lest any of the Yarmouthians miss the point,
he made his analogy quite clear: "People should take heed
to themselves, that they forsake not the Levite, their
Minister, by a parsimonious withholding of due Maintenance
from him." Gay bluntly told the congregation how often he
had "seen here the Mischief of Strife with a Pastor, so
often issuing in the Dissolution of [the pastoral] Rela-
tion." Their last minister, Thomas Smith, was an eloquent
Old Light preacher whom Gay admired greatly, frequently
inviting him to preach from the pulpit of First Hingham.
Smith's dismission, he told them, "was wondered at and
regretted by us at a Distance." Gay took this occasion to
develop further his vision of the minister as a highly
professional, sacerdotal figure, necessarily separated from
the rest of the community by virtue of his office. The
minister, said Gay, should never have to supplement his
living through secular economic pursuits: "If they thrive
by Trade; or have Plenty by tilling their Land, they starve
their Flocks." After reminding the Yarmouth flock of their
obligations, he turned to Rawson, who had already displayed
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Signs Of being temperamentally unsuited for the ministry
(he used to ridicule, in his caustic way, the impoverished
life-style of his former parishioners in Ware). Gay told
him that "it is now incumbent on you, to take heed unto
your self, that you forsake not this People, by any stray-
ing Steps in the Course of your Ministry."^''
Gays advice was quickly forgotten, and within two
years Grindall Rawson had personally alienated nearly every
member of his congregation; by I76O his ministry in
Yarmouth had been terminated. Before he left town, this
tall, ungainly man had married Desire Thacher, the daughter
of a prominent citizen of Yarmouth. After his dismission,
Grindall and Desire went to live with his parents in
Milton, and the marriage began to fall somewhat short of
complete connubial bliss. In January of I767 a neighbor
saw Desire running out of the house with Rawson's father,
Peletiah, in close pursuit. She fell in the snow where he
"•over took her and Called her many bad names, and told her
She Should Go back with him, but She declared She would not,
but would go to Mr. Gays, but the Said Rawson took her
under his arm and dragged her home. And . . . Grindal
Rawson Stood at the Door of the House lookin out.'"
Obviously Gay had kept in close touch with this troubled
young couple. The Rawson clan's abusive treatment of Desire
intensified until, four years later, she left them and was
eventually granted a divorce on grounds of cruelty. Rawson
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spent the remainder of his life keeping school and preaching
in temporarily vacated pulpits in Massachusetts and New
Hampshire. Wherever he went, "Old Grin" quickly made
enemies; one of them remarked that Rawson could get "'no
employment as a preacher, but where you are unknown, (and
it seldom takes more than two Sabbaths to know you).'" m
1793, the year before this curious, unpleasant man died,
he published an edition of The Levite Not to be For..;.kPn
,
prefixed with a very moving account of Gay's death.
Ebenezer Gay was, perhaps, the only stable and reassuring
presence in Grindall Rawson's long and unhappy life.^^
Gay's involvement in the life of Grindall Rawson
serves as a necessary reminder that his interest in
ecclesiastical affairs was not confined to the great
struggle between Arminianism and revived Calvinism.
Nevertheless, Gay's most significant achievement in the
period 17A5-1760 was the transformation (with the in-
dispensable help of Nathaniel Appleton) of the Old Light
Weymouth Association into the Arminian Hingham Association.
By 1760, there can be very little doubt that the Hingham
Association was perceived, throughout New England, as a
major force in promoting and defending the Arminian min-
istry. The Association, as we have seen, was not ex-
clusively Arminian, including as it did Old Calvinists such
as Stoughton's Samuel Dunbar, and moderate Calvinists such
as the inoffensive Shearjasub Bourne of Scituate's First
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Church. Under Gay's leadership, the Association continued
its traditional function of assisting and advising local
pastors, maintaining discipline in South Shore parishes,
adjusting ecclesiastical grievances, and so on. Within'
the Association, however, there was an inner group, a
special cadre of Arminian revolutionaries, whose influence
extended far beyond the South Shore. The word "revo-
lutionary" may seem a bit overdrawn in describing men who
were dedicated to maintaining social order and stability,
but these ministers were engaged in a reformation formulated
on enlightened principles. Gay, Shute, Brown, Rand, and
Hitchcock may not have been as outspoken as Jonathan Mayhew
or Lemuel Briant, but they shared the same contempt for
those Calvinist creeds and dogmas which seemed to have no
scriptural or rational basis. They were trying to liberate
New Englanders from, as Gay put it, "their prejudicate
Opinions" and "any religious Principles which they received,
with their vain Conversation, by Traditions from their
Fathers. "-^^
The Arminian ministers of the Hingham Association were
a close-knit, intensely loyal fraternity. When any member
of Gay's "extended family" experienced difficulty, the
others quickly rallied to support him. For instance, in
1763, four years after Thomas Brown had been installed at
Marshfield, he was forced to resign because of reports
"'averse to Mr. Brown's moral character'" (the second
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minister in a row to succumb to the temptations which Marsh-
field apparently afforded). Within two years Brown received
a call to the Fourth Parish of Falmouth in Maine, a spot far
removed from the amenities of the South Shore. He was
accompanied on his journey to Maine, however, by his
brother, the Reverend John Brown of Cohasset, as well as
by Daniel Shute of South Hingham, Gad Hitchcock of Tunk,
and old Parson Gay himself. With that kind of encourage-
ment, Thomas Brown did more than merely make the best of
his new situation; he vigorously carried the Arminian
gospel into the conservative Cumberland County Asso-
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elation. '
As the religious conflicts of the 1750s intensified,
the members of the Hingham Association received calls to
participate on councils in western Massachusetts, Connec-
ticut, or wherever an Arminian minister and his faction
needed support. Gay usually led these delegations, but
when he could not come, he frequently dispatched one of
his lieutenants. The "Wallingford Controversy" was a case
in point. By 1758, the church in Wallingford, Connecticut
had been struggling for six years to find a replacement
for their late pastor. The town had been a bastion of Old
Light opposition to the Awakening (there were nine sub-
scriptions in the town to Chauncy's Seasonable Thoughts ).
There had also been, however, a pro-revival minority in
the church which by 1758 was receiving support from the
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New Light-dominated New Haven Association. Early in I758,
a pastoral search committee was wisely advised by some
neighboring Old Light ministers to send to Harvard's
President Holyoke, Nathaniel Appleton, and Charles
Chauncy, if they wanted to find a young man untainted by
New Light enthusiasm. Appleton quickly ran through his
list of young liberals, and warmly recommended James Dana
for the post. After hearing Dana preach, the Wallingford
Church's New Light minority suspected that they had an
Arminian heretic on their hands. They proceeded to ques-
tion Dana about his orthodoxy. Dana apparently responded
with all the arrogance and insensi tivi ty that Elisha
Marsh, Lemuel Briant, and other young Harvard men had
shown on these occasions. How dare these rustic churls
bother an enlightened, well-educated Harvard gentleman
with their antiquated, Calvinistic cant about Westminster
Confessions, Saybrook Platforms, etc.? When Dana was asked
his opinion of the doctrines taught by their former min-
ister, he replied that they should also ask how he liked
Aesop's fables, and Bunyan's Pilgrim's Progress .
The New Light faction of the Wallingford Church,
understandably offended, complained to the New Haven Con-
sociation which quickly moved to stop Dana's ordination
until a proper inquiry into his principles could be con-
ducted. The Church and Society, however, prepared to defy
the Consociation, calling a carefully chosen ordination
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council. Six Of the seven members were local Old Light
ministers, the seventh was the Reverend John Brown of
Cohasset. Obviously, Dana's supporters knew precisely
where to turn for support. The Old Light clergymen, who
had built the New Haven Consociation to maintain religious
order, were now quite willing to ignore its edicts, since
the organization had fallen into the hands of the New
Lights. John Brown, that firm supporter of the presby-
terian-like authority of the Hingham Association, now joined
his fellow councillors in defending the principle of con-
gregational autonomy. Consociations and associations
throughout New England in the post-Awakening period had
largely become tools of the various religious factions;
in fact, one can even see the Wallingford controversy
anticipated in Robert Breck's feud with the Hampshire
Association in 173A. The ordaining council succeeded in
installing Dana, but only at the expense of a sentence of
noncommunion passed against the Wallingford Church by both
the New Haven and Hartford Consociations.^^
The greatest battle between Gay's Arminians and the
forces of orthodoxy occurred in 1757, in the small, newly
settled village of Leominster, a frontier settlement
located in the rugged wilderness north of Worcester. For
fourteen years, the minister of Leominster, the Reverend
John Rogers, had, in his befuddled and inarticulate way,
been preaching a mild sort of Arminian gospel to his
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congregation. As the doctrinal debate over original sin
Sharpened in the 1750s, a fair number of his parishioners
became " • dissatisfyed with his Doctrine'" (Rogers believed
that outside agitators were responsible). The aggrieved
brethren called an ecclesiastical council which accused
him, in so many words, of Arminian heresy, and the Rogers
case quickly came to the attention of most of the major
theological combatants of mid-century Massachusetts. John
Rogers was the John Scopes of his day. Rogers' celebrity,
however, has understandably dimmed over the years, and
Clifford K. Shipton has been virtually alone among recent
historians in fully appreciating the impact of the Leominster
AOcontroversy.
Rogers had been ordained over the new church at
Leominster in 1743 by the Reverend Daniel Rogers of Little-
ton, one of Gay's first theology students. During the
1750s, John apparently began reading the works of Clarke,
Whitby, and Taylor, or he absorbed them indirectly through
their American champions. He made the mistake of endorsing
the theology of the English liberals in four sermons pub-
lished in 1756 and 1757. The last of these, entitled The
Nature and Necessity of Spiritual Conversion , brought his
neighbor, the Reverend Elisha Marsh of Westminster, to grief
simply for recommending it. Rogers declared unequivocally
in that sermon that "'the Voice of Reason' was 'the Voice
of God.'" Cotton Mather had written precisely the same
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thing in 1711, but such sentiments were near blasphemous to
post.Awakening Calvinists. The dissident faction in Rogers'
church asked him to join with them in calling a council to
investigate his theology, but he adamantly refused. He
argued that ecclesiastical councils had become instruments
for intellectual oppression. Rogers reportedly said that
"it was not the business of Councils to Determin Matters
of faith ... and besides he knew it was raoraly imposable
at ye present to get a council of honist men." These
remarks accord with a letter that he later wrote, protest-
ing the plans of the dissidents to summon a council. He
asked how "'the Vote of any Council under Heaven'" could
presume to determine religious truth for "'a sober rational
Creature ... For every man is Commended by the Scripture
to Study the whole if it himself and to Judge for himself
comparing all Doctrines with that." Allowing a council to
intrude upon this right of private judgement, Rogers declared
"•is directly opposite to the . . . principles of Protes-
tants.'" Here was a man fully caught up in the Arminian
reformation.
The aggrieved brethren, unimpressed with Rogers'
arguments, proceeded to call a council of fifteen churches
to meet on July 26, 1757. The council, as Rogers had
anticipated, was far from being an impartial body. The
leading member was that zealous Edwardsean and Presbyterian,
Ebenezer Pemberton, pastor at Boston's New Brick Church.
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Pemberton had recently taken up arms against Jonathan Mayhew
in response to the latter's criticism of the Athanasian
Trinity. This latest heresy of MayheWs was still fresh
in the delegates' minds. The council also included Samuel
Dunbar of Stoughton, Gay's antagonist in the Hingham Asso-
ciation, and Nathan Stone, a merciless stalker of Arminians
from Southborough. With the important exception of
Pemberton, however, the council was not composed of
Calvinist radicals; they were moderate, Old Light Cal-
vinists who had now come to fear the deistical drift of
Arminianism more than they feared the disruptive behavior
of the New Lights. The Reverend Peter Clark of Danvers,
for instance, was no Edwardsean, but he was in the middle
of a pamphlet war with the Reverend Samuel Webster, in which
Clark was defending the doctrine of original sin. Clark was
not at all happy that John Rogers had just given, in print,
"his full approbation and Recommendation" of Webster's
pamphlet, A Winter Evening's Conversation , a piece which
assailed the doctrines of imputed guilt and total depravity.
This conservative assembly "'with the utmost Regret,'"
charged Rogers with denying the doctrine of original sin,
with preaching Arminian views on the nature of conversion,
and with casting "'most indecent and unchristian reflection
on the shorter Catechism.'" They even suggested that he was
flirting with Socinianisra (a theology which denied the
divinity of Christ). All forty-one delegates on the council
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accepted this guilty verdict, and recommended that the
Leominster Church give Rogers three months to reform before
reconvening the council/^
John Rogers had no intention of retracting what the
council had defined as "Doctrinal Errors." The council
reconvened on November 9th, only to find Rogers and his
supporters resolutely determined to resist their recom-
mendations. Rogers declared that the council was illegal,
since he had never agreed to it, and he still insisted
that they had no right "'to Judge upon his Doctrines.'"
The council voted, again with unanimity, that Rogers
should be suspended for two months and, if he did not
retract his errors in that time, the pastoral relation
should be dissolved. The Leominster Parish voted to act
on this advice, but Rogers refused to acknowledge their
action, trying to force his way into the pulpit on three
successive Sundays. Samuel Dunbar, an equally vigorous
combatant, was one of two pastors who preached in his
place. Losing all patience with Rogers, the aggrieved
brethren moved to recall the council in three days, instead
of two months, for the purpose of dismissing their pastor.
Accordingly, the exhausted delegates assembled once
again, but this time they admonished the members of the
anti-Rogers faction for their unseemly haste, advising them
that a permanent separation could only be brought about by
a mutual council. Interestingly, Jonathan Mayhew suddenly
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appeared as the scribe of the last session. The Arminians
were starting to rally to Rogers' defense.
Rogers' supporters decided to fight fire with fire,
and, instead of agreeing to a mutual council, they called
in a council of their own. In December, the Arminian
heavy artillery began to roll into town. Charles Chauncy,
Jonathan Mayhew, and Ebenezer Gay with his South Shore
elite corps-John Brown, Daniel Shute, and William Rand,
all convened in Leominster to defend the cause of intel-
lectual liberty and rational religion. They proceeded, as
a member of the first council put it, to make "a loud
Complaint
. . . against the proceedings of the aggrieved
Brethren of the Church in Leominster and our Councils, in
abetting them & condemning Mr. Rogers." No direct record
of the proceedings of this second council has survived,
but they apparently decided to contest the legality of the
proceedings against Rogers. One of Rogers' clerical
opponents declared that "a principal Article in the Pro-
testation of Mr. Gay, Rand, Mayhew, &c at [?] against the
Result of the Council there was without grounds; nay it was
opposite to the Truths. "^^
Besides protesting the unfair treatment accorded
Rogers, Gay and Mayhew may well have suggested the next move
which the pro-Rogers faction made. They laid a petition
before the Province Council urging that Leominster be
divided into two parishes—in effect a denominational
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action establishing a liberal church and an orthodox church
in this small village. The town of Leominster was under-
standably reluctant to agree to this division, and the
pro-Rogers group finally took the matter to court. By
1759, the scene of the Rogers controversy had shifted from
Leominster to the Superior Court sitting at Worcester. The
great clergymen of the day gave place to the great lawyers
of the day. Instead of being defended by Gay, Mayhew, and
Chauncy, Rogers now relied on James Otis and Robert Auchmuty,
with Jeremy Gridley and Oxenbridge Thacher representing the
town. After several reverses, John Rogers and his supporters
prevailed, and, on February 18, 1762, the Second Parish of
Leominster was officially created.
By the late 1750s, the more radical Arminian clergy-
men in New England had formed a religious party that was
every bit as coherent as any of the post-Awakening New
Light factions. The adherents of this party were men who,
like Gay and Chauncy, had tired of trying to adjust their
Calvinist heritage to the world of their real intellectual
allegiance— the world of Locke, Newton, and a rational,
benevolent deity; there were also the younger men such as
Mayhew and Briant who did not even feel the need to attempt
the reconciliation. With the zeal of true reformers, the
Arminians had set about trying to free New England's Church
from the bondage of Calvinist theology by appealing
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directly to the scriptures and to the practices of the
primitive Christian church. They were happily convinced,
as David Barnes of Scituate put it, that Christ and his
apostles "were not enthusiasts." Nowhere did the
adherents of this Ar.inian gospel, which Yale President
Thomas Clap called the "'New Scheme of Divinity,'"
flourish more vigorously than on the South Shore. Under
Ebenezer Gay's leadership, the Hingham Association had
become a center for the advancement and defense of rational
religion. Gay's achievement became all the more important
since Boston was still dominated by the orthodox Old
Guard, men who were determined to stamp out the Arminian
heresy before it led the ministers of the province into
Arianism, deism, or worse. Mayhew and Chauncy, then, were
forced to look for support in the country, and Gay's asso-
ciation provided that support.
By the time of the Rogers controversy, the Arminian
clergy had completely and publicly broken with their more
orthodox Old Light allies. Gay was no longer pleading for
unity, as he had done in his 1746 Convention Sermon. The
cause of truth, as both orthodox and Arminian factions
understood that truth, had become more important than out-
ward displays of clerical solidarity. Gay had clearly been
more interested in vindicating John Rogers and championing
the cause of rational, Arminian Christianity in central
Massachusetts, than in attempting to restore peace and
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religious order to the divided little town of Leominster.
Ebenezer Gay had organized and rallied a strong Arminian
force; it now remained for him to define more precisely
the cause for which they were fighting.
CHAPTER IX
THE FATHER OF LIGHTS
Under Gay's leadership, the Hingham Association be-
came the ecclesiastical center of the Arminian movement,
but outside the safe harbor of the South Shore, Armin-
ianism encountered heavier seas. In the immediate post-
Awakening years, the great debate between Arminians and
Calvinists centered on the role which human initiative
played in justifying men before God. The character of
the debate did not really change in the 1750s, but rather
it intensified, generating some brilliant and impassioned
controversial literature concerning the doctrines of grace.
There were some occasional flurries of alarm over more
exotic heresies. Jonathan Mayhew created a great uproar
with a volume of sermons published in 1755 in which he
criticized those who rigidly adhered to the Athanasian
doctrine of the Trinity. The furor occasioned by Mayhew's
observations reached all the way to the Indian mission at
Stockbridge where Jonathan Edwards fretted about "'Dr.
Mayhew's late book, . . . wherein he ridicules the doctrine
of the Trinity."' Mayhew, however, had not published that
collection of sermons with the purpose of launching an
attack on the Trinity. Instead his intent had been to carry
on the crusade begun by his "martyred" friend Lemuel Briant
—a vigorous insistence upon the importance (though not the
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primacy) of moral virtue in obtaining salvation.^
By 1757 the Arminian-Calvinist debate was back on
track, fueled by a new attack on the doctrine of original
sin..a tract published anonymously by the Reverend Samuel
Webster of Salisbury entitled A Winter Ev.nin ^>. r..
versation. Webster had relied heavily on John Taylor's
Scripture Doctrine of Qrl ^.n.. ... (1733) . Baylor's work,
as we have seen, had become the basic text for every clergy-
man Who could not accept the Calvinist teaching that men
were totally depraved. Therefore, when neo-Calvinism
•
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great champion, Jonathan Edwards, published his brilliant
defense of the doctrine of original sin, he was replying
principally not to Mayhew or Webster, but to " the Qb.lec -
tions and Arguings of Dr . John Tavlor .'* Edwards' The
Great Christian Doctrine of Original Sin DefendPd (1758)
laid bare the heart of the differing world views which
separated Arminians and Calvinists. Arminian theology
revolved around the individual. Each man was capable of
influencing his spiritual destiny, unconstrained by imputed
guilt from Adam's sin, or by a corrupt bias which impelled
men by necessity to do evil; guilt was entirely a personal
matter. The Arminians believed that each person was a
^^^"^^ rasa, bound by no preconditions. Each individual had
his own separate covenant with God, and salvation was essen-
tially a matter of fulfilling the terms of the contract.
The terms of man's justification were clearly laid down
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in the Scriptures so that, as Jonathan Mayhew put it,
-those Who comply therewith, are justified of coursl, upon
such completion.'" The Arminian image of the self-reliant
pilgrim striving for salvation stands in marked contrast
to Edwards' portrait of a soul, merged in the corporate
depravity of all souls, whose destiny is entirely dependent
on God's sovereign pleasure. In his book, Edwards defended
the imputation of Adam's guilt to his posterity, by
advancing the theory (based on Locke) that God, who
arbitrarily sustains the identity of things through suc-
cessive moments in time, decreed that the human race should
be as one. Adam and his posterity were one complex person.
Intellectual historian John Herman Randall called Calvinism
"the most medieval of all the Protestant systems," and cer-
tainly, as Jonathan Edwards interpreted its dogmas, it was
not a system that encouraged a modern sense of individ-
uality
.
Edwards and Mayhew were not only clarifying the great
points of disagreement between the Arminians and the Cal-
vinists, they were also (with the help of a great many other
controversialists) laying down party platforms—partisan
ideology which would serve as "the instrument of a group,
or of an interest." The annual convention of ministers in
Boston had become a political battleground between these
two great factions and the smaller groups which gravitated
toward one or the other. One can catch glimpses of the
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intrigue and political-theological debates which went on
at the convention in the diary of the Reverend Ebenezer
Parkrnan, a quiet, moderate Calvinist from Westborough. m
1756 the great noise was all about MayheWs anti-Trini-
tarian remarks contained in his recently published volume
Of sermons. Parkman was, accordingly, suspicious of
Mayhew, "yet not having read his Book, I could not intel-
ligently oppose him for the Doctrines contained therein."
In the following year, the debate over original sin had
reasserted itself, and Parkman was honored by a visit from
Jonathan Edwards himself, returning from the convention via
Westborough: "Mr. Edwards Showed me his Book against the
Adversaries of the Doctrine of Original Sin, especially
against John Taylor.""^
The leadership of the Calvinist faction at the con-
vention, however, was not entrusted to Edwards or his
disciples, but to that old Puritan, Joseph Sewall, senior
minister at Boston's Old South Church. Unlike Gay, his
friend of former years, the venerable Dr. Sewall had re-
mained faithful to the spirit of his mentor, Cotton Mather.
Together with his zealous comrade Ebenezer Pemberton of
Boston's New Brick Church, Sewall sought to defend the
orthodox cause from the machinations of Mayhew, Chauncy, and
Gay. Once again, Ebenezer Parkman's diary allows us an
occasional behind-the-scenes look at the convention battles.
At the 1756 convention we find the two parties squabbling
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over the choice of the Clerk of the Convention. According
to Parkman. "Mr. Pemberton was thought to be chose, but
upon Second Trial it appeared otherwise. Then Dr. Mayhew
was nominated by Mr. Williams of Sandwich [Abraham Williams,
who once argued that a religion which taught the doctrine
of original sin could hardly be rational] and though it
was opposed by some, & Dr. Sewall particularly bore his
Testimony against it, yet he was the man." At the 1758
convention Parkman shows us Chauncy and Gay conferring
together. He then takes us into the home of Pemberton
where Samuel Wigglesworth, John Chipman, and Nathan Stone,
three veteran and implacable foes of Arrainianism "are
projecting to have the ministers of the orthodox Side
(as we speak) to meet the day after Commencement to See if
nothing can be done for support of the Truth, against the
ill-boding aspects of the present Day."^
The Arminian party had an effective, though ever
discreet, chairman in Charles Chauncy, and a vigorous
polemicist in Jonathan Mayhew, but they lacked a philosopher
like Edwards— a respected intellectual who could provide
them with a coherent sense of purpose and theological
identity. Chauncy was certainly capable of the task, as
the sermons he published late in life indicate, but he had
not yet produced a systematic exposition of rational, Armin-
ian Christianity. He had, of course, like Gay and many
other liberal ministers, written about all the elements of
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his faith, but he had done it in piecemeal fashion. Mayhew
had come much closer to providing a complete theological
framework in his Seven Sermons (I7A9) and On Hearing the
Word (1755), but he was considered too radical to be
accepted as a sober, responsible theologian. In I759,
Ebenezer Gay had a splendid opportunity to give the
Arminians a platform on which to stand, and he made the
most of it. Although he certainly lacked the intellectual
creativity of Edwards (the Arminians never did find a
champion equal to him), Gay was about to become the philos-
opher of Massachusetts rationalism.
The forum for Gay's tour de force was the fifth
annual Dudleian Lecture at Harvard. Paul Dudley, the Chief
Justice of the Province (the same aristocratic, young
Attorney-General who had attended Gay's ordination) had
died in 1751, leaving a foundation for a series of lectures
on theology. He had stipulated that the subjects be:
Natural Religion; Revealed Religion; the Errors of Popery;
and the Validity of Non-Episcopal Ordination. Each was to
be expounded in an annual rotation. Edward Holyoke, the
President of the College, delivered the first lecture in
1755. In Newtonian terms he explained how the principles
of natural religion could be deduced "'from the Excellency
of the make & Formation of things,"' and he showed how the
heathen philosophers had done just that. From that point
on, with some early exceptions, the Dudleian Lectures were
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assigned to men of liberal, catholic views. The Trust
Of the Lecture did at first try to assign the .ore radical
Arminians to less controversial topics. (Mayhew, for
instance, refuted the Errors of Popery in 1765.) They
were, however, being a bit disingenuous when, in I759,
they asked the Reverend Dr. Joseph Sewall to deliver the
second Lecture on Natural Religion, a subject in which
that rigid Old Calvinist had never exhibited the least
interest. Sewall, not surprisingly, refused to have any-
thing to do with the lecture, and so the Trustees were free
to find a speaker to whom the topic would be more con-
genial. Charles Chauncy, who had been in Hingham recently,
may have sounded out Gay on delivering the next Lecture,
and, certainly for two of the Trustees, President Holyoke
and Nathaniel Appleton, Gay would have seemed a perfect
choice. On February 7, 1759 the Trustees voted "That in
case Dr. Sewall upon further application to him, shall
still refuse to preach the above said lecture, the Reverend
Mr. Gay of Hingham be, & at this meeting was unanimously
chosen to preach the next Dudleian Lecture." Gay was so
notified and, within two weeks, wrote to President Holyoke
to accept the honor.
^
So it was that Gay returned to Harvard College on
May 9, 1759, to deliver what James W. Jones, in his
Shattered Synthesis , has called a locus classicus of lib-
eralism. The setting was appropriate because Gay really
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had very few ideas to express that had not been voiced at
the college forty-five years before. Newtonian theology
and Lockean epistemology were, as we have seen, very much
a part of the intellectual world of Leveretfs Harvard.
The rationalism which Gay had imbibed at Harvard had been
purified by: 1. His introduction to the works of English
liberals, such as Samuel Clarke and John Taylor, which con-
firmed him in his rationalist rejection of Calvinism.
2. The Great Awakening, which had persuaded him that his
tendency to separate the rational faculties from the emotions
was entirely correct. From that point on he was determined
that Reason, "man's original excellence, the most eminent
distinction and glory of his nature," must never "be sub-
jected to the Sway of brutish Appetites and blind Passions."
There was no role for the emotions in understanding God.
Now the sixty-three-year-old parson from Hingham was about
to sum up his theological and ethical convictions in a
lecture which rhetorician Eugene E. White has described
as addressed "directly and clearly to the intellect in an
uncompromisingly dull and bloodless style." The lecture
was indeed a model of rational clarity, yet it was not
devoid of eloquence, wit, and even some passion,^
Gay made his purpose clear at the outset of the
lecture: "The Belief of GOD's Existence . . . having been
at the first of the Dudleian Lectures established; the moral
Obligation which it induceth upon the Nature of Man, may be
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the Subject of our present Inquiry." This was to b
lecture about Arminianism and its relationship to rational
religion. Indeed, Gay defined natural religion in Arminian
terms: "The Religion which is possible to be discovered
by the Light, and practised by the Power of Nature, con-
sists in rendering all those inward and outward Acts of
Respect, Worship and Obedience unto God, which are suitable
to the Excellence of his all-perfect Nature, ... And in
yielding to our Fellow-Man that Regard, Help and Comfort,
which their partaking of the same Nature, and living in
Society with us, gives them a Claim to."^
The nature of this moral duty which was owed to God
and man was discernible, said Gay, "in the Light of natural
Reason." Man had first to be convinced "of the Existence
and Attributes of God," but this was no great problem, for
"The Characters of the Deity are plainly legible in the
whole Creation around us." One had but to exercise their
reason, the highest "Faculty of the human Soul ... in the
Contemplation of the universal Frame of Nature." If one
would simply reflect upon the "exquisite Order among the
Stars," one would have "a clear and incontestable Proof
of One original Being, the divine Architect and Ruler of
the Universe." Gay believed that this a posteriori argument
for God's existence and perfection was more comprehensible
and more convincing to "the Bulk of Mankind" than the a
priori argument from first cause. Indeed, nothing had
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buttressed Gay's own faith quite so much as his readings in
the works of the English "physico- theologians , " William
Derham, John Ray, and William Whiston, all of which upheld
the argument from design. One did not, according to Gay,
have to be a Harvard-trained scholar to appreciate the
force of this evidence, for it was "plain to the lowest
Capacity of those who, with a little Attention, survey the
Works of God, that he is a Being of such Perfection.
The argument from design, though it did not especially
tax one's intellectual resources, was nevertheless a rational
way of apprehending God's existence. The Understanding, as
always, was Gay's starting point in approaching the Divine,
and by the Understanding he meant the rational, cognitive
faculties of the mind and not what Jonathan Edwards would
call the Affections. It was not through the emotions
(which Gay, unlike Edwards, defined narrowly as passions)
but rather through Reason that man "was fitted to contemplate
the perfections, and celebrate the praises of his . . .
almighty maker; and in which he resembled God, who is the
supreme and most perfect reason." Reason enabled the better
minds not only to infer the existence of God, but also to
deduce the difference between right and wrong which was in-
herent "in the Nature and Relations of Things." Gay de-
clared that "There is an essential Difference between Good
and Evil, Right and Wrong . . . which the Understanding (if
made use of) cannot but discern." In short, God "publishes
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this Law] to rational Creatu.ea . . . i„ ^^^^^^^
to learn fro. his Wor.a, what is good and what is required
Of them."^
In proposing that man could distinguish between right
and wrong through the use of his reason, Gay was directly
echoing Locke and Samuel Clarke. The Arminians' debt to
rational, Lockean psychology was explicitly affirmed by
Gay's colleague and disciple, Gad Hitchcock of Pembroke
in his own Dudleian Lecture delivered in I779: "The
opinion of innate ideas and principles, which prevailed
for so long a time, is now, almost, universally given
up; and that of the human mind receiving them afterwards
distinct and simple ... is adapted in its room, as the
original of knowledge." The truth was, however, that the
Arminians had not exactly given up the "opinion of innate
ideas and principles," but instead believed that rational-
ity had another, deeper dimension than Locke's empirical
understanding. Gay spoke of it at the outset of his
sermon when he was describing the ways in which men acquire
knowledge of their spiritual obligations: "And if we open
the Volume of our own Nature, and look within, we find
there a Law written;—a Rule of virtuous practice pre-
scribed." This innate moral sense lay closer to the core
of Gay's faith in natural religion than even the deductive
powers of the rational faculties. He declared that in
"the due Exercise of their natural Faculties, Men are
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capable of attaining some Knowledge of God's Will, and
their Duty, ... as if it were written in legibll Charac-
ters on the Tables of their Hearts." Gay's introductory
scripture text for the lecture was a passage fro. Ro.ans
in Which St. Paul makes the case for natural religion:
"•For When the Gentiles, which have not the Law, do by
Nature the Things contained in the Law; these having not
the Law, are a Law unto themselves: Which shew the Work
of the Law written in their Hearts . . .'"^O
The concept of the inner moral sense was certainly
not a new one. In I7I6, John Norton, Gay's predecessor
in the Hingham pulpit, had spoken of the moral law which
"is written in the hearts or natures of all the children
of men." Benjamin Colman and Solomon Stoddard, prominent
New England ministers in Gay's younger days, had also
acknowledged this moral sense, badly corrupted though they
believed it to be. The moral faculty was the foundation
of the ethical theory of Anthony Ashley Cooper, third Earl
of Shaftesbury (1671-1713), a stylish, proto-deistic writer
of the early century. Shaftesbury's opinions were too
radical for the New England clergy to digest directly (even
Mayhew thought he was an atheist) but his teachings were
carried on and modified by Francis Hutcheson (169A-1746),
a Scottish philosopher who was far more palatable to New
Englanders, Charles Chauncy cited Hutcheson in one of his
sermons, and it was clear that Gay and Mayhew were heavily
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indebted to him. Hutcheson attempted to interpret the
moral sense in Lockean terms, but these two forms of
rationalism did not quite mix. Gay's fellow clergyman.
Gad Hitchcock, Showed his confusion when, in one lecture
he declared that: 1. "We can have no conception of
knowledge in man . . . but that which is made up of ideas
gradually admitted, and properly ordered by the under-
standing." (Lockean epistemology
. ) 2. "i am inclined
to think that natural religion is . . . properly defined
. . .
that which reason sees to be right, and feels the
force of When it is known." (The Shaftesburian moral
sense.) Jonathan Mayhew, on the other hand, clearly
separated the two faculties: "'Our Creator, besides endow-
ing us with reason to distinguish betwixt moral good and
evil, has moreover given us another faculty, which is
sometimes called a moral sense. »"^-^
This inner moral sense, a rough equivalent of Freud's
"superego," has been described as a sort of innate ratio-
nalism, and yet it transcended reason. The concept re-
ceived its first full expression in the works of the
Cambridge Platonists, a group of Restoration latitudinar-
ians who were trying to anchor the Church of England firmly
between radical Protestant "enthusiasm" and Roman Catholic
"superstition." They referred to this innate rationality
as the "candle of the Lord," a concept which was at once
Platonic in conveying a belief in an abstract, ideal reason,
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and also mystic, suggesting a divine, inner presence. One
of the Platonists, Henry More, wrote in his Enchiridion
Ethicum (required reading when Gay was at Harvard) that
Nature's law is '"a whisper of the divine law, ... The
ideas of good and evil, which Reason approves but did not
create, are immutable, and in logical order prior even to
God. They become God's thoughts, and man's knowledge of
them comes from participation in His Mind.'" Here was the
Arminian inner light, rational and unchangingl^^
Gay clearly believed, along with Shaftesbury, Hutch-
eson, Benjamin Franklin, and Thomas Jefferson, that man was
framed for virtue, that his natural inclinations were
benevolent. He declared that natural religion consisted
"in managing our Souls and Bodies, in their respective
Actions and Enjoyments, in a way agreeable to our Make
,
and conducive to our Ease and Happiness." He went on to
say that "The Spirit of Man is naturally disposed toward
Religion: It hath an inclination thereto implanted in it,
which under the Direction of right Reason, is an inward
Spring of Motion and Action, when Reason alone would not
give sufficient Quickness and Vigour in pursuing its Dic-
tates." Gay believed that every man and woman had a cer-
tain fund of this "Natural Conscience," however "disorder 'd
and debilitated" it may have become. Therefore, since men
"are supply'd with a Rule of Actions within their own
Breasts," the socially conservative Gay could utter remarks
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seemingly fraught with anarchic implications. Gay could
serenely declare to his Harvard audience that "Men are a
Law unto Themselves . ""^^
Gay advanced his interpretation of the moral sense
in the context of the Newtonian universe, and the result
was a passage of cosmic imagery:
There may be something in the intelligent moralWorld analogous to Attraction in the material System--something that inclines and draws Men ?Siard God
o? the?r'H.n'-'^''"
Perfection, and consummate oTjlctf i appiness; and which, if its Enercv were not
?n'^h^it'; f certaini; procure sucfReguLr?ty
in tS! f
and Actions of all intelligent slings
ILp^ spiritual World, as that of Attraction doth in
materiai'ioll^d!"' the
Here was a fascinating blend of Newtonian science, social
attitudes, and an almost oriental mysticism. The forces
of gravity and magnetism became, for Gay, metaphors for
the transcendence and unity of God, the "SUPREME INFINITE."
He specifically acknowledged the source of that particular
name for the deity: "Created intelligent Beings (says
Dr. Cheyne) are images of the SUPREME INFINITE, as he
calleth God." George Cheyne (1671-17A3) was a Scottish
physician and mathematician whose Philosophical Principles
of Religion: Natural and Revealed (1715) was widely read in
New England. The work, on one level, was simply another
production of the physico-theology school, but Cheyne had
a mystic bent that permeated his thought. His sense of
the infinite was based on mathematical principles, allying
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him with a tradition that has extended from Pythagoras to
Einstein, but Sir Leslie Stephen, the fastidious Victorian
editor of the Dictionary o f National Bio^r;,phy described
Cheyne's mingling of theology and mathematics as "too
fantastic to bear exposition." Far from finding it
fantastic, Gay was clearly moved and inspired by Cheyne's
vision.
Gay's close friend and colleague, Daniel Shute of
South Hingham, described the moral sense as "The instinct,
or propensity, implanted in the human species leading them,
as it were mechanically, to that to which they are morally
obliged." How much more eloquent and lively was Gay's
description as he told his audience that there must be an
image of God's "infinite Desire after Happiness in a Re-
union with Him."
.
intelligent Being, coming out of the Hands of
infinite Perfection, with an Aversion, or even
Indifferency, to be reunited with its Author, the
Source of its utmost Felicity, is such a Shock, and
Deformity in the beautiful Analogy of Things, such a
Breach and Gap in the harmonious Uniformity,
observable in all the Works of the Almighty . . .
as is not consistent with finite Wisdom and Per-
fection, much less with the supremely infinite
Wisdom of the ALL-PERFECT.
Gay coupled his belief that all men had this natural attrac-
tion to and capacity for holiness with his conviction that
"a God of Knowledge, by whom Actions are weighed" would
surely "discern some Good in those done by the Strength of
Nature." His position was not far from universalism, although
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Gay never explicitly made that connection, it remained for
Charles Chauncy, twenty-five years later in his Benevolence
°' (^78A), to affirm that the natural tendency
to seek after God's will was "'common to all; as being a
power the whole human race came into the world endowed
with. '"-^5
Having expressed this enlightened vision of a benev-
olent, merciful, rational deity whose spirit was implanted
in the breasts of all intelligent beings, Gay angrily
denounced those irrational doctrines which obscured that
vision. He argued, using Locke's postulate, that any
principle of religion that was clearly contrary to reason
must be rejected. He admitted that those who believed in
irrational creeds and dogmas usually pointed to the scrip-
tures as their inspiration. This, said Gay, did not mean
that Holy Writ was irrational, but rather that its inter-
preters, either through "Ignorance or Misapprehension of
Things hard to be understood in . . . the holy Bible," had
erred. He insisted that "Absurdities and Contradictions
(from which few human schemes are entirely free) are not
to be obtruded upon our Faith. No Pretence of Revelation
can be sufficient for the Admission of them." Then, in a
thinly veiled attack on the Calvinists, Gay declared:
To say, in Defence of any religious Tenets, reduced
to Absurdity, that the Perfections of God, his
Holiness, Justice, Goodness, are quite different
Things in Him, from what, in an infinitely lower
Degree, they are in Men, is to overthrow all
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Flitf°L''w^?i"f"»^^ ^""^ revealed; and make ourra tn, as ell as Reason vain Fnn -i r u
right Notions of the DeitJ? ^^s '^Is cert^^^''^
"°
this supposition we have nine?) as we wo^si^i 'so"we believe, we know not what or ^hy.ie
^°
If Gay was to make the Arminian case effectively, he
had to do oiore than snipe at the irrationality of Calvinist
dogma; he had to grapple, at least in passing, with the
arguments of Arminianism's most articulate foe, Jonathan
Edwards. The heart of the Arminian gospel might be stated
thus: Men are naturally capable not only of knowing what
their moral duties are, but they are also capable of per-
forming them. They are able to choose between one course
of action and another and, given sufficient rational
persuasion, they will choose the right course. Edwards
set out to confute the Arminians by striking at what he
believed to be the root of their heresy—a belief in the
freedom of the will to act as an independent agent. For
years the defenders of orthodoxy had taxed the Arminians
with believing in a free will. In 173A, the Reverend John
White of Gloucester wrote, "The Arminians Originate the Sal-
vation of such as are saved, in the free Motion, Option,
and Determination of their own Wills." Now Edwards, in his
Freedom of the Will (175A), had set out to show, irrefut-
ably, that a belief in free will could not be supported by
any rational or scientific argument. Edwards based his
objections to free will on the principle of causation.
Everything must have a cause, including volitional events.
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therefore the Will cannot be an independent, self-initiating
agent as the Arminians claimed. The Will was entirely
passive, according to Edwards, and responded only to
external motives. Those motives which presented the
greatest "apparent good" to the mind would influence the
Will. Thus, men will, out of necessity, choose what seems
the most desirable object. "'"^
The trouble with Edwards' argument was that the
Arminians did not, in fact, regard the Will as an indepen-
dent agent. That he thought they did only reflects the
semantic difficulties which attended eighteenth-century
philosophical controversy. True, Samuel Clarke, the great
English religious liberal, did indeed believe that men
were free agents with the "Power of beginning motion."
Clarke argued that the Creator must necessarily have the
power of beginning motion, and that he obviously commu-
nicated that power to men. However, Clarke did not believe
that the Will itself was the agent of choice; neither did
his friend John Locke. For Locke, the Will was the power
of choice, but the actual chooser was man himself, or
rather man's "Understanding" faculties. The Understanding,
then, became the motive force which propelled the Will into
action; the Arminians had found their causation within man.
The irony is that Edwards believed precisely the same thing.
In his FreedorTi of the Will he wrote that "'the Will neces-
sarily follows this light or view of the Understanding, and
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not only in some of its acts, but in every act of choosing
and refusing.." Thus, both Edwards and the Arrninians be-
lieved that the Will was determined by the dictates of the
Understanding. On the surface this stance makes it dif-
ficult to Characterize Edwards as a strict necessitarian
since, as Samuel Clarke put it, "'The Necessity ... by
which the Power of Acting follows the Judgement of the
Understanding, is only a Moral Necessity, that is, no
Necessity at all, in the Sense the Opposers of Liberty
understand Necessity "^^
Jonathan Edwards and the Arrninians agreed that men's
actions are governed by moral necessity-the connection
between acts of the Will and what men judge to be the
greatest apparent good. Where then was the real point at
issue? The problem was, as Conrad Wright has pointed out,
that "Edwards combined moral necessity with total
depravity." The rational faculties, according to Edwards,
were so irreparably corrupt that the unregenerate man would
always go astray. Moral necessity, coupled with original
sin, was indeed a real restriction on man's freedom of
choice. This was what incensed the Arrninians, and Ebenezer
Gay was one of the first to respond. For Gay, the existence
of individual initiative was self-evident, and he charac-
teristically evaded the philosophical sticking points:
Man is not merely so much lumpish Matter, or a
mechanical Engine, that moves only by the Direction
of an impelling Force; but [here Gay borrows directly
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proper Sense of the Jlrd? The ap^cia! E^doS' TOf his Naturp uh-i^w ^ \-t s e l n wment
Power of s^^?'ho? -^°"^^^^''^®^ such, is ther 01 Self-determination, or Freedom of rn^,!.his being possessed of which is IT^o??
Choice;
In the same vein, when Charles Chauncy was discussing the
relationship between the Understanding and the Will, he
wrote that -these things ... are difficulties in this
dispensation of grace: And as they are such, the less we
puzzle our selves or others about them, the better.".
Gay and Chauncy felt no special obligation, as did Edwards,
to reconcile self-evident propositions with any particular
body of dogma, and so they tended simply to dismiss the
controversy
.
Moral accountability was the keystone of Arminian
preaching, and Gay therefore insisted that men must be
free to choose; he could hardly exhort men to behave
virtuously if they were only capable of doing evil. Thus
he declared that Man "feels himself free to act one Way, or
another: And as he is capable of distinguishing between
Actions of the moral Kind; so he is likewise of chusing
which he will do, and which leave undone." Thus far Gay
sounded as though he were in agreement with the English
rationalist, Daniel Whitby, who wrote that men were free
"'from Necessity, or a Determination to one, i.e. to Good
or Evil only.'" Edwards believed that totally depraved
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men were inclined to do evil only; Whitby was arguing for
a freedoo, from bias. Gay, however, was edging toward a
complete reversal of the Edwardsean position. Rather
than possessing the innate moral neutrality of Whitby
(and Locke), Gay declared that men had an inherent in-
clination to virtue: "human Nature ... was designed
and framed for the Practice of Virtue." Although men had
complete freedom of choice, Gay said, "Further to qualify
our Nature for Virtuous or religious Practice (which must
necessarily be of Choice) the Author of it hath annexed
a secret Joy or Complacence of Mind to such Practice, and
as sensible a Pain or Displicence to the contrary." Thus
Gay returned to the moral sense and man's natural "Gravita-
tion" toward God. The failure to perform acts of "human
Kindness" or to attend divine worship was "a painful
Restraint upon Nature; and to do the contrary, is thwarting
its Inclination, and wresting it from its bent."^^
Man's salvation, according to Gay, begins with this
natural bent toward holiness. The "Impression of the divine
Image and Law" still existed in human nature, and "Even in
its lapsed Estate: There are still in it . . . 'some
legible Characters . Out-lines, and Lineaments of its Beauty;
some magnificent Ruins , which shew what it had been.'" In
Gay's soteriology, the justifying grace made available to
men through Christ's atonement was only the final step. As
Gay put it, God's formation of men "qualifys them, in a
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measure, for religious Practice, as his Regeneration, or
Renovation of them doth more so." The key word here is
"Renovation." James W. Jones, in The Shattered SvnthP.i.
,
has correctly observed that "where the Calvinists saw a gap
between nature and grace, the liberals saw only continuity."
Gay described Christ's spirit as "helping the Infirmities
of our Nature," rather like a booster shot into eternal
life. In a later sermon he explained that "The grace of
God
. . . doth not obliterate, but exceedingly brightens,
what remains of the natural image of God, since the fall."
Using an educational metaphor borrowed from Hugo Grotius,
Gay declared that "The Law of Nature, like that of Moses ,
may be serviceable unto Men, as a School -Master to bring
^^^^ to Christ, for higher Instruction." Although Gay
admitted that men cannot yield perfect obedience to the Law,
and that it "is only by Grace that sinful Men can be saved,"
yet he thought it nonsense to assert that "whatever Improve-
ment and Progress man made in natural Religion, he was not
a Step nearer the Kingdom of God."^*^
Gay and his fellow Arminians could simply not abide
the idea that decent, well-educated New England gentlemen
were utterly incapable of winning at least a slight smile
of approval from God. In Gay's theology, salvation was
offered to all men, but on an individual, competitive basis.
The exercise of virtue, said Gay, should not be dismissed
as filthy rags, for it "makes an important difference among
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nien. -The righteous is .ore excellent than his neighbors.-
Gay, then, in rejecting Calvinistic election, was not sub-
stituting a universal salvation which guaranteed sweet,
heavenly immortality to all, but rather he insisted that
there was universal access to heaven for those with the
intellectual and moral stamina to make it.22
This new "Elect," the men who could win God's favor
through their own natural ability, was in many respects a
more exclusive club than the Calvinist elect. Conrad
Wright has argued quite persuasively that the Arminian
elect was roughly coterminous with the financial elite of
Massachusetts, and that their standards for membership
resembled those of a fraternal society of Boston merchants.
In 1779 the Reverend Simeon Howard, Gay's student and
Mayhew's successor at Boston West, described the form of
this society: '"Is it not proper that persons should in a
public, formal manner be initiated into the society of
Christians; and that after they are members, they should by
some significant rite distinguishing them from other persons,
commemorate the love and goodness of their founder?'" If
Howard tended to confuse the church of Christ with Boston's
select Wednesday Evening Club, he was only following in
the spirit of Gay, his mentor. In 1766, Gay had asked the
aspiring young merchants of Mayhew's church, "How amiable
and honorable a society should the church of Christ . . .
appear to us? Who may not be ambitious of joining to it.
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and being counted a member of it?"^^
Although Gays Arminian elect was composed of men
With a great measure of natural ability, it cannot be
exactly equated with Jefferson's "natural aristocracy of
talent and virtue"; still less can it be closely compared
to the egalitarian, Jacksonian faith in the virtue of the
common man. All three, of course, are related, but they
reflect different stages of social evolution. Gay was still
too much a part of the eighteenth-century world of well-
defined social hierarchies to concede that equal capa-
bilities might exist in all classes. His friend Mayhew
was quite candid on this point, declaring that he did not
believe -that all men have e^ual abilities for judging
what is true and right. . . . Those of the lower class
can get but a little ways in their inquiries into the
natural and moral constitutions of the world.'" The per-
fect philosophical expression of the eighteenth-century
social order was, as we have seen, the "Great Chain of
Being." In his Dudleian Lecture, Gay made it clear that
the God of nature, "by creating and establishing a World
of Beings in such Order, as he hath done," had limited the
capacity of those beings to understand Him and His Law,
according to their place on the chain. Daniel Shute made
it clear that the chain did not merely rank different
species, but it also included "somewhat similar gradation
in the same species, arising from their make, their
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connections, and the circumstances they are placed in."^^
Among the various gradations of humanity, success-
ful merchants occupied a fairly high place, but even they
took a back seat to the scholar. The logic here is fairly
straightforward. AH men were prompted toward virtue by
their moral sense, but a clear understanding of God and
His Law, natural and revealed, could only be acquired by
those Who could read and evaluate the Scriptures or Newton's
Princi£ia. Gad Hitchcock noted simply that all men do not
have "the same quantity of reason, and therefore could not
all have the same quantity of natural religion." The New
England Arminians seemed tacitly to assume that the educated
clergy stood just below the angels in the order of creation.
Alan Heimert has described the heaven of Charles Chauncy
as "a sort of glorified Harvard graduate school," but even
Chauncy did not approach the explicit intellectual elitism
which permeated Gay's description of the various degrees
of sanctification:
Largeness of understanding, quickness of appre-
hension, soundness of judgement, depth and compass oflearning are embellishments of a sanctified soul, andmake a great difference between the subjects of re-
generation. ... So far as a man's intellectual
abilities and attainments are superior to others,
he may, upon his receiving of grace, out-strip them,
as a disciple of Jesus, and be advanced to a higher
form in the school of Christ. ^5
Arminian theology rested on the assumption that men
were capable of self-improvement, a concept which implies,
as Gay made clear, that one man may be more sanctified than
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another; one might, theoretically, progress in knowledge
and Virtue until one was perfect. Gad Hitchcock described
this perfectionism in intellectual terms: "the larger the
stock of science in any mind, the better it is able to
advance; the farther it goes, the farther it may go . . .
and the progress might be endless." Gay himself expressed
the perfectionist vision of the Armenians on several
occasions, always reflecting his belief that sanctification
was a continuous process:
Although the light of christian graces and virtuesin them that are truly cloathed with it be Tim andtoo much clouded with infirmities, yet by due improve-ment, under the divine influence ii rises in splendo^,
'ty.kr\H
as gradually to such perfection, as
of'the?r'Fa?her/'"' ^^"^^^^
This striving for perfection sounds very like the dynamic
principle which fueled the early nineteenth-century reform
movements as well as the preaching of evangelists like
Charles Grandison Finney. Gay's perfectionism, however,
was not at all egalitarian; only those whose "intellectual
abilities and attainments are superior to others" would
be able to advance "to a higher form in the school of
Christ." It remained for Henry Ware, Gay's successor in
the Hingham pulpit, to democratize Arminian perfectionism.
Speaking in evolutionary terms. Ware declared in 1815 that
"the race has yet been gradually ascending in the scale of
intellectual and moral perfection succeeding generations
advancing on the improvements of their ancestors rising
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to a capacity for higher attainments, unfolding new powers,
and exploring new regions in which to exercise them. "26
Having argued for the validity and, indeed, the
primacy of natural religion, Gay concluded his Dudleian
Lecture on a cautionary note. He urged his young listeners
"TO form a just Estimate of Natural Religion; and guard
against the dangerous Extremes in our Regards to it—Not
to have a debasing, nor a too exalted Notion of it." Gay's
warning to hold to this middle verity was by no means a
new one. Ever since 1702, when the English deist, John
Toland, published his Christianity not Mvsterion. , both
the orthodox and the liberal religious parties in New England
were nervously on their guard against deism. The orthodox
ministers suspected the liberal-Arminians of drifting into
deism, and the Arminians themselves worried that perhaps
they were doing just that. Roland Stroraberg, in his
Religious Liberalism in Eighteenth-Centurv En^lanri. notes
that Toland 's deistic ideas were "taken up and exploited by
a very few men, who succeeded in making a noise out of all
proportion to their numbers and even their talents." In
mid-century New England, an actual deist was a rara avis ,
though John Adams claimed to have found a few in Worcester
in 1755. The fear of deism was based not on a present
reality, but on what the Arminian drift seemed to portend.
In order to confute the deists, who argued that
natural religion was sufficient, the Arminians had to
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establish the need for supernatural revelation. Gay argued
that there were two reasons why God had vouchsafed man a
divine revelation. The first reason was. simply put, that
God needed to get Adam off on the right foot; therefore.
Gay argued. Adam had the benefit of revelation from the
beginning:
oerfec? OrSl/^^!] li^ "^^"^^^ Endowments in their
have stood wondering some Time af th^ TSzinTFabrick, before he would have thence? by Deductions
^ower^'Sisdom^'fn/? '^'^^^'^ Being^f'e^ernal
onH K- ^^f^^""' Goodness, to be the Author if itand him; to whom he was therefore obliged to oav 111
2ou?d h/^"'^"'" ^^^^ glorious Excenenc^es?"
coll.i^t ^^f^'S" ^^^^^y those Dis-
n:tu^^^!^Reugi^\^:^"!r^^^^^
Adam, then, needed a revelation to hasten his discovery of
his duties and obligations, but why did revelation continue
to be necessary? The reason was that Adam's fall and, as
David Barnes of Scituate put it, "that universal corruption
of manners which took place soon after" dimmed the light of
nature and the divine image in the soul of man. Adam's
fall from grace, said Gay, "greatly alter'd the Case, with
respect to him, and his Posterity, and made Revelation a
necessary Supplement ... for the Discovery and Performance
of acceptable and available Religion." Our rational nature
was so debilitated by Adm's apostacy that, without the help
of revelation, the generality of men would know little more
than "natural brute Beasts. "^^
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In this same vein, Gay argued that the ethical and
moral philosophy of the deists owed less to the religion
Of nature than to the very scriptures which they disparaged
li.J^t ^^^^^^ hath to be sure been aLi£ht to the modern deistical Gentses
ha^e °f the Si vine
'
Attributes, and moral Duties than the ancien?!
wMch^^h ^''r'^^ indebted to that Reve?Suon
'
hea^enlv'Truth^- h"°' ^^^"2 of ?hose
tfn^K?^
ruths and important Duties, which are
th«^5 1?"^^ S^^^^^J 'tis there we learne Of Nature in its greatLt pirUy;
thkt\r\J ^^^^^ Revelation, added tohat of Nature, that Things are so plain and easvto our discerning, as that we are ready to thinkbare Reason must discover them to aUMankinS
Gay even twitted the self-conceit of the deists by com-
paring them to "the simple Rustick, who thought the World
has little Benefit by the Light of the Sun, -Because it
shin»d in the Day-time. This simile so amused young
John Adams that he copied it in his diary, remarking in
characteristic Adams fashion, "Oh the stupidity, not to
see that the sun was the Cause of the day light. "^9
At the same time that Gay argued against the deists
in favor of the "inestimable Benefit of Revelation," he
condemned the Calvinists for their ignorance in dismissing
"natural Religion as mere Paganism." Men should not regard
them "as if they were two opposite Religions [that] could
no more stand together in the same Temple than Dagon and
the Ark of God. . . . They subsist harmoniously together,
and mutually strengthen and confirm each other. . . . Both
are good Gifts ,—Rays from the Father of Lights [a common
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Arminian appelative for God] to enlighten every Man."
Despite the appearance of maintaining a strict balance be-
tween reason and revelation, Gay clearly regarded revela-
tion as secondary-necessary but secondary. He declared
that "Revelation gives us the same ( tho • clearer) Ideas of
the Attributes of God, which we have from Nature and
Reason." The Reverend John Bulkley of Colchester,
Connecticut had arrived at precisely the same position nearly
thirty years before in a sermon entitled The Usefulness of
Reveal 'd Religion (1730). Bulkley defined Christianity as
"no other than Natural Religion reinforced, and improved by
Divine Revelation." Forty years before that, Archbishop
Tillotson, the great seventeenth-century Latitudinarian,
wrote, "'Natural religion is the foundation of all revealed
religion, and revelation is designed simply to establish
its duties.'" Gay's summation of the relationship between
natural and revealed religion, points out his indebtedness
to Tillotson and the Latitudinarian tradition: "Revealed
Religion is an Additional to Natural; built not on the
Ruins, but on the strong and everlasting Foundations of
it."^0
Clearly the idea of Holy Writ being a supplement to
natural religion was not new, but for that matter neither
was anything else in Gay's Dudleian Lecture. Indeed, if a
well-informed scholar at Leverett's Harvard, circa 1720,
had read the lecture, he would not have encountered a
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Single unra^iUaP ..ea. „.at gave the lecture It. special
i».pact was not its substance, but t.e polarize, religious
atmosphere of the ti.e. Gay unfol.e. bis rational. Ar.in-
ian creed in an explicitly non-Calvinist context, a thing
Which he would not have done in 1720. He .new that his
lecture was not just an academic exercise, but that he was
helping to build a comprehensive ideology for the Ar.inian
party. Gay performed this tas. while acting as the party's
elder statesman, a role he performed with a grace and a
calm dignity that unfailingly impressed his contemporaries.
For these reasons, Natural Religion had a significant con-
temporary impact on New England theology. Alan Heimert was
probably correct in characterizing it as "the manifesto of
Congregational Liberalism. "-^-^
Gay's 1759 Dudleian Lecture heralded the beginning of
the Arminians' triumphal decade-the 1760s. The success of
the movement, admittedly, did not extend much beyond the
commercial communities of Boston and the South and North
Shores (though there were many Arminian ministers in isolated
pockets inland). The Arminian emphasis on individual aspi-
ration meshed perfectly with the changing values of these
communities. The movement was also furthered by the orga-
nizational efforts of specific men who occupied important
pulpits—Chauncy and Mayhew in Boston; Gay on the South
Shore; Thomas Barnard (Salem First) and John Tucker (Newbury
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First, on the North Shore. Furthermore, the Ar.inian
Ministry on the East Coast he=a.e Increasingly entrenche.
aa the opposition became less clamorous. One or the reasons
for the comparative silence from the Calvinist camp was
aimply that men of property and standing, who dominated
parish affairs in the older, established churches, would no
longer accept the discomforting messages of the strict
Calvinists. Consequently, the spirit of revived Calvinism
came increasingly (though not solely) to dwell among the
separatists and the Separate-Baptists. Another reason for
this partial truce in New England's religious warfare was
the growing preoccupation, among all parties, with British
regulation of American commerce. A third reason, related
to the second, was the mounting fear that the Church of
England, with the help of the British government, intended
to establish an episcopate in the colonies. The Arminians,
under the leadership of Jonathan Mayhew, proved to be the
most forward among the clerical opponents of episcopacy.
The vigor of their opposition helped to identify them in
the minds of their suspicious orthodox brethren with the
Puritan Errand. Mayhew, for instance, was no longer com-
pletely outside the pale of the Boston Association. Con-
gregational Arminians were finally disentangling themselves
from identification with Anglican Arminians. ^2
The Arminians did not adopt their anti-Anglican stand
purely as a matter of expedience. They were quite sincere,
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for instance, in their allegiance to the dissenting tradi-
tions or their fathers. John Brown of Cohasset described
Mayhew as being "uncommonly intent upon inculcating the
faith once delivered to the saints." Because of their
admiration for the primitive church, the Arminians fully
shared the Puritans' aversion for the elaborate epis-
copal hierarchy and a mode of worship which was, as Mayhew
put it, totally distinct "'from the simplicity of the
Gospel and the apostolic times.'" The Arminian cry,
"Call no man Father upon Earth," animated much of their
resistance to the Church of England. There was also
another factor which kindled Arminian antagonism toward
the Anglicans—competition. Jonathan Mayhew began his
attack on Episcopacy as early as 1750, several years be-
fore most of his colleagues began to fret about an American
bishop. Mayhew's biographer, Charles W. Akers, put his
finger on the probable cause of Mayhew's agitation (which
was otherwise something of a puzzle): "By the 1750's
Boston high society centered in Anglican drawing rooms,
where more and more the younger generations of sons of the
old Puritan families were beginning to feel at ease.'"
The Arminians and the Anglicans, in short, were competing
for the same constituency. In 1759, when the Anglican
Society for the Propagation of the Gospel (S.P.G.) had the
temerity to establish a mission church in Cambridge, Mayhew
and Chauncy publicly responded in the same way they had to
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the New Light itinerants..that the Church of Christ was well
established in Boston and settled ministers were capably
:ninistering to their floc.s, therefore missionaries to
convert the heathen were distinctly superfluous.^^
The fear of all dissenting ministers that Anglican
bishops might be established in the colonies was certainly
not unfounded, m 1758, Thomas Sec.er, a long-time advocate
of an American bishopric, became Archbishop of Canterbury
and soon began working cautiously but assiduously toward
that end. The Anglican Church and its Society for the
Propagation of the Gospel soon came to be regarded, by
colonists and the British government alike, as a useful
tool in extending imperial control over the colonies.
Mayhew even raised the specter of a tax levied by Parliament
Which would go to the support of American bishops, a charge
which seemed increasingly plausible in the wake of the 1765
Stamp Act. Charles Chauncy lent his prestige to MayheWs
campaign, beginning with his 1762 Dudleian Lecture on The
Validity of Presbyteri an Ordination . Henry Caner, rector
of King's Chapel, wrote to Archbishop Seeker that Chauncy's
lecture contained '"hard and ungenerous reflections upon
Episcopal Government.*" By 1767, Chauncy had promised to
persuade the Massachusetts clergy to join the Presbyterians
in forming "'a Plan of Union to comprehend all of the
associated Congregational and Presbyterian Churches in
North America and in Great Britain,'" the purpose being to
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resist the '"introduction of Bishops
Ebenezer Gay closely followed MayheWs crusade for
Civil and ecclesiastical liberty. He requested copies of
Mayhews attac. on the S.P.G. and of his subsequent pa.phlet
exchange with Archbishop Seeker. During the early years of
the Mayhew-Church of England controversy, we do not know
whether Gay watched the activities of his impetuous young
colleague with approval, disapproval, or bemusement. Some
of his actions made it clear that Gay did not share MayheWs
fierce antipathy to the English Church, but then he did not
have to share his Hingham parish with an Anglican rector.
By 1768, however. Gay was convinced that there was an
Anglican plot, abetted by certain British ministers, which
threatened New England's religious establishment. On
October 12, 1768, just a few days after General Gage had
billeted British troops in Boston, Gay acknowledged:
Th^ I^®
Pr-esent times, it must be confessed, are evil;
h^!.?^^^fr There may be many adversaries,bearing ill-will to our Zion, maliciously, craftilyand eagerly seeking to subvert our constitution anddeprive us of our privileges, civil and ecclesiastical.
. . . But tho' the Lord gives his people the bread ofadversity, and the water of affliction, yet their eyesstill see their teachers— teachers of their own
choosing, m which liberty may these churches always
stand firm and unshaken. -^5 ^
On July 9, 1766, Jonathan Mayhew died of a stroke
suffered two weeks earlier. Only forty-five years of age,
he was struck down while in the thick of his battle for, to
use Gay's words, "the cause of truth, liberty, and religion."
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The news of his death came as a tremendous blow to Gay,
even though the latter was familiar with the precarioul
state Of Mayhew's health. Martin Gay expressed the feelings
of the Whole family when he wrote to his brother that
"Doctor Mayhew's death is truly a melancholy providence."
On the Friday following MayheWs death, an extremely hot
day, Gay sat in the West Church listening to his friend
Chauncy pray for MayheWs soul (thus breaking an old
Puritan taboo). Afterwards, it seemed the greater part of
Boston assembled outside for the long funeral procession.
The seventy-year-old Hingham patriarch joined the five
other clerical pallbearers, and wearily carried his beloved
young friend to the grave.
On the morning of July 27th, three Sundays after
Mayhew's death. Gay stood in that same West Church pulpit
where, just nineteen years before, he had preached Mayhew's
ordination sermon. His eulogy for Mayhew was far more
impassioned and moving than even that which Charles
Chauncy had delivered two weeks before. Like Chauncy, Gay
did find it necessary to apologize for some of Mayhew's
excesses: "If he was mistaken in any points of the chris-
tian doctrine . . , yet none have cause to impute this to
his want of love of the truth." Nevertheless, Gay had not
come to exculpate, but to mourn and to defend. He set the
tone by describing the relationship between Jesus and John,
the beloved disciple. He declared that Jesus "treated them
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all as friends, but John as his bosom friend, with peculiar
endearment of affection and intimacy." Later on, Gay burst
out "he is absent from us: Alas' is dead, and gone; and
hath left us sorrowing deeply that we shall see his face
no more."^^
Gay preached a second eulogy on the evening of that
same day, and this time the tone changed from one of mourn-
ing to one of defiance. He had ordained Mayhew in the
teeth of a hostile clerical establishment in Boston, and
now the neo-Calvinists were grumbling that MayheWs death
would serve the cause of the Arian interests. (The term
"Arminian" was apparently losing its sting, and the liberals
were now frequently tarred with the brush of Arianism. ) Gay
answered the conservatives, urging the West Church congrega-
tion never to forget their "late excellent minister, who
was set for the defence of the gospel, and so valiant for
the truth, bold in his God, and powerful to withstand and
repel the adversaries to it, and zealous to promote in this,
and in all our churches, whatever he thought belonged to
pure and undefiled religion." There were no more apologies
as Gay portrayed Mayhew as a champion, leading the vic-
torious forces of enlightened Christianity against its foes:
Our eyes, at a distance, were struck with the
magnitude and brightness of [Mayhew's ministry] as
it arose here, and shone with increasing splendor,
and prevailing strength against all attempts to
darken it, and cast it to the earth . . . . The
light of it is gone forth into the world, dispelling
the darkness of ignorance, error, and sin;
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illuminating and clearing the minds of all that ar^not Shut and barred with prejudice against It,
Gay here used the metaphor of light to describe the irre-
sistible triumph of rational religion. Fifty-five years
later, Thomas Jefferson compared it to a cleansing wind:
"The breeze begins to be felt which precedes the storm;
and fanaticism is all in a bustle, shutting its doors and
windows to keep it out."^®
After preaching these eulogies at West Church, Gay
returned to Hingham in a state of physical exhaustion. His
fatigue was soon compounded with a bad, lingering cold.
Nevertheless, he was not finished with his exertions on
behalf of the West Church congregation. He feared, and
not without some reason, that the West Church might collapse
following Mayhew's death. Boston West had never been a
"neighborhood" church, but instead had drawn its strength
from the congregation's loyalty to a particular person-
ality— first William Hooper, and then Mayhew. Now that
Mayhew was gone, his rather well-to-do parishioners might
easily decide to transfer their membership to King's
Chapel, Christ Church, Brattle Street, or elsewhere. Gay
had, in fact, pleaded directly with the West Church people
not to desert their church, for God, as he put it, "can make
another man," During Gay's illness, John Brown of Cohasset
traveled to Boston to boost the morale of the West Church
parishioners, and to reinforce Gay's message: "Although
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see Of you have statedly co.e fro. the uttermost parts of
the town to hear the wisdo. of your late pastor, and .ay
now be ready to think that you .ay with propriety worship
elsewhere, from an apprehension that there is no prospect
that your loss can be fully repaired; yet 1 beseech you
to consider, .y Brethren, that ... you may yet unite in
one to be set over the Congregation. "^^
These were not empty reassurances which Gay and Brown
had given to the West Church people, because they both knew
that God had, in fact, "made another man." His name was
Simeon Howard. Though there is some question about the
extent of Gay's influence on Mayhew, there is none about
the Gay-Howard relationship. Simeon Howard was Gay's
protege entirely. Howard had been raised in the West
Bridgewater parish of Gay's Old Light ally, the Reverend
Daniel Perkins. He took his first degree at Harvard in
1758 and, late in 1759, came to Hingham to keep school and
study theology with Gay. Howard served as Hingham's
schoolmaster for two years, during which time he boarded
with the Gays. He was charming, unassuming, a bit awkward,
and an excellent scholar; he might have served, physically
at least, as a model for Washington Irving's Ichabod Crane.
Ungainly though he was, he apparently captured the heart of
Gay's twenty-four-year-old daughter, Jerusha. On September 6,
1761, Howard was admitted into full membership in the Old
Ship Church. He occasionally preached for Gay, but in order
to provide him With a more complete pastoral experience,
Gay arranged for him to supply the pulpit at Cumberland,'
Nova Scotia, a settlement in which his son, Jotham Gay,
was a proprietor. The Cumberland grantees were apparently
delighted With Howard and extended a call, but Simeon was
no frontiersman and he returned to the Bay.^°
Howard was serving as a Tutor at Harvard, when
Mayhew's death opened up the West Church pulpit. Parsons
Gay and John Brown vigorously promoted the young scholar,
and Howard's own pleasing personality did the rest; on
February 10, 1767, he was given a unanimous call. The
theological climate in Boston was not very different from
what it had been twenty years before when Mayhew was
ordained. Two of Cotton Mather's "old guard," Joseph
Sewall and Samuel Checkley, were still alive and, together
with Ebenezer Pemberton, carefully tended the orthodox flame
In 1768, the eighty-year-old Sewall made one last attempt
to safeguard the faith of his fathers. At the Annual
Convention, he proposed "that the ministers should manifest
their hearty adherence to the great Truths of the Gospel,
and guard our Pulpits by Examining Candidates." (The
Convention that year was managed by Arminians such as
Daniel Shute and John Tucker of Newbury, and Sewall 's
proposal was voted down.) Old Sewall suspected that Simeon
Howard would prove to be every bit the Arian and Arminian
that Mayhew had been. Therefore, most of the Boston
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churches sent no delegates to Howard -a very elegant ordina-
tion, and for the next seventeen years he endured nuch the
sace sort of ostracism that Mayhew had experienced, though
With better grace/-"-
A familiar old trio presided at Howard's ordination
service-Charles Chauncy preached; Ebenezer Gay gave the
Charge; Nathaniel Appleton gave the Right Hand of Fellow-
Ship. Almost all the major figures in the Hingham Asso-
ciation were present-Daniel Shute, John Brown, Gad
Hitchcock, and William Smith. All these men were determined
to insure that Boston would still hear a strong voice
preaching a rational, enlightened gospel. At one point in
his sermon, Chauncy turned to Howard and said, "You possess
the intellectual powers in too great a degree to be in
danger of turning them [his congregation] off with loose,
unconnected, empty harangues, which, if they should give
heat, can convey little or no light; nor would they be easy
under such preaching: They have been too much used to another
and more excellent way to be so." In his Charge to the
candidate, Gay also reminded his former student that he
had some very large shoes to fill, and that he would "reap
that whereon [he] bestowed not Labour." The "Father of
Lights," said Gay, has "furnished you, Mr. Simeon Howard,
with ministerial Gifts, and opened to you a Door, great
and effectual (we hope) for the useful Improvement of them."
Gay gave his customary injunction not to teach "the Doctrines,
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Commandments, and Inventions of Men," and he further charged
Howard to "Give no offence in any Thing." Howard followed
that last bit Of advice so faithfully that he was able
finally to bring the West Church out of isolation and into
the mainstream of Boston's religious life/^
Simeon Howard was an excellent representative of the
third generation of Arminian ministers. The first gen-
eration, men like Gay and Chauncy, tended to move away
from their Calvinist heritage quietly and with great
caution. The second generation included men like Mayhew,
Lemuel Briant, and Elisha Marsh who defiantly flung their
beliefs in the teeth of orthodoxy. Simeon Howard, however,
was so serenely confident in the ultimate triumph of
rational religion that he felt no need to engage in
apologetics of any kind. His toleration seemed boundless.
On one occasion, when he felt obliged to warn his con-
gregation against reposing trust in deists, his criticisms
sounded like praise by faint damnation. How could a
parishioner take seriously his attacks on "the accute
[sic] and subtle Hume, or that universal apostle of in-
fidelity, the gay and sprightly Voltaire?" The casual way
in which he referred to Jesus as "the greatest and most
honorable character that ever appeared upon earth" puts
Howard much closer than Gay, or even Mayhew, to the world
of the nineteenth-century Unitarians. Perhaps Howard's easy
confidence arose, in part, from the conviction that the
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rational, humanistic faith which he preached was the wave
of the future. In 1801, a visiting minister attended
Boston's Thursday Lecture where, he recorded, "old Dr.
Howard delivered a downright Arian sermon; not in a con-
troversial way, but just as if all agreed with him. In-
deed at that time all controversy was proscribed by the
liberal party. "^^
With the settlement of Simeon Howard, Gay's ties to
Boston's West Church were firmly knotted. One of his most
devoted students was in the pulpit and, in 1773, his son
Martin was elected deacon. Gay also may have expected to
welcome Howard into the family as his son-in-law, but any
understanding that Simeon may have formed with Jerusha Gay
was forgotten as soon as he met Mayhew's widow. Betsy
Clarke Mayhew was still considered one of the loveliest
women in Boston, and, after rejecting several distinguished
suitors, she married her late husband's successor in 1771.
Their marriage was brief, ending only six years later when
Betsy died of childbirth complications. Finally, after
thirteen years had passed, Parson Howard was married again
on November 29, 1790. His bride was none other than his
old friend, Jerusha Gay, now fifty-five years old. Thus,
Ebenezer Gay's last link with West Church was forged post-
humously, three years after his death.
The installation of Simeon Howard at West Church was
a great triumph for Gay, but things were not going so
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smoothly for another of his theology students, Caleb
Gannett. Gannett, a 1763 Harvard graduate, was a
thoroughgoing rationalist like Howard, whom he greatly
admired, but in all other respects, the two men could not
be more unlike. Whereas Howard was easygoing, unassuming,
and highly intelligent, Gannett was described as a "'Man
of slow powers, not gentle manners, and of forbidding
person'" who had "'an affected and important Air.'" Gay
was fully aware of Gannett's deficiencies, but he was
determined to do everything in his power to secure a
pulpit for the young man. In June, I768 he sent Gannett
up to Fort Cumberland, Nova Scotia—where he had sent
Howard five years earlier— to preach to the struggling
community of settlers. Howard had been appalled at con-
ditions there, declaring that "So great a proportion of
poor starved creatures I believe there are not in any
place." Gannett, a man to whom temporal welfare was quite
important, apparently had the same reaction as Howard, but
he put a good face on things and, having no other prospects,
accepted the unanimous call of "The Society associated for
calling a Gospel Minister in the Town of Cumberland."
Later, during Gannett's ordination service, Gay probably
stretched the truth a bit when he said (with his custonary
play on the candidate's name), "This CALEB hath been in the
land and bringeth up no such report of it, as should dis-
hearten his brethren. "^^
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Gannett returned to Hingham where, on October 12,
1768, he was ordained in the Old Ship Church. Jotham Gay
and the other Cumberland leaders had sent invitations to
nearly every member of the Hingham Association to assist
in this ordination, and apparently they were all in atten-
dance, together with "'a very large assembly of people of
character from the neighboring towns.'" m solemn fashion.
Gay charged his pupil "to go forth and preach Christ in a
distant part of our American world, which, till of late
years, hath been wholly a land of heathenish darkness,
and popish superstition." Gannett, however, was not on
fire with missionary zeal, and apparently had been trying
delicately to extricate himself from his commitment. Gay,
however, would have none of it, and publicly suggested to
Gannett that he not delude himself or others by masking his
"fear of temporal inconveniences" as some "better prin-
ciple" through which he "desires to be excused." Rather,
said Gay, he must go "immediately . . . without any hesita-
tion, excuse, or delay. "^^
Caleb Gannett did go to Cumberland, but he was not
there very long before he ran into trouble with an Anglican
missionary. Jotham Gay and the other Cumberland grantees
had naturally fashioned their church and parish according
to the New England dissenting model. Five hundred acres
had been set aside for the support of the minister, and a
town rate had been levied. Gannett was just settling into
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this competence when the Reverend J. Eagleson returned to
Cumberland. Eagleson, whom Clifford Shipton has called a
"Scotch Presbyterian," had already served as Cumberland's
minister as early as 1766. However, according to Jotham
Gay, by August 1767 Eagleson "thought proper to ask a dis-
mission" because of "ye great divisions among the people
here." Apparently at loose ends, Eagleson went to Hingham
to solicit Ebenezer Gay's help. That interview must have
been a failure, since Gay began urging Gannett to take the
vacant post. At some point after 1767. a desperate Eagleson
converted to the Church of England and returned to Cumberland
as an S.P.G. missionary with a salary of kl40 sterling.
Supported by the authorities in Halifax, Eagleson laid claim
to the minister's lands, and threatened to evict Gannett
from the parsonage. The impoverished Cumberland people,
who had formed no great attachment to the pompous Gannett,
began going over to Eagleson, attracted by a clergyman who,
funded by the S.P.G. , needed no financial support from the
town. Back in New England, Gay and Chauncy, those stout
defenders of the Massachusetts religious establishment,
vociferously championed Gannett and the rights of dissenting
ministers. Nevertheless, Gannett's church collapsed; as he
put it, "'E n's coming here has been our ruin.'"
Gannett spent most of the revolutionary years unsuccessfully
looking for a permanent pulpit, and serving as a supply
minister, preaching quite frequently for Gay. By the end
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Of the war, he had found his niche as a very efficient and
prosperous Steward of Harvard College/"^
By the year I77O. Gay seemed to provide living proof
that a benevolent deity did indeed reward the virtuous man.
After his 1759 Dudleian Lecture, he had emerged as the
eminence ^rise of the Arminian party. Charles Chauncy
certainly equalled Gay in learning and intellect, and was
a more original thinker, but Gay's great dignity and
judicious, deliberate style had earned him the kind of
respect that had not yet been fully accorded his Boston
colleague. At the age of seventy-four. Gay was more than
ever sought after as a postgraduate mentor for Harvard's
annual crop of would-be ministers. One might have expected
a certain intellectual stagnation at this point in his
life, but his theology continued to evolve. In the sermon
delivered at Caleb Gannett's ordination, for instance. Gay
made a passing remark that indicates he had reached the
extremes of Arminianism. He told Gannett that if he was to
help save any of his parishioners, "there must be on their
part, compliance, and concurrent endeavors; without which
almighty grace doth not, I might say, cannot help and save
them." The role of human initiative in the process of sal-
vation could be taken no further, unless one were to dis-
pense with the need for saving grace altogether. Gay never
went that far, but he came perilously close at times.
CHAPTER X
FAMILY AND COMMUNITY: THE ARMINIAN PATRIARCH
IN CHANGING TIMES
In the early 1750s, no section of Hingham Town was as
alive and bustling as the waterfront at the harbor. Draw-
ing from a few scattered references, one can easily impro-
vise a scene down at the wharves on a spring morning in
1753. Preparations are being made to receive the coasting
vessel of Captain John Gushing, which is threading its way
through the fishing shallops in the small harbor. One or
two other merchant vessels are riding at anchor, though
perhaps not as many as one would find in Cohasset Harbor
down the coast. Two men are approaching the old grist-
mill which stood at the head of the harbor, making their
way through a maze of barrels full of packed mackerel, cod,
and hake. One of these men, dressed in fine, black broad-
cloth, his penetrating gray eyes peering out from under his
wide-brimmed hat, is unmistakenly Parson Gay. Gay's com-
panion is Hezekiah Leavitt, a prosperous merchant who owns
one of the largest warehouses on the harbor. Both men hold
shares in the gristmill, and Gay is explaining to Leavitt
his proposal for building a new wharf thirty feet out from
the old mill wharf in order better to protect their property
Hezekiah Leavitt was one of a number of Hingham gentle
men who, in the 1750s, were making or augmenting their
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fortunes in the rapid growth of the fishing industry.
Hezeiciah and his cousin Elisha Leavitt, along with Captain
John Thaxter, Doctor Ezekiel Hersey, Deacon Solomon Gushing,
and Captain Francis Barker had formed a fishing company in
March, 1752. They were all entrepreneurs whose capital was
invested principally in nonagricultural pursuits, though
four of the six were also landed gentlemen, each owning over
one hundred acres of land (in 175A the average acreage held
in Hingham was thirty-one). The Leavitts were merchants.
Deacon Cushing was a tanner, Hersey was a physician, and
Thaxter was a magistrate and an important figure in the
Provincial militia (Hersey and Thaxter were also Harvard
graduates). Captain Barker, "master shipwright," was a
newcomer. He had moved to Hingham from Pembroke sometime
in the early I7AOS and, within ten years, had established
a shipyard near the foot of the harbor. Barker, an intensely
energetic and ambitious man, seemed to be the driving force
behind Hingham's booming fishing industry. These six members
of the "fishing company," together with Benjamin Lincoln,
Esq., comprised the heart and soul of Hingham's commercial
establishment at mid-century. It was no coincidence that
Gay drew his closest friends in town from among these gentle-
men, and that they looked to him for guidance in matters
both spiritual and secular. They were well-educated, urbane
men whose wealth and exemplary piety made them the natural
leaders of Hingham society. According to the precepts of
AlO
Gays Arminian gospel, these six men were clearly numbered
among the elect.
^
Commercial enterprise was not a novelty in Hingham.
AS early as 1650, the town had been shipping timber, planks,
and masts to Boston, and there had been some commercial
fishing in the area since the days of the Bare Cove
settlement. The commercialization of Hingham in the
eighteenth century was, then, a matter of degree. A fairly
rapid population growth in the first half of the century
was accompanied by the growth of shipping (spurred by the
expansion of the West Indian trade) and of the fishing in-
dustry. In 1737, property assessors recorded two hundred
and forty-five tons of shipping in vessels owned by Hingham
merchants. By 1749, the amount had grown to four hundred
and sixty-three tons, two hundred and forty of which were
"'engaged in foreign trade.'" In 1752, the town recognized
the growing importance of Hingham 's fishing fleet by
expanding the number of town offices to include "Packers of
Mackerel" and a "Culler of Fish." The former officers were
charged with inspecting the barrels of mackerel to insure
proper quantity and uniformity; the latter examined "the
contract between the buyer and the seller, with respect to
the season of the year wherein such fish is cured. ""^
The expansion of the mercantile sector in Hingham 's
economy was joined by a less conspicuous but no less sig-
nificant phenomenon— the growth of local industries. By
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1750, Hingham could boast six gristmills, three sawmills,
one fulling-mill, and two iron works; furthermore, the
town's famous coopering industry seemed to be developing
at a rapid pace. By the 1780s Hingham was indeed a very
prosperous community. According to one recent study, Hingh
ranked eleventh in commercial wealth among the 343 towns
of Massachusetts in the mid-1780s.^
In the years between I700 and 1750, Hingham had moved
steadily away from a condition of comparative economic
equality towards one of economic stratification. The old
oligarchy which had unobtrusively dominated Hingham for so
long, consciously eschewing ostentation, was now becoming
an increasingly visible social elite. Daniel Scott Smith,
in his demographic study of Hingham, has shown that as the
population grew, the town's wealth became increasingly
concentrated. Between I7II and 1749, the total wealth
held by the richest 30% of the townsmen increased by 10.7%,
while, at the same time, the total wealth of the poorest
declined 7%. The inequality in land distribution in those
same years was even more striking. By 1754 the top 10%
of Hingham landowners held 35% of the land (and the most
profitable land as well), the top 20% owned 58%, while the
bottom 60% owned only 12% of the available land. In the
First Parish, this disparity was even more pronounced than
in Cohasset or South Hingham. The number of propertyless
males over twenty-one had risen steadily during the first
am
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half of the eighteenth century and, by 1754, the bottom 20%
of rateable polls in all three parishes were landless
(see Appendix IV)
Gay's old friend, Deacon Thomas Andrews, was typical
of Hinghara's economic elite. By 1765 Andrews, who had
served as Town Treasurer from I727 to 1763, was the
wealthiest man in the First Parish. He owned one hundred
and eighty-one acres of land, nine acres of salt marsh, an
apple orchard, and one-half of a sawmill. He had just
built a handsome house, known to all as "The Mansion House,"
just a bit west of the Manse on Town Street, and he owned
another house in South Hingham. When Andrews died in
178A, his entire estate was appraised at 1.4522.12.8, a
princely sum. For all that. Deacon Andrews, who was one
of Hingham's old, landed oligarchs, tended to be less
self-indulgent than many of those men who were making their
fortunes in trade. As wealth became more conspicuously
concentrated in the upper levels of Hingham society, the
bottom levels were becoming pauperized. By 17A7, the
number of destitute people in Hingham had risen to such an
alarming extent, that the Town Meeting voted to create the
office of "Overseers of the Poor." In the following year,
the town voted for the first time that Treasurer Andrews
"be directed to pay for the present Relief of the poor a
sum not Exceeding one Hundred and fifty pounds old Tenor."
The expenditures for poor relief increased steadily and,
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in 1785, a -House for the poor of the Town- was erected.
^
Political participation in Hingham's town government
reflected the highly stratified condition of that community
in the mid-eighteenth century. The responsibility for
governing Hingham had been shared among the various families
of the old East Anglian oligarchy for over a century, but
the leadership pool had become even smaller as political
power became concentrated in the hands of a few long-term
office holders. Between 1745 and 1765, seventy-five per-
cent of the selectmen's terms were served by men who had
held that office for five or more years (as opposed to fifty
percent in 1725-1745). In that same period, fully eighty
percent of all the selectmen's terms were served by three
families— the Cushings, Lincolns, and Thaxters. The five
selectmen who were serving in 1764 (one Thaxter, one
Lincoln, and three Cushings) had already served an average
of ten terms in that office, even though they were fairly
young, ranging in age from thirty-nine to forty-five.^
The tenure of most of the selectmen, long as it was,
seemed positively ephemeral when compared with some of the
other major town offices. Deacon Thomas Andrews had suc-
ceeded to the office of Town Treasurer in 1727 upon the
death of his father, Lieutenant Thomas Andrews. Deacon
Andrews then held the post from 1727 until 1763, when he
relinquished it in favor of his good friend and neighbor,
Colonel John Thaxter. Six years later, the office reverted
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to the custody of the Andrews family, when the deacon's
nephew, Joseph Andrews, succeeded Thaxter. Similarly,
the office of Town Clerk had been part of the Lincoln
family patrimony since 1721, when Benjamin Lincoln,
"maltster," was elected. At his death in 1727, he was
succeeded by his son. Colonel Benjamin Lincoln. That
worthy magistrate, in turn, bequeathed the office in 1758
to his son, Benjamin Lincoln, Jr. (the future general).
Not incidentally, young Benjamin assumed this important
office without ever having served in a lower political
capacity. His case was not atypical. The privileged
members of the younger Hingham gentry no longer felt
obliged to ascend the cursus honorum of town offices.^
Although the commercialization that was transforming
Hingham's economy was creating new social problems, it
also provided the means for defusing social tension.
Daniel Scott Smith has found that, as land became scarce,
the percentage of outmigration of adult sons increased
from 19.5% in 1721-40 to 34.0% in 1741-60. This exodus
helped to keep the population from seriously outstripping
the ability of the town's economy to support it. Smith
has also shown that during the same period, the rate of
outmigration from Hingham became increasingly less related
to the land inheritance mechanism. Clearly, nonagricul tural
pursuits were becoming the dominant force in Hingham's
economy. The young men who stayed had economic alternatives
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to farming. The new commercial wealth even expanded the
opportunities for the younger members of Hingham's oligarchy
to serve in political office, m the years from I750 to
1767, eight new town office positions were created, all
concerned with regulating the harbor commerce.
^
The social and economic changes in Hingham were
faithfully mirrored in the First Church which was still the
focal point of community identity. The leadership of the
church was drawn from the upper economic ranks of the
town. The 1765 property valuation places the four deacons
of the church among the ten wealthiest landowners in the
First Parish. By the 1750s, these church leaders began
to feel that their rather antiquated meetinghouse, now over
seventy years old, did not adequately reflect the growing
prosperity of the town. Furthermore, church attendance
had increased as the population had expanded, and Sunday
services were becoming increasingly cramped and disorderly.
There was some brief debate over the wisdom of tearing
down the old building and erecting a new structure, but
Hingham's fundamental conservatism prevailed, and the
parish voted to enlarge and modernize the existing meeting-
house. During the summer of 1755 a west wing, fourteen
feet in length, was added in perfect conformity to the
existing, late seventeenth-century architectural style.
The interior, however, was substantially altered. One of
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the major changes Involved the relocation of the pulpit
fro. the east side to the north side, so that it would now
stand at the center of the expanded meetinghouse. The old
pulpit apparently did not harmonize with its new location
and. after some indecision, the parish voted on October 10
to build a new one. The new -sacred desk" was worthy of
the dignity of its occupant. The carpenters erected an
elevated, modified "wine glass" pulpit with matching
sounding board, set into a box carved with fielded panels.
Two handsome arched windows provided a backdrop. Gay's
first sermon in his new pulpit was taken from Nehemiah
8:4-"And Ezra the scribe stood upon a pulpit made of wood.
Which they had made for the purpose" (the scriptural context
was the rebuilding of the Temple at Jerusalem)."
The other major interior alteration was the installa-
tion of box pews. This was a matter of far greater con-
sequence than the new pulpit, the re-glazed windows, or the
expanded galleries. Just as the original seating of the
meetinghouse in 1681 provided an accurate social portrait
of the community, so the introduction of box pews reflected
the socioeconomic changes which had occurred in the inter-
vening years. The First Parish leaders, always anxious to
preserve Hingham's delicate balance between hierarchy and
collective identity, had approached the question of pewing
the church very cautiously. The idea of selling box pews
to the highest bidder, in order to raise money for
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inprovecent. to the building, had been broached as ea.ly aa
1725. The parish apparently felt that funds for enlarging
the meetinghouse could be raised without so radical a
-asure. About four years later, while the Ship Church
was. in fact, being enlarged, a group of gentlemen, headed
by colonel Samuel Ihaxter. petitioned the parish to re-
consider the idea. They stressed the importance of com-
pleting the repairs to the building "in order to make it
convenient 4 Honourable," and suggested that the costs
could be defrayed "by Such Persons as may have the Liberty
Of Erecting Pews ... for themselves and Families." Once
again, however, a majority in the First Parish felt that
the erection of box pews would introduce a jarringly
ostentatious note into the carefully composed social
harmony of the meetinghouse.-^^
During the next thirty years, the process of social
stratification in Hingham continued, and by the 1750s, all
resistance to the pressure for box pews crumbled. Hingham's
new entrepreneurial personality, typified by Captain Francis
Barker, the shipwright, would have its way. In 1756, fifty-
six pews were drawn out by lot and put up for bid. One
might have expected the results to confirm the emergence
of wealth and estate as the primary criteria for privilege
in seating. In fact, this was not entirely the case.
Twenty-four of the fifty-six pews bid for were transferred
to another party. Selectman Daniel Beal, for instance, bid
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a total Of ,.508 for three separate pew3 (including the
Single highest bid,, all three of which were transferred-
When the bidding was over, Seal did not have a single pew
registered in his name. The transference of pews or
bidding in partnership was. in .any cases, .erely a .atter
Of convenience, but it also was a way of insuring that
Hingham.s intricate social tapestry would not be entirely
unraveled by the new. mercantile wealth. Certainly the
"ere existence of the box pews reflected a major change
in Hingham's social structure. Families of pew owners
were now grouped together and physically isolated from
other worshippers (it was now even possible to sit with
one's back to Parson Gay). Pew ownership was a clear
mark of social distinction. Nevertheless, the Hingham
Oligarchs had no intention of allowing seating privileges
to become commercialized. Newcomer Francis Barker, for
instance, did not occupy a place of distinction even though
he was one of the most successful businessmen in the town.
The meetinghouse was now "Convenient 4 Honourable" for
prospering merchants, but the seating reflected Hingham's
continuing, indeed intensified commitment to ascribed
status and a stable, social hierarchy whose roots extended
well back into the previous century. '^^
Now that the interior of the Old Ship had been
modernized in a way more suited to the genteel aspirations
of Hingham 's economic elite. Parson Gay was anxious to bring
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the church music and psalmodies up to date. He was deter-
mined to end the cacophonous old practice of "lining out"
in Which a precentor, usually a deacon, sang the tune to
each line of the psalm, to be followed by the congregation.
Gay wanted his music, which he dearly loved, to be as
orderly and harmonious as his Creator's universe. He
intended to establish a regular choir, and to introduce
the controversial Tate & Brady's Whole Book of P^^^m.
(1696). Although Tate & Brady, with its diamond-shaped notes
for melody and bass, had appeared in New England by I70O,
it still had not supplanted such older collections as the
Bay Psalm Book (1640) and the Ainsworth Psalter (1612). The
more orthodox regarded Tate & Brady as a corrupting,
Anglican, High Church innovation, and so the use of that
psalmody acquired political overtones. Any minister who
urged the adoption of Tate & Brady was clearly a liberal
with little commitment to the old New England Way, and a
man to be viewed with suspicion. After the Great Awakening,
many of the Arminian ministers adopted Tate & Brady as a
defiant symbol of their break with the past."^^
Gay moved very cautiously in his efforts to introduce
the new psalmody. Young John Brown had persuaded his
Cohasset parish to adopt Tate & Brady as early as 1749,
but he apparently had used high-pressure tactics that
embittered some members. The Reverend David Barnes was
not able to persuade the South Scituate church to use
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Tate & Brady until 1764. When that church finally came
around, they also voted that "a Portion of Scripture should
be publickly read on ye Lord's Day." another practice which
was repugnant to conservatives. Gay apparently helped to
prepare his church for the change by gently poking fun at
the old system. Young John Adams recorded in his diary an
anecdote he had heard from Gay (probably in the late
1750s):
... at some ordination, a certain Indian, who had
"^rtl ^
public assembly before, seated himselfin the Alley, very near the Deacon's seat. He satin Silence with the rest while the Priests were atPrayer, but when the Psalm was named, and the
Deacon rose up [to] set the tune, he began to stareand grow angry at the Deacon, but when the Deacon
had read a Line and the whole Congregation broke
out with him, the Indian grew quite mad and rushing
up to the Deacon, layed upon him most unmercifully.
•Tis you says he are the Cause of all this plaguey
Rout,
In 1763, Gay established the rudiments of a choir, by per-
suading the church to allow three singers seated "behind
the Deacon's to strike first in singing." By 1768, Gay
had not only introduced Tate & Brady's psalmody to the Old
Ship's devotions, but he even had the congregation singing
some of Isaac Watts' hymns.
These external changes in the physical appearance
and worship services of the Old Ship Church complemented
Hingham's new prosperity, but the preaching and theology
of Gay rationalized and even sanctified the town's com-
mercial spirit. Nearly every scholar who has ever written
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about the Arminian ministry has noted the correspondence
between the Arminian "gospel"-free will, moral respon-
sibility, discipline, and endeavor—and the values of a
prospering, commercial community. Richard E. Sykes
observed that the "values emphasized by the Arminians
appealed to the upwardly mobile and to those with a
favorable self-image." Daniel Walker Howe has made the
connection in a quite forthright way: "Many of the merchants
having made their own way economically or socially, expected
to win their own spiritual salvation with equal success.
Surely salvation, like earthly prosperity, must be a reward
for those ambitious enough to earn it; the Liberal clergy
told these men what they wanted to hear." Toward the end
of the eighteenth century, the Reverend John Clarke,
Chauncy's elegant young colleague at Boston First, assured
his congregation that while "'we are not of the world, it
is not necessary that we should absolutely refuse its
riches, honours, and pleasures. ' "^^
Although the Arminian gospel was friendly to the
entrepreneurial spirit. Gay and his associates, as we have
seen, were also preoccupied with preserving social order.
Indeed, the evolution of Arminian theology in New England
owed a great deal to this drive for social stability. Again
to quote Daniel Walker Howe, many eighteenth-century clergy-
men "seem to have felt that a quiet modification of the
urgent demands of Calvinism offered the most promising
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possibility for attaining such order." The rejection of
Calvinism with its antinomian and leveling tendencies
(clearly perceived by all after the Great Awakening) was
the social keystone of the Arminian movement. As Howe
suggests, most clergymen who repudiated Calvinist theology
did so quietly and with little fuss; only the most militant
Arminians chose openly to challenge the Calvinists, and
even they tried to keep the battle out of their home
pulpits. These more advanced Arminians, such as Gay, gen-
erally confined their weekly sermons to the sort of prac-
tical, noncontroversial discourses that their intellectual
forbears, the Latitudinarians , loved to preach. This
determination to avoid controversy in the pulpit had, in
itself, a stabilizing effect in parishes that were often
quite heterogeneous.^^
The ecclesiastical and theological message of Gay and
his Arminian colleagues also meshed in very positive ways
with the changing norms and values of mid-eighteenth-century
New England. As the commercial centers became more socially
stratified, the ideals of the most influential citizens
centered on a social model where hierarchical values became
dominant. Gay's vision of church polity, which he expressed
in 1753, was certainly not inconsistent with that model.
He spoke of Christians as "members of the Spiritual Cor-
poration, or Republick, of which Christ is the Head and
Governour." This "Corporation," said Gay, "hath different
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Degrees of Persons in it . . . united to one another in the
Bonds Of ecclesiastical Polity and Christian Charity; and
all disposed in proper Order." One must point out, how-
ever, that there was room for upward mobility in Gay's
spiritual corporation, just as there was in Hingham's
commercial establishment. The Arminian dynamic which
encouraged aspiration to ever greater spiritual holiness
very soon led Gay and his associates into the preaching
perfectability and universal salvation. In I747, Gay
spoke of the time when "we all come in the Unity of the
Faith
. . . unto a perfect Man, unto the Measure of the
Stature of the Fulness of Christ." Gay was never able
fully to resolve this tension between his eighteenth-
century passion for "proper Order" and this dangerous
universalism which seems more suited to the Jacksonian
Era.-'-'^
Despite the growing socioeconomic stratification in
mid-century Hingham, Gay remained the pastor of all his
flock. He was the father of the town, the self-conscious
symbol of community solidarity. Although he was clearly
an important member of Hingham's ruling inner circle,
Gay remained, as he described his good griend. Dr. Ezekiel
Hersey, "ever as ready to serve the Poor as the Rich." He
frequented the wharves and shipyards, and took a great
delight in talking with the sailors, mariners, and mechanics
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Who lived and worked in fairly close proximity to the Manse.
He was careful to avoid ostentation. In 1764, when Adino
Paddock, a Boston chaise-maker
, offered to let the parson
have "a very good bargain in a chaise," Gay responded that
his "old Chaise will do well enough for . . . an old man."
Gay»s constant attention, even with advancing age, to
potential sources of friction in his parish, coupled with
sermons which repeatedly emphasized the rewards of moral
virtue, proved to be a successful formula. Hingham's
economic and population growth had eroded the external
forms of social control which a more cohesive community
had once exerted. The new personal autonomy and room for
individual self-expression posed a threat to social
stability. Gay's Arminian gospel could hardly have been
more perfectly adapted to meet this challenge. If external
controls were collapsing, then the assumption of personal
moral responsibility became crucial, and this was precisely
what Gay preached. He taught his parishioners that they
were directly responsible to God and man for the conse-
quences of their actions; that the state of their immortal
soul was dependent on their good behavior."^®
During the early 1750s, Gay preached a series of
sermons to his people in which he dwelt on the omnipotence
and omnipresence of the Lord. Gay's god was far more
actively involved in his creation than was the "prime mover"
of the deists or the majestically indifferent god of
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Jonathan Edwards. The Arminian deity was a watchful,
benevolent patriarch who could, when the occasion warranted,
be terrible in his judgements. At least, this was the
portrait of God which the Arminians painted for their con-
gregation. Like many of his Arminian colleagues, Gay
seized the opportunity of the 1755 Lisbon earthquake (which
was felt in New England) to remind his auditors of the
future judgement. In November he preached from Psalms
33;8— "Let all the earth fear the Lord; let all the in-
habitants of the world stand in awe of him." He so ter-
rified the usually placid Hinghamites, that he reaped a
harvest of twenty-nine souls (including his daughters
Abigail and Jerusha) during the following year, a record
broken only during the earthquake of 1727 (see Appendix
I). ^9
Gay's earthquake jeremiads do not reflect the "cosmic
pessimism" which Alan Heimert has attributed to New
England's religious liberals. A man like Gay, who saw the
fullest expression of his benevolent Lord in nature, had
the greatest confidence in God's universe and man's
increasing capacity to understand and exploit that universe.
Heimert himself eventually suggests a more likely explanation
of the Arminians' readiness to "improve upon" the 1755
earthquake from their pulpits. Many of them believed, as
he put it, that "uncomprehending fear would have its uses"
when dealing with the common man. The enlightened few
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n^ight understand the essential benevolence of God and
Nature, but the terror inspired by God's strong right ar.
of judgement had a sobering effect on the multitude. Gay
frequently prefaced his rational exhortations to moral
reformation with a little terror revivalism. His rationale
was nicely expressed in one of his favorite scripture
texts. Proverb 19:2-"The fear of the Lord is the begin-
ning of knowledge; but fools despise wisdom and instruc-
tion. "^O
Gay's old formula of powerful preaching coupled with
Arminian theology worked exceedingly well in the 1750s
and 60s. In I768, the Reverend Ezra Stiles, eminent
pastor of the Second Congregational Church in Newport,
Rhode Island, came to preach for Gay. He found the seventy-
two-year-old person in the midst of a major revival (see
Appendix I). Stiles was enormously impressed. He decided
that Hingham's First Parish, along with Andover's South
Church, "are in the best State of any & nearly as
perfect as this World will admit. They are . . . generally
bapt[ized] & as many Comun as can be expected." Stiles
described the citizens of Hingham as "sober, industrious,
don't go to Taverns, generally pray in families & a great
number hopefully pious & truly religious." (Hingham's
spirited and nearly unanimous resistance to the 175A Massa-
chusetts Excise Tax Bill on liquor privately consumed, may
help one understand why they didn't go to taverns.) After
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stiles preached fro» the Old Ship pulpit i„ j^ne of 1768
he estimated that there were six hundred in the congregai
tion. four hundred .elo„ and two hundred in the galleries.
Hingha. had beco.e such an outwardly peaceable Wngdo.
that, in 1768. the number of tything.en, that .ost visible
symbol Of external social control, was reduced fro™ three
to one.^^
Gay seems to have ruled his household in much the
same way that he governed his parish-as a benevolent
autocrat. However, the patriarchal style that worked so
well for him in the church and community was decidedly
less successful in his role as paterfamilias. As soon
as they were able, his three eldest sons (after the
deceased Samuel) left home to seek their fortune. Gay
apparently impressed his boys with the conviction that
farming was a slightly demeaning occupation for the sons
of a gospel minister. This feeling that they should aspire
to something higher, coupled with the lack of any sig-
nificant landed inheritance in Hingham, caused all three
to leave the nest as quickly as they could. Their anxiety
to leave home, however, was also due to their need to
escape the doininating presence of their father. Martin and
Calvin entered into trade and commerce, and Jotharn had
visions of a distinguished military career.
Martin, Gay's second eldest son (b. 1726) was, on the
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whole, the most successful of the three boys. Sometime
during the early 1740s, he was apprenticed to the trade of
copper.smithing, and by 1748 he was practicing his vocation
in Boston. His mother, Jerusha, had inherited some build-
ings and land on Union Street, which she and Ebenezer sold
to Martin in 1760 for t.30. He quickly converted the main
building into a brass foundry and a very comfortable apart.
ment. Martin was the secular embodiment of Gay's Arminian
spirit. He was a shrewd, ambitious, and remarkably
successful businessman. Handsome, imperious, though a bit
hot-tempered, Martin quickly insinuated himself into the
most fashionable Boston society. He became a deacon in
Jonathan Mayhew's West Church, and captain of the Ancient
and Honorable Artillery Company. He soon had shipping
interests that proved just as lucrative as the foundry.
Among other ventures, he carried on a brisk trade with a
community of settlers in Cumberland (now Amherst), Nova
Scotia. With his brother Jotham as a factor there, Martin
shipped livestock, furniture, utensils, copper sheets and
parts for stills from his foundry in exchange for furs and
22dairy produce.
Martin's father valued his advice and judgement, and
was always solicitous of his welfare, but there was a
certain distance between the two. Martin was a very capable
businessman, but he had little interest in, or aptitude for,
higher learning. Even his business letters written in the
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period before he could afford an a.anuensis were grammatical
and orthographic disasters. Furthermore, Martin's piety
was something short of exemplary in his father's eyes.
The latter frequently urged his son to let "no cares of
this life, nor multiplicity of worldly business thrust
family religion out of your house." The fact is the two
men had very little in common. One also feels that
Ebenezer's emotional restraint, the hallmark of a Harvard
gentleman, must have been difficult to endure at times.
He visited his son in the fall of 176A to console him after
Martin's first wife, Mary Pinckney Gay, had died of child-
birth complications. Mary had not, apparently, met the
"King of Terrors" with equanimity, and the whole experience
had left Martin quite shaken. Gay left his son "in mourn-
ful Tears" and, after returning to Hingham, wrote Martin
warning him to "indulge not to excessive Grief. My Son,
despise not the Chastening of the Lord." Nine years later
when Pinckney, the child born of Mary's mortal travail,
died, Ebenezer again wrote to Martin, "You may have need
to guard against excess in Mourning, as well as to take
care that you despise not the Chastening of the Lord." The
rest of Gay's letter on this occasion was a rehash of a
sermon which he had delivered two years before on God's
23benevolence
.
Of his three surviving sons, Gay was clearly most
attached to Jotham, the youngest (b. 1733). Jotham had
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inherited his father's intelligence, wit, and even, alas,
his looks. He was highly literate, and kept the Hingha.
school for a year, a post usually reserved for Gay's
theology students or exceptionally competent young men
such as Cotton Tufts. Jotham, however, was a restless
young man, eager for adventure and travel, and so he
became a soldier. As early as 1753, just as Anglo-French
hostilities were starting to rekindle, Jotham was sent
to Grand Pre in Nova Scotia (a fort which the English had
held since 1747). He quickly wrote home to inform the
family that "This is the Finest Country that Ever I saw."
From that point on, Jotham's military career became
secondary to his ambition to make a name for himself in
Nova Scotia. Nevertheless, he acquitted himself with
distinction as a soldier, rising rapidly under the patronage
of his father's friend, Colonel Benjamin Lincoln.
In 1755 Jotham joined Governor Shirley's Nova Scotia
expedition, and was placed under the immediate command of
Lieutenant Colonel John Winslow. After witnessing the
surrender of the French fort, Beausejour, Jotham assisted
his commander in arranging for the deportation of the
Acadians. Three years later, he commanded a company of
Hinghara men during Admiral Boscawen's and General Amherst's
successful siege of Louisbourg. After this glorious
victory. Captain Gay's company was sent to Halifax to help
form part of the garrison there. Jotham apparently shared
his father's perception of the military as the apotheosis
Of the orderly society. Oh May 14, 1759. he wrote from
Halifax, "Here is everything in nature which tends to make
any society happy-under proper regulation." The Great
Chain of Being became, for Jotham, the Great Chain of
Command, though the result was not always felicitous, m
1760 he wrote to his brother, "What they call cruel 4 hard
in me was no more than the duty of my station 4 obedience
to my orders. "^^
Even before completing his tour of duty at Halifax,
Jotham was ambitiously arranging a place for himself in
postwar Nova Scotia. He wrote to Martin that a friend
"has promised me to speak to the Governor concerning my
having an interest in the settlement of the Province. I
have presumed to be answerable for a sufficient number to
settle a township." Jotham soon went into the shipping
business in partnership with a well-connected friend,
Joshua Winslow. They exported livestock and dairy products
(trading heavily with Martin Gay in Boston), and acquired
extensive agricultural interests. By 1777, Jotham was
vigorously enforcing the British Acts of Trade as a customs
collector at Fort Cumberland. Despite Jotham's success,
his father ceaselessly worried about the welfare of his
bachelor son. He wrote imploring Jotham "to preserve a
good moral Character in a place of dangerous Temptation."
He wanted his son to come home, and constantly applied
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pressure to that end. m 1774 his brother Martin wrote
that, While he was "disappointed in not seeing you here
last fall, father seemed to be much affected with it."
A year later his sister Jerusha wrote, "father wants you
to come home very much. He wants to build a barn and he
says that Jotham may do it as he pleases for he can't take
the trouble." Ebenezer himself was not above writing
letters calculated to arouse guilt feelings in his wander-
ing son, as in an epistle sent in 1761: "i am not so well
of late, as when you left me; and it will be no wonder if
I should be gone into the World of Spirits, before you
return to your Father's house. "^^
Father Gay, on the whole, took a great deal of pride
in the accomplishments of both Martin and Jotham, but his
eldest surviving son, Calvin, was an unmitigated disappoint-
ment. Perhaps Calvin was predestined to failure. He was
the first of the boys to go to Nova Scotia. As early as
1751, he was living in Halifax, acting as an agent for
goods consigned to him by his brother Martin. For nearly
the next decade, he traveled from Louisbourg to Halifax to
Chignecto Bay, attempting to fetch the best price for the
rum, cattle, and stills which Martin shipped from Boston.
He did return to the South Shore long enough to become
involved with one Mary Smith of Sandwich. They were married
in April, I752 and seven months later their daughter,
Christiana, was born. Calvin quickly returned to his
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mercantile activities in Nova Scotia, leaving his wife and
Child in the care of his parents. In I76O Calvin appar-
ently received an admonitory letter from his father.
The young man's response speaks volumes about his charac-
ter
:
God^i^^^ Sickness. ... If it should please
be^lad ?hLT^ ""l I should
I rliurn^27
sisters would keep house till
Calvin had apparently enlisted in his Majesty's
Service, but in November, 1759 he wrote a letter to Martin
from Louisbourg that detailed his rather desperate efforts
to get his discharge. His requests were denied, and a
reluctant Calvin Gay was sent to join the forces of
Brigadier James Murray, who were defending the captured
city of Quebec against any attempts on the part of the
French to retake it. By August of I76O, Calvin was writing
to his father that "This is the best part of the world
that I ever yet see. A fine navigable river and the best
of land." He decided to settle in Quebec, and persuaded
Martin to extend his shipping trade (wine for furs, etc.)
to that city. With his scarlet, laced jacket and nankeen
coat, Calvin must have cut quite a figure in Quebec, but he
proved to be no businessman. He extended credit to the
point where he ruined himself and very nearly brought Martin
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under as well. In 1765 Calvin was seized by "a violent
distenper- and died in Ouebec at the age of forty. Upon
hearing of his death, his brother Martin was so„,ething less
than distraught, writing to a friend, •This time twelve
months, I advanced and shipped goods to him amounting very
near to a thousand Pound (7) Money for which I have received
but a trifle, besides the loss of so dear a brother."
Martin also wrote to another acquaintance, declaring in
his blunt way that "I hope he is happy i„ the other and
better world, though fear that there is no just grounds
for such a hope."^®
The most poignant and unsparing reaction to Calvin's
death, however, came from his father. In May, 1765, a
sermon was preached "by Mr. Gay, after the death of his
son, Calvin," from I Sam. 3:14. Placed in context with
the verse preceding, the text reads: "For I have told
him that I will judge his home for ever for the iniquity
which he knoweth; because his sons made themselves vile,
and he retrained them not. And therefore I have sworn
unto the house of Eli, that the iniquity of Eli's house
shall not be purged with sacrifice nor offering for ever."
In I Sam. 2:12, Eli's sons are described as "sons of
Belial; they knew not the Lord." We can never know
whether Gay really lived with the insupportable guilt
which this text seems to suggest, or whether he improved
this scriptural passage in a way that was less personally
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2Qdamning. ^
Calvin was gone, but he left behind one very tangible
reminder of his unhappy life-his daughter Christiana.
Cryssa, as she was called, has allowed us an intimate
glimpse at the way in which Gay attempted to regulate the
behavior of his children and grandchildren. Gay seemed
to have raised his children in the manner one might expect
of an enlightened, Arrainian clergyman. They were not
young colts to be subdued, but rather tender young plants
to be nourished. His good friend Charles Chauncy, applying
Lockean concepts to child-rearing, wrote, -While young
our hearts are soft; our wills pliable and yielding; our
consciences easily awakened, affections raov'd, and minds
impressed with a sense of religion.'" Gay combined this
approach with an absolute, patriarchal authority, and the
two proved a devastating combination. As we have seen, his
sons tried to escape, though they were never completely free
of his influence. His daughters, however, could not flee
from his authority so easily. Of the three girls that
survived to adulthood, only Jerusha married, and she only
did so when she was fifty-five years old, three years after
her father's death. Gay's granddaughter Christiana, however,
came from a different mold.^^
Cryssa was not a tender young plant. By her mid-teens
she had been virtually abandoned by her father, and had
watched her mother die a painful, lingering death. Calvin
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had entrusted her to the care of her Grandfather Gay, and
the Old man tried to do his best with this bitter and un-
happy young girl. m 1773, as she approached the age of
twenty-one, she rebelled by declaring her intention to
marry one Bartholomew Jones, a young man of distinctly
inferior social caste (in the eyes of both the Gays and
her mother»s family). Her Aunt Jerusha beautifully
described the ensuing confrontation between Cryssa and the
seventy-seven-year-old patriarch in a letter to Jotham Gay:
We have had a very troublesome scene with
Jo^fnH-T
published to one Jones, a brother ofJ seph Jones who you know. ... We dii all we cou?dand so did everybody else. You would be amazld ?ohear with what fury and will she behaved ?o ufaUHer grandfather sent for [her] to come to him! He
?h« .^r''^^^^"^ ^° "'^^^ ^ believe, of h^r age,t e only person on earth that would not have fallen
luX'^ ''''^^^.''^'^''^ ^° h^^'-d ^uch commands,such advice and entreaties with tears and promisingwhat he would do for her if she obeyed him. . .She was resolute to proceed for what reason she iouldnot tell, but the will and the temper of rebellionin her has been almost as shocking as the thing itself.She IS an astonishment to all who know her, ... Youmay judge how improper the proceeding must be in her.Her grandfather cast her in a formal manner, tears
streaming from his aged eyes. ... We have not seenher since the January. She is not married yet. Theman is so poor he does not know what to do about it.
The willful Christiana defied them all and married Bartholomew
on June 19, 1774. Her Aunt Jerusha again wrote to Jotham
to inform him that "Cryssa was married last June and went
away to a place called Wells at the Eastward, and I fear is
very poor ..." The postscript to the story of Gay's
rebellious granddaughter may be found in the old man's will,
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drawn up in 1783. The only specific bequest of money which
he made was "sixty pounds for my Grandaughter Christiana
Jones which I give unto her." He may have "cast her in a
formal manner," but Arminians were always uncomfortable
with the notion of eternal damnation
.
Cryssa's "temper of rebellion" was not unique.
Robert A. Gross, in his study of Concord during the Revo-
lutionary period, has found that "many women chafed at
paternal restraints regarding when and whom they could
wed." Their independent behavior was based, at least in
part, on the increasing inability of their fathers to be
able to promise a secure future for them if they accepted
parental guidance. Young men, of course, shared this
rather uneasy sense of freedom, and Cryssa's stubborn
independence was matched by her cousin Sara. Samuel was
the eldest son of Martin Gay, who pressured the boy into
preparing for the ministry in order to please his grand-
father. Sam dutifully entered Harvard in 1772, amid general
expectations from relatives that he would "make a good
scholar and prove a great comfort and blessing ... to
our family." His grandfather presented him with books from
his library. Three years later, however, Sam had left
Cambridge to go and live with his Uncle Jotham in Nova
Scotia, declaring that he intended to become a farmer.
Sam's little rebellion was a great blow to the old parson,
as well as to his father. Recovering from his disappointment,
Martin finally acknowledged that should Sam "incline to be
a farmer, it may be the best thing he can do, considering
that all the interest 1 have in the world is in such a
precarious state, that poverty appears to approach very
near to me.""^^
Family problems were not the only difficulties with
which Gay had to cope in the quarter century between I7A5
and 1770. During those years he was confronted by a suc-
cession of tragic events. Death, pestilence, famine,
earthquake, and war all visited the South Shore in those
years. On February I9, 1749, the Reverend William Smith
of Weymouth noted in his diary that he "Preached for Mr.
Gay, his daughter Celia Lay dead." Celia, the fourth child
of Gay's to die, was only eighteen and a great favorite in
the family. Two years later Gay, in his turn, preached a
sermon for Smith in Weymouth. Smith's congregation was
keeping a Fast Day "to bewail the burning of our Meeting
House." Shortly after the Weymouth meetinghouse was con-
sumed in flames, the "throat distemper" (angina ulcusculosa)
began ravaging the region. From July through November of
1751, Hinghamites were dying in alarming numbers, and a
somber Gay preached a Fast sermon based on the text, "cruel
as the grave." No sooner had the throat distemper abated,
then the dread smallpox made its appearance. Martin Gay,
in Boston, nearly lost his infant daughter Celia (named after
his deceased sister) to the epidemic, but she survived. The
family back in Hingha., however, was less fortunate. The
parson wrote to Martin that, while .oanna, his youngest
Child, had recovered from the disease, "The beloved
Persis Lyeth at the point of Death." Before the end of
March, 1752, Ebenezer and Jerusha stood on the burial
hill Which rose up behind the Old Ship Church, and watched
the interment of this thirteen-year-old girl. The Gay
family tomb now inclosed the remains of the first Abigail.
Ebenezer. Jr., Celia. and Persis (Samuel was presumably
buried in England )."^^
The Seven Years' War between England and France also
touched the Manse in Hingham, but the results were less
tragic than frustrating for Gay. As we have seen, Gay
believed that a rational resistance to an unjust war was
the duty of a Christian, but this belief should not lead us
to characterize him as a convicted pacifist. He never
considered any war against the French and/or the Papacy
to be unjust. In his earliest childhood he had heard
stories of the French and Indian atrocities at Deerfield
and elsewhere, and his hatred and fear of the French had
never abated. This abhorrence of the French was matched by
his contempt for their religion, which he regarded as a
corrupt repository of creeds, dogmas, and irrational super-
stition. He expressed his anti-Catholicism at the Annual
Convention in I7A6 when he told his listeners that "in the
Papal Apostacy, abominable Doctrines have evidently their
Rise from the vile Lusts of the Man of Sin. And the
Missionaries of Rome, that spread them, are of the Members
Of unclean Spirits, which John saw, liice Frogs, come out
Of the Mouth Of the Dragon." m this same sermon, which
was delivered in the aftermath of King George's War, Gay
berated "the general Backwardness in the Ministers of the
Lord, to attend his Ark into the Cam£." Gay found it an
easy matter "to reconcile with our Profession" the duties
of a chaplain, particularly when fighting an enemy that he
Characterized in such unflattering, amphibian terms.
When England declared war against France, Gay was
nearly sixty and clearly too old to serve in a chaplaincy.
He jealously watched the younger members of the Hingham
Association go off to succor the troops. John Brown of
Cohasset served as chaplain of a provincial regiment at
Halifax from March to November of 1759. Gad Hitchcock
of "Tunk" and Daniel Shute of South Hingham both marched
off to New York in March, 1758. Shute served as chaplain
to Colonel Joseph Williams' regiment which participated
in Abercrombie's disastrous attempt to take Fort Ticonderoga
He acquired enough anecdotes on that expedition to enter-
tain and bore his friends for years. Back in Hingham, Gay
did his best, preaching furious sermons about "the people
that delight in war." One of his best sermons during the
war proved to be an embarrassment. The town had received
a report that the able, young, Major Samuel Thaxter,
grandson of Gays old patron, had loat hia life in the
massacre which followed the surrender of Fort William
Henry (August 10. 1757). Gay apparently preached a very
-ving funeral aer.on. Shortly thereafter, one of the
townsmen saw Thaxter riding home through Hingham's
HocKley meadows. According to the story, the startled
villager threw up his hands and exclaimed "-Good God,
Major, is that you? Why. we have Just buried you:- "35
Gay even attempted to draft his son Jotham into the
Chaplaincy. On June 25, 1759 Gay wrote, in his typically
dry, sarcastic style, to John Brown who was ministering
to the garrison at Halifax at the same time that Jotham
was stationed there: "-I wish you may visit Jotham and
minister good instruction to him and company, and furnish
him with suitable sermons in print, or in your own very
legible, if not very intelligible, manuscripts to read
to his men, who are without a preacher; in the room of
one, constitute Jotham curate.'" Brown did as he was
bid, and a month later an exasperated Captain Jotham Gay
wrote to his brother Martin: "If a good opportunity, should
be glad you send me some good practical sermons that will
be servicable to read to the Company on Sunday. As I have
no Chaplain, and father has ordered me to act the part of
one myself." The incident is at once amusing and pathetic,
as Gay makes a last attempt to cast one of his sons in the
role, however tenuous, of a gospel minister.
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Gay persevered through all the afflicting dispensa-
tions Which God meted out to the South Shore in those years.
Like most of his fellow liberals, Gay still believed, or at
least acted upon the presumption, that the Lord had a
special covenant relationship with New England. He believed
in the efficacy of Fast Days and in the importance of public
thanksgivings. From 1750 to I770, he preached at least
fourteen sermons on Fast Days. His Arminian deity was
intimately involved in the world, punishing Massachusetts
for her iniquity and rewarding her for her faithfulness.
On August 20, I76I, prompted by a severe drought, the
churches kept a Fast Day, and Gay's text on that occasion
expressed the Arminian faith rather well: "Confess your
faults one to another, and pray for one another, that ye
may be healed. The effectual fervent prayer of a righteous
man availeth much" (James 5:16). This faith in God's
essential benevolence and in man's ability to actively
court His favor, sustained Gay during the difficult times.
Furthermore, except for his conviction that he would not
live long. Gay was not a morose man. For instance, in the
fall of 1761, he became quite seriously ill and was certain
that he soon "should be gone into the World of Spirits."
He quickly rebounded, however, and his daughter Abigail,
who had despaired of his life, was soon able to report to
her brother that "Father is charming well." Gay had a great
and infectious zest for life that continually broke through
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his fagade of ca.tious reserve, delighting his family and
friends. During I76I, the year of his illness, he preached
from one of his favorite texts. Proverbs 15:15: "All the
days Of the afflicted are evil; but he that is of a merry
heart, hath a continual feast. ""^^
In 1768 the people of Hingharn celebrated the fiftieth
anniversary of Gay's ministry at the Old Ship. The aging
parson could rejoice that he still commanded the love and
devotion of his parish, and he praised his congregation,
saying, "Fifty years have I sustained the pastoral relation
to a people, and can now bear them the testimony that I
have not been once put on the disagreeable necessity of
begging my bread of them." If Gay had been able to appoint
the time of his death, the year I768 might not have been a
bad choice; but the rational benevolent deity whom he
worshipped had decided to be a little capricious. The old
man was destined to live on through the American Revolution.
He and his family would endure hardships and humiliation,
and his well-ordered social world would be buffeted by a




THE OLD MAN'S CALENDAR
The seventeenth of August. 1763, was a hot, oppres-
sive sort of day in the small New Hampshire town of
Hinsdale. Despite the sultry weather, the crowd which
was gathering in town was in a festive mood. They had
assembled to embody a church and witness the ordination
of their first minister. The townsfolk were probably a
bit in awe of the distinguished delegation of clergymen
in their midst, and particularly of the grim-looking old
parson from Hingham with his great white wig billowing out
from under his broad-brimmed hat. Ebenezer Gay, however,
appearances to the contrary, was having a wonderful time.
He had come to this far corner of New England to par-
ticipate in the ordination of his nephew. Bunker Gay, the
second son of brother Lusher to enter the ministry. Having
traveled west to Springfield, Gay had met his "ancient"
friend from Harvard days, the Reverend Stephen Williams
of Longmeadow, and the two old comrades had traveled
together up the Connecticut Valley to New Hampshire. Once
there. Gay was reunited with another close friend, the
Reverend Ezra Carpenter of neighboring Swanzey (the minister
who had been hounded out of his church in Hull by a New
Light faction). For once, Gay was not preaching the
ordination sermon. That honor had been reserved for the




The only .ember of this happy family group who might
have had mixed feelings on the occasion was the candidate
himself. Bunker Gay was apparently entering the ministry
more as a matter of expedience than out of any sense of
having been called. In future years, he was to be far
happier advising his parishioners on legal matters than
tending to their spiritual welfare. He persistently
Slighted his "ministerial function" and spent "Much of his
time in secular employments," which included the composi-
tion of wretched verse for tombstone epitaphs. One can
only suppose that he chose the clerical path in deference
to the wishes of his pious and rather domineering father,
Lusher Gay. Uncle Ebenezer and brother Ebenezer encouraged
the choice and, after graduation from Harvard in I76O,
Bunker was sent to Westfield, Massachusetts where he studied
theology with his brother-in-law, the Reverend John
Ballantine. The eccentric career of Bunker Gay was fore-
shadowed by a rather singular event that occurred on his
ordination day. After the solemn ceremony was concluded.
Parson Ballantine tersely noted in his diary that "Several
people fell into Ashuelot River." This unexplained mishap,
together with an approaching thunderstorm, ended the day's
festivities. Ebenezer Gay had time to smoke a last pipe
with Stephen Williams before returning to the busy, com-
mercial world of the South Shore, a world that was
beginning to move toward revolution.^
At about the time that Gay was riding home from New
Hampshire, George GrenviUe, the new English Chancellor,
was busily devising schemes to rescue Britain from the
crushing burden of debt incurred by it during the last
great war with France. Within the next two years a variety
of measures were taken in order to enforce more effi-
ciently the Laws of Trade and Navigation. The powers
of the Admiralty Court were enlarged and the jurisdiction
of customs officers extended in order to put an end to
smuggling. More than this, however, the GrenviUe ministry
began to treat duties on imports to the British colonies
as important sources of revenue for the Crown. The Sugar
Act of 1764, for instance, was unquestionably a measure
designed to tax the American colonists. The strict
enforcement of high duties, particularly on the importa-
tion of foreign molasses, quickly began to pinch New
England's mercantile economy. The leading merchants of
Hingham were angry and so was Gay and his family. Jothara
and Martin Gay began doing their best to smuggle rum into
Nova Scotia "to escape paying the duty." Martin complained
bitterly about the "heavy duties and taxes imposed on trade.
The affects of which is so sensibly felt, together with what
is soon to take place [the Stamp Act] that the people in
general are much enraged.""^
Ebenezer Gay himself grew increasingly apprehensive
about the consequences of Britain's new. aggressive,
colonial policy. He opposed the Stamp Act and the right
Of Parliament to tax the colonies, and condemned those
Who were "eagerly seeking to subvert our constitution
and deprive us of our privileges, civil and ecclesi-
astical." Gay believed that the rights granted by the
Old Massachusetts charter were under attack, but he would
not countenance any form of violence to protest the in-
fringement Of those rights. He recoiled in horror after
learning about the Stamp Act riot in Boston, and after
that event, became more and more determinedly loyalist
in his sympathies. He shared the reaction of his son
Martin who wrote: "what the consequences of these horrid
outrages committed by a rabble of mad, unreasonable men
will be, time can only determine, for my part I wish for
peace and good order. "^
After the riotous summer of I765, Gay became
obsessed with the threat to social order posed by "dema-
gogues" and mob violence. None of the measures of the
British government worried him as much as "the Wrath of
Men, which is cruel when it breaketh out in mobbish
Fury." His horror of civil chaos was reinforced by his
old, unquestioned loyalty to the king, that benevolent
patriarch whose power had intervened so many times to save
the colonists from annihilation at the hands of the French
and Indians. Back in 1730, he had proclaimed to his flock:
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"Our King is a nursing Father and our Queen a nursing
Mother, Who have expressed their tender Care of, and
Concern for us, their poor but dutiful Children in these
distant parts of their Dominions." Forty years later the
old man's allegiance remained unshakeable. For these
reasons, he decided as early as November 1765 that he could
conscientiously recommend only one course of action to his
people—unlimited submission.
^
Gay based part of his argument for submission to
authority on the well-known passage from Romans 13:1-7
Which begins, "Let every person be subject to the governing
authorities." In his strict interpretation of St. Paul's
admonition, Gay ran directly counter to the argument
advanced by his friend Jonathan Mayhew in the latter 's
Discourse Concerning Unlimited Suhmi^^inn (1750). Mayhew
maintained that rulers should be regarded as God's ministers,
unless they betray their trust by turning to tyranny and
oppression. In that case, Mayhew argued, they should be
more properly regarded as "'the messengers of Satan,'"
and those nations which "'did NOT resist . . . would receive
to themselves damnation.'" Gay and his fellow Loyalists
answered this argument, in part, by insisting that British
policy makers were not tyrannical, only misguided, but
Gay's defense of unlimited submission had a deeper base
than this. He appears to have founded his belief in
political nonresistance on the kind of passive obedience
Which the seventeenth century phiXosopher, Hugo Grotiua.
a<lvocated in hia Oe Uure Beiil p,._^. 3,,,^^^^^^
the Pauline scriptures and Grotius, Gay told hia pariah
in effect, that even a bad ruler was better than none.
'
The extent of British tyranny „aa virtually i..aterial
for Cay who, a contemporary observed, "inculcated Sub-
mission to Authority in pretty strong Expressions.
Gay publicly expressed his opinion of the Boston
riot and the Stamp Act Congress on Thanksgiving Day. 1T65.
He stood in the pulpit of the Old Ship and pleaded for
restraint, reminding his congregation that "the ancient
weapons of the Church were Prayers and Tears, not Clubba."
Passions were still running high, however, and for the
firat time in hia forty-seven-year ministry. Gay found
himself clearly out of sympathy with the majority of his
parish. The Reverend William Smith of Weymouth related
the story to hia aon-in-law. John Adams, describing the
"Uneasiness among the People of Hingham. ... His People
said that Mr. Gay would do very well for a Distributor,
and they believed he had the Stamps in his House, and
even threatened. 4c." Parson Smith himself apparently
aggravated the situation. The Sunday after Gay's disas-
trous Thanksgiving sermon. Smith preached at the Old Ship
from the "Render therefore to Caesar" text. While, accord-
ing to Adams' account, Smith recommended "Obedience to good
Rulers." he also urged "a Spirited Opposition to bad Ones,
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interspersed with a good deal of animated Declaration upon
Liberty and the Times." The sermon was widely praised in
Hingham and the dissatisfaction with Gay was heightened.
This public rebuke from his old friend must have rankled
with Gay, but the two ministers did not allow their
political differences to separate them. During the
Revolution, Smith continued to exchange pulpits with Gay,
even though the latter's Loyalism caused other Whig
ministers to shun hira.^
Gay's policy of nonresistance had suddenly opened a
breach between himself and many of his old acquaintances.
He was moving in the opposite political direction not
only from Jonathan Mayhew and William Smith, but also from
many of the leading citizens of Hingham. One of his
closest friends, Dr. Ezekiel Hersey, was the most active
Whig in town, organizing town and regional political action
committees and constantly urging Hingham down the path of
radical opposition. Gay was so convinced of the propriety
of his own course, however, that he organized a "Clubb"
to promote his views. John Adams recorded the names of
some of the club members, and the list suggests that Gay
was still supported by many of the most influential members
of the Hingham Town establishment. All the members of the
club were predisposed to Loyalism since their careers,
their wealth, and much of their influence depended largely
on their connections with the Crown. Colonel Benjamin
Lincoln was at that time serving as a member of the
Governor's Council, a position he held from 1753 to 1770-
captain Joshua Barker had served as a commissioned officer
in His Majesty's Service from 17AO to 1762, and was now
supporting his family on his pension (Adams described him
as "an half Pay Officer",, Captain Francis Barker, a
prosperous shipwright, shared his brother's loyalty to
the crown, Colonel John Thaxter, the powerful, aristocratic
grandson of the old Colonel Samuel Thaxter, also had
military and political connections with the fioyal estab-
lishment. All these men belonged to Hingham's economic
elite, they were all neighbors who lived within a few
Minutes' walk to the manse, and they were all related.
^
The very existence of this club was something
remarkable. Loyalists rarely formed organizations to
promulgate and defend their views; consequently the «higs
rarely met any coherent opposition. Gay, however, was
determined to moderate passions in Hingham and so he very
quickly formed this network of influential, like-minded
citizens. The members met every Sunday evening at the
manse and, again according to John Adams, their principal
aim was to promote "Passive Obedience-as the best Way to
procure Redress." Adams could not resist adding, "A very
absurd Sentiment indeed!" Ebenezer Gay was still mar-
shalling the troops against the forces of enthusiasm; the




After the repeal of the Stamp Act in I766, Gay and his
party had an easier time of it. Economic prosperity had
returned to Hingham and the moderate conservatism of the
town reasserted itself. The local merchants, for the most
part, were not particularly agitated by the Townshend Acts
of 1767. The duties the Acts imposed on enumerated articles
may have been politically obnoxious, but they had little
real effect on the economy. Consequently, when Sam Adams
wrote to the country towns to ask them to join Boston in a
boycott Of British goods and to encourage domestic industry,
Hingham voted not to participate. By the time of the
Massachusetts Convention of I768, Dr. Mersey's Whigs and
the Gay-Lincoln faction were agreed on basic political
objectives. The convention had been called by Sam Adams
to decide how to respond to the British troops which the
Ministry was sending to restore order in Boston after the
"Liberty Riot." The Whigs had resorted to the extralegal
expedient of a convention because Governor Francis Bernard
had dissolved the fractious General Court. The instructions
to the Hingham delegate, drafted principally by Dr. Hersey
and Colonel Lincoln, carried the same conservative message
of most of the country towns. They urged their repre-
sentative to "use your Endeavours to preserve peace & good
Order in the Province and Loyalty to the King." At the
same time, Hingham's delegate was instructed to use
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"Every Legal , Constitutional method for ye preservation of
our Rights , Libertys & for having redressed those Griev-
ances we so Generally Complain of and so Sensibly feel."
The instructions concluded by strongly urging that adequate
provision be made for the British troops so that they would
not have to be quartered in private homes, while at the
same time advising that citizens be encouraged "to keep
up Military Duty whereby they may be in a Capacity to
Defend themselves against Foreign Enemies. "^°
In the year 1769, the lull before the Revolutionary
storm, Gay was dispirited. The days, he said, "are gloomy,"
and he seriously doubted whether his constitution was strong
enough to cope with the "ruinous Contentions" which lay
ahead. Joseph Thaxter, the young man whom he was currently
tutoring in theology, later wrote of Gay, "It was his
greatest dread, he often said to his friends, to live beyond
his usefulness." This depression was deepened when he
learned of the death, on October 18, of his brother Lusher,
aged eighty-four. The pious old squire of Clapboard Trees
had been, since boyhood, Gay's confidante and trusted
advisor. After attending the funeral at Dedham, Gay came
to Braintree to preach for Anthony Wibird. John Adams heard
the sermon, and has left us this sensitive account:
The good old Gentleman . . . seemed to be very
much affected. He said in his Prayer, that God in the
Course of his Providence was admonishing him that he
must very soon put off this Tabernacle, and prayed




Beginning on March 5. 1770, the "good old Gentleman's
ordeal commenced in earnest. On the evening of that day,
a confrontation between the Boston mob and soldiers from^
His Majesty's Twenty-ninth Regiment resulted in the death
of five civilians. News of the "Boston Massacre" turned
the tide of public opinion in Hingham back against the
British Ministry and their "blood-thirsty" army of occupa-
tion. At about this same time the leadership of the Whig
party in Hingham was assumed by Benjamin Lincoln, Jr. His
Tory father, Colonel Lincoln, was retiring from public
affairs due to ill health and his thirty-seven-year-old
son quickly emerged as the dominant personality in
Hingham's public life. He was, in some respects, even more
aristocratic than his father, but he was nevertheless a
staunch Whig. On March 19 young Lincoln, in his capacity
as Town Clerk, informed the Boston Committee of Merchants
of some resolutions that had been approved at the annual
town meeting. One involved Hingham's decision to join in
the Non-Importation Agreement until the Townshend Duties
should be repealed. Another resolution expressed Hingham's
hearty sympathy "with our brethren of the town of Boston,
in the late unhappy destruction of so many of their
inhabitants. "'^
Throughout the year I77O, anxiety over the intentions
of the British continued to mount in Hingham and Gay
attempted to dispel the fears of his flock. His fore-
most effort was a sermon entitled The Devotions of r.nH..
People Adjusted to the D i spensations of His Provid^nr.
which he delivered on December 6, a day which Governor
Hutchinson had appointed for public thanksgiving. Gay's
discourse was in part a sermon of thanksgiving, albeit
muted thanksgiving, and in part an old-fashioned jeremiad.
Both themes met with a chilly reception from his congrega-
tion. The thanksgiving theme was embarrassingly strained,
and Gay acknowledged that some people thought a public
Fast "would have been more seasonable." The blessings
which he enumerated included "Peace . . . with foreign
Enemies, by his Majesty's Care preserved to all his
Dominions"; the absence of "infectious or any epidemical
Diseases"; "the good Encrease of our Land (free from
Parliamentary Taxation ). "'''^
In this thanksgiving sermon, Gay was essentially
pleading for perspective. He sought to calm what he per-
ceived as the irrational fear of ministerial plots against
colonial liberties by insisting that the situation be
assessed dispassionately. Once this were done, the people
of Hingham would see that "we continue as yet possessed of
the most valuable Liberties and Privileges belonging to
Englishmen, and Christians, and do lead our Lives so com-
fortably as we do. We still have Rulers that will not
oppress in themselves, nor, if they can prevent it, suffer
others to oppress us." While not specifically acknowl-
edging the right of an oppressed people to throw off
tyranny, Gay answered the would-be rebels by vigorously
denying that the current governing authorities qualified
as despots: "they must be worse Rulers than are Known in
Old England or New, from whose administration People do
not receive more Benefits, than they suffer Mischiefs.
. . .
What the Proportion between these hath been in the
late difficult Times, I'm not about to compute." That
last admission suggests that Gay understood the weakness
of his case; nevertheless, he insisted that his congrega-
tion evaluate political events in a balanced way, remem-
bering that "The Condition of a People in this World is
not at any Time altogether prosperous nor quite des-
perate. """-^
After dutifully enumerating the blessings which God
and the king had bestowed on the Bay Province, Gay turned
to the subject which was on everyone's mind— the Massacre.
He simply could not suppress the horror and outrage which
he felt, and he expressed it in the form of a jeremiad,
a style of preaching which Gay had skillfully employed
throughout his ministry. He told his listeners that "A
righteous God hath punished us for our Iniquities." How?
AS?
amonfolrtIivL"'in?/!" -""^"""^ Contention
Tumults raised-Outrages committed-Brood sh^d.
Gay was saying, in effect, that God's punishment was not
being administered through the British Ministry or its
troops, but rather through the social upheavel created by
ranting demagogues and the Boston rabble who followed them.
The greatest affliction in the land was the spirit of
civil disobedience that was promoted by Sam Adams and the
radical Whigs of Boston.''-^
Gay's call to repentance, indeed his entire thanks-
giving sermon, excited great indignation among the Boston
radicals. Sam Adams supposedly remarked that Gay was
"trimming with the Almighty," and Martin Gay sent a copy
to Jotham commenting that "The enclosed Sermon has estab-
lished father in the minds of some to be a rank Tory."
Gay's outspoken Loyalism and the somewhat tepid Whiggisra
of Hingham both received their share of invective in the
Boston papers. Late in 1772, a "Lover of Truth and his
Country" compared the patriotic zeal of Hingham with that
of Plymouth, and found the former wanting: "'if we may
judge from their Inactivity at Times, &c., and from the
known sentiments of their aged Minister (whose system of
Religion and Politicks by the way can never be made to
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coincide) they are moderate in the extreme.- On
November 2.th. Deacon Joshua Hersey defended Gay and the
town in the pages of the Boston Weekly
^^^^^^
had been a deacon of the First Church since I7A0 (succeed-
ing his father) and had served as Hingham's Representative
Since 1758. He wrote:
WhiJ*'%!!?^i®-^".°"'' ^''^ generally moderate
never be maintained except we are under some Formof Government or other. We think that the presentLeaders in the Town of Boston are hurtinKthe caCLOf Liberty as well as the Cause of GoJe^nmeSt.... Our good old Minister is uniform in his
nriifi°^ fn^
Politicks. He has alwaylp eached the same Doctrine in both. He tells us
gSeerrul''?;;'^oth'l6"- °- "-sions
Deacon Hersey and "Lover of Truth" (who may very
well have been Sam Adams himself) were fighting the
battles of the Great Awakening all over again. They both
would have readily accepted the validity of the thesis
advanced by Professor Alan Heimert in his Religion and
the American Mind (1966) that "Liberal" ministers were, in
fact, social conservatives who had no stomach for rebel-
lion, and that the revived Calvinist ministry provided
"pre-Revolutionary America with a radical, even democratic,
social and political ideology." "Lover of Truth" developed
his charge that Gay's politics did not conform to his
theology: "'in religious Matters [Gay] carries Liberty
to as great an Extent as any Man, but in civil tis said is
not so liberal; and so indissoluble is the Connexion between
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civi: and religious Liberty as ui i
i
o , w ll warrant my Assertion. •»
beacon Hersey. i„ His turn. „ade an explicit connection
between New Lig.t Tervor and revolutionary zeal. i„ an
earlier letter to the editor He wrote: ".our Be.ost.enes
Who flourished away in last Monday's Boston Gazette is a
Madman. His Rant and Rhapsody puts us in »ind of the
Ravings of religious Enthusiasm, both being equally cal-
culated to wor. up the Minds of weak and undiscerning Men
to extravagant Undertakings." Martin Gay, a far more
Virulent Tory than his father, invariably characterized
the rebels as demented enthusiasts. Even after the
Revolution was accomplished, Martin sarcastically referred
to "the United Saints," "this pious country," and "this
New Heaven and Earth. "^^
One can certainly argue, as Alan Heimert does, that
Arminian ministers such as Gay were not the sort of men one
would expect to find in the vanguard of the Revolutionary
movement. Like Gay, they were committed to preserving
social and ecclesiastical stability, and they were quite
naturally repelled by the impassioned, irrational, dogmatic
effusions of men like Sam Adams. Yet the fact remains that
Gay stood virtually alone among the South Shore Liberals in
his adamant Toryism. Recognizing this, Heimert has argued,
in effect, that Gay was the only man among them to have the
courage of his convictions. As an example, Heimert properly
cites South Hingham's Daniel Shute as an example of an
Ar.inian pseudo-Whig, whose political principles were .uch
Closer to Gay's than they were to the Sons of Liberty, m
his 1768 Election Sermon, Shute had warned that "'To pour
contempt upon rulers ... is to sow the seeds of liber-
tinism-" Then, revealing his total political .inship
with Gay, he advised that, instead of -speaking evil of
dignities, and cruelly charging them with the blame of
prevailing disorders, we should recriminate ourselves.'"
That Shute did not follow Gay into overt loyalism was prob-
ably due to the politics of his parish. South Hingham had
a far more rebellious temper than the Town, and Theophilus
Gushing, Jr., the son of Shute's chief patron, was one of
the most zealous members of Hingham's Committee of Safety.
Shute, consequently, kept his political opinions to him-
self and became so acceptable to Hingham's Whigs (partly
by virtue of contrast with Gay) that they chose him as
their representative to the Massachusetts constitutional
convention of 1779.^^
Although the Heimert thesis may account for the be-
havior of Gay and even Shute, it does not explain the
genuine, patriotic fervor with which many of the South
Shore Arminians were imbued. They spoke passionately about
the need for defending American liberties, and they defined
those liberties as fundamental rights proceeding from the
Law of God and Nature. Gad Hitchcock of "Tunk" delivered
an inflammatory Election Sermon in 1774. In the presence
Of General Gage, the new governor, he spoke of -our
groanings that cannot be uttered,'" and proclaimed: -Our
danger is not visionary, but real-Our contention is not
about trifles, but about liberty and property; . . . ir i
am mistaken in supposing plans are formed and executing,
subversive of our natural and chartered rights and
privileges, and incompatible with every idea of liberty,
an America is mistaken with me. Gage was said to have
been furious after Hitchcock's sermon because of '"the
air of defiance that pervaded it.'" The Election Sermon
of the preceding year had been delivered by the Reverend
Charles Turner of Duxbury, another South Shore Arminian.
He spoke of the right of a people to resist when they
believed their constitutional freedom to be imperiled,
and dwelt on the close connection between civil and
religious liberty. Later in 1773, Turner exhorted a crowd
at Plymouth to keep up "'A spirit of liberty'" which he
said was "'necessary to the preservation of the thing . '"^^
Gad Hitchcock and Charles Turner were not alone among
the members of the Hingham Association in their defiance
of the Crown. We have mentioned old William Smith's
Whiggish sympathies, and John Brown of Cohasset was
positively militant. Brown was constitutionally hot-
tempered, and he became increasingly convinced that the
British Ministry, with the connivance of "Domestick enemies,"
was conspiring against "our happy Constitution." In a letter
to Genenax .o.„ Tho.as. .e deacrited .is course or action
after receiving new. of the fight at Lexington:
there ^afrfir/^S^i^^i,'" o?%f!^n"« """^^ "^^"^this District upon publick B^^,- ""^ Inhabitants ofNews, expatiateHpon and coufn- i' "?"^ce.ve an unco^on Eleva^ion^"^f=I^i?,r!rih^''^:o-ple
Seven years later, on November U. x,S2, Brown noted in hi-
^iary: "At Ho.e. Preached on Surrender of CornwalUs a
Devil, at Virginia... Brown had considered serving as a
Chaplain, but decided that his floe, would need their
Shepherd. Gad Hitchcock, on the other hand, did serve
several ti„,e3 during the Revolution as an uncommissioned
Chaplain, and so did Joseph Thaxter, Gay.s latest protege
and heir apparent to the Old Ship pulpit. Thaxter. accord-
ing to tradition, was present during the battle at Concord
Bridge, ..armed with a brace of piatols." He later served
as Chaplain to Colonel Prescott-s regiment at the time of
Bunker Hill. The social conservatism of the South Shore
Arminians clearly did not inhibit most of them from Joining
the struggle for liberty with as much enthusiasm as the
merchants and mariners in their congregations. 2°
Gay-s Arminian colleagues in Boston, living in the eye
of the storm, also embraced the patriot cause. Charles
Chauncy became fondly known as ..Charles Old-Brick,., a
prickly and irascible foe of the royal establishment. In
the aftermath of the Boston Massacre, when Gay was inveigh-
ing against -.mobbish Fury," Chauncy was demanding vengeance
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against those ^'^uho have murderously spilt the blood of
others:." He continued to harass Governor Hutchinson and,
following him. Governor Gage. After the passage of the
Boston Port Bill and the other Coercive Acts, Chauncy pro-
posed that the Associated Pastors of Boston refuse to read
any proclamation -which may, in future time, be issued,
by the Governor and council, for days of public Thanks-
giving.'" Chauncy's patriotic zeal even reached such a
pitch that he abetted the congregation of Boston's Hollis
Street Church in their dismissal of their Tory minister,
the Reverend Mather Byles. Byles, a self-styled wit, had
been an ally of Chauncy during the struggle with the New
Lights, but now Chauncy declared him "'not fit for a
preacher.'" The Hollis Street congregation dismissed Byles
without even calling an ecclesiastical council, a serious
breach of church discipline, to which Chauncy could only
respond, "»it was an irregular time & we must expect things
irregular. • "^^
Simeon Howard, Gay's other Arminian colleague in
Boston, reacted in a far more circumspect way than Chauncy.
Howard was a man who instinctively shunned controversy, and
so he tried to remain politically neutral. He was well
aware that inflammatory Whig discourses would have met
with a cool reception at West Church where the lay leader-
ship was comprised of such active Loyalists as Harrison
Gray and Martin Gay. Howard himself has been characterized
as a quiet Tory by some historians, but if he was, he cer-
tainly failed to convince the British of his loyalty. The
King's Regulars pulled down the West Church steeple,
assuming that it was being used to communicate with the
rebel troops across the Charles River in Cambridge,
following Which they commandeered the church for use as
a barrack. In June 1775 Howard and some of his congrega-
tion attempted to reconstitute themselves in Nova Scotia,
but poor Simeon was temporarily clapped in jail by the
authorities in Halifax. There is no question that, if
Howard did support political, as well as religious liberty,
he concealed his opinions quite effectively during the
Revolution. By the time of the French Revolution, how-
ever, he was either more candid or his vision had been
enlarged. In 1791 this former student of Ebenezer Gay
wrote to Jonathan Mayhew's daughter, declaring:
Light seems to be now a second time coming intothe world, and the great Father of all to be callinghis children out of darkness; and for this purpose
he will probably raise up Miltons, Lockes, Sidneys.
Hoadleys, and Prices, and multiply Paines,
Priestlys, &c. . . . I flatter myself that the period
IS not very far distant when Liberty, the choicest
gift of Heaven, will be more fully enjoyed not only
in G.B. but in all the other countries of Europe,
then it has ever been; however furiously the Burkes
may labor to prevent it. 22
Clearly, a majority of the Arrainian clergymen in
Boston and the South Shore supported the Whig cause. Some
were reluctant rebels and others were extremely zealous.
Their Revolutionary sympathies were inspired by a variety
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of factors which included local town and parish politics,
family connections, and personal temperament. Most of them
feared the prospect of social revolution, but they had an
even greater fear of the economic, religious, and political
consequences of British ministerial policy. Ebenezer Gay,
then, was almost alone in his dogged insistence on loyalty
and passive obedience. His political views strained
relations not only with his colleagues in the Hingham
Association, but even with old friends like Chauncy. The
breach between Gay and his fellow Arminians was not
irreparable, he was too well loved and respected for that,
but it was nonetheless painful for him while it lasted.
In 1777 his daughter Jerusha wrote to her brother that
"Father's differing from most of the ministers in his
opinions has deprived him of their company which used to
be his greatest pleasure ..." Gay persisted in his
course, however, despite his ostracism. He once declared
that a minister should proceed "uniformly in his Work, not
changing with the Wind of a vertiginous World. "^"^
From 1770 to 1775, Gay, his family, and the members
of the Hingham "Clubb" became ever more adamant in their
loyalism. Each action taken by the Sons of Liberty alien-
ated them further. After the Boston Tea Party in December
1773, the feelings of Gay and his kin were best expressed
by Jothara when he wrote to Martin wondering if the latter
could send him "a few pounds of tea (without subjecting
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yourself to be tarred and feathered)." As Gay grew
resolute in his Toryism, most of the townspeople of Hingham
became more and more determinedly Whig. The parting of the
ways was epitomized in a letter which Gay wrote to General
Benjamin Lincoln on December 15, 1776. Lincoln had served
as a deacon of the First Church since 1769, but he had also
been the leading spokesman for the Hingham Whigs. He had
been recently ordered to New York to command the militia
regiments which had been raised to reinforce that state's
defenses. Lincoln felt it necessary to tender his resigna-
tion as Deacon, and Gay readily accepted it. He recom-
mended Lincoln "to the divine Protection ... in the
important and difficult offices, which you are Called to
undertake; and which raaketh it inconsistent with your attend
ing the Business of That you sustained in this Church."
Gay was trying to set the Old Ship on a Loyalist course
and he demanded the faithful compliance of his deacons. He
clearly felt that Benjamin Lincoln had betrayed him.^^
There may have been a certain distance between Gay
and his children on other matters, but on the question of
loyalty to the Crown, the Gay clan was clearly united. In
March 1776 Jotham had vigorously asserted his allegiance
to Great Britain before the authorities at Halifax. In
177A Martin became a public enemy to the Whig cause when
he signed a farewell letter which thanked the departing
Governor Thomas Hutchinson for his capable administration.
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Many of t.e principal lawyers, merchants, .agistraces, and
Episcopal Clergymen in the Boston area were a.ong the one
hundred and twenty-three signers. Ebenezer Gay's nephew
Colonel Eliphalet Pond of Bedha.. joined Martin as one of
the "Addressers" to Hutchinson. (Colonel Pond, a wealthy
landowner, was the son of Mary Gay Pond, Gay's eldest
Sister. He was only eight years younger than Gay and the
two had been close friends for years.) This loyalist
sentiment also extended to members of Jerusha Gay's family
who lived in Hingham. Her nephew. Captain George Lane,
was an active member of Hingham's Tory faction. The bitter
political atmosphere even affected Gay's daughter, Jerusha,
who was normally even-tempered and apolitical. She wrote
to Jotham that "the happy time will come when we shall meet
in peace and be delivered from this slavery which is falsely
called Liberty. "^^
The deepest basis for Gay's opposition to the Revolu-
tion was his fear of civil anarchy and the brutality of war.
His insistence that the passions of men must be kept under
control had made him an instinctive opposer of the Awakening.
He had been appalled by the uncontrolled frenzy of the crowds
who had followed Whitefield, Tennent, Davenport, and the
others. There is not enough evidence to allow us to probe
Gay's psyche in order to discover the basis of his fear of
the emotions. Nevertheless, one cannot study Gay's life
and career without forming the impression of a man who
frequently struggled to subdue very strong passions. This
arch-rationalist was capable of deep compassion, great
tenderness, and withering anger. During the Revolution and
the years preceding it. Great Britain became the symbol for
Gay of all that was rational, and the Sons of Liberty
became the incarnation of the unruly passions. He made
this equation, perhaps unconsciously, as early as I759
When he declared that "Reason may know its divine Right
to govern, to maintain its Empire in the Soul, regulating
the Passions and affections. "^^
Gay strained the tolerance of his congregation to the
limit and beyond, as Sunday after Sunday he urged sub-
mission to the Crown. The old man stood in the towering
Ship Church pulpit and vividly depicted the terrible con-
sequences of rebellion. The sermons themselves have not
survived, but the scripture texts from which he preached
were recorded. These skillfully chosen texts provide us
with a clear picture of the message which Gay was trying
to convey to his flock. On June 12, 1774, he preached from
II Kings 8:11 & 12— "and Hazael said, why weepest my lord?
And he answered, Because I know the evil that thou wilt
do unto the children of Israel; their strongholds wilt
thou set on fire, and their young men wilt thou slay with
the sword, and wilt dash their children, and rip up their
women with child." Three days later he preached from
acts 12:20— "And Herod was highly displeased with them
Of Tyre and Sidon; but they cane of one accord to hi., and
• • . desired peace, because their country was nourished
by the king-s country... By July 26, 1777 he was improving
texts such as I San,. 24:5 4 6-..And it can,e to pass after-
ward that David -s heart smote him, because he had cut off
Saul's Skirt. And he said unto his men, The Lord forbid
that I Should do this thing unto my master, the Lord's
anointed . , ,"^7
As the jeremiads and calls to repentance continued
to pour forth from the pulpit, the Old Ship congregation
and the town itself grew increasingly restive. In I775
the Church Appropriations Committee reduced Gay's salary
from kllO to fclOO. With the exception of a small revival
in 1776, the number of admissions to full communion
dwindled to an average of only three persons per year
(see Appendix I). The most overt display of hostility to
Gay survives only as a part of Hingham tradition. There
is, however, no reason to doubt that the broad outlines
of the story are true. The incident was printed as early
as 1827 in Solomon Lincoln's History of Hingham . and
Lincoln, a fairly careful local historian, wrote: "'We
have this anecdote from an authentic source.'" During the
Revolution, one of the duties of the Committee of Safety
was to search the homes of suspected Loyalists and seize
any weapons or ammunition which they might find. The
members of the Committee decided that, using this as a
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pretext, they should call on Gay, simply to give him an
"•official admonition that he held obnoxious sentiments.
. . .
That the thing to be done was a little aggravating
did not take away the zest of doing it." This last com-
ment was particularly true, since four of the five members
of the Committee came from outside the First Parish. Here
was a perfect opportunity to harass Gay and the Tory-
leaning Town establishment with impunity.^®
The Committee, led by Theophilus Gushing, Jr. of
South Hingham (the Cushings were ever a thorn in Gay's
side), arrived at the manse and Gay received them in his
study. Standing before them, the tall, dignified old man
calmly asked the purpose of their visit. The leader
responded that it was the duty of the Committee to ask about
any arms he might have in the house. Then, to quote from
the felicitous prose of Solomon Lincoln:
•[Gay] looked at them kindly, perhaps a little
reproachfully, for a moment or two before answering,
and then said, laying his hand upon a large Bible
on the table by which he stood, "There, ray friends,
are m^r arras, and I trust to find them ever sufficient
for me."
The Committee retired with some precipitation,
discomfited by the dignified manner and implied rebuke
of Dr. Gay, and the chairman was heard to say to his
associates, as they passed out of the yard, "The old
gentleman is always ready. "'29
Solomon Lincoln implied that Gay's loyalisra was only
a minor irritant in the otherwise harmonious relations be-
tween Gay and his people. While it is true that most of his
parishioners forgave him after the Revolution, they
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betrayal by their old pastor. Daniel Shute, spea.in, at
Gays funeral in I787, declared that "The malevolence of
wxc.ed .en .ay indeed, in so.e degree, eclipse the lustre
Of his character in this life, and pursue hi., li.e the
adversary of souls, to the very gates of death." it is
not surprising that Gay, with his penchant for identifying
himself With Old Testament patriarchs, preached increasingly
from the Book of Job as the Revolution wore on. Later,
reflecting on the period, he remarked that if "an end had
been put to our existence, we should have been so far
happy as not to have seen the evil of these days of old
age; and we may have cause to think it had been well for
us not to have lived to them." m March 1777 his daughter
Jerusha wrote a letter to Martin Gay which incisively
described the atmosphere at the manse:
LcrLi^^.^^l
^^^^ part of the world are so prejudicedaga nst tones—It is dreadful times here. ...
^^'^h ff
been very ill with a pain in his stomach.He IS better. We are in constant expectation ofhis death. I am afraid you will never see himagain. He thinks that all this country will bedestroyed, but he says he shall not live to see it—but he IS ready and willing to depart. He says hecan't write as he thinks it is not safe for him to
does"5o^^"®
as he is watched in all he says and
Like the biblical Job, Gay lost not only the esteem
of many of his former friends, he also continued to suffer
the torment of watching his children die. Although they
saw their sons only infrequently, Ebenezer and Jerusha had
been comforted by their three daughters, Abby, Rusha, and
Joe (Joanna). However, in 1772, Joanna, Gay's youngest
Child, became ill. she had always been frail, and had
barely survived the 1752 smallpox epidemic that had carried
Off her sister Persis. Her very fragility had made her
the family favorite, and now they helplessly watched the
thirty-one-year-old Joe suffer a "long sickness and very
hard death. "-^-^
In May 1775 this "sorrowful providence" was partly
ameliorated by the arrival from Boston of John and Celia
Boyle and their two children. Celia was the twenty-three-
year-old daughter of Martin Gay; she was described as a
charming young woman of "lively penetrating Genius." In
1772 she had married John Boyle, a Boston printer who was
rising rapidly in his profession. After the rebel militia
had encircled Boston, Boyle decided to remove "my Family
from Boston to Hingham by Water (where I propose to Reside
during the Continuance of our public Difficulties)." A
year later, on April ^, 1776, Celia gave birth at the
manse to Martin Gay Boyle; three days later he was baptized
by his proud great-grandfather. A week after the boy was
born, however, Celia was suddenly seized by "a violent
Fever, which . . . very soon put a period to her Existence."
So it was that, twenty-seven years after the death of her
Aunt and namesake, the second Celia Gay was laid to rest
in Hingham. Within the month, a despondent John Boyle had
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returned to Boston.
Again like Job, Gay was afflicted with infirmities of
the flesh in his old age. At one point he even had a sore
on his face. He was not constitutionally infirm, but he
apparently did have high blood pressure and ulcers. His
occasional bouts of illness seemed to be due largely to
the stress of the times, and to his reluctance to slacken
his place. For instance, during May and June of I773, he
was utterly incapacitated, and even by late June was barely
able to sit through the service which Caleb Gannett con-
ducted at the meetinghouse. Yet within a month, he felt
well enough to ride to Boston and return the next day.
Similarly, in April I77A, Gay attended a funeral in Marsh-
field, arriving in the morning and returning to Hingham the
same night, despite the protests of some of the mourners
that such a whirlwind trip could prove too fatiguing for
"a person of his years." The following year, 1775, Gay
became so ill that he could not preach from August through
November; his daughter wrote that "his death is to be
expected daily." On most of these and other occasions.
Gay's preaching and pastoral duties fell to Joseph Thaxter,
his former student (1768-1770), who was acting as a de facto
associate pastor. Thaxter, a great-grandson of Colonel
Samuel Thaxter, Gay's early patron in Hingham, fully
expected to become the fourth minister of Hingham's First
Parish. He cherished that hope until 1780 when, after
numerous false alarms, he apparently became convinced that
the Old Tory did not intend either to resign or to die.
In later years, Gay himself marveled. "How often hath
God healed our diseases, and brought us back from the
gates Of death, that we might praise him in the land of
the living: "-^-^
The social ostracism of the family and the tribula-
tions Of her Children also took their toll on old Jerusha
Gay, but like her husband, she was fairly resilient. In
May 1775 a granddaughter wrote that "Grandmother ... has
had a very ill turn but is much better, so well as to be
at work out of doors; the distress of the times we thought
would quite make an end of her." One of the greatest
vexations which afflicted the old couple during the
Revolution was the near impossibility of getting tea.
Their daughter Jerusha wrote to Jotham, "If it should be
in your power to send us some, I believe it would add to
father's and mother's days for they can't live without it
and we cannot buy it hear [sic] at the price it is."^^
Although they suffered various privations. Gay and
his fellow townsmen were only threatened on one occasion
with direct military involvement in the war. The incident
was largely due to the activities of Gay's wealthy, Loyalist
neighbor, Elisha Leavitt. Leavitt had apparently been
concealing Tory activists in his elegant mansion, but more
importantly, he had been attempting to provide the British
array with food and suddIipc! h« ^,pplies. He owned most of Grape Island,
a small tract of land lyina; iust off th^ ux ug j t the Weymouth-Hinghara
coast. On Sunday morning, May 21, 1775, two British
sloops and an armed schooner anchored off the island for
the purpose of taking on hay, vegetables, cattle, and other
supplies Which Leavitt had provided. As soon as the ships
were sighted, the hue and cry was raised. Gay was con-
ducting services but "The Religious Exercises of the day
were layed aside on Account of the Alarm." The local
militiamen marched quickly out Broad Cove Lane to join
other companies from Weymouth and Scituate. After a
lengthy exchange of fire, the militia, having boarded a
sloop, drove off the enemy and then set fire to the farm
on the island. Gay's close connection with Leavitt did him
little good in the aftermath of this encounter.
Most of the suffering which Ebenezer and Jerusha
endured was, as we have indicated, psychological. Their
greatest anxieties concerned the welfare of their sons,
Jotham and Martin, whom they despaired of ever seeing
again. One would have thought that Jotham, living in
Nova Scotia, could not have been better situated to wait
out the war in safety. However, he found himself in the
middle of the only significant rebel action taken in that
province. Jonathan Eddy, one of Jothan's fellow Cumberland
grantees, was a zealous Whig who, in the late autumn of
1776, organized a party of Yankees and Acadians to attack
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and seize Fort Cumberland. His raiders numbered less than
two hundred and the attack was repulsed, but he then turned
to terrorizing and looting the countryside. Jotham wrote,
"I cannot describe to you the horror and misery which he
'
has brought on the county and its inhabitants." He had
just Offered shelter to three families who had been burnt
out by Eddy when the raiders arrived at his own farm.
Jotham was disarmed, confined "and threatened with imme-
diate death if I or any person belonging to the family was
seen ... to be one foot off my own land." He survived,
however, and soon after. Eddy's forces were surprised in
their camp and dispersed by two companies of British
marines,
Jonathan Eddy's raid, terrifying as it was, was only
a passing incident in the life of Jotham Gay. For his
brother Martin, however, the Revolution launched a lifetime
of tribulation. On March 17, 1776, this implacable Tory
sailed for Halifax with the British when they evacuated
Boston. He left his wife Ruth and five-year-old son
Ebenezer in town to try to secure his Union Street property
against seizure by the rebels. Within the year, a neighbor-
ing shopkeeper named Harbottle Dorr attempted to do just
that. He tried to attach the house and copper foundry on
the grounds that Martin had looted his shop while the
British and Tories were still in Boston. Exiled in Halifax,
Martin could only deny the charge and fume about "That
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republican, N[ew] E[n6land3 puritanical Harbottle Dorr."
Huth Gay, however, had the wit and courage to keep Dorr and
other litigants from seizing the property. ^7
During his eight year exile in Halifax, Martin
energetically attempted to establish an export business,
but he was thwarted at every turn. At one point, while'he
was sailing on business across the Bay of Fundy, Martin's
ship was accosted by a rebel privateer. The pirates
relieved him of all his money, his watch, some new clothes,
and left him, as he put it, with "only the rough clothes
I had on my back, except one shirt and one pair of stockings
I was confined a prisoner under very disagreeable circum-
stances for near a fortnight." Failing to get adequate
compensation for all his losses from the British govern-
ment, Martin returned to Boston in September 1784, and,
with extraordinary insensitivity
, began to demand the
repayment of debts owed him, pleading "the protection and
privilege of a British subject." His position in Boston
quickly became precarious. As he looked about the city
which he had fled eight years before, he concluded, as did
many Loyalists, that this had been a social revolution as
well as a war for independence;
This town and the part of the country I have
visited appear as natural to me as formerly, but
the sight of the greatest part of the people
inhabiting them, together with the change of
property the late Revolution has made, is not
a little mortifying and occasions no pleasing
reflections when compared with former times when
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grla^anr^enerabJe!^ sovern.ent of the truly
Martin did manage to survive in Boston but he was never able
to reach the level of prosperity he had enjoyed before the
Revolution. He remained as embittered at his death in
1809 as he had been in I789 when he declared, "i cannot feel
my prejudice in the least abated, and hope it will be so
ordered by a good providence that I may live and die a
British subject.""^®
The sufferings of his children and the sullen be-
havior of disaffected parishioners made the Revolutionary
years the bleakest period in Gay's long life. Unlike the
patriarch Job, however, old Ebenezer's lot was not entirely
devoid of small pleasures. In the summer of I777, for
instance, Gay attended a delightful outing on Langlee
Island in Hingham Harbor, accompanied by his former pupil
and fellow Loyalist (though a very quiet one), Caleb
Gannett. The gentle sea breeze on the island dispelled the
oppressive summer heat and the thirty-six "gentlemen and
ladies" spent "an agreeable afternoon," even though coffee
was served in place of tea. A more interesting diversion
was supplied to Gay by the military authorities when they
temporarily quartered Colonel Groton, a British prisoner
of war, at the manse. The colonel was probably inter-
rogated more exhaustively by his host than he had ever been
by his captors. Gay's greatest pleasure, however, was his
latest and last theology student, Bezaleel Howard. ^5
Bezaleel, U.e his distant cousin Si.eon, ca.e fro™
Bridgewater. He graduated fro. Harvard in 1781 and ca.e
to Hingham in the fall to teach school and study with
Gay. Howard fully shared his .entor's Ar.inian theology
and his detestation of the war. Li.e all of Gay's pupils,
as far back as Daniel Rogers in 1729, Howard vowed to base
his ministry solely on the Scriptures, and not, as he put
it, to "warp his mind with any of those human bodies of
divinity... Like many of the later Arminians. Howard had
the habit Of calmly dismissing all doctrinal controversy
as pointless and disruptive in an enlightened age where
everyone, with an ounce of common sense, was in fundamental
agreement. Calvinist dogma, in his opinion, was simply
irrational, a primitive relic of an earlier age. He once
declared that '.the doctrine of election has been a subject
of much dispute and contention in the world; not because
any body disbelieved it, but because no body understood
it." Howard then proceeded serenely to dismiss the Cal-
vinist interpretation of election, and to redefine it in
Arminian terms. In 1785, he received a call from the First
Parish of Springfield; their pastor, that old Arminian,
Robert Breck. had died the year before. Thus, Gay.s last
theology student found himself occupying the only Arminian
pulpit in the Connecticut Valley, the region that Conrad
Wright has called "Yale territory. "''°
Even before the Revolution had ended, Gay began to
-ve toward reconciliation with the disaffected .e.bers of
parish. The alienation of affection, to use one of
Gays favorite phrases, was certainly not irremediable.
Despite his unwavering opposition to the Revolutionary
cause, Gay was too practiced a diplomat to antagonize
needlessly his people. Even after the hazing, for such
it was, by the Committee of Safety, Gay Kept his temper
and followed his own advice "To keep the spirit quiet and
undisturbed amidst all provocation to wrath, and storms of
adversity." At the same time, Gay's loyal friends and
supporters, such as Deacons Joshua Hersey and Joseph
Thaxter, Sr., worked to persuade the more disgruntled
church members to bear with their old minister and not
allow his loyalist sympathies to obscure a lifetime of
pastoral devotion. After 1775, the church leaders con-
scientiously tried to adjust Gay's salary to the horren-
dous inflation of the paper currency issued by the Con-
tinental Congress. In 1777 his salary was raised from
tlOO to 4,300, in 1778 to t600, in 1779 to tl600, and in
1780 to k5500. In 1781 the parish gave Gay "twenty cord
of wood ... in consideration of the small salary he had
last year." The Levite was not forsaken.
Gay was, in a sense, reunited with his flock on
August 26, 1781, his eighty-fifth birthday. He preached a
sermon that day which he later published as The Old Man's
calendar. The discourse was at once touching and frighten-
ing as it depicted the miseries and travails of old age.
It went through several editions {the last in 18A6) and,
according to the preface of the 1822 edition, -met with
so much favor from the public, that it was re-printed not
only in this country, but also in England and in Holland,
being translated into the Dutch language." Gay began the
sermon with the mournful observation that "There is not
in this assembly more than one person who can adopt the
words of the text, and say, I am this da^ fourscore and
five i^ears old." This sort of prose apparently touched the
sentimental nerves of nineteenth-century readers, but the
sermon was, in fact, a piece of classic eighteenth-century
Arminian exposition. As was frequently the case, Gay's
sermon had two aims. The more explicit theme was his call
to the senior citizens of Hingham to repent while they
still had the opportunity. His primary, though less
obvious intent, however, was to offer an olive branch to
the Old Ship congregation.^^
The Old Man's Calendar was basically designed to show
the relevance of the Arminian gospel for the aged. Gay
repeatedly made the point that, although old age is
attended with "peculiar inconveniences," it was nevertheless
a gift from God, since it gave men a kind of last-minute
reprieve to put their spiritual house in order. "Length
of days," said the old Arminian, "is a real advantage to
our improving in virtue, oerfpri-in^ u ^ •p ect g of holiness, and attain
ing to high degrees of glory at last ir, ,dc . In an implicit
rebuttal of that Calvini.t doctrine called perseverance
Of the saints. Gay warned that ™en „,ust "continue their
repentance in old age, and to the end of their days." He
declared that "Good ™en die repenting." i„ a powerful
effort to .ove the hearts of the old sinners in his con-
gregation, Gay painted an unsparingly grim portrait of old
age: "Our breath is corrupt, our vital spirits are wasted,
our days are extinct, the graves are ready for us; we are
tottering over them, and shall soon tumble into them."
This was undiluted terror revivalism, though Gay hoped
it would serve as a "rational influence, to bring our
hearts unto wisdom. "^"^
At length, Gay "put an end to this discourse," and
asked his hearers, "young and old," to give "a few minutes
attention to the conduct of divine Providence toward their
aged Minister." He reminded them that he had ministered
in Hingham for sixty-three years, "from fathers to chil-
dren, and children's children," and that he was only the
third minister since the town was founded one hundred and
forty-six years before. He consequently observed, with
some understatement, that the people of Hingham "have not
been given to change, nor with itching ears have heaped
to themselves teachers." Gay told them that he had re-
joiced in his ministry among them, saying, "I retain a
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grateful sense of the kindnesses (injuries 1 re.ember
none) which I Have received from them." He even acknowl-
edged, probably to the astonishment of all, that the
people "may feel their great need of one more able in
body and mind to serve them in the gospel ministry," and
so he strongly urged them to think about hiring an asso-
ciate pastor. Gay concluded his praise of the First
Parish by remarking that "Your fathers despised not my
youth for its weakness, nor have you my old age for the
infirmities that attend it."^^
The Old Man's Calendar was well received and Gay
seemed to acquire a vigorous new lease on life. "The ship,"
as he metaphorically put it, was "still under sail."
Throughout the early lySOs, his friends and family fre-
quently remarked that Gay "remains remarkable well and
hearty" or that he "continues to perform his ministerial
function to the admiration of all." A surviving manuscript
version of The Old Man's Calendar shows that Gay's hand was
steady and strong. He seemed to be in constant motion,
visiting friends or attending meetings from Boston to
Kingston. He was now generally accompanied by Aaron, a
young black servant, but the pace was not diminished. For
at least two years after the death in 1783 of his dear old
friend, William Smith, Gay frequently traveled to Weymouth
to administer the sacrament or baptize infants, while that
congregation searched for a new pastor. He still retained
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his dry sense of humor and his lifelong penchant for word-
Play. In I78A, during a visit with relatives in Dedham,
Gay had asked the Reverend Peter Thacher of Halden to
preach for him in Hingham. He wrote to his daughters
asking them to welcome Thacher and give him "suitable
Entertablement. "^^
There was, however, another, less pleasant side to
Gay's character that emerged during his last years. The
benevolent patriarch became less benevolent and more
autocratic. For years Gay, like other successful Arminian
ministers, had run a tight ship while seeming to stay
aloof from church and parish politics. In reality, Gay
controlled church policy as carefully as he regulated the
behavior and even the theological opinions of his parish.
We have seen, for instance, how Gay continually reminded
his congregation of their obligation to search the scrip-
tures for themselves, and not to accept "the Inventions
and Commandments of Men how venerable soever for Age,
Learning, or Piety." He urged them to "examine the Grounds
of their Belief; open their Minds to Conviction, and yield
to Evidence." Woe betide them, however, if the evidence
should lead them to theological beliefs radically different
from those that Gay preached. He asserted that insofar as
any in the congregation "differ in Opinion and Practice
from the Truth , which he [their minister] tells them, so
far do they forsake him, as their spiritual Guide. "^^
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The illusion of religious liberty was quite necessary
to the successful functioning of the parish church under
the eighteenth-century Massachusetts religious establish-
ment. The threat of schism and the spectre of denomina-
tionalism could only be avoided by allowing a certain
latitude for theological diversity. Gay and his colleagues
in the Hingham Association were perfectly willing to permit
the right of private judgement, indeed it was one of the
most cherished of Arminian tenets. This toleration, how-
ever, was far from boundless, particularly if the dissenting
parties were Separatists, Baptists, or any group which
seriously threatened the Association's hegemony. As the
Hingham Association acquired more power and influence, its
members became less subtle in their efforts to repress
religious and political deviation. These clerics did their
best to fulfill Gay's vision of an association where "Min-
isterial authority is not to be despised as an empty name,
an insignificant power, a shadow without substance. "^^
In the years after Gay's death in 1787, the Hingham
Association, now renamed the Bay Association, became closely
affiliated with the Federalist Party. The Arminian clergy
became the high priests of New England Federalism since
they preached the virtues of social conservatism and
entrepreneurial aspiration. Consequently, the clergy of
the Bay Association were enraged when a majority of Hingham's
Old Ship congregation voted, in 1805, to extend a call to
Joseph Richardson, an ardent Jeffersonian. An influential
minority, led by old General Benjamin Lincoln, withdrew
from the church and met in Hingham's Derby Academy. To
Richardson's consternation, the ministers of the Bay
Association not only refused him admission to their
fraternity, they even provided preaching and the
sacraments to General Lincoln's dissidents. Ten full
years after his settlement, Richardson again "applied for
a connexion with the Association" and was still refused.
He then, in total frustration, scathingly denounced the
hypocrisy of "These men [who] claim the honor of liberal
sentiments," and yet pursued "with unceasing virulence
every professional or leading character among the repub-
licans." He concluded his denunciation of the Association
by declaring "It is a precious consolation that all the
world is not controlled by the Bay Association nor by their
dictators, and that the keys of the kingdom are not
literally in their hands." By the early nineteenth century,
Ebenezer Gay's "Old Guard" on the South Shore had become
every bit as intolerant and repressive as Cotton Mather's
Old Guard in Boston, whom Gay and Mayhew had challenged
nearly sixty years before.
Gay communicated the hostility and fear with which he
regarded radical religious dissent to his people. In the
1780s, the Baptist revival that was sweeping across New
England awakened once again the spirit of enthusiasm. Lay
exhorters were once more threatening Hingha.'s religious
homogeneity, but this ti.e they woul. be given no quarter
Gay opposed the Baptists and Separate-Baptists with all
the fervor his Grandfather Eleazer Lusher had exhibited
when he was appointed to try "vagabond Quakers" over one
hundred years before. In this sense, Gay must be held
partially culpable for the disgraceful anti-Baptist riot
which took place in Hinghara in 1782/9
For years certain families in Hingham, such as the
Sprague clan, had been restive under the Arminian preach-
ing Of Gay and Shute. These families, who seemed to
cluster in the vicinity of Hingham Centre, formed the
nucleus of a small, underground Baptist community. By
1782 they apparently felt bold enough to declare them-
selves and, in May, they invited Richard Lee, a gifted
Baptist evangelist who had been preaching in Scituate, to
come to Hingham. On the evening of May 28, the dissenters
were gathering for the meeting when, to quote from the
account of Isaac Backus (a Baptist leader): "a large
mob came up, armed with clubs and staves, and warned Lee
and his friends to depart out of Hingham immediately, or
it would be much worse for them." Lee rather unwisely,
defied them and the confrontation became ugly. The mob's
leader shook a club over Lee's head and threatened to tie
him up and whip him thirty times. Lee purportedly replied
that St. Paul had been whipped more severely than that.
"What: d-n you," shouted so.eone in the crowd, "do you
compare yourself with Paull" At that, someone else threw
soft cow dung in Lee's face and he was hauled violently
out Of town. The mob also threatened to burn down the
house Of anyone who permitted its use for Baptist meetings.
More than thirty years passed before the Baptists again
attempted to hold open meetings in Hingham.^O
Gay's increasingly brusque and autocratic behavior
was also evident in his administration of the Ship Church
itself. He had declared, in The Old Man's C;,i.nH..
,
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juries I remember none," but he clearly did remember and
resent them. Now that he had regained control of the
church, the old man was determined to hold it. He had
once proclaimed that Christians should "be subject to a
parental authority in all ecclesiastical administrations
of government and discipline ... and with a child-like
temper receive due corrections for their faults." In Gay's
last years, this patriarchal approach was transformed into
a form of ecclesiastical tyranny. For instance, in the
1781 Calendar sermon. Gay had suggested that the Parish
Committee should begin searching for an associate minister.
He apparently included this advice as a conciliatory after-
thought with little expectation that the parish would take
hira seriously. They quickly seized the opportunity, how-
ever, and a parish meeting was called to discuss the need
for procuring a colleague for Gay. According to one account.
the meeting had barely begun when Gay arose and said,
"Gentlemen, I see no reason for this discussion. I ^is^iss
this meeting." The congregation tolerated this querulous
imperiousness, assuming, probably, that they would not
have to bear it for long.^-^
One of the most keenly felt burdens of Gay's old
age was the loss of his friends. This most social of .en
had, as he put it, "buried the most ... of our coeval
friends, early acquaintances, and dear companions." The
list was depressingly long-his brother Lusher, Stephen
Williams, Cornelius Nye, Dr. Ezekiel Hersey, John Hancock,
Jr., Nathaniel Eels, William Rand, and even some of his
students such as Jonathan Dorby and, of course, the beloved
Mayhew. His joy, then, was all the greater when, in 1783,
he traveled up to Cambridge for a reunion with two old
friends who had survived-Charles Chauncy and Nathaniel
Appleton. These three aged men-Gay was eighty-seven,
Chauncy was seventy-eight, and Appleton was ninety—had
joined together in more ecclesiastical councils, ordina-
tions, and conflicts with the New Lights, than they could
remember. Gay's friendship with Chauncy dated back at
least as far as 1740, when they had both attempted to
vindicate Samuel Osborn from the charge of Arrainian heresy.
Gay had known Appleton even longer. Seventy years had
passed since the time when they were both undergraduates at
Leverett's Harvard.
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Gay's grandnephew, Alden Bradford, was an undergraduate
at the college when he saw these three "venerable and learned
men pass through the college yard to the Library." Gay and
Chauncy then accompanied Appleton to the chapel where the
latter conducted a service. Bradford observed that the
Whole event "excited great attention at the time." m a
sense these three old men were the corporeal embodiment of
the eighteenth-century religious experience in New England.
As young men, they had known Increase Mather, one of the
last great seventeenth-century Puritan divines. Now, their
stately procession to the college chapel was watched by
undergraduate Henry Ware who would preside over the liberal
theological revolution at Harvard in the early nineteenth
century. In an age of heated religious and political debate,
these three "Leverett" gentlemen had quietly and unobtrusively
presided over the transition of New England theology from
Calvinism to Arminianism (although Chauncy did become a
bit truculent and noisy at times). All three men tended to
keep their thoughts to themselves, but Nathaniel Appleton
was absolutely inscrutable. During his sixty-seven-year
pastorate at Cambridge First, Appleton had been able to
exert enormous influence on generations of Harvard students.
He apparently exerted this influence on behalf of the
Arminian movement, indeed his "recruitment" role appeared
to be crucial, yet Appleton's involvement remains difficult
to document. The Reverend Peter Thacher was one of many
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who were struck by Appleton's enigmatic personality, m
1783, the year of Gay's visit, Appleton had been trying to
adjust a dispute between Thacher and his Maiden parish.
Thacher wrote: "D^ Appleton hath conducted in the .atter
as he hath done in every other. He never let me, nor
anybody else, know whether it was agreeable or disagree-
able to him. He is ninety years old'"^^
Soon after Gay returned to Hingham from this pleasant
visit in Cambridge, he was confronted with the most painful
separation of all. On August I9, 1783, Jerusha Bradford
Gay, his wife of sixty-four years, died "after a lingering
indisposition." She had never fully recovered from the
turmoil of the Revolution and, as a family member indicated,
"this was not a sudden or unlocked for event. . . . father
bears it like a Christian, though he feels it like a man."
Jerusha had not only managed the financial and domestic
affairs of the manse, she had also, in her later years,
accompanied her husband on many of his travels to eccle-
siastical councils and ordinations. At Jerusha's funeral,
Gay quietly expressed his grief by identifying himself with
the patriarch Abraham, after the death of his wife Sarah.
The Reverend David Barnes described the moving conclusion
to the service when Gay, using the words of Abraham, said
"I thank you, my friends, for burying the poor remains of
my wife out of my sight. "^^
The old man's calendar was indeed filled with
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loneliness, but it was also filled with honors. Despite
the testy behavior of his later years, Gay was venerated
by the people of Hingham. He was particularly pleased when,
in November I78A, he was appointed the first of the
Trustees of Derby Academy. The Academy was founded and
endowed as a coeducational institution by Madam Sarah
Derby. Sarah Langlee Hersey Derby was a short, attractive,
forceful woman who keenly felt the lack of any formal
education. She was the widow both of Dr. Ezekiel Hersey,
Gay's old friend, and Captain Richard Derby, a wealthy
Salem merchant; each had left her with enough money to
indulge her philanthropic interests. She had known and
admired Gay since the 1720s when she was a young girl living
in the property adjoining the manse. In 1785, Gay received
the most gratifying of all his honors. The Harvard Cor-
poration, prompted perhaps by Board member Simeon Howard,
cast a long overdue vote to award Gay the degree of Doctor
of Divinity. Consequently on July 20, 1785, the eighty-
eight-year-old Hingham parson traveled to Cambridge to
attend Commencement for the last time. That the D.D. had
been deferred for so long did not dim the pleasure of the
old man who received it, or the emotions of the bystanders
.
Despite the accolades and honors, which, of course,
were really farewells, Gay refused to be embalmed just yet.
Instead, he began a flirtation with anti-Trinitarianism.
If Gay had decided to beco.e a heretic in his extreme old
age, he was not alone. Charles Chauncy had, for years,
been carefully studying the Scriptures in an attempt to
Vindicate his belief that a truly benevolent god could
not condemn anyone to eternal damnation. After brewing
what he and a few confidantes called "the pudding" for
over twenty years, Chauncy published his theory in 1784,
in a major book called The Mystery Hi d from A... .nH r.o._
erations. Chauncy argued that all men, even the wicked,
would ultimately be redeemed, although a series of
purgatorial stages might be necessary according to the
degree of moral depravity in each sinner. Even Chauncy 's
Arminian colleagues had difficulty accepting this thesis.
Gay's latest student, Bezaleel Howard, disapprovingly
wrote: "'how far he [Chauncy] is accountable to God for
the injury his book has done, is an awful question which
none but God can answer.'" Chauncy 's decision to throw
caution to the winds and publish his universalist tract
may have encouraged Gay to loosen his restraints. What,
after all, did a ninety-year-old man have to fear?^^
The debate over the doctrine of the trinity began in
England in the last quarter of the seventeenth century,
and eventually became the single most vexing problem in the
era of Christian rationalism. Arians, Socinians, and
orthodox Christians locked horns in the debate, but the
most telling assault on the Athanasian Trinity was mounted
by Samuel Clarke in his Scri^ure-Doctrine or ^h^_^.
(1712). Clarke, who was relatively free of strong bias
on the question, applied his technique of scholarly textual
criticism and concluded that the Bible did not offer any
support for the view that Christ and the Holy Spirit
were consubstantial with God. One of Clarke's later inter-
preters stated his position thus: -We do not object to
the doctrine of the Trinity because it is above our
reason, and we cannot apprehend it; but we object to it
because we cannot find that it is either literally contained
in any passage of Holy Writ, or can by sound criticism
be deduced from it.'- Clarke did not offer an alternative
theory, he simply declared that the orthodox doctrine of
the trinity was not scriptural, and therefore must have
been derived from fourth or fifth century "hypotheses"
or from Scholastic metaphysics.^^
The debate in England died down after I720, but it
flared up in Massachusetts in 1755 when Jonathan Mayhew
ridiculed the Athanasian Trinity. From that point on, the
seed of doubt grew in the mind of any New England minister
who insisted that his faith be rational. Most of those
who could not accept the illogical proposition that three
is one and one is three, turned to Arianism— the belief that
Christ was divine, but yet was inferior to and not one with
God. A very few became Socinians, believing that Christ was
a man, though one whom God had created fully perfect in
order to fulfill his plan of redemption, m December I766,
one Of these Socinians, a recent Harvard graduate named
Thomas Fessenden, paid a visit to the orthodox Reverend
Ebenezer Parkman of Westborough. Parkman was appalled by
Fessenden's opinions and, he records, "1 had shewed him
— was Of no avail, he would adhere
to the Bible
. . Two years later, a somewhat shaken
and puzzled Parkman acknowledged, "I am much employed upon
that great mystery of the Trinity-the importance of it,
& necessity of believing it: consulting various authors
upon it— but confess I make but too little way a Head.-^^
Gay's earliest sermons suggest that he unquestioningly
accepted the validity of the trinity doctrine. Speaking of
Christ in 1730, he declared: "In him dwelt all the fulness
of the infinite Godhead bodily; and from him did it shine
forth in the Days of his Flesh, he being the Effulgence of
his Father's Glory." By 1742, however, he was praying that
"our hearts" might be brought to a full understanding "of
the Mystery of GOD, and of the Father, and of Christ."
After that, the trinity doctrine completely disappeared
from Gay's published sermons. We do not know whether he
quietly moved into the Arian camp, as did his pupil,
Simeon Howard, or even if he advanced toward Socinianism.
The affinity between the Arminians and the anti-trini tarians
is clear. Both tended to view Christ's atonement as in-
sufficient, believing that God forgave man and rewarded
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him primarily on the basis of his own virtue. Roland
Stromberg, in his Religious Liberalism in Ei.H.....u.
Century England
,
has expressed the conjunction between
Socinianism and Arminianism quite well: "the making of
Christ a creature displaces the vital emphasis from
faith to works, from salvation by divine grace to sal-
vation by worthy conduct. "^^
In England, after I77O, Joseph Priestley, Richard
Price, and their followers, renewed the attack on the
trinity. Priestley's Socinianism inspired an Irish
dissenting minister named William Hazlitt (1737-1820).
Hazlitt wandered about England and Ireland for nearly
twenty years in search of a congregation that could
tolerate both his radical theology and his overbearing
personality. Finally, in 1783, he sailed for America with
his family, expecting to find religious freedom and
acceptance. He spent some time in the Philadelphia area,
but when no vacant pulpit appeared, he set off for Boston
in the mistaken belief that he was about to be offered
the Brattle Street pulpit. Hazlitt was disappointed again,
but he nevertheless made an impression in Boston. His
acquaintance with Priestley and his enthusiastic exposi-
tions of Priestley's ideas fortified and encouraged the
two leading New England Socinians—James Freeman of Boston's
King's Chapel, and William Bentley of Salem's Second
Church. Freeman later wrote that "'Before Mr. Hazlitt
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came to Boston, the Trinitarian doxology was almost uni-
versally used. That honest and good man prevailed upon
several respectable ministers to omit it.'" indeed, .any
of the Boston ministers, including Chauncy and Simeon
Howard, respected Hazlitfs scholarship and his ideas, but
"Paddy," as he was derisively called, seemed also to im-
press them as an opinionated, egotistical bore.^*^
Hazlitt preached in various churches from Salem to
Providence, and finally, in November 1784, he settled his
family in the rented home of the late Reverend William
Smith of Weymouth. The five Hazlitts spent a rather
rugged first winter there; furthermore, because of his
radical reputation, the Weymouth First Church deacons were
not anxious to have him preach from their pulpit. Hazlitt
found solace, however, in the kind reception which he
received in Hingham from Ebenezer Gay. David Barnes,
Daniel Shute, and other members of the Hingham Association
shared Gay's enthusiasm for Hazlitt's preaching. He and
his family were introduced into Gay's elite circle of close
friends in Hingham— the Thaxters, the Barkers, Madam Derby,
and General Benjamin Lincoln (whom Gay had restored to
grace). Hazlitt's seventeen-year-old son, John, an
aspiring artist, painted portraits of many of these worthies
and even induced a reluctant Gay to sit. The early Hingham
historian, Solomon Lincoln, remarked judiciously that "if
we can judge of [Gay's] features as delineated by the pencil
Of Hazlitt, they were not particularly handsome." Yet,
said Lincoln, "Those who loved hi. held hi. in such afiec
tion and reverence that they would not ad.it that Hazlitfs
portrait was not a beautiful picture.
The fact that Gay welcomed Hazlitt to Hingha. is not
in itself particularly surprising, but his motives for
allowing Hazlitt to use the Old Ship pulpit for a forum
are unclear. The Hazlitts later claimed that William
preached in Hingha., before Gay's congregation of over
twelve hundred people, on over forty occasions. This claim
is partially corroborated by one contemporary journal which
documents eleven occasions on which Hazlitt preached,
ranging from November 7, 1784 to June 4, I786. There is
no evidence to suggest that Gay was in his dotage during
these years. One may also assume that Hazlitt proclaimed
the Socinian teachings of Priestley and Price from the
influential Hinghara pulpit with the same fervor he exhib-
ited elsewhere. Was poor old Gay simply overwhelmed by the
personal force of this Irish Socinian zealot who had in-
vaded his pulpit? Was he being pressured by supporters of
Hazlitt in the First Parish? Certainly Hazlitt had expecta-
tions of being appointed associate minister. In fact, he
was bitterly aisappointed when, having given up on prospects
in New England, he learned of Gay's death shortly after he
arrived back in England. Hazlitt's daughter remarked, "Had
he but staid over that winter [I786-87], it is probable
that we should never have ipft- i-h^«- ^n left that dear country." One
suspects that, even if Gay had considered Ha.litt as a
colleague, he was probably alienated in the end by "Paddys
abrasive personality.^^
The .ost interesting explanation for Gay's behavior
^s si.ply that he endorsed Hazlitt-s principles; that his
openness to the truths revealed by scriptural criticisn,
had led hi™ to adopt the Socinian position. Rather than
allow himself, in his old age, to beco.e the center of
heated theological controversy, Gay .ay have used Hazlitt
as both a spokesman and a lightning rod. a strategy which
would have been characteristic of the man. Gay „,ay very
well have been preparing the Old Ship for its cruise into
Unitarian waters. There is no question that its next
captain, Henry Ware (Cay's unanimously elected and very
popular successor) steered it resolutely in that direction.
It is still rather startling to think, however, that a
young minister who was ordained in the presence of Cotton
Mather would, even after seventy years, end by rejecting the
divinity of Christ.
Shortly after William Hazlitt's departure from the
scene. Gay became seriously ill. He was unable to preach
from September to November of 1786, yet somehow he recovered
and continued on. The basis for his incredible tenacity
is revealed in this passage from The Old Han's Calendar:
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"While our outward .an is perishing, our inward .an [should]
be renewed day by day. Our diligence should be quickened,
our zeal promoted, amidst, and even by, our bodily weak-
nesses, as they intimate the time of working out our sal-
vation is Short." The people of Hingham must have begun
to think he was immortal. Young boys in town, as they saw
the great white wig approach, ran and hid themselves, "so
great was their awe of him." Many of the adults held him
in a sort of reverence that was not very different from the
fear of the youngsters. One of Gay's more elderly admirers
was John Barnes, a sixty-eight-year-old farmer who lived
near the harbor. Barnes had been baptized as an infant by
Gay, and the old parson very nearly buried him. Daniel
Shute, Gay's most intimate friend in his last years, has
left this vivid portrait of the ancient cleric:
. . . when the powers of his mind are, in some degree,impaired by the debility of advanced years, and thevery nerves of his soul are relaxed, he still keepsthe post assigned to him, and, like Gideon and hismen of old, though faint yet persueth.63
On March 12, 1787, Gay opened his large record book
and entered the death of a young man named William Hobart.
The entry was written in a larger script than usual; the
handwriting was clear but slightly wavering. One can
almost feel the rigid determination to keep the trembling
hands steady. Six days after he made that entry, Gay arose
on Sunday morning, around seven o'clock, to review his
sermon notes for that day's service. He suddenly felt
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rather ill and so returned to bed. m less than an hour,
"his soul, being tired of its house made of clay, took its
flight." Gay had made a characteristically decorous exit.
Shortly after, the Reverend William Bentley of Salem noted
in his diary, "Gay died at last."^^
Jotham Gay, who had returned from his Nova Scotian
exile shortly before, took charge of the funeral details.
Jotham, incidentally, elected to stay in Hingham and soon
became a man of importance in town and state affairs. The
Parish Committee voted "to grant to Rev. Mr. Gay's family
hl5 to defray the expenses of his funeral." On March 23,
Gay was interred in his plot which was situated on a hill
just yards from the meetinghouse where he had preached for
sixty-nine years. Daniel Shute preached his funeral sermon,
and the tributes and eulogies from his colleagues and
former students continued for weeks afterwards. On the
Sunday following his burial, Simeon Howard supplied the
preaching; the next Sunday it was John Brown; then Gad
Hitchcock, David Barnes, and others. The Old Ship con-
gregation heard numerous encomiums such as Gay's "light was
so illustrious, that his praise is in all the churches."
It was Daniel Shute, however, who clearly sounded the message
that Gay wanted his people to hear again and again. Shute
told the leaderless flock "to search the Scriptures as the
unerring standard of truth, and the undeviating rule of
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practice." He told the™ that they were not to "receive
for doctrines the co„,„,andments of .en: You are, in this
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.^"^^
'
Fifth Series, voi. ii of Vol. Vi (Boston. 1879)—ZTTo •Shipton, Sibley's Harvard Graduates . VI? 36, 43! 67?'71.
26. "John Leverett's Record," Sept, 13, 1713.Morison, Harvard . 32-3. ' *
n nn®'..??®?o^®'' [Stephen Williams], Hadley,Dec. 30, I7IA (Penn. Hist. Soc); I Sam. 7:12!
29. Julius H. Tuttle, ed.. The Early Records of theTown of Dedham. Mas s., 1706-1736 . \/l ( Dedham, 1936 ) , 126;Ebenezer Gay to LStephen Williams], Hadley, Dec. 30, 1714.
30. Shipton, Sibley's Harvard Graduates . VI, 18-20-
Ebenezer Gay to [Stephen Williams]
, Hadley, June 13, I715.
31. Shipton, Sibley's Harvard Graduates . VI, I9
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1849), 115. -







History ^THtdirY, l^Pr^ngfield". '^las. '^^905)! Ig!'^
Dec. 3o!'l714?"*"''




, 5, 19-20. Isaac Chauncev was an ard^nf
oifrJfi' °r
Stoddard. In defense of sLdSa?S'spractice of open communion, Chauncey wrote, "We can tellwho are Visible Saints, but we cannot tell who are
M^thl^ ^Jni^'^H' • • • ^^^i^es it stands to Reason thatVisib e Saints have a right to Visible Priviledses andInvisible saints to Invisible Priviledges'" Left anySnemistake the source of Chauncey's ideas, he concluded "But
I need not Multiply words, for the Reverend Mr. Stoddardby his Excellent and Elaborate Discourses hath broughtthe Truth to Noonday Light." See Chauncey, Faithful
Evangelist . 19-20. -^^-^
^^<^df Hadley . 58; Ebenezer Gay to [Stephen
Williams], Hadley, June 13, 1715.
41. Ebenezer Gay to [Stephen Williams], Hadley,
June 13, 1715; Chauncey, Faithful Evangelist . 20.
A2. Thomas F. Waters, Ipswich in the Massachuset ts
Bay Colony (2 vols.; Ipswich, 1905), Vol. I, 426 & Vol. II.
277-0. '
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A3. Sibley, Harvard Graduates III ?7t a. im-of Rev. Stephen Williams," Bk. I? April 7 fy?^ ' i k'^''^
„. Miller, Colony to Prov inrp, 298- Wi«?PVindication
, 38; Newiin, ^hilosoplwiAd Rpii^t^: - 50.
nr rn^?^ M^?J^®^' Christian Philosopher . 291-2: "Diarvot Cotton Mather. 17QQ-17 P4 " roii^^V-;^ ^\7* u y
46. Israel Loring, "A journal in which the rules
Hist?''Iocf)?°"
°' ^7^5 (Mass
A7. Morison, Harvard . 34-5.
See.) ^113
^^^^''^ "Commonplace Book" (Mass. Hist.
49. Morison, Harvard . 35; Shipton, Sibley'sHarvard Graduates . Vl, 45. ^
T u r^°*
Shipton, Sibley's Harvard Gradua tes. VI, 59;Langdon Sibley to Solomon Lincoln, Cambridge, Nov. 15.1861 (Town of Hingham Papers, 1861-1864, Mass. Hist. Soc.)!Gay a Quaestio in the original Latin reads, "An cuique
Animae humanae immediate post mortem sit locus et status
proprius a Deo assignatus, prout bene aut male se gesserant
in praesante seculo?"
51. Miller, Colony to Province . 451-2; Sewall,
"Diary," III, 186. My association of Gay with Stoddard and
Wise is based chiefly on geographical proximity and a sub-
sequent correspondence of some theological and ecclesias-
tical views.
52. Benjamin Colman to White Kennet, Boston, Nov.,
1712 (Colman Papers, Mass. Hist. Soc).
51A
Chapter III. The Early Years
of i-ho"''M "^^^^y Cotton Mather, 1709-1724 rmio..-t e Massachusetts Hi .m.^
^ Sev^ntK" svlll (Boston, lyl2 S^^j • ^^m.,^i s V ' ^^^ nth Series,
ui voi. VII (Boston, lbd2), lb6.
i^££°^'(cLbriig:'
^';-;ew England mnd: FPo„r.,.„,
Morison, Kree Centurie, n? u' ' Samuel Eliot
Masa., 1936rrb?3r;"[i:f,°f,"^^''^;;;-^J'^^'^ ''11^ (Cambridge,
Joshua Gee, Mather's cou'^^^u^f^.^ld^N^rth ItS^'"^'
New South, 1719.
i^or^th, 1714, Samuel Checkley at
3. Frederick Lewis Weis, "Ebenezer Cav tk^ d
History of Hin^ham, Vol. I, Pt. II, 157-200. In discussing
HinKhar"rh:;;e r^^^-,^-^
locations in eighteen^hfcen'irynghara I hav generally relied on the genealogy section
Hin^^L "^'^ extensive rfsearc^ ?ntomgham deeds, wills, and conveyances compiled by JulianLoring and John Richardson, both of Hingham.
5. History of Hingham . Vol. I, Pt. I, 20A-7.
i.c on^'r
"^^tory of Hingham. Vol. I, Pt. I, 3-5 & Pt. II,155-80, Commonwealth of Massachusetts, Histor ical DataHelating to Counti es and Towns in Massachusetts




W^^^^s, "Hingham, Massachusetts, 1631-
1561: An East Anglian Oligarchy in the New World," Journal
u.^^r^'^'J' ^
(1968), 351-70; History of Hin^hiF:
vol. 1, Pt. I, 201. As the following discussion will show,
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I support Prof. Waters' thesis thai-
oligarchical character of H?ifh. ^ 5^ conservative,
struggle of the East L^f- ^^^"^ in the
8. Waters, "East Anglian Oligarchv at .History of Hin^h.m, Vol. I, Pt. II, 2-3.
9. Waters, "East Anglian Oliearchv " ^rt -tfoCotton Mather, Magnalia Christi .tt^^^.l^ll or 'thfEcclesiasti c al HiSLorv nt wr.J^Z^ '^^' .'^'^l
^'^^
^
1^^1649 ^T^;; 'o^n^wlnth^ Journal'*
^





11. Waters, "East Anglian Oligarchy," 366-7-




12. History of Hin^ham. Vol. I, Pt. II, 14; Winthrop.Journal 11, ^dy-; 321; wSters, "East Anglian'oiigarchy,"
365, Robert G. Pope, The Half-Way Covenant: Church Mpmhpn-




''^^^^'^s, "East Anglian Oligarchy," 365-6n., 369-
70; Hingham Town Records, II, Mar. 7, 1720; Coolidge,
"Hingham Builds a Meetinghouse," 441-2; Thomas J.
Wertenbaker^ The First Americans, 1607-1690 (New York,
14. Coolidge, "Hingham Builds a Meetinghouse," 444-
51; James Hawke's Account Book, 1679-1684 (Mass. Hist. Soc),
Oct. 9, 1680. The fact that the new meetinghouse was
built even slightly south of the old was seen as a com-
promise.
15. Coolidge, "Hingham Builds a Meetinghouse," 454-
9; Daniel Cushing's copy of the seating list for "the New
meeting house in Hingham," seating list prepared in January,
1681 (Mass. Hist. Soc).
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scription m^de bj AaUhew H^wk^
a contemporary traL
John Norton codv nf = * (H.C.R., Box 11), 134.5.
discussion of th4 theoli^v .k" excellent




peiore the Great k»^k^„.nf, / m„,. „t-,.||^
|
19 chaJ?-o/?o"r°e;r:*"-/r"°2 "j%^^P-i"on upon
28!rn"IJ?"'
°^ =-iif°rnia at^erkel^y /Ja'a
,
,
u„, T^^'.n.^^"'"®^ *• Eliot, Heralds of a Liberal Fai rh
Records ix"
(Boston, i,lu), 1; til'^ZH '.^^^
^
sirnces 168? ISO? °ay. D.D.," in "Pulpit
21. Hingham Town Records, II, 60-1.
6^
93,^231."^^^°"^^ Hinffham, II, 12, 56, 269, 373 & III,
.
23. Hingham Town Records, II, 61: Ebenezer Gav
g^^xit^iirm^ir^i/"'- '"^'^ ^-^"---^ anro???ic,nt
2A. Ebenezer Gay, "Record of Births, Marriages.
Deaths and Admissions, 1718-1786," (H.C.R.), from remarksentered at the end of the book; Records of the First Churchat Dorchester in New England. 1636-17,34 (Rn.ct.nn, t.-;uT.
2d6; John Langdon Sibley, Harvard Graduates: Biographical
Sketches of Those Who Attended Harvard Colleg'^. IT
—
( Cambridge, Mass., 1881 J, 251; Shipton, Sibley's HarvardGraduates, V, 235; Samuel Deane, History of^ Scituate
(Boston, 1831), 197-200. —
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MfrlH n Itw'^''! ^^"^ ^^om the pulpit! lee^^^:!g,^'/^-^--;^e>3^BenJa.in Fran.lln anS H^t^A.^f
Aug. 2f *172^?Cnnrt2^^'
MS sermon preached at Hingham.
of Suffield Conn
Reverend J. Gorham Smith
^LJ i i : ^ seen four other MS sermons
InTfrl"^ '^^y "bitten !n a crabbeSa d (to me) impenetrable shorthand.
oo a
28. Gay, "Record," passim ; Daniel Scott Smith"Under-registration and BitFTH-probate Records: An'
chuilltl »^w^fi'^
''''''' Eighteenth-Century Hingham, Massa-
ll"?^M ll-'! "
^""^ ^^""^ Qu.Pt.ni., 3r.d Ser., XXXII
R^«e J^u "Record"; Pope, Half-Wav Covenant . 246-7;Ross W. Beales, Jr., "The Half-Way Covenant and R^ligioisScrupulosity: The First Church of Dorchester, Massa?chusetts, as a Test Case," William and Mary Quarterly.
XXXI (1974), 479. Iwenty-eight percent of^^headult baptisms in Hingham were non-whites— three Indiansand fourteen blacks. A substantial proportion of theunchurched whites, thirty-one percent, lived in Hingham
Centre. Included in this group was the Sprague clan,
who accounted for fully twenty percent of the unchurched
whites. The Spragues were one of the West Country
families who had remained in Hingham. Many of them
appeared to have been Baptist dissenters, continuing a
Baptist tradition in their family which had its roots in
the seventeenth century. See Frederick L. Weis, The
Colonial Clergy and the Colonial Churches of New England
(Lancaster, Mass., 1936), 191-2.
~—
30. Franklin B. Dexter, ed., Itineraries and Corre -
spondence of Ezra Stiles (New Haven, 1916), ^59-60;
Joseph Ellis, The New England Mind in Transition: Sarauel
Johnson of Connecticut, 1696-1772 (Mew Haven. 1973). 11.
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Gay, ^'necorT"''s^:\il^^ 260;
(draft), Bosionrr^iT 8 UAQ (fh^?^? '° Jam-iTTF?emanPapers, 1749-1799, M^ss! Jls? ^Soc ) ^^""^^Charge," appended to A Sermon'pn.^K'."^"^^^'' ^^^^ "The
1/67 J, 46. ^
"oward, by Chanes Chauncy (boston,
rs
Glory o?\hfo"":r ' Tran.c.nH..^
England Orffiatlois be?ore^?he°GrL?'r'^^'""^
The Mvstppv of- fhT o ' o' ' Ebenezer Gay,luc ny cery ol the Seven Stars in Chri<:f'^ Rirrhv u I(Boston, 1752), 2b~,
^n st s Right Hand
CovLanr'l 2%''T" ""S"^'/ ' Halflway^
"^'
MathPr^An R -^r^ Sketche s on Cot ton
ril^t^
Benjamin Colman in his Shattered Synthesisgh ly emphasize their intellectual and theoWical"kinship rather than their ecclesiastical differences?
Passions* a^^o' u^"?^!"^^"^ ^^'^^^^ 31; Gay, Liket^edric B. Cowling, The Great AU^nin^and the American Revolutio n : Colonial i ' hon. ht .^^f.!"^
idth Century (Chicago, I97I), 67-^; Gay, "Hecord "
"
ITfutlTn
^^^^719, 1723, and 1728. Fifte^S we^e admitted
^?2^ IsiJ
^".^^^^ ^^^^ ^^^^ nineteen in17 3 (63% were women); thirty-four in 1728 (44% were women)
Vol T^^%:>n^r«n?
Records of the Hingham First Church,
(u r n r'^To'c?^^'
transcription by Arthur D. Marble
M«,:,. I
-^2-50; Assessors Record, 7-16; Boston Week lyNews-Letter
,
June 24 to July 1, I73I; Gay
, Transcen-di^tGlor^, 111; weis, "Ebenezer Gay," 10. "
lu .
38. Justin Winsor, A History of the Town of Duxbury(Boston, 1849). 115; Frederick L. Lay, John Gay of De dham.Massachusetts (Boston, 1879), 6; John Boyle to Martin G^
]
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April 26. 177A (Wiulam 0? Hy) ^' "^^s.,
logical Re.i.^.:^""^^v/?'^ '"^ "T^\.ri:T"%
,
History of Hingha ra. Vol. I. Pt IT in i •





Neheiniah Hobart Record" in Copy of EarlvMinisters' Records by Arthur D. Marble ( H . C .TT^friTr^^^^;.;eis, ColoT^l Clergy, IQ7-8. Hobart, llk^ Gay!baptized non-churched adSits who owned the covenant.
Hingha'?'ll"'37^"i'' ^^^i
History of
M^r. • !?!""?^^ ^'
I-ockridge, "Social Change and theMeaning of the American Revolution," Journal of SocialHistory
. VI (Summer, 1973), A20.
" —
.^r^ Hinghara Town Clerk's Records, Vol. Ill, I720-1762 (Hingham Town Hall), Oct. 2, I719, April 27. 1722Mar. 4, 1723, May 6, 1728, Nov. 19, 1731, May I5 1732)Aug. 2A, 1732; Daniel Scott Smith, "Population, Family
and Society in Hinghara, Massachusetts, 1635-1880" (un-
published Ph.D. dissertation, Univ. of California at
Berkeley, 1973), 91, 93; Samuel Freeman, The Town Officer
(Boston, 1793), 103-5.
46. Hingham Town Clerk's Records, III, Mar. 7. 1720
- Dec. 30, 1729.
A7. Hingham Parish Records, I, "Moderators," 1-21
and "South Hingham Church and Parish," 13.
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tt«
Hingham Parish Records t ma^
"Appropriations," 25-32- "£^^^2!; ' Assessors," lo and
Parish House of Hinsham Fir^f ^^f^^^s located at
First Church), 1? ^ ^^"^^^ Church," Vol. I (Hingham
Reason?^' l64ir?7Ho^rirgg^^ Church an d the Ag^ nf
Like Pas3.onM \^g^ B^rr'^'Pul^pi?
' Se^v' ' '
^^^oTrfri^ay
,
& ^ept. 3, 1727.
i^ul t r ices," March, I721
19A2),"88.^'''^'°"'
^^^l^v'^ Harv.PH r...H..,.^. vi (Boston,
Donald^?*
,^^^Pton, Sibley's Harv;. rd GraduatP.s . VI 385-
rod T
^Vj^ayser, Barnstable: ihrp. r' .n..,-;r?T:: of a Can
jgseorgrI"'^"S'"
'
J'^^^'^ hbenezer Ca? to
^
Jo eph G een, Hinghain, May 20, I725 (Foxcroft p^L^o
11 The'bas?r%nro?f^^^^^?'.^^°^^-' ^' ^^^^ Like Passions .. i ic intellectual foundations of the Arminian
—
movement are described in Conrad Wright's The Be^inninLof Unitari anism in Amerir.;:. (Boston, 1955).
°^p;-^"" "^s
u;h.^ Jee Colony to Provinr.f.. 53-67. For a some-what differing view of the politics and theology of prep-aration, see Norman Pettit, The Heart Preparedf Grage andConversion m Puritan S piritual Lite (N^w H^pn-ToA^
^1: ?o^'
Like Passions. 10, 32; Gay, Transcende ntuior/
,
lA, 18. See Stromberg's Religious Liberalisn. 8^'-S.for a brief treatment of Shaftesoury^s "moral sense"philosophy.
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Natlonaf'Blg^^^p !:,^'^^^f.^°!;.?' ^^7, 21; The Diction..^
oidney Lee, VI Izivll, • i ^ Leslie Slephen and Sf?
Edwards also attempted 539-41.
Pettitf°Hear^'pp^o!!r"l '"^,^^"V^\"'^ TrnnMn^n. 125;
Awakening. Vol
—
fv nf"k: iV , ed., THe Great
Gerald": Goodwin' "!r"v ^^0?^!"'
Eighteenth-Centi"; nIw England • ?h»'S"";'^4^^"^""'' "
XLI (June iqsfll ?in" u f ?'
T e New England QuartPr ivlo , lybU), 230; Heimert, American Hind " l69.
Gay, Like Passions . 37-8.
Glory, "i. "39^6^^"
"""^^^ «ecord," 300; Gay, Transcendent
64. Gay, Transcendent Glory, ii. 22- Paul r r m^^o
u !^ 11 ^'IT' T ^"^-t"aion; th^^^;.^:^;?!'.tiiver, 636«1725 tHanovpr^ m h '197^)^ igg :^qq/ =^
65. Gay, Transcendent Glory
. 55, 53.
66. Ibid., 51-3, 63.
67. Burr, "Pulpit Services, " Sept. 3. 1727- Ebenezpr
i72b), 9, 14, 27, 31, 36. Gay's references to angels wer4always intended to be understood literally. He believedm their existence both as a supernatural rationalist whorelused to reject the miraculous, and more importantly, asan essential link in the great chain of being.
6Q« Massachusetts Gazette . Mar. 30, 1787; Gay.
Zechariah's Vision , 32.
69. John Gorhara Palfrey, History of New England,
ly (5 vols.; Boston, 1858-90), 498; Charles W. Elliott,
The New England History . II (2 vols.; New York, 1357), 32-John Eliot, A Biographical Dictionary ... of the First
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Settlers, and Other Eminen t Characters s m r. ,
'^^-^^-n, ll^np)
_ 21- ijT li.^^ L ' « .
i n New England
Weymouth, I728:i763 (Mass Hisf ^^r^^?"^
William iimith^f
"
Tor 17Ai; 1749, & 1755
entries on fly leaf
VII (Bosionf'i^Js?^ 'ol'^y'M^gr;;^
r.ra.n.^.^, VI, 60 .
H^^g^r^-^iff".^-^-> ^^^^^^^istory of Its Origin and Development iMn.^..,
and Prihe 'rt'll'Z.'.tV J'^
Duty of People P..,
72. Ibid., 16, 18, 19, 28, 34-5.
Vol /^Pt ' :>^^T%^T7^^^^^ History of Hin^h;.m.
His;.'soc!i,'71
Hersey .ollLt.on, Singham
Chapter IV. The Great Noise About Arminianism
cjo.^ i«* J!??
"obart Diary, 1635-1780 (Mass. Hist. Soc),iept. 18, 1735; Ebenezer Gay, Ministers Are Men of LikePassions with Others (Boston, 1725), 30-1. '
2. History o f the Town of Hingham . II (3 vols.:
Hingham, Mass., 1893;, 336, 4lA; Su^fSlk County Registry
of Deeds, Vol. 5A: 64, Vol. 59: 57, Vol. 67: 194; F. E.
Oliver, ed.. The Diaries of Benjamin Lynde and of
Benjamin Lynde, Jr . (Boston. 18aoL 6Q ; rmon^i Jnhn
Thaxter Daybook, 1764-1767 (Thaxter Family Papers, Hingham




3. Gay, Like Passions . 31; Frederick Lewis Gay,
John Gay, of Dedham Massachusetts (Boston, 1879), 6-7;
History of Hingham . Vol. I, Pt. II, 111.
4. John White, New England 's Lamentations (Boston.
1734), 17.
5. C. C. Goen, ed., The Great Awakening , Vol. IV
The Works of Jonathan Edwards , ed. by John E. Smith
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(New Haven. IQi?) 7 wo t^..
Mather, RaUopdcil^^ltT^l'^tl^L ^^Hentations , 16; Cotton
Armmianisni in New En^lanH d
ihe beginnings of
Society of Church h- ' l^M^r^^oru^^^
reflected chiefly a fear of An ^
''''^^ 1730s
spread of Arminian views amonS^ii"? ^^^^ thewas largely a myth fo^t^r^d Ge^ h!f?f
''''^^
thesis was championed most rpr^n^?^! W ite ield. This
Who portrayed the New Enrland^^nlL^^ ^^^^^^ ^- ^^^^^inCalvinist orthodoxy? Sefhis "^hi M7.^^^ Gibraltar ofCalvinism' in Eighteenth r^n? m ^^^^ °^ 'Arminian
view, that Arminianism was real enourh Ln ^r^^"'^^roots were to be found inth! ^" ^g , and that its
theology, i3 -st'^ollcefullTeSpr^s^ed'in'co
°^
chapter "Arminianism Before the « , "'"^Sht'sThe Beginnincs of nnif,^?^ • • Awakening," in his
American Re ..»i..M-n-° I n[ l !i.
Awakemn,.





Reverend Stephen Williams," Bk. Ill,
to Ar iC.iln^
Q^e^t Awakening. I7-8. I am in debt
fn.^I^^t^ ?
Sweeney who nas shared^ith me some of hisi sigh s into the eighteenth-century religious historv ofthe Connecticut River Valley. His treatmfnt of tha?
"^
t^on yI^
11°''"' ^ P^^'J forthcoming Ph.D. disserta-i at Yale Univ. on the Williams family.
^.S; Shipton, Sibley's Harvard Graduates . VIII, 663,A r^arrative of the Proceedings of ^hose Ministersof the Lounty ot Hampshire,^ : , ^ ^r^o.^. ly^.t)
Louis ueonard Tucker, Puritan Protagonist: Presid entThomas Clap of Yale Collegf. ( Ch^^ P^ 1 mVT . , i^^Lxammation ot and Some Answers to a Pamphlet. Intitl^.
A Narracive and Defence of the Ministers of HamJ^hiFF— . .(boston, 1736), William Cooper, The Work of MiKiIters
52A
Represen ted under the Figure of <^nr.c^^
Ihe Confession u ,f h?r h fif n ~ ,* n ' AppendedUuncU. and ... P^̂ '^l^?^^!^"^^^^^; BrprV Gave- m to the "
^* Wright, Beginnings of Unitari;^ni
, 280-8
'^^ac.^.nd^ conversion 1n PnPitan S^i^^^rlf^.^
and t^kJ^^^ ^^f^H.^'l.'^^l^B, Great Awa.en.n,
New England Tran.^ r.'of^ 'il .^'^^^ylS^
t-onnecticut. 1696-17 7^ ( Npu h..,„„ . i 2j.
Est Cantaffrigxae in Nova Anella IHn..,r^n, ly,!? ""^ ""^^
^^•-.^fr^-'-'' '^'asSi The Church and the Aee of
IbM ^Q.
,^^^^-^7"'^ '^-^"d Bapxds, Mich?" 1960)777-6
,159-60; Stromberg, Religious Liberalism ! 53-4.
'
Februaiv'i?^"f??n",iS°^'°^"„-°
"i""" Hooper, Boston,t o ry 15, 1740 (Mass. Hist. Soc); Shipton. Sibl^v'sHarvard Graduates. IV (Cambridge, Mass., 1933 - jsi!^;!Uamuel MoodyJ, A Faithful Narrative nr' r.r/JV Gracious^Dealings with a Person La tely Hecovered from thl
lA. [Moody], Faithful Narrative . 1, 5.
15. John Bulkley, The Usefulness of Revea l 'd Religion
uh?r;%i^^^\' ^"^^ ^^^^^-^ 'A journal inW ich the rules & proper forms of prayer are set forth."
1715 (Mass. Hist. Soc), 126. I have seen no evidence
that Bulkley had a direct influence on other New England
liberals. His sermon is mentioned simply as a very early
and important exposition of a theme that is central in
Gay's mature theology.
16. Claude H. Newlin, Philosophy and Religion in
Colonial America (New York, 19^2), 56; iihipton, Sibley's
Harvard Graduates . VI (Boston, 1QA2), 52.
—
1970,/3'95,'!?R?cha;dTSMfe^^^ XV (Boston,Uth ed., Ill, 552; : I I ^'•^''^^-r'-'^'' inii iGospel-Mlnisf.Pr Represented . '"^ ^p j-rit of a
vived, and have been made a?a?i .hL . '""^''^ "^^^










taristic profession of ^^fJi"^
rational, volun-
a sermon preached bvChf^t rt^
eloquently expressed in
The Only if; 1739 entitled
ot Consaenc£ and Heli.f^n 1° .'^L'^"?.,'!"; '^^e Affairs
could have helped a.;'^nn» >^ 1/39). This sermon
influence on Chauncy's thinking!
^^^^^^^ ^ profound
Du^baui^; ff^^^Q^-^^'> ^969), from the HeverSnd ESeneL rGay s signed copy of Hugo Grotius' The TruthS of theChristian Religion in Six Ron... tranL by John ClarkeDean ot b'arum (London, 1729 ) . Gay evidently oalsed
the Reverend Ebenezer Gay of Suffield, Conn. These ti-
noi
acquired by de younger Gly,' ar;w the property of Suffield Academy.
Like Passions . 18; Joan D. Tooke, The Just
yrnth"of>'^i?H"^f.^"^
Grotius (London, 1965), 199; Grotius,T u h of the Christian Religion (London, 1729), v, vii.
21. Tooke, The Just War . 206, 221.
22. Ebenezer Gay, Well-Accomplish ' d Soldi ers, aGlory to Their King, and a Defence to Their Countrv ^ Rn...f.nn
ifJd), 5-0, 7-8, 11; Hugo Grotius, De Jure Bell i Ac Pacis




23. Gay, Well-Accomplish ' d Soldiers . 15, 17, 18, 26.
2^. Massachusetts Gazette . Mar. 30, 1787.
25. Shipton, Sibley's Harvard Graduates . VIII,
220-3; Diaries of Reverend William Smith of Weymouth,
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1728-1763 (Mass. Hist. Soc), Entry 330 itpq. n-of Ebenezer Parkraan 14- Wni^n^ d • ? '729; Diary
H^^ough Pul i?'wa%"'Ro e'^t^Bre'Ir^^^beleaguered minister of Springfield:
Fearing Burr (H.C.R.); '
"^'•«<='e<l and arranged by
70- "Dil'rr,
Shlpton, Sibley's Harvar d Graduates . VI, 569-l<J, ia y of Rev. Ebenezer Gay of Suf^ield
—
Ttir(Kent Memorial Library, SuffieL, Conn.r m1i7 3? J??ft.




Edwin S. Gaustad, The Great Awakening in New|Mi|nd (New York, 1957), 22-4; Edward Goddard go Nathan
Massf'HlsrL'^!?:
'^'^ '^'^ Papers,^"
"PoDul^M-nn^*Ro'-?^^' '^^^g ^?y> 7; Daniel Scott Smith,




diaries of Reverend William Smith, Sept. 4.
^In?' Jr?""?^^" ^' Dexter, Yale Biographies and Annal s1701-1745 (New York, 1885), 2/0, iSy; Diary of EbiFil^rParkman, 52. Two of the Yale trustees, the keverend Ja'redEliot and Samuel Whittlesey, had been preaching a
rational "endeavor-oriented" theology from their pulpits
and, m fact, had both nearly defected to the Anglicans
sixteen years before. Franklin B. Dexter claimed that at
the time of the appointment of Thomas Clap as Rector in
1739, "the Trustees were prevailingly, if not exclusively,
Arminian." See Franklin B. Dexter, ed.. Documentary
History o f Yale University (New Haven, 1916), 326, 328,
337-8; Richard Warch, School of the Prophets: Yale
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Dec. X6 4 19, 1738; Bums^el? °Pif^P?"?''p°^^
"'^ Nuffield."
Deane. History I^f ;„.f^ ^f^-?!:/'-?§r-^^.;^^S7-8,
r,B-.^-^137)?%^--^^i^^




37. Osborn, Case and Complaint . 6, 22-3.
38. White, Lamentations . 18.
c:-ihio„?^'u
^°°P!^» The Work of Ministers . 20; Shipton,Sibley's Harvard Graduates, uiii ppn . T^.^. P^i^^lful Narrative, 2; "David Brainerd: Memoirs, 173^^1 "The Great Awakening at Yale Con^.. . ed! ' by StephenNissenbaum ( Belmont
, Cal . , I972), A4?
ou n
^
'^O. Isaac Chauncey, The Faithful Evangeli st, or
an^M r (Boston, r/2bJ, 35; Theophiius Lindsey,A Historical View of the Unitarian Doctrine and Worshipfrom the Reformation to Our Own Times (London. 17H^>^ ?An
41. "Diary of Reverend Stephen Williams" (Type-
script from original MS, Storrs Library, Longmeadow.
Mass.), Bk. Ill, 61.
42. Charles W. Akers, Called unto Liberty: A Life
of Jonathan Mayhew. 1720-1766 (Cambridge, Mass., 1964),
—
c-Denezer Gay, The Alienation of Affection from
Ministers (Boston, 1747), 26; William Hooper to Benjamin
Coiman, Boston, Feb. 13, 1740 & Colman to Hooper, Boston,
Feb. 12, 1740 (Colman Papers, II, Mass. Hist. Soc).
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"Diary of Rev. Ebenezer Gay of SuffipiH 17-,q
familiarity „Uh phis" is a?t=i^2§ I"" °='>"^
of medical metaphors Jn slrmonr ^h^f^t?
shows, for instance tS»?
following example
[1796])'
^j^^^Ph^^^h^oP> A Funeral Sermon (Hartford,li/'ytj , 15, Clifford K. Shipton, Sibley's HarvardGraduates. X (Boston, 1958), I71I2 ' "HarvLd fnfvLoRecords, Pt II," 687. 692; hlstor; of thf^o.n '.r^^
Hi^l^, vol. I, Pt. II (3 vols.; Lngna., Mass. /- 1893
)
,
TM^^^-'^V ^'.^^y' John Gay. 6-7; Ebenezer Gay to[Martin Gay], Hingham, Mar. 2A, 1752 (Gay-Otis PapersColumbia Univ.); Assessors Record of the^Firs? Parish'in Hingham, I7I8-I8I6 (H.C.R., Box 36), 13-15.
ff; ^7^1 ?2 ' J""^ ^M^* 2^^' ^^^^ Property Valuationor 1 5A (Hingham, Mass. Town Hall); Hingham Town Clerk's
S^n?;rh^i- i* ^rb ^^20-1762 (Hingham, Mass. Town Hall);South Hingham Church and Parish," Parish Records of theHingham First Church, Vol. I, 1720-1806, transcription
by Arthur D. Marble (H.C.R.), 4A.
,T
Sydney Howard Gay to Levi Lincoln, Hingham, n.d.
(Town of Hingham Papers, 1861-1864, Mass. Hist. Soc);
Jotham Gay to Martin Gay, Dartmouth, Nova Scotia, Nov. 26,
1755 (Gay-Otis Papers); History of Hingham . Vol. I, Pt. II,
25
.
6. "Copy of the Reverend Neheraiah Hobarts Journal,"
transcription by James Savage (Mass. Hist. Soc), May I7,
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lQi,2) ^2fiR'°p'
S^^^gy's Harvard Grad.iat,:.. vi (Boston
:d by F^ederickl. Ini'"
The Ben.am.n ,.^n..,. oedited ricrs/; is? J, ! fuaf^S^s t"''^o"Julian Loring-s Notebooks iuL^^L^'j^^^ii:^^^^^^^'






Given to'thelefMr^^Tn"^''^ S^^''"^ "^""^ °f Fellowship
Wimaf k1th°"i-^';;^'' ^ v.ruohrr^^ "to
Church). '
""S''^""' ^^^^ 7, 1741 (Weymouth First
174S1 ^fi: ^hw^ "4"?! Tristitiae Ecclesiarum (Boston,
i!n i'- 'u^?^"'""' Sibley's Harvard Graduat— iv, les-n-
ll66r 9V ' ' , "^^torv'of th. lown of Ahin.^n Boston'
'




1753-1 67, transcription by C. F. Binnev in 1847
rI^ S^'^S^"'"'.-. 2"' 300, 3; Williarimiih to
'
Firl; Chnrrh f^^' .^^^r'^^^' ^"S- ^783 (Weymouthst u c Records, Tufts Library, Weymouth , Mass .)
.
rrsr.
12. Williston Walker, The Creeds and Platforms ofCongregationalism (New York, 1893), 470-1, 486-94: "Plvm-outh Association Book, 1722" (Congregational Library).Aug. ^29 & Oct. 24, 1722, Oct. 28, 1724, and July 24,
13. Hinghara Town Clerk's Records, III, Nov. 21
1726; The Acts and Resolves of the Province of Massal
chusetts Bay (Boston. IQQ-^)
^
yi, gi?. mpi^— hz-c
ciation Book," Oct. 24, 1722. For Nathaniel Eels' role
in the ecclesiastical disputes of Plymouth County, see
John M. Bumstead's "The Pilgrims' Progress; The
Ecclesiastical History of the Old Colony" (unpublished
Ph.D. dissertation. Brown Univ., 1965).
14. John Langdon Sibley, Harvard Graduates: Bio -
graphical Sketches of Those Who Attended Harvard College .
Ill (Camoridge, Mass., 1885), 437; Walker, Creeds and
Platforms
. 484, 490; Shipton, Sibley's Harvard Graduates
.
VI, 317 & VII (Boston, 1945), 312-13; Diaries of Reverend
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Dorchester Church see^s to u.tl rTulTl'nloT^.Tr.U or
lo. PH^^*
Shipton, Sibley's Harvard Gradu.-^ tP.. vi 316-18, Ebenezer Gay, The Untimely Death nf .-7T7~:/ . . . ^
^
Lamented (Boston, 1/4^), 22, 23.
16. Shipton, Sibley's Harvard Graduates VIT ^'A^ o-Diaries of Reverend wriTlin. 6mxth, entry on ?i ; leaf for
'
kUty.^^'u-^T^
^^'^ '^^y 28, 1739; Ebenezer Gay to wllliLSmith, Hingham, Mar. I7, 1745 (Weymouth First ChSrchJ.
1 i"^;,, ^"^i^^"
^* Gaustad, The Great Awak enin.^ in NewEngland (New York, 1957), 31-2; Edward M. GrifflH,A Biography of Charles Chauncy (1705-1787)" (unpublishedPh.D. dissertation, Stanford Univ., I966), 147; "Diary of
Ake;s rST^H
Nuffield," Sept. 24, 1740; Charles W.
f I,
Liberty: A Life of Jonathan Mayhew.
1 f 20-1706 (Cambridge, 1-lass., 1964), 31, 3A.
18. Gaustad, Great Awakeninp; . 32-3.
19. Ibid . , 33.
20. Leonard J. Trinterud, The Forming of an
American Tradition: A Re-examination of Colonial"
Presbyterianism (Philadelphia. lq4Q\, S7-H,
21* Gay, Ministers' Insufficiency
. 31-2. By June of
1741, Charles Chauncy was already condemning itinerancy
and the censoriousness of the revival party. He had also
incurred the wrath of Boston's old guard ministry (in-
cluding his senior pastor, Thomas Foxcroft) by defending
the Reverend Samuel iMather against charges of preaching
"loose" doctrines. Chauncy 's emergence as the leading
opponent of the Awakening in New England is nicely treated
in Chaps. II and III of Edward M. Griffin's thesis.
22. Sydney E. Ahlstrom, A Religious History of the
American People (New Haven, 1972), 271; Gay, Ministers^
Insuf'ficiency , 22 .
23. John Hancock, The Examiner, or Gilbert against
Tennent (Boston, 1743), 8; Ebenezer Gay, "Record of Births,
Marriages, Deaths and Admissions, I7I8-I786" (H.C.R.),
531
iji^i2r^^kii^:"j?;\!ri3i?"' '''''
Awakening," A^e^ican Qutr?erir?Fa?f '?a.'5?
26. Gay, Ministers' Insufflcienr.v . 17, ig.
Societv!'l7n^!?g.^: "^^--^tta The Evoluti.. -
iSfi. ^.2-3.
' ^3^-3; Gaustaa; Great Awaken-
Berkeley, I973) q-j a inl. C u California at
III, Juli 2 & w s ly^?' "j"Sham Town Clerk's Records,
period l7Af.J76of\^4 aJerage'^Je'o^'L''""' '^i^''^ales was 25.7, comparer[o^l7Tin'tSe iTof^lTpS 0'"^'^This same erosion of oarentai rnnt^^i 1701-1720 period.
their Children was renecLfin ?hTraoirin'cn/''''"^ °'marital conceptions, which ^reu fnL ?^ in rease m pre-
to thirty percent b; ^75^. ^ "
P^''^^"' ^700
29. Smith, "Population," 55 a . du,- i •
A''Nole"'on'';he"I'^''vV"^^^^' aL''Reu'gi'ius1in e ^Sn
*
171? ?7?S ?
Ages of Converts in Andover, Massachuset?i
-mr [n-:)'^'M ,^^f^^^"te Historical Co{ 1 .... ^^f""^^^-
ra Ifkciii^;i^:; ihe'"?^i-inoJ:ir^I'a^cLr^^-




vigorous in areas of economic unrfst and land
30. Cowing, "Sex and Preaching," passim .
..pcoula^;on^"''p?f^"^?^
Preaching," 629, n. 16; Smith,
rnSSo^ '1 ^^o"^'
Ebe^ezer Gay, The True Spirit of aGospel-Minister Represented and Urgea (bostonr 17^^^^ Ta .
32. History of Hingham. Vol. I, pt. II, 38-9;
?^t^o°"'T
g^P-^ey's Harvard Graduates . IX (Boston, 1956),
i^/c




sition" (unpublished PhD ^.^^^^"^"t Society in Tr^n-
Michigan, I'eV iTl/lu] '?23 T'^^;.
'''
Rev. Stephen William;.'
( iCpesc^iif ;>i^^:\' '"'t^^
°^
Storrs Library, Longmeado^ ^^L"^





Co nnecticut lb70-l ./o ( Sn?., .^.^-^^^^^
^ay to Stephen Wiilia-ms, Sufrield Dec' \o ^71.^ Ir^^^'^Collection, Pennsylvania Hist Soc ) tI.\ ^
^'^''^^^
^ohn Ballantine wa's no enthusiast ' ^ Whi e^is'^br^^^P
Sufr?Mr'.T''"''"« ^^'^^ ferocious Nei LiVh s o?o ttield, John was carefully reading "Dr Watts' nf.^oon ye abuse of ye passions in religLn."* See "Diarrof the Hev. John Ballantine" (Typescript codv J^^lAtheneum, Westfield, Mass.), MaJri7^3
J;.n ^^^'^'7lo'^^'i^
^^^nezer Gay of Suffield."
Der' IvA?'
^^^^y to Stephen Williams, Suffield
& June II ^yip^pr' °' Williams," Jan. ^2
'
& 11, 17A2; Ebenezer Gay to Stephen WilliamsHingham, Mar. 12, 17^2 (Mass. Hist. Soc.).
'
36. Gay, Ministers' Insufficiency
. 16, 20, 36.
^ .^'^'t
^'^^^^i"' "Charles Chauncy," lOA-6; Gay,Ministers' Insufficiency. 10, I7, 30, 31; Foster,"Hampshire County," ll^j^ '
38. Griffin, "Charles Chauncy," 108-15.
39- Gay, Ministers' Insufficiency
. 23-A, 26-7.
AO. Ibid.
, 25, 27, 36. If Gay's sermon had about
It an anti-revival and even slightly Arminian tone, theReverend Stephen Williams rather pointedly set things
straight in his charge to the candidate, repeatedly
emphasizing "Justification by the free Grace of God."
iT/o z^"""*
E'^enezer Gay to Ebenezer Gay, Hingham, Dec. b,
17^2 (Gratz Collection, Pennsylvania Hist. Soc); "Diary
of Rev. Stephen Williams," Mar. I9, 17A2.
A2. Foster, "Hampshire County," 123; Ebenezer Gay
to Ebenezer Gay, Hingham, Dec. b, 17^2; Ebenezer Gay to
Stephen Williams, Hingham, Mar. 12, 17A2.
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Relifiioh j n Timr ? r^:, 1
^'-^^^^^ of i--h e Revival nf
probably referred to the p;ot;acted* J.t Quarrel"
by Benjamin Lyn^Se^'^ra'; ua^n'?^ ^rorJ^j?.r^ T.IT ^
."n^s?:/c:n^?i-e^^?o^ p^^^^c^"?^ ^jr^roorganized their own chSrch and bunr =defiantly close proximity to ?he old ^hfi??' '2ca^e so difficult that tL Genera? ciurrLsied' Srrollowinc; order in "ti^^^ m ^ j-^^^uea zne
Houle fn\i2 J''*.''"^^'^ and possession of the Meetinp-
\. Xt must be admitted, however that- th-ioorder does not explicitly address the issue which Gav
ITrlt^rT ^r^r^'^^^^'^^P^^^^^ -emberrv^t^ng^Jn cLrchaffairs. See Journals of the House o f Representati ve^ofMassachuset ts. 1735-173 h (Hn.tnn, To.
. s o
Although £benezer Gay of Suffield'has been charac
orhis laLr"se'/
Calvinist by some, an'^xamJnati^n
?L if^ ^®r.^^'^'"°"^ suggests that he moved steadily towardthe rationalist, Arminian theology of his uncle. By I775







^5. The Dictionary of National Biographv . ed. by
fsH^ ??m? ''JyS?^".??^^''' ''"^"^y (63'voiit; Londoj;,1885-1901), XXVI, 173-80 & XXXII, 236-AO; Diaries of
Reverend William Smith, entry on fly leaf for 17A1- GavMinisters' Insufficiency . 27.
-.-r/o t^'
Ebenezer Gay to Ebenezer Gay, Hingham, Dec. 6,
17^2; Shipton, Sibley's Harvard Graduates . VI, 293-4;
George Whitefield's Journals (London. IQ^^Q). 535; "Plymouth
Association Book," Aug. 3, 1763.
47. Leonard W. Labaree, "The Conservative Attitude
Toward the Great Awakening," William and Mary Quarterl y.
3rd Ser., I (19A4), 339-42; Griffin, "Charles Chauncy,'»
126; Conrad Wright, The Beginnings of Unitarianism in
America (Boston, 1955), 44.
~^
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George Whiten.TH? , L.^^^^^^^f
Gradua tes, VI, 293-A;
toward'the Gr^arLakeninr^^iilT"^ Conservative Attitude
3rd Ser., I (IQAA) 3iS 21' .
WilUam and Mary Quartpm y,






^^^^""^"'^-^ of Uni t.ri .ns
Chap ter VI. The Great
Kept His Placp
The Captain
Chauncy 1705-1781?-. ?unnuM' ^/^^^''^P''^ °f Charles
Stanford Univ.. 1966) fh.D dissertation,




° "gi'gio" in n,.M.FTrfr^
Described °- iir'l:';')"!.™''?'' '"^ ^"
Mgland'iNew'^orlcf-lgln'li.'':."''"' ^"^^""'"^ ^" ^'^^
of PK ^* "Charles Chauncy," 126-7: "The Diarvof Ebenezer Parkoan," Proceedings of th» LI:. J„ """^^
Antiquarian Soc1,.tv, Vol. UXli? Pt. 1 (1%!)' I50.
„r ^K .•'°?®P*' Tracy, The Great Awakening- a Historv
Boston, laS,), ,56-94; .riffin, "Charles
6. Tracy, The Great Awakening . 294-5.
Z*. ^""^^^y*
The Great Awakening . 296, 298, 299-302-Thomas Prince, The Christian Historv'^( Boston. 17A4) 157I
66. On the day proclaimed for the second convention, Gay.together with Nathaniel Eels, did travel to Cambridge, buttheir journey was prompted by personal business: theirsons, Nathaniel Eels, Jr. and Samuel Gay were receiving
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forrein Voyage." Spp H^nv^^,^ r absent upon a
TtTTT-VT/ -> ,7, arvard Corporation Records T1707^^3 (Harvard Univ. Archives), 221. 738? '
rt' ^^^^y
Miller, Jonathan Edward.s (New York ^qlq\176; Chauncy, Season a ble_JlTm^rhr_^, ITPT^
^ ^^"^^^ 19^9),
SeasonahlP^?hof°H.^^
ministers who subscribed fors b e Thou^^hts were: Benjamin Bass (Hanover)-
^h^Sn"'
B^-^ntree); Daniel Lewis (Pemb^oke^
J^eerWinJar^'in'^S^'^"^' '^"^^^ ( Sou^h
^ Brain-
'f^l^^^"' Smith (North Weymouth); John Taylor(Milton); possibly Samuel Hill (Marshfield). SeeChauncy, Seasonable Thoughts
. 1-18.
10. John M. Bumstead, "The Pilgrim's Progress- TheEcclesiastical History of the Old Colony" (unpublishedPh.D. dissertation, Brown Univ., 1965 ), 216-17 , 301?
11. Clifford K. Shipton, ed., Sibley's HarvardGraduates, VI (Boston, 19^2), 373-5; ^'Copy of thl^llChurch Records, 1725-17^6 & 1753-1767," transc^^^tio^ byC. F. Binney in 18A7 (New England Hist, and Gen. Soc),
6; Bumstead, "Pilgrims' Progress," 163.
12. The Boston Weekly News-Lett er. Mar. 8, 17AA-"Hull Churcn records," 5; Harold Field Worthley "An
'
Inventory of the Particular (Congregational) Churches ofMassachusetts Gathered 1620-1805," Harvard Theologic alStudies, XXV (1970), 301; Bumstead, "Pilgrims' ^rogres's,"
13. David R. Proper, History of the Firs t Con-
gregational Church. Keene, Few Hampshire (Keene.~NTH.
,1973), 15-17, 19-20; Bumstead, "Pilgrims' Progress,"
240-1; Ebenezer Gay, Jesus Christ the Wise Mas ter-Builder
of His Church (Boston, 17b3), ii, 1, 22. Un this occasion,
Gay 3 customary word play with the candidate's name pro-
vided the theme for the entire sermon
—
Jesus Christ the
Wise Master-Builder of His Church . He represented Carpenter
as one of those leaders instrumental in rebuilding the
temple after the Hebrews returned from their Babylonian
captivity. The people of Keene and Swanzey could now look
up and behold "a Man with a Measuring-Line in his Hand.
. . . A Very pleasing Sight this . . . for the Encourage-
ment and Comfort of a poor People returned to, and
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S"ll"ie?" "'^i'- Enemies had made
Abington Mass )• R.n^!:- i i^*^ ^^^^^ Memorial Library.
AbingtoS' IBlllii;
Bg^ am.n Hobart History of r.^/l'.
Sir," Abington, 'jull'Vo', l^U'^Dyer'^IPS^V™^





controversy, this one in MidSLSorouL'° ?his comnf.f""'"
orI^tLi"^°'^^''.^ ""-"SS^^ between the'chJrch an^thep ecinct over the choice of a successor to their recentlvdeceased pastor, Peter Thacher. Aside from the varilSs^legal questions, the church wanted to settle a d^o-
ovo"^iL^:;£P°''J^^ P^'^'^^^y precinct or parishover the church m the matter of calling a minister- a
m!nt^i?^''^'''^' P^^ve'^t thi settle.
R ? P?P"i^'',^«*'
^isht minister in Middleborough.
"ILohlet'fo: I'n'^^'n"' ^^-^S^^^^'" 20A-15; Isaac sfckus,Pamphlet 10: A Door Opened for Christian Liberty." in
^"^ Calvinism. Pamphlets .
196^), 433-r'
^^^^^^"^ McLoughlm (Cambridge, Mass.,
16. Ebenezer Gay, The Untimely Death of a Man ofGod Lamented (Boston, 174 A), lb, Frederick L. Gay. 'John Gay ol^Dedham
. Massachusetts (Boston, 1879), A. Gay
resorted to the metaphor of minister as pilot and church
as ship with great regularity. When he preached his
nephew's ordination sermon, he used it again: "Parishes
(saith one) are holy Ships, whose Ministers are the Pilots,
and Eternity the Port they must guide them to." See
Ebenezer Gay, Ministers' Insufficiency for Their Important
and Difficult Work (Boston. 17^2). 2A..S. Perhaps the
tradition of referring to the meetinghouse in Hingham as
the "Old Ship" arises from the period of Gay's ministry





"1 i Samuel NUes,
^'"y- The Great AwakPn<n
p; , 3i,o.Y
logians and philosophers such as John ?aylor and Fr^n;..
Later that year, Whitefield commenced a ?hlrd toSS'ofNew England, though his itinerary is obscure Thus ifthe incident is based in fact, it could hav^occ^rr^d L
17^6 rather than 174A. See jihn Gillies, ed.?Semo!?sand^Sermons of Rev, George Whit.f^.iH
( Philad^l^HTiTTaSA
) ,
21. Alan Heiraert and Perry Miller, eds., The GreatAwakening: Documents Illust rating the Cri.it L.T^^^^
Consequences ( Indianapoli
, '"^7.^ 3U, 3^i7 li,
17AA nj^'
Ebenezer Gay to William Smith, Hingham, Dec. 31,17AA (Weymouth First Church). ^.
jj.,
23. Bumstead, "Pilgrims' Progress," 275; SamuelNiies et ai., The Sentiments and Resolutions of an Asso-ciation of Ministers (convened) at Weymouth. Jan. m








24. Niles et al., Sentiments and Resolutions . 5,The Weymouth testimony was signed by Samuel Niles
Braintree); Samuel Brown (Abington); Nathaniel Eels
Scituate); Ebenezer Gay (Hingham); Daniel Perkins
Bridgewater)
; John Angier (East Bridgewater
) ; John
(Milton); Samuel Dunbar (North Stoughton); Jonathan
(Dorchester); William Smith (North Weymouth); John
(Cohasset); Philip Curtis (South Stoughton).
25. Bumstead, "Pilgrims' Progress," 212
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Archives VnV yT?^;^, , ' ^Massachusetts State
and Plrt^h ° Pa"sh Recirds'if''t^ "^"^ham Church
vol. I. iT^o-xso^:\?i^r^.^^[;s.-?«s-
VOX. xf!-13fHfKaf|^-^^^^^^^^ .
in HinIh^;..;;^J?,fil|,'3^?-,?;; S-oras o;;^the Third Parish
Hingham Parish Recordst'l^ SO-ee '
""^^"'"••s."
Hingha^^Tow^'^L'^.^'rfe'lSrd'^^JJ? ^"ct'Tlrla^J 'm"'^^
seiec?™en! " '° margin among the five
30. "South Hingham Church and Parish." 57- "Annn^
Resoiierif th^^?^"
Parish Record., I, STflhe^Icts and
°'
31. "South Hingham Church and Parish," 60-1- Acts
tSe ?hfnH^rg ' ^i'^ Records ^Belonginri
^hurJ^t i?''''?^
in Hingham," 17A6-184A (South Hinghfm
^on^h k"* * ^747 [hereafter referred to asS ut Hingham Church Records].
17A7.
^South Hingham Church Records, 17A6 & Jan. 16,
17^7, South Hingham Parish Records, May 19, 17A6-May 29i769, p. 7 for pewing. '
33. John Gorham Palfrey, Dr. Palfrey's Discourse
°" ?^ 'r^^^ ^"^ Character of Dr. Ware /Camhrin^P, m....
-
1645), 13; bbenezer Gay to "ye 3a Chh of Christ in Hingham,"
Hingham, Dec. 9, 17A6 (South Hingham Church).
3A. South Hingham Parish Records, p. 2; South
Hingham Church Records, p. 10.
35. Shipton, Sibley's Harvard Graduates . XI (Boston,
1960), 304; History of Hingham , Vol. I. Pt. II. 43; South
Hingham Parish Records, p. 12; Daniel Shute to "the
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«ar. 9. 1752 (South H!nghf/?hu"cht? «i"«ham,
Parishfihal'Jed brsoi'oSon\?n^"t"" °^ "^"Sha. First
pulpit exchange with th^^.K "'^ question of
Hingham." Marf 6ri?4 ?Town^of''H^'«i°"^ societies ofHist. SoOj History Of' H?n"h;f "i"f^? P^r*""'Henry Ware, A-J 'ermon Del ""g.T^u'.Jgh.f' ^J- '•^i
to A
at the
IMewburyport, 1/ay) 39 i"' t II
Timothy Hilliard
Before His E^r^ 1 ^hute, AJermon_Preached
28; "Kxcbanges and Occasional" in ''pni^v/g ' •
Sbui'" "^i?""^ ^"<* by"FeariSrBurrtS'c'R'f'-
es'ta'^lL-iS^e^i^ by"':a^^%1n^g^k"^?^ n1b^\T
famiue/and""paring ihL'?or'°^?" "'""'ant
this money wiselvfif.^? =°^^«Se. Shute inyested
was^deter^in^/n^^fto'^s^irre"^ wL^t^?1Je"L^ .Tt\L^Place So long as it is in my Power to avoid it. In SpiteOf Ignorance and Malice it must Appear to me 'to be very'
? 'u
after I have Spent my Patrimony in an Education
shSu?S ' '^i? '""'^^y 2^^^ Business" ?
'
o ld be incapable to get a comfortable Li vine " Thenext month the Third Parish voted the raise ie^;eques ted-
.trnnf^i^''"'^ '^"^ gradually to exercisi the sam^
'
stro g influence m South Hingham that Gay en loved in theTown. Shipton, Sibley's Harvird Graduated gi^^n.'"
Mtgrr.^K !^^"^^^^ ^> -^^^ Daniel Shute to
Ma^ q °H
^^''^^^ ^" Hingham," Hingham,r. 9, 1752; South Hingham Parish Records, p. 12.
o,n
Ebenezer Gay, The Character and Work of a GoodRuler, and the Duty o f an Obliged Peopj^ ^Rn^tnn, 17/.^;,
5A0
^0. Michael Zuckerinan "Th^ v k •
XXXIV (April, 1977) , 200-4
~ UuaptPniY, 3p<j sgr.
,
Chapter VII. p„.„ Undefn..
'^"-^19^fTrf§fT^l5lHfii^^ XXI
_ Benjamin Walker Diarv (Ma^s u< o» oMay 29. 17/4=;. I ^-^^^ y ui s . Hist, Soc. .' ^y. i/ti, Gay, Character and Work
, is.
'
May iise3'the^t;ru?"ModerLr:^ ^' ^' ^O. Henry F.
body of thought generated bv ?i'®'"''?°'*"'" '° <l"cribe iheSiSiMr^^ ?,1e"r?o?k:
6. Gay, Character and Work. 18, 19-20 2S • Jam**., a
?n?''^i^^'
Evolution or American .Wi






^-lerchants, 129>56: The themes of Election SermoAsad Changed m the years immediately preceding 1745 and
?hr'p'^''"'S?
'""^^^ reflected those Changes, fiice ly""t e "Errand" motif, which contrasted recent apostacy wiihthe intentions of the first settlers, had vir?ullly^drs-appeared from Election Sermons. The ministers were nowmuch more likely to address specific issues such as
s^eaf^.r ^!^«Vr.^^''::^^^^'^"S currency. See A. W. Plum-
e'
^^^^ ^"^ Garden: Selected Mas sar.hu...Pft <:Election Sermons. 16bU-177S nviinnpapmsc iqa^)^ 2j2 .
Mo^.h. I*
Bailyn, Ideological Origin.'^. 22-5A; Zemsky,Merchants, 141-3; Gay, Character and Work . 22. Gay, likeany literate man, had been inevitably exposed to Cato's^^^^^^3
.
which had been excerpted in Boston newspapers since
5A1
tho'u'gh "o^TnTe^T^^^^^^^ also p.oba.le,
Jonathan Mayhew, Gad Hiichcock iL ^ clerical proteges,strongly influeAced by HoaS?5 ' M^l "^^^^ "^^^''^^ ^^^-^been -initiated, in you?h iA thf '^^^ he hadliberty, as they were ?au^htL doctrines of civil
and Milion, Locke and tiot^il ^ ^^""^ men . . . as Sidney,
them; they'seemed ra^iSnal ^" ITnV^ T'"^"^' ' ^'^^^
wo^^^--o^:h^^^^r^;-^lL-r"-^^
Bailyn, iklL^^I^^ j^.--
®* ^ay. Character and Work , n, 13.
9. Ibid., 25-6.
text was I Sam. 1A;6.
'^^/'^» I'ii. Gay's sermon
12. Bumstead, "Pilgrims' Progress," I9A-5.




Sibley's Harvard Graduates ,
ing Vol TV of k.^u^?' ^' ed.. The Great Awaken-
45^: c „ ^^'^^^ Jonathan Edwards . pH . hy
"
John E. Smith (New Haven, 1972), 17-8"
l7Pft 17a; ^m^'^^^^u"^
Reverend William Smith of Weymouth,
June lb, 1755; "Plymouth Association Book, 1722" (Con-gregational Library), Aug. 12, I76I, Aug. 3, 1763 & Nov. 7,
16. Ebenezer Gay, The True Spirit of a Gospel-Min isterRepresented and Urged (Boston, 174b), 9, 10, 19; EbenezerGay, The Alienation of Affection from Minis ters Consider 'dand Improv'd (Boston. 1747^, 11. ~~
5A2
U70A) was delivered as one or^7^^^^-^^^^^^^^LslOo6
Bnvl^'''";:^^
endowed by thrgreann!?fT^^^oy e. Their purpose wa^i-? English chemist, Robert
tradition
V3^:"er?:nL°n'^:^?l'^jiL:S?
(Boston, 1955), "77: ^iHIlinSS
of Uni tarianism in flmo.j^^
''''''' ^^^Anning^^LJ^^
76-80. 137.
Ph.D. dissertation, Stanford Univ infl?'^^ (unpublishedWare's Reading List fon m, 1966), 210; Henry
Hist. Soc.)!^ Divinity Students, 1806 (Mass.
nings of Unit..i.n^ ^^^^^^"> ^734), 19; Wright,"^e^.
22. Gay, True Spirit
, 27, 28.
rul Shepherdf ; ff^?;.!^' , ^ = , Hall, The Faith-
"ay. True Spirit, 28, 30, 31, 32, 33.
25. Ibid . . 10, 26-7.
Mnxtarll^r^klPyf^
tudinarian perspective "-if ^ ^"i-
iT^^i^h^ -pos^^r^ie th^?ihe/riiV:ii-j:-






27. "Samuel Hopkins: Memoirs, 1721-1741 in Tho
loeimont, tai., I972), 15; Ebenezer Gay, A Discourse on the
5'<3
Transcenden t Glory of th^ r.^.p^i (Boston 17?fti ^, .irue opxrit
, XI; AUenatx^on of !r°2;.^Ig^' ^ '
Splrlt?^33 °' P^'-^^^n, 137; Gay. True
Graduates . IX (Boston liqfti'
^ibleVs Harvarrt
17^^?^ ^^perience^I;hew"Bistont^'Oct. 1, 7^7 (Mayhew Papers, Boston Univ.).
Mind- Fr^m tie^GrP^rr' J"
"""^ Religion and t he American
11^"^ jyu.
Awakening to t he HevoIution-T7-^i;rh7TH..
^ ?;* 2yu-3, is roremost among those wH3 have
Am^ii^"^"H
""^'^ "^'^^ glorifies nfyhew as a herlld ofer can democracy. Mayhew, like Gay, was clearly a social
Serrinca^Iblfof'!''^'^'-''"^ "^^^^^^
°' P°"'^cew e incapa e of exercising the right of private judgement.
of R*.v^^MnfiH®" S^'^u^"'''^'
Memoir of the Life and Writin g..,
L^l\%"unto"^^.^L^y^^ ^^^^^ A^ers:
3A. Akers, Called unto Liberty. 39-Al • Bradford
,83; Gay, Alienation oT^ffectioA . '2.^.in^;;..
?nL•^^?^'^" ^^y* Hmgham, July 17, 1764 (Ca^-Otis Papers,Special Collections, Columbia Univ.); Jotham Gay to MartinGay, Cumberland, N.S., Sept. 16, I766 (Gay-Otis Papers);Abigail Gay to Jotham Gay, Hinghara, Aug. 22, 1766 (Gay-Otis Papers). The credibility of Alden Bradford's commentson the Gay-Mayhew relationship is somewhat enhanced by
Bradford's kinship with the Gays. Jerusha Bradford Gay wasAlden's grandaunt. See The New England Hi storical and
Genealogical Register . IV (1850), 240.
35. Bradford, Memoir, 433; Akers, Called unto
Liberty. 29, 32-41; Wright, Beginnings of Uni tarianism
,21b-9; Gay, Alienation of Affection . 2T; Gay's copy of
William Gravesande's Mathematical Elements of Natural
Philosophy
, trans, by John T. Desaguliers (London, 1747),
was made available through the courtesy of Mr. Ebenezer Gay
of Hingham. Charles W. Akers, in his biography of Mayhew,
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Skeptical frienL.anShi" either? ''^
"'^^'^
John Blt;,n^%tL^^^^^^^i^-t'Z'-'''r.'' "-5 =
Boston ueiivered at the West Churrh <n
:u'r:irEy^l3"''lu^Sein Sff ""-ed out
37. Akers, Called unto Liht^ rty, 48-51- Wri^rhi-Begmnings of Unitariam .<^ , ^' ' b ig t,
r^n^n"^^'. ^f^:
Alienation of Affection . 10, 21, 26' AkersCalled unto Liberty, b6, 68-9, 71. Gay's admir^tio,; for
'
re^Ln^hi^^^^'^J.^r'^^y^^"' Characterized him asa asonable, catholick man, and a friend to the rightsof private judgement.'" See Akers, 71.
^0* Gay, Alienation of Affection . 19, 26.
Spirit^^S.^^^'
^^^^"^^^Q" Affection. 21, 26; Gay, True
^2. Gay, Alienation of Affection . 27.
43. Brown, A Discourse . 12; Shipton, Sibley'sHarvard Graduates XI (Boston, I960), 12-3; Harrison Grayto Thomas Hollis, Boston, July 27, 1766 (Mass. Hist. Soc.).
u^^;
Cohasset Church Records, 1747-1796 (First ParishChurch of Cohasset, courtesy of the Reverend Edward Atkinson),Sept. 2, 1747; Bradford, Memoir . 27, fn.; Nathaniel Eels,
The Evangelical Bishop (New London, Conn., 1734), 10.
45. Brown, A Discourse . 8-9; Shipton, Sibley's
Harvard G raduates . XI, 13; Cohasset Church Records, I747-
1796, May 5, 1751 & Aug. 7, 1763; Cohasset Church Meeting
Records, 1748-1785 (First Parish Church of Cohasset).
Sept. 28 & Nov. 24, 1749.
5A5
^0. Brown, A Dlnronmr* 1^. «'uj .
Harvard Gradual, nrr^^ ohipton, ^Ubio^
5^iAEl«!lJ^iii^_^ with
Mia :jateliitft£~
Precinct i . Pembroke^ ('owr^H . i
ITTllirTr^EWi
Church or Han3 ' Ma33 ) 7 Cad H? »
Cun^reKa tio„ai
itant3 or a Now Precin; r ^'f ^
, ^^^hcock to "The Inhab-
(Con«. Church or M^r'son' o^^^^'^^T I y
'''''' '''''
3ennon3, published or aMU3cr t tho'^I
^'"""'^ "''^'""•^
o.uith'3 Armlnlaniam i3 ^ r^oU ^n.Vtter'^r''He did continue to be a Unir/v n th ^^"J^^^''^^.arter It r-,m« » , mainstay i e asnociation, evenl came to be dominatcci by (^ay and hli Ar,ni„in„
in the congenial company o? !]ay-" clpcU:
"
l^JbH) lil ^ (Boston,
i l l' ' ' '
"^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^ Liberty
§^^^fji^--5^^ (Boston. i7^JTTTr--wFrTAFT^t andMayhew were readin^nOTe recently introduced work3 or TaylorFoster, etc., Gay was still turning to the works o^seven-
theology In lf^<), he wag reading the iati tudinarian
vSt
"^^'"O"^ .by John Sharp
( 1 (,V^-1 y l /. ) . Archbishop or
F'^aton?!;^
Of the students or Henry More, the CambridKOia ist bee Diaries or the Reverend William Smith or
I7IT vt -^^-V 'orl/'VJ The Di ctionary of National lUouranhy . ed. by Sir
l"''^90^r; ^uj!!^.^'
"''"^^ LeTn^hiir/vols.; ..ondon,
^. Peter Adams et ai . to William Smith, liraint roe.
Nov. 13, (Weymouth [-irst Church); Aknrs, Callr.i nnt'o
LioerM^, 7^; Shipton, Sibley's Harvard (Jra.l.i.i t ;r.i7 x i',J7
JA7i Lemuel BrianFTThe AbaurciTmrrTTr m 1 ,...pii.-mv of
Depretiatina Moral V Lrtue'TBoston . 1, •.'»), /j. ^
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^eane, Histor y of ocituate (Boston,
ShiDton' '^fht^*'^' ^-^iii^lI^illS^-^^ 69-70-
Mtiona^JUo^^^^
Sec ) ^'^;v^2^"?7^?^ p°'r^'^
Andrews, 1752-17d7 (Mass. Hist,ooc; May 24, I 52; Richard Cranch to Jonathan MavhPw
Mass ^^^^--^-P^- P. Crinch Pai^ers,'
X 3^7 cLr^. I' ^^^P^°"' SibJ^^^^sJlar,^^
chuseJ;s ^^^'''^
^hree fc:px3ode s of Ma.s.s. lg tt History, II (2 vols.; Bos ton
, 1 ^92 ) , bA.
11. Newlin, Philosophy and Relip;ion . 141-3.
12. Diary of Reverend Edward Billings of Belchertownand Greenfield, 1743-1756 (Pocumtuck Valley MemorialAssociation) Apr. 25, 1753; Edward Goddard to Nathan StoneFramingharn, July 6, 1736 (Nathan Stone Papers. Mass His?
'
/, 1 ^"^'k.^^^-^^^"^ ^*
Heywood, History of Wes tminster
(Lowell, Mass., 1893), 110-1; E benezer Gay, Ministers'Insufficiency for Their Important and Dif ficult Work
—
Shipton, Sibley's Harvard UFidTIItes
,
X, 304; The Charges Aledged against the Revd Mr. ElishaMarsh," Oct., 1747 (Nathan Stone Papers, Mass. Hist. Soc).
14. "Charges Aledged against . . . Elisha Marsh";
Heywood, Westminster
. 112-21; Shipton, Sibley's Harvard
Graduates
. X. 3ol. 302-4. ^
15. Heywood, Westminster . 122-3, 264-8; "Articles of
Charge to be laid before la?J Council met at Westminster
October 26th 1769,, (wey„,outh First Church).
Oct. u!'l7l9"'(Nathan°Ston^ p'"'" " Shrewsbury
8-9; "faou;c\Tof''L'r!hh3"-'ship;oJ'





Vol T ri tt'i
History of the Tnun-nr Hinsham
GaJ; ^Reco^d'of'Blr'ths-'MaS: 'n^in ^^'WrFfHlf^r
1718-1786" (H.C.r!)'''d;c 6 "R^'^ph^""
Admissions,
in "Pulpit Services 168i-1891 " colleJ;.^ r^""Fearing Burr (H.C.R ) , Nov 13 1??}
""^ arranged by
Mv-sfor-v o i
" . J.J, 1751 Ebenezer Gay, Theyste y Of the Seven Stars in Christ's R1.h^
| B5§?on
.
20. Gay, Mystery . 7.
n^?fi^"i°f
^^"^ °^ professionalism in colonial and earlyational America, see Daniel H. Calhoun, Professional L^ve.^^
tu^TlTLll^""^^"
"^ Aspiration. 17^u.iH.n'T.tU'.';i^
T.M^ J^' .^^l' MZ£ter;il» 7, 10, 11-2; Ebenezer Gay, The
lJ.I^'''"^''/,
a Gospel-Hini ster Represented and Ir^^
June l/UltV' ' ^ Reverend William^3m i th
,
23. Gay, Mystery . I7, 18, I9, 30.
r.o^ S??' ^i^^^' 29; Shipton, Sibley's HarvardGraduates, XII, 127; Colonel Benjamin Lincoln Diary, April
27 , i75A
.
25. Shipton, Sibley's Harvard Gradua tes. XIII
(Boston, 1965), 189-'9i; Deane, Scituate
, 2oA-5. 206-7-Samuel A. Eliot, ed., Heralds of a Liberal Faith (Boston,
1910), 12-3; "Mr. Barnes's Sermon on Hevealed Religion,"
1780 (Harvard Univ. Archives), 13, 15; Joseph Haroutunian,
5A8




LTiZT. 'T'^'^'"Minister Meeting " l?6i n i S™,^""^'"' ^""'J' ""ler





°^ Reverend William Smith, Feb. I9, 1755
19bi}, 278; Israel Loring Diary. Bk II i^ 7.'c>L ?*'
Sibley.s^Harvar. Cra.uarg., x/BA^'anJ'xi'^B^stoS^^'^"'
Pt. 11^23/^'°"' History of Hin^h.m, Vol. I,
30. Frederick L. Weis, "Ebenezer Gay," The Pro-
i'u
Hi.. toricai socij; . vSfrf?:
fu V
Sibley's Harvard Gradua te.^. VIIBoston 19A5), 166-10; "Exchanges and Occasional" inPulpit Services, 1681-1891," collected and arranged byFearing Burr (H.C.R.); History of Hin^^ham. Vol. ifpt.^I,
^,
Akers, Called unto Liberty. 128; Shipton,Sibley's Harvard Graduates, Xll, 29 and XIII, 20A-5 Historyof Hm^ham, Vol. I, Pt. II, ill; Diaries of Reverend
^
William Smith, Feb. I9, 1755; Ebenezer Gay, "The Right
Hand of Fellowship," in John Cushing's Gospel-Mini sters toPreach Christ to Their People (Boston, i759
)
, iv. , v.
Thomas Brown's Arminianism may be partly inferred ' from his
efforts at Marshfield to relax the rule which required
candidates for church membership to give a public, oral
account of their conversion experience. This ceremony
was anathema to Gay, Mayhew, and other Arminians who
believed that conversion was a gradual process and not at
5A9






1741 was apparently unaffected by their subseoupnttheological views. He secured a oulnii- r^r, t-^I a ^ ^
John Brown, he helped the eccentric grLdau'Sawson'anS he
Ro'b^rL Robert:
°f - New Light na^L j^istph
binid his New [?Sht ? ^ 'f^^^'" "'^"S" y°""S "ho com-D e n Lig sympathies with a very entrepreneuriallife-style. He received a call from the church i^Leicetter(a small town just west of Worcester) and, in OctSbe? lls^
to\TJl
the long and difficult journey thither in orde"
'
o participate in Roberts' ordination. This is the onlvknown instance in which Gay lent his hand in the o?d?naUon
gradCa^rxi.^SS^^^"'- ^ibley-s Harvard"^""
P. tu^'t
^^^'^ies of Reverend William Smith, June 5, 1754-G^y, T^eLevite, 14. Scituate's First Church had a strong!orthodox faction that was most unhappy about the growingArminian domination of the Association. When, onDecember 27, 1762, they chose Ebenezer Grosvenor (a Yalegraduate) to serve as their new minister, the Parish
stipulated that he "'shall be Ordained over this Church &Precinct According to the Constitution of the CongregationalChurches in this Province.'" See Clarence M. Waite, Con-gregationalism in Scituate (Scituate, 1967), 32-3.
37. Shipton, Sibley's Harvard Graduates. XIII, 205-6:
Diaries of Reverend William Smith, Aug. l3, 1765.
38. Charles H. S. Davis, History of Walli ngford
(Meriden, Conn., 1870), 164-71; Richard L. Bushman, From
Puritan to Yankee: Character and the Social Order i n
Connecticut, 1690-1765 (Cambridge. Mass.. iq67), >]A.
39. Davis, Wallingford . I7I-88; Bushman, Puritan
to Yankee . 216-8. The most consistent defender In
Connecticut of the rights and powers of consociations was
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the Reverend Noah Hobart of FairfiPiH




I r i i n n ?
i
Hi storlr.i J. L
Massachusetts Court FlITSifSi:^^!^^
Suffol'^aourf ?x'L"; f^^ffi^teaora^uates, XI, 192-3;
tarlanism . 82.
"".JSi, Wrxght, Beginnintr^ nf rin<
SlbleVs H.rv..H
^^3_^
2hipton, Sibley s H.rv.rd Grad,...., xi, 19^-7.
Purltan';o 2'^:^^^*'' Religion," 13, Bushman,
Chapter IX. The Father of t
< ts
Jonathan'Mavh^:^^f7"^-f^fr" '-^ "ertv: A l.i r.
23-;
"yg"? ^/^o-l7ftft (CaoDridge, Mass., lybA), U7-
—
Jonathan •EdSar.'f?M^,'!•v!;:!^^^"g/''?"^^ «• J<>hn-°n. eds.,
oj-i?, 122; John Herman Randall i'hP MaHn,, -u '
Mind (Boston. 1926) 281 irihn
of the Modern
thermore, Adam's failure and his guilt werl hiraionl sin
tranffer^ed"^rrh°"fi T"^^^ ccuirno?"e'iSp":iero"r
th"rac.^n^'wledge^\' ^ „ Le":c1''ne?th:rGav''Jha'''^°"«^Mayhew were slfvish followers of LJlSr's do'itrire
"""^
551
the DudieianTLture'fir'7!;! J""=""ty of Nature. Being




/ / 0 , Harvard -Univ. ' Archives ) n ?''fl''r «^cori^, II,>io3eph Andrews, iTSa-lTBT'^Sasir^^Istt'io'i.tr:::?^
L', 1758.
Mng^nT-iF-Distin.u"l..^L
7. Gay, Natural Religion . 5, 7.
The MyfUrv^of tL"'^^'
^eli^ion, 6, 8-9; Ebenezer Gay,
(Boston' 1752), ll^'"'"
^" Christ's Ri ght Hand
10-1.
9. Gay, A Beloved Disci£le, 10; Gay, Natural Religjion
,
1A2-3; GadHit.h.i ;
W^iSht, Beginning's of Uni tariani5.m .
in rh^?^^'
Hgli;, ion^ Aided bv Re-^^^Ion and Perf.r.tP.C ristiani^ (Boston, I779), 20; GaV, Natural Reli^^i
1716 m r R ^ S'l"""?^ °^ ^ ''^ '^^ted Feb. I9,
In Eiih;^;n;H'r ^'
^tromberg. Religious Liberalismi g tee th-Centur y England (London, 19 b4 ), ; WrightBeginnings of Uni tarianiSm . Taa : Hitchcock, Natural RenSion .
12. Stromberg, Religious Liberalism . 19-20; G. P H
The Cambridge Platonists and Their Place in Relip-iousThought (London, 1930), 56, 59. -^^±.^LJ±
13. Gay, Natural Religion
. 7, 11, 13, 27
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Dels. in'Elghi^^.^̂ T^L."!.'^?^"" - 13-4; Herbert H. Morais,
16. Randan, Modern Mind, 238; Gay, Natural Reli.^nn
colonial- AJrf"f , j" ' ifit^^f^^ffl^^SiiSi^
eds.
,
Jonathan—dwarri.s VI ; ^ Join ^"m^"''.-'"''"^"" 'Lamentations I Bn..,fnn -'-p.^^^j:; "^ite, New England's
li- Wri^hf ''h^^L^"'^
Johnson, eds., Jonathan Ed ward..,, xlviii
Beld anolif^g!"""^ ^t>-b, ^d. Thomar
'
nn
^ ' -^^--L /yo } , the central thinker of thP ^roi-t-ioi."Common Sense" school of philosophy! re ec?ed^?^ if^ ,causation, declarinir i-hot- mik. ^u- ^' ^^J^ ted all natural
cau^f^ in th! ^ "'Nothing can be an efficient
^E^TT^^ - « ^^^^




urbane.- Their social bond withthe New England Arminians is obvious. See Sydney EAhlstrom, "The Scottish Philosophy and American Theilogy "Church History, XXIV (1955), 260-1, and Henry F. M^y, fheEnlightenment m America (New York, 1976), 342-7.
19. Wright, Beginnings of Uni tariani sm . 95, i03-4-Gay, Natural Religion . 12. ' ' '
nincr. ^fy>
Natural Religion. 12, lA, 15; Wright, Begin -gs of Uni tarianism , 96-7, —^—
c;h.^. ^^'h ^^^h
Natural Religion. 16, I7, 20, 21, 27; Jones,Shattered Synthesis. 14i; Gay, A Beloved Disciple . 10.
22. Ebenezer Gay, St. John's Vision of the Woman
Cloathed with the Sun (Boston, I766), 27. It should be notedm passing that the neo-Cal vinis ts were not entirely passivem their quest for salvation. As one reads the sermons of
553
'^^oTl^^r'Zll^^ ^^^'^i- -3„o.en con-utter worthleasness would LraehoC nrn "?''^'^^''''"''"'- "-heirand grant them aalvatio,,: P"^""""^ '"'^ to be mercilul
st^.>h^3_miS^; ^^^^J^-lnlMrl^n^ 153; oay,
^^o.n the-,;rearAwaJen[n; "Siiiiiin^ni^theA^ „l„d:
(New York ly^/r^f^^^^/^-^' Uavia
lalb (M. at Harvard Jnlv Archives" p'.li:"'''
flrcnives), p. J; c,ay, Natur^ijj^enj^^
, 25, 27.
ed Dii^v !;^y'/-f^-;iijiLJl^^on, 30-1; Lyman H. Butterrield
,
. ljlairxjimLA ô>^"j--t-a{)hy ol^John Adnms, i ( vols •
RnlHov^'r/^^n' ii^l^'i'T-^i^AeU.^. l'J-2U, 23, J()-l; John
2^J; Handail, Modern Hind . 2)W. '
^/J*-^^.
31. HeiuierL, Heli^lon and tha American Mind . 5-6.
32. Wright, HefrinninKS of Dni tar laniani
.
33. John Urown, A D i :>cour:>e lJt> 1 i vt>r<!(J at the Woat
Church ^n hoaton (Hoaton, lYbo), lu; li'^TFliTTFd' Iljn7rr,"^rhl7
Ldoolo.mc o ri^unj of the American He vo 1 u t i on ( Cam brTTFe
Mass., l^^bYJ, 2'^/*-b; Aker:s, Called un t.o LiT^TFty. 82-3. ^
'
Some Arminian mini .-.
t w.t,. .ipparentXy~liljlo to live in
peace t^^ith their Church 01 hn^Uand neiK.hhors. John Hancock
Of Hraintree had tho mo:it amicable relations with l-benezer
554
sertation, Stanford Univ ?^^^ 5?'^"'^''^'^ "is-
it is published " Spp jnthr r ^"^^^'^ ^^y'^^" we hear
Aoril 7??/
Jotham Gay to Martin Gay, Hini^hamp 16, 1764 (Gay-utis Papers. Columbia Univ! Librfry)!
n^i
Called unto Libert y, 221-3- Gav A
37. Akers, Called unto Liberty. 221-2- Gav ABeloved Discip le. 7, ^4, 26. ^* -
38. Akers, Calle d unto Liberty 2PP- r.:»v i^i. i
Wi ilia. D. Gould r̂ ^; Rellgi^u'; gplnignsof Thomas Jefferson," The Mississippi V;. n .fm
Review, XX (Sept., 193 3), 2UQ.
vaiiey Historical
17fSft rr^: nfJ'^^D^^ ^° ^^y' Hingham, Aug. 22,
i'DiscguL-e ^\%!^^^^^^'
-^ohn'3 Vision, 3^; Briwn,
IQ^^H) ""S^a.^^^^^""'
Sibley's Harvard Graduates . XIV (Boston,
ill I Pt
History of the Town of Hin.h.S,
hrI* H r*c
Hingham, 1893), ill; Ebenezer Gay,
17^A" ?u°^ o^r^^?'
Marriages, Deaths, and Admissions, 1718-
M -7 ^'
Journal of Joseph Andrews,
Nov. 7, 1762, June 19, 1763, Aug. 11, 1765.
41. Shipton, Sibley's Harvard Graduat es. XIV, 279-81*
Diary of Ebenezer Parkman, May 26, 1768.
42. Shipton, Sibley's Harvard Graduates . XIV, 280:
Thomas Foster, et al . to William Smith, Boston, April 13,




at the Ordination of th. „JU. HH. iiy
of the'p^rtJtuJar
( iongr^^^flinlj? J"-"^-^ f ^he Record.Gathered 1620-1805 "Hfrifnrt?^, Churches o Massachusetts
Unfortunately i.o ditafis of tM^''?''i"'"'- ' 282,between Simeon and Jerusha hav» ILI .^^''^ marriage
papers, except for Pu[h1?.?nrGay
- rilcoiSu'p^^'r
'^""^
Feb! 3. 179r?C^urtesrof*^^iJLS%^^;;t:"" Boston,
1777-1782 (Hou^hLn^^K^*" °^""ett. Esq. of Cambridge,"
I7an. ihf
'"°"8hto Library, Harvard Univ.). Hav 31
lljO)
^'^^Pt"". Sibley's Harv^nh r.n,^,,,....
i?S 'Dec ?i
Simeon Howard to Martin Gay CumberfanS!
Joth^m CaC f; =1
Papers); Joshua Winslow
Richardson), if;,' A^g^lf fro^LL^^:^:^r^g'^
A6. Joshua Winslow, et al. to Eben^^Pr pav oi-
27 a Th'I ^I;.^^"^ ^^y' A Call from Mac edoniL 2S. pa.-8. e letter, cited above, sent by the CumberlaAd
Te7e"lllLlTn'T. H-''f °f
^^"^^ mfnisters'SCo
mgham Association in I768. AfterGay, the names mentioned are William Rand of KingstonThomas Smith of Pembroke, William Smith of Firs? Seymiuth
{?Snk ParLhf
Hitchcock of West Pembroke
'
nllduin S^'
^^"^^ 2°"^^ Hingham, SamuelBa w of Hanover, David Barnes of South Scituate,
of^Marlhfieldr""'' ^^'^^^
Scituate, and William Shaw
T ^l' 2*^^Pton» Sibley's Harvard Graduates. XV. 393-9-Jotham Gay to Martin Gay, Cumberland, N.S., Aug. 31. 1767Gay-Otis Papers); Joshua Winslow to Jotham Gay, Boston.July 22, 1773 (Courtesy of William 0. Gay); "Diary ofCaleb Gannett," passim . Clifford Shipton was apparently
unaware that Eagleson had served as Cumberland's ministerprior to the coming of Gannett.
^8. Gay, A Call from Macedonia. 14.
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Cumberland, N.S.,'july i 17?ISv^S^nf" ^^^^i" Gay,Univ.); Real Property Valuation ?o^"?^cf ^^P^^^' ColumbiaHall); Hingham Town Clerk's ReronS <Hingham Town(Hingham Town Hall?, nly 2?/^^°^^^'
Vol. m, 1720-I762
22^^3IHf£Hfei^ ^71 . vol.
Barker was elected "SogreLe" ift?A/°r.^ ^^^"^ismention of his presencf in h.. k ^^o' ^^^^^ Public
Records, III, Mar!T fyip """S^^^J-Hingham Town Clerk's
hand in improving his tllL..^^^
himself was not behind-
Between I767 and 177? Ho^k u"^"^ ''^^ ^^^^r years,
in Cohasset! and sIJeAteIn acr^'
thirty-eight ac^es of land
Hill and Otis HiU? ?^e Mn^Lf ""''^^ Squirrel
vided additional grazing ^or his r.??^' ^^"^P^^ P''^-there were brick kilns ft tLrno^r^c though
lA^i 2h
^^w^'^^^^'Johnson, Wonder Worki ng ProvidencP l1651, ed. by J. Franklin Jameson (New iork IQ in? ii aHistor y of Hin^h;.m, Vol. I. Pt II ^70 ^ • ' ^ ' i^^'Clerk's Records, III. Mar 2 iiH- H i Hingham Town
Town Officer (Biston,' l?9i)f'l23 125?"'"' ^
i-ii^^t?!£Mi^^
S?sicil5F^^
ep^l L^-^g^? ^L^^^his^^Llh^idoT-,^%"e^ H^^irSi,-^
ls"socia?iS^ 'sci?u\'r
^--/-P-sf^ied in the ' Hlfe^f-*
'
A sociation, S t ate ranked twelfth, Braintree eighteenthWeymouth twenty-second, Harshfield twenty-ninth, King^Si^
'
thirty-fourth, Pembroke forty-sixth, and' Cohass^ttSy thena separate town) forty-seventh. ^
^nric.t?r'- ^u"^^i
^"^^^^ "Population, Family andSocie y in Hingham, Massachusetts, 1635-1800" (unpublishedPh.
D dissertation, Univ. of California at Berkeley 1973)
90, 93, 95, 96, 97; Real Property Valuation for I75A
'
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Thomas Andrews ^Town of »ir^Ll. ^ '^^ °^ °f Deacon
380-1. ^ ' History of Hln^h.^ Vol. i, Pt. H,
1762-1^13 (Hin1h:/°To:;n"a\^^;! * IV.
Ship, I'haJ: Ssed^LlfIta'nSfrdrfr'"'" political leader-
by Edward M. Cook, J°? in Htt «forL''f^^T^''^''^ suggested
having a fairly narrfw leadersiin nAnT^^''
country town,
1721-1760 marriage cohorts (excepting first sons) "there
or agu;fg-ggi::^!..--rLy^^^
p'oSnd^froSince^la'
"^^'^^ -flf^i^ th'e 'onf?go'uLnd
n?n2L!n?h
assessment. In 1735 Hingham ranked
anS in ?7M'"/^^r^"^[:^^' ^742 the town ranked fifteenth,
Rp^r.oLiP^
fourteenth. See Journals of the House o f
'
Representatives of Massachn.<.Pt.t., w.. v,,, ^pr-rnn, Xlin
1 f
vol. XX iboston, 195^), ^17. In 1750, the tSin
'
elected a Sealer of Wood for the first time! The dutiesof other regulatory offices were divided so that in 1763the town elected both a Surveyor of Timber, Plank, andBoard, and a Surveyor of Clapboard and Shingles (both
?n?w^orV°"^^"^^ office); in 1766 the function ofCuller of Hoops and Staves was detached from the Clapboardand Singles Surveyorship ; that same year the offices of
fn^'^TA? °L^^r^^''?^ 5""^ ^"^^^^ °^ ^^^h ^^''^ split; finally,m 1766, the Clerk of the Market office which had beenvacant for several years was revived and, in 1767, expanded
to include two Clerks.
10. Real Property Valuation for 1765; History of
Hingham, Vol. I, Pt. II, 34-5; Parish Records of the Hingham
First Church, Vol. I, 1720-1806, transcription by Arthur D.
Marble (H.C.R.), 75, 77, 86; "Rev. Ebenezer Gay, D.D.," in
"Pulpit Services, 1681-1891," collected and arranged by
Fearing Burr (H.C.R.), sermon text in 1755. The four First
Church deacons in 1765 were Solomon Gushing, Thomas Andrews,
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Josiah Lincoln, and Joshua Hersey.
Th = ^4.
Hi^Sham First Parish Records t a oi oThaxter, et al., to "the Commi i-i-»o ? ? ' ^' ' Samuel
Meetings in thP fir^^i-
c ttee Appointed to Call
square pews, 1756." in "FariitL d ^a^es of owners of
Pastor: Minister a^S congr;^"^^^ ;^^"'?'':;
Century Connecticut VaiVfr"^?^.^" Eighteenth-
tion, Siniv. o^^a%^s^c\'iL'?ts:^^9^^^^ — ^a.
Psalmody; An'St.^^o"s ."l . ^^gg^^^^^ ? ^^rly New En^l.nH
bono, Vt,, l^!;i!n8?
^PP^^^^^tio-ri-, I Uj-IagQ^ Br
-
£ttle-
Parr No'rwl I'^S^L^^' JJ' "^S^
Church'LJ^'^Pi.st
Diary nd Au^^^l J^J^Ij^:;.!:; ^^'^
Jfry^^ P-?3h Records,
s pondence of Ezra .r^^^Z:J^| iTieTr^O.
and SoM^i ^hf^^'^'^ f^^®^' "Massachusetts Uni tarianism
?ion Jylo iRin^^] ^ Jf^^Sious




XIV (June, 197'2)? Slf
;
(Sn' 1955) /^^^f^^^""^"^^ Unitarian!., in ....I..
t.M "^u*
"Decline of Calvinism," 320: Sykes."Massachusetts Unitarianisra, " 315.
-^y^^es,
17. Richard D. Brown, "Modernization and the ModernPersonality in America, 1600-1865: A Sketch of a Syn-.hesis, Journa l of Interdisciplinary History . II (Winter,
irJl^.
^1^; Kenneth A. Lockridge, A New EHjltnd Town:The First Hundred Years (New York, iyyu), 160-1- fibenezer
^n.^:,.^.^^"? ^^ '''^^ ^"^^^^ Master-Builder of His Church
[
1753), A, 25; Ebenezer Gay, The Alienation o fAt lectio n from Ministers (Boston, 1747), 28.
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Boston Post-Ho v, .P^T^"'^"- ^ ^-^^.^^^'^cige , Mass., ig^^
Martin .ay, Hinghai' JuJ^ ^764
'
(
g;v'^.'°'5"^James A. Henretta, The Evolution or Papers);
1815: An In terdiscl
i
?,
f Ampnrnn -rciety. lypo,
iyyj), 100-2"; -
-^^ pxxnary Analysi s (uexingto n, Mass.,





Hass., l^bbi, 69!?/ 'p5in?tT "':^^^liiii2Il (Cambri-diVr
1758. ' ^ '







Ruth Atkins Gay, Hingham, May 1, 1773 ( Gay-OtirPapers?.
MOV 7^^;«^?^?o®^
Howard Gay to Solomon Lincoln, New YorkNov. 7, 1861 (Courtesy of John Richardson of Hingham)-
Ualvr^ Sfv7l""r'" -H^g^- '''' Jotham !ay italvm Gay?j, Grand Pre, Nova Scotia, Aus. 29 17S1
68r?76l rrS'"'^' r?r' Peckham, ^he^iof^;;i^PLrs .1||9::1762 (Chicago, 1964), 111-2; Ebenezer Gay to JothamGay, Hingham, Oct. I9, 1761 (Gay-Otis Papers).
25. History of Hingham, Vol. I, Pt. I, 255, 257,264 266; Peckham, Colonial Wars . 141-3; Jothara G^y toMartin Gay, Fort Edward, Nova Scotia, May 14, I759 (Gay-
lyi^ ^^P^^^i?
Jothara Gay to Martin Gay, Halifax, April 21,i76u (Gay-Otis Papers).
26. Jothara Gay to Martin Gay, Fort Edward, NovaScotia, July 23, 1759 (Gay-Otis Papers); Jothara Gay,
"Business Papers," 1773-1786 (Gay-Otis Papers); Jotham
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Gay to Jonathan Binney—Collector of the. r .Cumberland, Nova Scotia, July 29 ?777 ?r?^^?'"^ Halifax,Ebenezer Gay to Jotham Pav u ''^ (Gay-otis Papers):
Gay to JothL Ga^?'Bo:tonrFeb"T'i7?r;r''' 1761;'MariinJerusha Gay to Jotham Gav uTr^'crhJ (Gay-Otis Papers);
Otis Papers). "^"g^am, Jan. 21, 1775 (Gay-
'
(Gay-OtL Xllln^^^^^^^ 1751
Sept. 8, 1758 (Gai-Otis Pan^ro? u ^ " ^ Louisbourg,
265; p^^.^pip,\%^^^"/^P^[f ; History of Hin.h.., if
(Boston, 1879), fi- n him ! o /^edham, MassachTT.^Pt ^
.
Aug. 28; 1760 (Ga^-S^i^PapersK
'^^"^^^''^^y' oTIibiF^
1759 (Ga;-OUs'paperL-%Si^ 'r^i' Nov. 9,
5on-"ci-L^^ini^% - r 7^P^Estate Administration of Calvin G^v tL^ Papers);
County Registry of Probate It? IpV ^7^"^°''^'
i-T^n "J"^*
Calvin Gay to Ebenezer Gay, Quebec. Aue 28
Ic^v'otirP^ 'r'"" '^y' "i^^ham, April 7^1773
io?hIm rL T^^^^ ^-r^' ^^y' 'John Gay . 6; Jerusha Gay toJ t a Gay Hingham, Jan. 21, 1775 (Gay-Otis Papers);Estate of Ebenezer Gay of Hingham, Will, Suffolk CouAtvRegistry of Probate, #18,890. v^ouncy
/Mo., v^^: f-
^'^oss. The Minutemen and Their World
r.l r % 100; History ot Hingham . II. P^s^-TTT^.Gay to Martin Gay, Cumberland, N.S., June 1, 1772 (Gay-
Paper's); Martin Gay to Jotham Gay, Boston, May 7,1775 (Gay-Otis Papers). Samuel Gay apparently acquiredhis paternal grandfather's copy of William Gravesande's
Mathemati cal Elements of Natural Philosophy in I77A.
Martin Gay's fear of approaching poverty was well founded.
He was, at that time, a member of the Tory community trying
561
to^3urvive the seige of Boston by the New England rebel
and scattered entries fror, ulyf^ovembe^' i't.i'^'h";of Hingham. II, 265; "Pulpit Services " i^ilo '^-^^^l^Cec, 1751; Ebenezer Gay to (Martin rivl u .'^"'1752 (Gay-Otis Papers) ThBn» f " ' ' "^"eham, Mar. 2,
location of the Ebenl^r r.l .'""'^ question about the
it lies under the sporwhi?h latent I ""''^"^ '-^^^
"Ministers' Stone" (a%rni» / i u^''^'"^ Hingham
Which was inscribed ^iti ^he vi^ai^'daf" "'/S
"""^""^
3A. Ebenezer Gay, The True Sninit- ^ o




O^Is Pape^^) ^^^y 23, 1759 (Gay-
t^'^i'vAo^"?;^^^^®''''^'^®^^" texts from March
Itm-
Diaries of Reverend William Smith, Aug. 20,1761, Ebenezer Gay to Jotham Gay, Hingham, Oct 19 1761Jerusha Gay to Jotham Gay, Hingham, Nov. i, 1766 (GaJ!'
of ^.^^r^'^k
""^^ preached very frequenti; from the Book
?L ; 1 particular epistle is distinguished among
rh^it? ^'"^
''''''^^ emphasis on ethics, practicalC r stianity, and the importance of "works." in the secondchapter of James, the author insists that God will judgemen according to their compliance with the Law, concluding,






^'^^"ezer Gay, A Call from Macedon ia (Boston,
1760), 22. "
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Chapter XI. The Old M;.n>. Calend er






script copy at t.e dn...lT,
Papers) ^'
Cumberland, U.S., Feb. 1, 1774 (Gay-olis
llf.^) ''^o.^M^"?''^^^^^'
A Call from Macedonia (Boston
1765 ^ ( Chylous ^Paper^ ) ^^^^^^ ^^P^ '^
'
/ihsmo^^:
Ebenezer Gay, The Devotions of God 's People
i^n LA n""^
Di spensaLions ot His Provi d.nT^-rgg-..
ilPi' l^benezer Gay, The Duty of PeopI^nFTrPn. y Forand Praise Their Rulers ( Bos ton
, I73Q ) , 33.
^ ^
T ^^fS'^t^ ^'
Akers, Called unto Liber ty: a Life
3A h A ^nV^y^^r^ 1720-176. ( Cambridge, Hass^ 1964
fh^ A™? A^r^''^' "^l^^io" and the American Mind: F.n r.





US TT ^% Diary of John Adams. I, 279; Diaries of ReverendWilliam Sraitn or Weymouth (Mass. Hist. Soc), Mar. 22Apr. 26, & July I9, I778. '
inc. 8; Shipton, Sibley's Harvard Graduates . VIII (Boston,1951), A3A; Diary of John Adams
, 1, ^79; HiiTory of the
Town of Hingham (3 vols.: Hinah;,m, 1393), Vol. I, Pt. Il,
315-6, Vol. II, 21, 22, & Vol. Ill, 8, 232. Gay's neighbor,
blisna Leavitt (later Hingham's most notorious Tory) was
almost certainly a member of the group, though Adams does
not directly name him. For a useful sketch of the socio-
economic characteristics of most American Loyalists, see
Chapter I: "The Roots of Loyalty" in William H. Nelson's
The American Tory (New York, 1961).
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^- Diary of John Adams
, i, 279.
( Stanford/caL^1936!?''l3f!|5^%§Vi^^
Records, Vol. iv 176? iaTt ,u' ^"-7, lUusliam lown Clerk 'i
1767 4 Sept. 2l, 'its" " '"^"Sham Town Hall). Dec. 29,
Of God-3'p°o^i'/ ??'',.,f:;^^'.^^--^""VS > 32; Gay, Devotions
t redenck L
.







vol. x^'ptf":%^}2¥vlT?^il^^8^:1; -l^-tory of Hin.h.,,
.13. Gay, Devotions o f God's PsodIp ia i7. u •Religion and th e Aiuenr.Mn m.^
,
^> ^7; Heiraert,
1^- Gay, Devotions of God's Peop le, 7, 20-I.
sys?em a? l^^^^'^ Punished. Their whole ethicalt , t east as it was interpreted to the common
of Sen" L?^fanv"r" " involved'in ^raffairs01 m . ike y benevolent patriarch, He neededoccasionally to chastise His children.' For ml reason
See mZlr'' "^f.^^°^">o^place among Arminian ministers:Heimert, Religion and the American Mind . A26-7.
1QLP\ Harvard Gradu^tP... , vi (Boston,
Ig^v ntf^'p^''^'?
to Jotham Gay, Boston, Feb. 11, 1771
I T? u „ ^^''^ ^^^^^^ News-I..f.t.pn, Jan. li,





Religion and the American Mind, viii:Boston Weekly News-Letter. Mar. ^7 177^ ^ I772Martin Gay to Winckworth Allen, Boston, July 29 1785(Gay-Otis Papers). In 1772, Sam Adams wrote: "'the
religion and public liberty of a people are so intimately
connected, their interests are interwoven, and cannot
exist separately.'" See Heimert, op. cit ., 359.
18. Heimert, Religion and the American Mind . 414-5-Shipton, Sibley's Harvard Graduates . XI (Boston. lQ6n),
306-7; History of Hingham . Vol. I, Pt. I, 302 & Vol. II
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an address to the Consress tilti/'^''^^'' "Co-^ittee to draft
fidence and offering fo suDo^v tif^i"^
""'^ ""P^'^' ^"-^ Con-
our own Number without sfipe^d " sf^Xn""'' Chaplains fromCooper, 1775-1776 " ed hv ! r ff® "Diary of Samuel
HistoricarLvII^ vl^ijaL^im^'aSg'"""""'
Alice M!-Baldwi:rke1efg" L"nd'u:er"^^^^r "^'S'
'^^^"^"tion (Durham, II. t?']' i"!^?"^,'^7,T: Z\ i'^l'
.^2' ^StiiPton. Sibley's HarvarH Graduates yt ic
^oohasset, loj^a), ji^; History of Hln^h.m ... .
xyoo;, ^bu, ^76, 285-7; Gay, Devotions of God's Peop lP,
HPim^J^'p
Shipton, Sibley's Ha rvard GraduatP<^ . XIV, 282-3-
u^.^^r: ^g-^^^^Q" and the American MinH , at;., -! sineon
P^^r^^
to Betsy Mayhew, boston, Aug. 2, I791 (General MSSCollection, Columbia Univ. Library).
^ ilSS
iC^v n??; pf^''''^?^
Martin Gay, Hingham, Mar. 5, 1777
I Gay-Otis Papers); Ebenezer Gay, The True Spirit of a GosoelMinister Rep resented and Up^pH (Boston, 1746), 12?
^
Mav ll^^'77^°^^^'' n?^ ^2
^^''^^^ ^^y' Cumberland, N.S.,
n.HHo 'r
Papers); Mark M. Boatner, Encyclo -pedia of the America n Revolution (New York, 1966) , 635-6 -History Of Hin.^, Vol. I,TtT-II, 34; Ebenezer Gay to
P%"ir3rMass?°Hist"1fc'!T:
'''' ''''
-^ot^ara Gay to William Allan, Cumberland, N.S..Mar. 9, 1776 (Gay-Otis Papers); Proceedings of the Massal
chusetts Historical Society. 1869-1870 (Boston. 187]).
—
393, 395; Edward D. Harris, A Genealogical Record o f Daniel
Pond, and His Descendants (Boston, ltt73), 409; Jerusha Gay
to Jotham Gay, Hingham, Jan. 21, 1775 (Gay-Otis Papers);




sermon, Gay did speak of "the indi 1'^^
^^^^ published
gances of our youth " but
/"discretions and extrava-
generalized observation S^^ ph^'
Probably intended as a
Calendar (Hingham i8°6*eduLn
^ay The Old Han'.
in 17i31), 7.
eaitio , first published m Boston
Book "The Texts of EbeneLr SIy'^Ai^^^l77^;a;(Courtesy of John P. Richardsonl! s;r;in tI^t"'fo'r'july 26,
1718-1816 (STr?''%?^'S^\°^ ^^^^^ P^^ish in Hingham,
302 A TT
History of Hing h^^m, Vol. I. Pt I
s^udie^in' he' aw'^^; ;e ^^it^'i't JP^'
Solo^in'^inciln
Hingham," grandson of'parson Gay.
'''"'^^^
26-7.
"^^^Q^y Hingham, Vol. I, Pt. I, 302 & Pt. II,
30. Daniel Shute, A_Serrnon Delivered . at thpInterment o f the Rev. Ebe n.... ,^ . l.-^^^f^
m!:.^.^"^ i^oenezer Gay," 1777>1780, passim ; Gay Old
Mar. ^777?^ '
^' ^^^'^^^^ Martin^WrHinghamT^
Oct fi^^^7^°^^^"' S?^ ^2
^^''^^^ ^^y' Cumberland, N.S.,u . a, 1772 (Gay-Otis Papers).
//^
Martin Gay to Jothara Gay, Boston, Julv 23 1772(Gay-Otis Papers); John Boyle, "JoJ^nal of Occurrenc;s in
Mar
^^^^ ^"^^^"^ and Ln so'?)'
Gay to Frederick L. Gay, Boston, Feb. 3, 1879 (Gav LettersNew England Hist, and Gen. Soc), p. 9. ^ ,
T7Q^ /n*^' r.^"^^^
Atkins Gay to Martin Gay, Boston, May 23,Gay-Otis Papers); Journal of Joseph Andrews, 1752-
1787 (Mass. Hist. Soc), passim ; Joshua Winslow to Jotham
Gay, Boston, June 23, 1773 (Courtesy of William 0. Gay)
•
Martin Gay to Jotham Gay, Boston, July 27, I773 (Gay-Otis
Papers); Joshua Winslow to Jothara Gay, Marshfield, Apr. 26,
177A (Courtesy of William 0. Gay); Jerusha Gay to Jothara
Gay, Hingham, Jan. 21, 1775 (Gay-Otis Papers); Gay, Old
Man's Calendar. 6. In 1780 Joseph Thaxter was finallT"
settled at Edgartown on Martha's Vineyard, the island of
the Mayhews. In 1823, Thaxter, who was nearly eighty,
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Thaxter's comments reveal that th^^^^i^'"^ Indians,
still remained faithm io Jhe t^L?i Eclgartownhis mentor: ^® heological postulates of
Heathen to understa'nd:"^'!ns ead of h?^Ut\"ou^''^^'
^he'u^ht'o? m'?'" Dictates o? R^as^^I
is hni^^ ^ ^^^"f^ ^ convince them that therebut one God & [cure?] them of their Idolatrv
& the way to make Christians will be open!
^
History of Hingham . Vol. I. Pt it m x. -i^i o
"Journal;- Hay'^I! n^"!"^^^"^
-
'''' ^' ^^7-9; Boyle,
1 777 ^r^* J^'^'^n^^ ^° Jotham Gay, Hingham, Oct. 6.1777 (Gay-Otis Papers); John B. Brebner, The Neutral Yankeesof Nova Scotia: A Marginal Colony during- th. Wo,,^ ... •
^ears New York, 1937)? 323-A ; Jolham Gay to Martin Ga!
re?er:icT;o^*.?h: 'ffn'i'
'''' (Gay-Otis' Papers)." Jo^ham's
^ S 5 . ® ^^araily" concerned Mary and Samuel Gay.two of Martin's children, who were staying with him at
L.nat time*
37. Martin Gay to John Joy, Boston, Dec. 9. 178A(Courtesy of William 0. Gay); Martin Gay to
Cumberland, N.S., May lA, 1777 (Gay-Otis PapiFiTT For thehistory of the disputed Union Street property, see Edward
Wheelwright, "Three Letters Written by an American Loyalist
and His Wife, 1775-1788," Publications of the Co lonial
Society o f Massachusetts , ill ( Transact ions, l895-l5q7)
.
379-400. ~- — * ^»^(if
38. Martin Gay to Ruth Atkins Gay, Halifax, July 8,
1780 (Gay-Otis Papers); Martin Gay to William Allan, Boston,
Nov. 17, 1784 (Gay-Otis Papers); Martin Gay to Benjamin
DeWolf, Boston, Sept. 12, 1784 (Gay-Otis Papers); Martin
Gay to John Joy, Boston, Dec. 9, 1789 (Gay-Otis Papers).
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i7Y7; Ruth Atkins Gay to Martin rav n„ , ?' '
(Gay-Uti3 Papers).




History oT Hint^ham, Vol. I, Pt it m-Bezaleel Howard, A yermon UeTivered at thp orH,the Rey. Antipo., joeward (Springfield ^a s" 1°"/'
9, ^. W. bdson, et al.. Sketches of The Churches andPastors xn Ha,„pden '^.untTTilii-nJiStTTfTf^ili^
gggg; ios^:Sn^:^.^.^^t'^3l^^yi-^^
Al. Ebenezer Gay, ABelovedDisciple of Jesus Chri-itCharacterized (Boston, 17 bb), 17; Assessors Record" Ppj ^-7
^12. Gay, Old Man's Calendar . 2, 3.
A3. Ibid.
, 0, 9, 11.2 13. This sermon may haye
canir ^cf^ With Older people precisely becauL of'itsandor. Coining as it did from the lips of an octopenarianthe Calendar had an authenticity and a sincere? straight! 'forward sympathy that was usually missing in the con-descensiye formulas which younger preachers used with the
AA. Ibid., 25, 26, 27.
^^y* Old Man's Calendar . 20; Martin Gay to JohnJoy, Boston, Aug. 6, 1785 (Gay-Otis Papers); John Boyle toMartin Gay, Boston, Sept. 29, 1733 (Courtesy of William 0.Gay); Weymouth First Church Records (Tufts Library
Weymouth), Aug. 22, 1784; Ebenezer Gay to "Dear Children "
Dedham, June 19, 178A (Gay-Otis Papers). A MS version of
The Old Man's Calendar is held by the Massachusetts
Historical Society.
A6. Ebenezer Gay, The Levite Not to Be Forsaken
(Boston, 1756), 14.
47. Ebenezer Gay, The Mystery of the Seven S tars in
Christ's Rip;ht Hand (Boston, 1752), 11-2."
'
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Cohasset, First and Second'sci?Sa?^ "'"S^^"'
Pembroke, Duxburv and ??n.^^
^^''^^ Second
,
u D y, Kingston. See Richardson, op. cit ..
(Dedham!'l936??^9!''^' ^ H^^ tory of Pedham. Ma....h„.....
Libertv';Boston' ulT)^ ' p^^^^^^-,^^
Church - ^f^t- nni p ^• ''"^^^^^^^ ^^^^^ Bi^kiir-on^^tiutcn, ;^T:ate^ a d Calviniamr Pamphlets
—
W^a ivwo—^ w^illiam G. McLoughlin (Cambridge! Mass ' ^lVlHistory of Hin.h.., Vol. I, Pt? 11, 5?." '
52. Gay, Old Man's Calendar . I9.
Collect?;n<,"of^;h?S^"^^^w
^^y'" ^' "^^''^"y Belknap Papers,"c io s of the Massachusetts Historical Society. SixthSeries,
5A. John Boyle to Martin Gay, Boston. Sent 2Q l7ai(Courtesy of William 0. Gay); Ruth Atkins S^y tS Aar^ln^Gay, Boston, Oct. 16, 1783 (Gay-Otis Papers); The Diary ofEbenezer Parkman. 1703-1782. ed. by Francis G. Walett^
(Bostonrr83i)r^67!''^
Deane, History of Scituate
^55. History of Hingham. Vol. I, Pt. II, 115-6, II9,
123; Shipton, SiDiey's Harvard Graduates . VIII, A35-6-
Harvard Corporation Records, III, 1778-1795 (Harvard Univ.Archives), 237-9. Sarah died in 1790, and in her will sheleft specific bequests to Gay's children—LlOO each to
Martin and Jotham, and kl35 each to Abigail and Jerusha.
See "The Estate of Mrs. Sarah Derby— in Acct. with Messrs.
Joseph Andrews and Caleb Thaxter," June, 1790 (Courtesy of
William 0. Gay)
.
56. Griffin, "Charles Chauncy," 310. For an excel-
lent discussion of Chauncy's universalism see Chapter Eight,
"The Salvation of All Men" in Conrad Wright's Beginnings
of Unitarianisra . 185-99. In 178^ Chauncy brought out
another important work entitled The Benevolence of the Deity
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now hald'in the ^p^ciircollLuoL'Sr^?;;- '"^^
Harvard Divinity School Library ,
Andover-
Ebeneze^PaS'iiip^i^PTfl^^ 201-5;
A.erican A„ti.uaria„ ^00^^?^ I^^^^^^jf^
and erlls. 'r^Tr'Z.^ll'
Duty of Peop1. p,,.,
^con, i^^^j, 7, Strom&erg, Heligious LiberalismT
ifi Q. ri'
,«a^P»^ M. Wardle. Hazlitt (Lincoln, Neb., 1971)
England, Ireland, an a America , ed. hv Kr^na^t .i
ii'n
-^^^7), 17.9, 70-1, 120-1; His^orrCfHiMham, Vol. I, Pt. II, 24-5. Peggy Hazli tt, th^ mi nister's
fhovf on'
""^^ enchanted by Gay, "a very pleasant old Sanabove 90 years of age." In her journal she related thefollowing anecdote:
He was fond of a good story, and used to tellwith great glee how he cured a man of the propensity
to steal. It seems this man was in the habit ofmaking free with his pastor's hay, which, Mr. Gay
suspecting, he one evening took his pipe in his
mouth and, standing behind the stable door, softly
shook out the ashes of his pipe on the hay the man
was carrying away on his back. And as soon as he
got out, the fresh air kindled it into a flame,
at which the poor fellow was so much terrified
that he came the next morning to confess his
trespass, saying that fire came down from heaven to
consume his stolen hay, and promised never to steal
again . . .
See Journal of Marp:aret Hazlitt. 69-70.
Margaret Hazlitt ! ^'
1786, passim; Journal of
i7«A. n'^' :!?^'^"^1 Joseph Andrews, Sept. 3—Nov S
l^^t\^^^^ Qld Man's Calend;.r . 20-1 ; Sydney Howard'cai
Johfp''R?ch^;;r'"; ^' l^ei'iCouPtesy'o'ffl^R^chardson); History of Hingha., II, 24; Shute,
n
^^^®"ezer Gay, "Record of Births, Marriages
?7fi7 ^i:'^
Admissions, I7I8-I787" (H.C.R. , Mar if'1787; Martin Gay to John Joy, Boston, May 25, 1787
v5 (Boston
^^^P^;^"> Sibley's HarLrd
VI b , 1942), 64; The Diary of William Be ntlpv, n n
Ln?h S ^^^^2' 1905-1^14),
'^/. chauncy had d!ed the'
'
mont before on February 10th.
u- u




Without the herculean lab^r 0? cLf?:" K SMnto" ''S'
isrlff liTriQ^^i"""""' i-l<">3achusetts Historical
!unc?^on'"f'-
- ""^"^^ "?ii",°::hen'user i'co'n!'
were Hlitn'R^f^l?"* identification of ministers




b udie XV (Cambridge, Mass., iy/u) and Frederick
o^M^ ""p'".'
The Colonial Clergy and th. cm on?!i
f New England ( Lanra.<.t^n , m.o; ^r^^^y v^nurcnes
Manuscripts
^Gay's manuscript legacy is slender. I have beenable to locate only six MS sermons. The most legible of
l^r?? ^n^'^^^
catechism, held by the First Church ofSuffield, Connecticut. Similarly, most of Gay's corre-spondence has been lost or destroyed. Seven of hisletters survive in the Gay-Otis Family Papers, held byColumbia University in the Special Manuscript Collectionsof the Butler Library. The surviving correspondence ofoay s children, however, is voluminous, and much of itrefers to the activities of their father. In addition tothe Butler Library collection, only eight of Gay's letters
are known to be extant. Three of the most important—onewritten m 1714, one in 1715, and one in 17A2—may be found
in the Gratz Collection of the Pennsylvania Historical
Society.
Gay has also discouraged biographers by his failure
to leave a diary, but this lacuna can be partially filled
by the diaries of his friends and contemporaries. The most
useful of these is unquestionably the diary kept by Gay's
clerical neighbor, the Reverend William Smith of Weymouth.
His entries were recorded from 1728 to 1763 in a series of
interleaved almanacs held by the Massachusetts Historical
Society.
The Hingham First Church and Parish records are
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South Hingham Parish Records (1742-1865) and the
church^fnn^ (17A6-184A) are held by thaJurch, along with a letter of Gay and several of th^Reverend Daniel Shute. The Cohasset 5hurch Records U7A7.1796) are held by the First Parish Church of Cohasset
T n'^r'^ ^"P" Reverends Nehemilh
o?
John Fowle (1721-17^7) may be found in Box #10
ical Sociefy^'"
records at the Massachusetts Histor-
For students of South Shore ecclesiastical history,there is a small but excellent collection of originalmanuscripts, relating to ecclesiastical councils and
ordinations, that is housed in the First Church of
Weymouth. The Reverend William Smith seems to have servedas a sort of secretary for the Hingham Association, andmost of the documents date from the time of his ministry.
The Hingham Town Records for the eighteenth century
are quite extensive and are kept in excellent condition at
the Hingham Town Hall. I have used "The Select Men's
Second Book of Records" (1717-1785), and the Town Clerk's
Records, Vol. Ill (1720-1762) and Vol. IV (1762-1813).
Real Property Valuations, kept in the lower safe of the Town
Hall, are extant for the years 1754, 1757, 1765. 1767.
1772, 1779, 1788, and 1790. '
f ^,
Other Manuscripts:
Andrews, Joseph. Journal, 1752-1787. Massachusetts Histor-
ical Society.
Barnes, David. "Mr. Barnes's Sermon on Revealed Religion,"
1780. Harvard University Archives.
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"^"''^HoLStofi'^K"""'' Cambridge," 1777 lyapughton Library, Harvard University.
'^'^'^'^"^7^2.
1792.^ Kent Memorial Library, Suffield, Coinecl
The Hobart Diary. Massachusetts Historical Society.
"John Leverett's Record." l707-i7p-^ u . .
Archives.
-L/'U7-1723. Harvard University
Loring, Israel. Diary. Massachusetts Historical Society
'-'-'^^L c-J-r^^; H?-g-%----,!ociety;
ParkLn^'l70ri?fip'''!!"'K^^
Diary of T^lZlllr xman, 17Q3«1782. ed. by Francis G Walettlamerican Antiquarian Society, Worcester, I97MThe manuscripts for the years 1755 to 1782 are
eUher in ?h' ^^^^f
chuse tts iis'toricll Societyithe the original or in reproduced form.
"^^^°°Bostonr'''^^^^°"
Congregational Library,
Williams, Stephen Diary. Typescript from original MSat the Storrs Library, Longmeadow, Mass.
Primary Sources; Printed
Most of the eighteenth-century works mentioned hereand the great number that have not been included ?n the
CUffor^K ^^hw ^^^^i^^i^ microcard, catalogued in
Tn/.i ^ 2^^Pt°" James E. Mooney, eds., NationalI dex of American Imprints through 1800: The Short-TitleEvans (American Antiquarian Society, Worcester, I969).
i-eniuel. The Absurdity and Blasphemy of Deo retiatinir
Moral Virtue^ boston, I749. ^ =^
Brown, John. A Discourse Delivered at the West Church in
Boston . Boston, I766. ~~ —
Bulkley, John. The Usefulness of Reveal 'd Religion , to




Faust, Clarence H. and Johnson. Thomas h t
Edwards . New York, 1935! -^Q^athan
"Diary of Cotton Mather, 1709-1724 " Pniio^i-^^ ^ .
Oangerous iirrors oi' Arminius : Hn.t.nn, ^7?^"
"
Osborn, Samuel. The Case and Complaint of Mr, .^.. ,..1
Qsborn. Late of Eastham . bSston, I7A3.— •
Shute, Daniel. A Sermon Delivered at the Intermentot the Re v. Ebenezer Gay. dTdT Salem, I787'
Tracy, Joseph. The Great Awakening: A History of th^Revival of Religion m th e Time of Edward... ^nd -
Whitefield . boston, 1845. ' "—
Walker, Williston. The Creeds and Platforms of Co n^^rp^:.-
tionalism . New Ijlork, 1893". ° ^ -
White, John. New Engjland's Lamentations . Boston, 1734.
Wise, John. A Vindication of the Government of New England
Churches , boston, I717. ~~" ^
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Which a Church was Gathered f ^ .'^^^
°"
D. Henchman ma! ' * " for
Zechariah's Vision of Christ's Martial ri„.Sermon Preached at the desire of fill' • • ; I" ^
Artillery-Company in Bos^oi^jSne f TlT^''''
B?"^v"e. 'r^^^!'' ^- P^iilf^s/and-
"rs^r^.::°^i%^° Le^c^Lr^rirSin^^hr^ i'^"-on Occasion of the Arrival of ^
at^tSl^Bes^^?; ^^hL^^ •
----3^'""
Thomas .^le^! ?^ P^i^d^-.^a";
. ^J^.
Hmghara, on a Training-Day There Mav it ii-^t t
Publfn'r^^ '""^ MiliLrJ'coipanLs^'and'Nowblished, at the Desire of Their OfficersBoston: Printed by T. Fleet, for Daniel Heic^m^nover-against the Brick Meeting House in Cornhill?'
"^"^^""Snn^
Insufficiency for Their Important and Difficultwork, Argued from the Opposite Eternal Events of U.A Sermon Preach'd at the Ordination of the Rev.Ebenezer Gay, Junior, in Suffield, Jan. 13. 17A1
2. And Published at the Desire of the People There
Co;nhin!'°?7A2!''"''' '^'^^
The Untimely Death of a Man of God Lamented. In a SermonPreach'd at the Funeral of the Reverend Mr. JohnHancock, Pastor of the First Church of Christ inBramtree; Who Died May 7th, I7AA. Aetatis Suae A2.
. . . Boston: Printed by S. Kneeland and T. Green
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in Queen-Street. 1744.
The Character and Work of a Good Ruler anH th^ n ^
Obliged People. A Ser.on%?each;d'Sero^e Sis'Excellency William Shirley Esq • ThrH^L ki
His Majesty^ Council, a^^'HoS^;'o?1e r ^L.esof the Province of Massachusetts-Bay in New
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Province °"boL""
Majesty -s Council for ^he
ri,^! ?u" • • S°2<'°n: Printed for Daniel Gookin
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^^^^ ^^^^"^ Ol^So^u^^i"
The True Spirit of a Gospel-Minister Represented and UrsedA Sermon Preach'd before the Ministers of the
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The Mystery of the Seven Stars in Christ's Right Hand;
Open'd and Apply 'd in a Sermon Preached at the
Ordination of the Reverend Mr. Jonathan Dorby, to
the Pastoral Care of the Second Church in Scituate:
November 13, 1751. . . . Boston: Printed and Sold
by J. Draper, in Cornhill. 1752.
Jesus Christ the Wise Master-Builder of His Church. A
Sermon Preached at the Installment of the Reverend
Ezra Carpenter to the Pastoral Care of the People
in Keene and Swanzey in the Province of New-
Hampshire, October 4th, 1753. . . . Boston:
Printed and Sold by S. Kneeland in Queen Street.
1753.
The Levite Not to Be Forsaken. A Sermon Preach'd at the
Installment of the Rev. Mr. Grindall Rawson, in
the Pastoral Charge of the First Church of Christ
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the Ministry, and Pastoral Care of a
rn^i T °5
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APPENDIX I
ADMISSIONS TO FULL COMMUNION IN HINGHAM
























































































































South Shore Parishes in I76O
Note: The parish lines are only very approximate reflec-
tions of the actual precinct bounds.
Plymouth's Third Church was formed by Old Light
secessionists from the First Church, and so it was not
fundamentally a territorial parish.
Appendix II-B
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Note: The above map is intended only to be broadly sug-gestive of religious patterns on the South Shore. The lineof division between moderate Arminians and moderate
Calvinists is necessarily arbitrary.
Appendix II-C
APPENDIX III
A LIST, BY TOWN AND PARISH, OF THE SOUTH SHORE CLERGYMEN
REFERRED TO IN THIS WORK, AND THEIR TENURE IN OFFICE
Abington. Samuel Brown (171^-17^9.
Braintree:
North Parish. John Hancock, Jr. (1726-17^4).
Lemuel Briant {I7A5-I753).
Anthony Wibird (1755-1800).
South Parish. Samuel Niles (1711-1762).
Third Parish. Moses Taft (I752-I79I).
Bridgewater
:
First Parish. John Shaw (I73I-I79I).
East Parish. John Angier (1724-1787).
North Parish. John Porter (1740-1802).
West Bridgewater. Daniel Perkins (1721-1782).









First Parish. Ebenezer Gay (I7I8-I787).
Second Parish (Cohasset). Nehemiah Hobart (1721-1740)
John Fowle (I7AI-I746).
John Brown (17^7-1791).
South Parish. Daniel Shute (1746-1802).




Kingston. Thaddeus Maccarty (I742-I745)
William Rand (1746-1779).
Marshfield:
First Parish. Samuel Hill (I7AO-I752)
Joseph Green, Jr. (1753-1758).
Thomas Brown (1759-1763)
William Shaw (1766-1816).'
Second Parish. Atherton Wales (1739-1795).
Middleborough:
First Parish. Peter Thacher (I709-I744).
Thomas Weld (I745-I749).
Sylvanus Conant (I748-I777).
North Parish (Titicut). Isaac Backus (1748-1756)
Solomon Reed (1756-1785)




First Parish. Daniel Lewis (I712-I753).
Thomas Smith (1754-1788)!
West Parish (Tunk). Gad Hitchcock (1748-1803).
Plymouth:
First Parish. Nathaniel Leonard (1724-1760).
Chandler Robbins ( I76O-I799 )
.
'




First Parish. Jonathan Parker (I73I-I776).
Second Parish. John Howland (1746-1804).
Sci tua te
:










First Parish. Samuel Dunbar (1727-1783).
Second Parish. Philip Curtis (17^2-1797).
Third Parish. Jedidiah Adams (I746-I799)
Weymouth
:
First Parish. William Smith (1734-1783).
South Parish. James Bayley (1723-1766).
APPENDIX IV
The data from which the following measurement of
property distribution was compiled came from one of
eight eighteenth century property valuation lists
located in the lower safe of the Hingham Town Hall.
The valuation lists are extant for the years 175A,
1757, 1765, 1767, 1772, 1779, 1788, and 1790. The pur-
pose of the valuations was expressed in the title of the
1765 list: "A Valuation of the Income of the Real
Estate within the Town of Hingham for Six year Estimates
by the Assessors of the Town." It is unfortunate that
the surviving assessment lists for mid-eighteenth
century Hingham include only real property. Judgments
concerning the increase in commercialization or social
stratification in Hingham cannot, then, be based on
direct measurements of the increase in personal wealth,




^'fi^i:^^'^^^'^ LAND-HOLDINGS IN THEl-lHol, SECOND AND THIRD PAH1SHES»
Decile
Percent u 1 1 OLal Land Listed
I'lrst Pariah





i N - iUi )
1 h i r<i 1' -I r- i c- KI cli -loll
(oout.il HinKliain)
(N=7U)
I ^3.A2 3^.81 35.97
11 20.67 ^ ^ • cc 20 . 00
III IA.^7 17.33 13.87
IV 10.06 11 .06 11.72
V 6.18 6.b3 B.95
VI 3.29 A.9A 4.A7
Vli 1.^7 2.30 3.11
VIII .AA .32 1.91
IX .00 .00 .00
X .00 .00 .00
The average acreage in the First Parish was 3b. ^4 a.:in the Second Parish, 27.33 a.; in the Third Parish,
29.86 a. The total assessment lor the First Parish was









A PARTIAL GENEALOGY OF THE GAY FAMILY
1. John Gay emigrated to America about ifiin
i^'36?''\^r^L?nrihe"w!do%' To''^^ r "-eTeM::^
16aa; She ..elTu^l'sl rJ^re^r-^ifc^^L-drelJ^^^el '^^^^ ^'
Samuel, b. March 10, 1639; d. April 15, I7I8.
Hezekiah, b. July 3, 16A0; d. Nov. 28, 1669.
2. iii. Nathaniel, b. Jan. 11, 1643; d. Feb. 20, I712.
Wh???n; ^'i
"^''^^ ^^'•5; married, first, Nathaniel
Unin^H^'
married, second, John Ware, ofWrenthara, Jan. 1680. '
Eleazer, b. June 25, 1647; d. April 13, I726.
Feb!^23^l677!^
''^''''^^'^ ^^"^^1 Hawes,
Fu?ie'?; F;b^?i6?2.'''' ^'^'"^^ "^^^^^^ '^'^
viii. John, b. May 6, 1651; d. Nov. I9, I731.
Jonathan, b. Aug. 1, 1654; date of death uncertain.
Hannah, b. Oct. 16, 1656; d. Feb. 26, 1660.
2. Nathaniel, b. Jan. 11, 1643. He married Lydia, thedaughter of John and Martha Bunker Starr. In her infancy,
Lydia was, in effect, adopted by Eleazer and Mary Bunker
Lusher. Nathaniel died Feb. 20, 1712. His wife Lydia diedAug. 6, 1744, aged 92. They had:
i. Benjamin, b. May 3, 1675; d. Aug. 1, 1675.
ii. Nathaniel, b. April I7, 1676; d. May 1, 1676.
iii. Mary, b. March 30, 1677; married Jabez Pond,
Jan. 11, 1699. They had: Eliphalet Pond, b. May
17, 1704; d. Jan. 19, 1795.













Nathaniel, b. April 2, 1682; d. May 25. 1750.
Lusher b. Sept. 26, 1685; d. Oct IB M(o umarried Mary Ellis. She died Oct' 7 ',7^n'-ased 90. A^ong their nine childr;n':erri;cluded •
M.r:Ur'';t^;iJL^^iey."^.^- -^5-
D^y.'no^!'- "^^"'^'^ EPhrai-n Wilson.
ix. Abigail, b. Feb. 15, 1694.
3. X. Ebenezer, b. Aug. I5, 1696; d. March 18, I787.
Bradford dl'. o?^
He married, Nov. 3, I719, Jerusha
Duxburv ?ho* K^""""^^ "^""^^ ^^S^''^ Bradford of
^7^^ ^ .''fl^ 1699, and died Aug. I9.1783. He died March 18, I787. Their children we^^:
i. Samuel, b. Jan. 15, I72I; d. March 26, I7A6.
ii. Abigail, b. Sept. 8, 1722; d. Feb. 8, I729.
iii. Calvin, b. Sept. U, 1724; d. March 11, 1765. Hemarried April 2, 1752, Mary Smith of Sandwich.
They had one child:
1. Christiana, bap. Nov. 26, 1752; married June 19.
1774, Bartholomew Jones.
4. iv. Martin, b. Dec. 29, 1726; d. Feb. 13, I8O9.
V. Abigail, b. Aug. 20, 1729; d. unm. April 7, 1804.
vi. Celia, b. Aug. 13, 1731; d. Feb. 18, 1749.
vii. Jotham, b. April 11, 1733; d. Oct. 16, 1802.
595
viil. Jerusha b. March 17, 1735; carried Nov 29
ix. Ebenezer, b. Harch 3, 1737; d. July 3, 1738.
X. Persia, b. Nov. 2, 1739; a. March 2^, 1752.
xi. Joanna, b. Nov. 23, 17AI; d. July 23, 1772.
birn^in^Hlngha^i on":". "25"?7-2'mr'
-^--''ant, was
nll^^llr "I? ""-r^ ^"^ a?^erh:r1eIth"o';uvQmoe , i76A, he married secondly Oct ?q ivac; dAtkins. He died on Feb n iftno u Z^,' ^^'^^
were- '
ISOg. His children by Mary
1
.
Celia, b. 1751/2; married Mar. 12 177? ir,hnBoyle, a printer of Boston, and d! Ulli u'"
TiZ;. 'o-r SL^rraii^^is:^'-^^^^
iii. Samuel, b. 175A; d. Jan. 21, 18A7.
iv. Martin, b. I76O; d. April 17, 1778.
V. Frances, bap. April 1763; married Jan. 10, 1805.Dr. Isaac Winslow, and d. Oct. 12, 1646.
vi. Pinckney, bap. Nov. 18, I76A; d. April, 1773.
His children by Ruth were:
vii. Ebenezer, bap. Sept. 21, I766; d. soon,
viii. Ebenezer, bap. Feb. 24, I77I; d. Feb. 11, 1842.
ix. Pinckney, bap. July 2, 1775; d. in two weeks.

